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ABSTRACT 
A qualitative study of experiences of Abori2inal care2ivers of 
children with developmental disabilities 
A qualitative study of 20 caregivers of Aboriginal children with developmental disabilities 
revealed that caregivers continue to be guided by values rooted in traditional Aboriginal 
societies where all children were considered gifts of the Creator. The lives of vulnerable 
children had purpose, they were treated with respect, and the self-growth of the caregiver 
was connected to care of the child. The needs of young families were supported within a 
web of relationships in family and community. Disruptions to traditional family relationships 
began in the colonial era with the negation of Aboriginal culture and spirituality, and 
continue in many communities in ongoing cycles of trauma exacerbated by rapid change. 
These ruptures to traditional family life have led to reliance by caregivers on medical, social, 
and educational services based on Euro-Canadian values regarding developmental disability, 
which have been rooted in negative concepts since the Enlightenment. This research 
synthesizes Aboriginal ways of knowing and Western academic inquiry within a conceptual 
framework guided by a metaphor of "weaving." The intersection of marginality and trauma 
together with negative attitudes to individuals with developmental disabilities in Canadian 
society gives insight into the experience of caregivers. Presented in story form, the findings 
provide an incisive critique of a society that views individuals with developmental disabilities 
as of less worth than others, and also trace a profoundly disturbing picture of the larger 
experience of what it is to be Aboriginal in Canada today. The findings also reveal the impact 
these societal realities have on a very vulnerable group of Canadian children who are 
disabled at disproportionately high rates. 
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PREFACE 
This research provided an opportunity for me to explore areas of great personal 
interest, including the authentic experience of families with children with developmental 
disabilities who are experiencing extreme stress, the cultural knowledge within First Nation 
and Metis families that informs parenting, and how clinical practice may better support these 
families. Within a qualitative framework, this research integrated Aboriginal ways of 
knowing with narrative analysis to honour cultural knowledge transmitted in "story" forms. 
All too often, "voices" are filtered through the analysis of others. Particularly in the 
"meaning making" involved in difficult experience, understanding the smallest nuances is 
critical to understanding the whole picture. In Reissman's (1994) view, the story form is 
nearly universal as a way to order worlds. Stories are "a cultural envelope into which we 
pour our experience and signify its importance to others" (p. 114); use of the story form 
enables making connections through linking the past with the present. The stories of 
participants were linked through a framework that emerged in the voice of one Elder whose 
experience embraced and explained the stories of many participants. 
In the current research, participants are dealing with the most intimate of human 
experiences: their responsibilities in raising their children. Parenting is the greatest challenge 
human beings experience. How we parent depends upon many different factors, including the 
patterns we have experienced in our families of origin and the values we are immersed in 
within communities of origin. In the current study, many caregivers had been raised in rural 
communities and were translating their values to an urban environment. Parenting a child 
with developmental disabilities brings increased challenges - as well as gifts. 
xi 
Participants were single mothers, a single father, several two-parent families, as well 
as grandparents and single grandmothers. Their children have a variety of diagnoses, 
including autism, medical fragility, global developmental delays, mild and moderate 
developmental delays, as well as forms of fetal alcohol spectrum disorder and the impact of 
prenatal drug use. The starting point to the research was their starting point, and the 
development of the stories reflects the meaning they made of their experiences. That 
meaning reached deep into their experience of being Aboriginal in Canada today, their stories 
traced the views of inclusion that guide their parenting, which are rooted in deep cultural 
traditions, as well as the unique perspective they bring as people whose gifts have been on 
the margins of Canadian society. The interrelatedness of all life, including creation, was clear 
in the narratives. Their stories trace how the long shadow of Canadian colonial policies 
reaches into the heart of family life to the present; their stories also trace enormous resilience 
and ability to critique mainstream values at a variety of levels as they follow their cultural 
imperative to "take responsibility." 
Their insights include a strong awareness that Western society embraces values that 
have deeply wounded themselves as Aboriginal peoples, and their children because of their 
developmental disabilities. A number of participants had attended residential schools, while 
others acknowledged that the experiences of family members who attended residential 
schools continued to have an impact on the family. Many described paths to healing through 
recovery of culture. Spirituality was a source of strength to many. Their ongoing 
commitment to their children energized them to advocate for their children and to challenge 
the devaluation their children often experience. 
xii 
SECTION ONE - Introduction 
Chapter One 
A. The importance of this study 
Canada's treatment of its Aboriginal children was described as "a total 
national disgrace" by Senator Romeo Dallaire as the Senate issued a report on the 
failure of the Canadian government to comply with the United Nations Convention 
of the Child (O'Neill, 2007). Aboriginal children are disabled at two to three times 
the rate of other Canadian children (Fudge Shormans & Mandamin, 2007; Fuchs, 
Burnside, Marchenski & Mudry, 2006; Durst, 2006; Royal Commission on 
Aboriginal Peoples [RCAP], 1996c; Social Planning Council of Winnipeg, [SPCW], 
1996, These extreme risks of developmental disability are directly connected to the 
economic, political, and cultural adversities faced by their communities. (RCAP), 
1996c). 
Family is the central organizing structure of all societies. In traditional 
Aboriginal cultures, family has been the mediator of the social world, whereas in 
Euro-Canadian and other Western societies, nuclear families, supported by schools, 
social services, and other institutions such as religious organizations, have 
increasingly been the norm (RCAP, 1996c). Values assisting children to make sense 
of the world are communicated in deep ways in all societies (McKay, 2003; RCAP, 
1996c). Views about care of the vulnerable within Aboriginal communities as 
described by many Elders and community leaders over a number of years (RCAPc, 
1996; McKay, 2003), and as outlined by this author in an exploratory study 
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(Clouston Carlson, 2007), were that vulnerable individuals were considered "closer 
to the Creator," had important roles, and were part of a web of relationships in small, 
autonomous communities. Assimilation policies of the Canadian government, 
together with laws against spiritual traditions, have had a profound impact on 
families (RCAP, 1996c). Additionally, the economic changes connected with loss of 
traditional lifestyles have created tremendous psychological stress and mental 
anguish in the lives of individuals whose families and communities had never before 
faced such experiences (Helin, 2006; RCAP, 1996a; 1996b; 1996c; McKay, 2003; 
Carlson, 1994). For the past several generations, the web of relationships by which 
families supported each other has been stretched beyond the abilities of many 
grandparents and extended family to provide for and sustain (Personal 
communication, Stan McKay, 1994). When stresses in families are so great that the 
fabric of a family breaks down, and families are unable to care for their own 
children, families and communities feel a deep sense of shame (RCAP, 1996c). 
In this time of great stress and change, migrations to urban centres are 
increasingly common, often creating further physical and psychological hardships. 
The search for employment and educational opportunities, as well as the escape from 
poverty, (McKay & Clouston Carlson, 2003), lateral violence, abuse, vicious reserve 
politics and negative social environments have led to the current situation where 
over half of all Aboriginal persons now live in urban centres (Helin, 2006; 
Castellano Brant, 2002). While the urban Aboriginal population often fares better 
socially and economically than the population on reserves, Helin notes that many 
Aboriginal people in urban centres remain at the bottom of the community social and 
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economic ladder, living with uncertainties invisible to the majority of middle-class 
city residents. Statistics in Winnipeg, the city with the highest urban Aboriginal 
population in Canada, reveal that over 60 percent of First Nation and over 40 percent 
of Metis children live in poverty (SPCW, 2003). The marginalizing circumstances 
undermine communal values, contribute to loss of self-esteem, and cause increased 
social breakdown within families and communities. Children suffer deeply as their 
parents attempt to make the transition to urban life (Helin, 2006; McKay, 2003). In a 
special report on suicide among Aboriginal peoples (RCAP, 1995), Aboriginal youth 
described the emptiness they face in being "strung between two cultures and 
psychologically at home in neither" (p. 30). Helin notes that many youth are hungry, 
have little structure or supervision, and become prey to negative influences. 
The very high rates of disability are directly connected to the current social 
context of Aboriginal peoples in Canada. Fudge Shormans & Mandamin (2007, 
citing Connors et al., 1993; Davies, 1992b; Factor and Fulton, 1999) describe 
poverty as the most important contributor to disability. Other political, sociological, 
and economic factors combine with neurological, biological, and environmental 
stress factors to create situations of risk. High numbers of single mothers heading 
large families, with short spacing between births, are often forced to accept poor 
housing, receive inadequate supports and services, and are also at risk of 
malnutrition and disease. Unborn children of young Aboriginal mothers are at risk of 
prenatal trauma as "one third of Aboriginal teen mothers suffer from a physical 
assault by a partner during first pregnancy" (Fudge Shormans & Mandamin, 2007, p. 
4, citing Factor and Fulton). 
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Policy analyst Moroney (1986) observed that, in general, families with 
members with a developmental disability, are among the most stressed and least 
served in North American society. In a special report on children with disabilities 
and their families within mainstream society in Canada, Hanvey (2002) reported that 
for all Canadian families, poverty may "lead to disability in a number of ways. 
People living in poverty tend to live in circumstances that may increase the risk of 
injury. They may have less access to health services, and lower literacy levels. Poor 
children are also more likely to be labelled as having a disability than children from 
more privileged families." As well, parents of children with disabilities face 
workplace barriers in attempting to juggle their responsibilities, as well as taxing 
responsibilities as "nurses, service coordinators, case managers, advocates, and 
educators" (pp. 9, 12, citing Roeher Institute 2000). The choice to care for a child 
with a disability means also that many parents are forced on to social assistance; the 
somatization affects their own self-esteem as well as that of all their children, and 
places increased pressure on all relationships in a family. 
Developmental disability of children in a family increases the risk of child 
abuse and neglect (Brown, 2002; Fudge Schormans, 2003; Fudge Schormans & 
Brown, 2003; Hingsburger, 1999; Randall, Parrila & Sobsey, 2000; Sullivan & 
Knutson, 2000). Fudge Schormans (2003) found evidence that maltreatment of 
children and adults with developmental disabilities is more severe and more chronic 
than that experienced by their non-disabled peers. In commenting on the association 
between maltreatment and developmental disability, Fudge Shormans (2003) reports, 
"Maltreatment is implicated in a substantial number of developmental disabilities, 
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and ... children with disabilities are at an increased risk of experiencing 
maltreatment" (p. 561). 
Fuchs et al. (2006) suggest the risk of maltreatment increases in cases of 
children with behavioural challenges to seven times the rate of normal children. 
Through working within the school systems, I am aware of the challenges in learning 
faced by children with behavioural challenges. Fuchs et al. (2006) found that the 
primary source of supports to children with developmental disabilities is the 
education system, and the second most important support to families with children 
with behavioural challenges is the use of medications. Access to both systems is 
through a formal "diagnosis" by the mainstream medical system. Aboriginal 
caregivers are sometimes reluctant to accept diagnoses that "label" their children, 
and they also have considerable reluctance to trust a medical system that they believe 
views their children negatively and does not appear to understand the context in 
which they and their children live. This may be why many parents are opposed to the 
use of medications. Parents also have difficulty with the process within school 
systems which demands a diagnosis and detailed listing of the many behavioural and 
learning challenges of their children; the more negative the list, the greater the 
supports to their children. This listing, often deeply painful for parents, is the only 
way to increased supports that have the potential to increase their child's learning. 
School systems, medical systems, and social service systems are all based on, and 
rooted in, Western value systems. 
Hanvey (2002) outlined that because of the many stresses these families face, 
they are more subject to breakdown and often live in poverty; this, in turn, leads to 
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lack of self-esteem and reduced opportunities. In recognition of the increased 
stresses faced by all families with children with disabilities, governments provide 
increased supports. In Manitoba, Children's Special Services provides support to 
families with children with developmental disabilities. Workers in this agency are 
highly specialized in dealing with the specific challenges of caring for a child with a 
developmental disability, are committed to "family-centred" support, and are often 
able to provide advocacy and guidance on accessing other community supports. 
Respite is the primary service offered; other services are medical supplies, diapers 
and access to community clubs and services. Typically, families with 
developmentally disabled members are eligible to receive a minimum of four hours 
of respite per week, which is intended to provide opportunities for a parent or 
caregiver to shop, to attend to other family duties, or to simply have some time off. 
Many Aboriginal families do not make use of respite. The reasons for this 
that are described here are anecdotal only, as families have sometimes shared their 
concerns about respite with me in my role as a school social worker. One 
explanation offered is that Children's Special Services does not ordinarily support 
use of extended family members as respite workers. In the view of the agency, 
extended family is viewed as a natural support system; the intent of their service is to 
augment family resources by having "respite" performed by persons outside the 
family. However, as was earlier noted, in Aboriginal societies families mediated 
social relationships, and extended family had a role in supporting young children and 
families (McKay & Clouston Carlson, 2003; Clouston Carlson, 2007; RCAP, 
1996c). Thus the most comfortable persons for Aboriginal families, extended family 
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members, are often not accepted as appropriate "respite workers" by the agency. This 
design of respite is consistent with values of Canadian society that tend to support 
urban nuclear families with formal structures such as social service agencies, 
community clubs and schools. Another reason offered by Aboriginal families is that 
they are afraid to trust their very vulnerable children with others outside their 
families. For many Aboriginal families, who have had negative experiences in 
schools and child welfare systems, and who may also experience racism in the larger 
community, developing trust in the Canadian system may be extremely difficult, and 
the reasons may not be understood by social workers and school personnel 
attempting to make links. Another issue for many families is that individuals who do 
not have a telephone may not access respite, and many families are simply unable to 
afford telephone service. 
Further, a conversation with the Director of Children's Special Services 
(February, 2004) revealed that the mandate of the agency is to address the usual 
stresses faced by families with developmentally disabled members, not the severe 
marginalization experienced by many Aboriginal families. While acknowledging 
that workers did attempt to address the issues faced by these families, the large 
clientele of the agency did not permit workloads to be significantly reduced to enable 
more effective work with such highly stressed clients. 
This example of how differences in values impact services and opportunities 
to access services is but a small glimpse into the many differences between 
mainstream and Aboriginal values. Hanvey (2002) has outlined that while 
"inclusion" is the current goal of government policy toward individuals with 
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developmental disabilities, "exclusion" of individuals with disabilities from 
mainstream society has been the practice. A pervasive negation of individuals with 
developmental disabilities is traced in Euro-Canadian society to the Western concept 
of developmental disability that is rooted in the Enlightenment era. At that time, 
capacity for "rational decision making" defined whether a person was a whole and 
valued member of society (Goodey, 2001). As a foundation for Western institutional 
structures, this view has led to devaluation and "exclusions" of individuals with 
developmental disabilities (Simpson, 2001), and poor services (Bogdan & Taylor, 
1982) within mainstream Canadian society. 
Sinclair (1994) has argued that the worldviews of Aboriginals and non-
Aboriginals are so fundamentally different as to be inherently in conflict; institutions 
of support based on Western societal values are thus very different from what 
Aboriginal people believe they need. Aboriginal families are conscious that their 
children with developmental disabilities are sometimes not seen positively in 
institutions based on Western values. Along with the challenging social context 
within which many families are caught, they must deal with negative perceptions and 
undervaluing of their children, as well as services that are often not sensitive to their 
particular cultural needs, and the additional challenge of extreme marginalization. 
Thus, the most needy families may receive less support than other Canadian families 
because the support offered is not appropriate to their need, and because they face 
many barriers in attempting to access the services. They are then at greater risk of 
breakdown. 
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Gaps in services related to jurisdictional disputes between federal and 
provincial governments are particularly difficult for rural Aboriginal families. While 
the services for Aboriginal families in urban areas are not culturally appropriate and 
are not designed to deal with the extreme marginalization many experience, there is 
nevertheless some support. Education in rural communities is a major problem. 
Hanvey (2002) outlines that while rural First Nations are responsible for education, 
the funding available to support the needs of children with disabilities is inadequate; 
communities lack qualified professionals and integration of children with special 
needs in communities is not progressing.. Fuchs et al. (2006) found that education 
supports are of primary significance to families with children with disabilities. 
However, specialized supports for children with disabilities within the education 
system are not offered in rural First Nation communities, increasing the stress on 
families. AJlec (2005, p. 2) has documented that "some health services not covered 
by the Canada Health Act, but otherwise provided by the province through the RHAs 
are not provided to First Nation communities - for example, mental health, 
prevention of illness, promotion of health, residential care and support services for 
the elderly and disabled." Thus, many children and their families in rural 
communities do not receive the services of speech language therapists, occupational 
therapists, or physiotherapists through provincial funding. 
An additional injustice for these families is that if they move to access 
services for their children, they lose benefits to which they may be entitled because 
of their status as members of a First Nation. Helin (2006) identified a gap in funding 
for First Nation members who relocate to urban centres, stating that "while less than 
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half the Aboriginal population now lives on reserves in Canada, they receive almost 
90% of transfer payment spending. By comparison the massive population in cities 
receive a paltry 3.5 % of this amount" (p. 241). The reason for this is that Federal 
transfer payments are made to rural First Nation communities, and those 
communities often to not support individuals in their communities who move to 
urban areas. 
Aboriginal children also have been overrepresented in the child welfare 
system for several decades (Mandell, Clouston Carlson, Fines & Blackstock, 2007; 
Bennet & Blackstock, 2003; Aboriginal Justice Inquiry - Child Welfare Initiative, 
2002; Aboriginal Justice Inquiry, 1991; Johnston, 1983; Hudson & McKenzie, 
1981). In a study of children with disabilities receiving services from child welfare 
agencies, Fuchs et al. (2006) found one third of children in the care of child welfare 
agencies in Manitoba were reported to have a disability. Of those children, two thirds 
were of Aboriginal ancestry. According to Johnston (1983) all Aboriginal children 
are in "triple jeopardy" when removed from family because such children lose 
community and culture in addition to family. The difficulties of making sense of an 
alien value system are exacerbated for children with developmental disabilities. 
Preventive supports to families need to be in place prior to family breakdown; this is 
essential for the health of all children and families. 
While the Province of Manitoba has initiated culturally appropriate child 
welfare services (Aboriginal Justice Inquiry-Child Welfare Initiative, 2002), Fuchs et 
al. (2006) note that "[t]he child welfare system is not currently structured in a 
manner to serve children with disabilities and their families. The data indicates that 
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there are many children with disabilities and their families who are not receiving the 
services necessary to meet their needs from within the child welfare system or from 
other service sectors (p. xiii)." 
A major difficulty in addressing the need for supports to these families, and 
to prevent children entering the child welfare system, is a lack of information about 
what exactly would be helpful. A needs assessment survey by Elias and Demas 
(2001), commissioned by the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs stressed that "[a] system 
is needed to meet the disability-related needs of First Nation people, including 
families with children with a disability" and noted, "[w]e still do not know what 
services are required in the home, the workplace and the community" (VII). 
The need for increased preventive services is clear. Durst (2006) and Fuchs et 
al. (2006) called for increased research focussed on prevention of disabilities among 
Aboriginal children. Fudge Schormans and Mandamin (2007) outlined that "there 
are many similarities between the oppression experienced by Canada's Aboriginal 
children and the country's children labelled developmentally disabled. Subjugation, 
segregation, institutionalization, stigmatization and even attempts at annihilation, 
and the underlying dehumanizing assumptions and biased and value-laden ideologies 
are shared features in the histories of both groups of children. The intersection of 
these two statuses, further complicated by involvement with the child welfare 
system, creates a unique experience of oppression, abuse and vulnerability, one that 
is, arguably, far from being adequately acknowledged or understood" (p. 18). Thus, 
research focussing on the needs of Aboriginal families with children with 
developmental disabilities is urgently required. 
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In exploring the intersection of developmental disability and Aboriginal 
identity the Social Planning Council of Winnipeg (1996) found that Aboriginal 
persons with disabilities had to make trade-offs: "[i]n order to get culturally 
appropriate programming and services, they often had to deal with a lack of 
knowledge among agency staff. In order to have services deal with disability issues, 
they may have to forgo the benefits of culturally appropriate services" (pp. vii-ix). 
The current study, designed to contribute to knowledge about the experience 
of Aboriginal families in caring for their children with developmental disabilities, 
presents the experience of caregivers in the participants' own words, and uses a 
research design that honours the way in which knowledge is transmitted in 
Aboriginal community. The methodology evolved to meet the need to present 
experiences in ways that carefully reflect experiences of participants; key informants 
assisted in the research throughout, supporting the ability to be sensitive to 
community values, particularly in attending to the "ethic" of relationships in 
community, and research ethics. The rapid social change, marginalization, and 
trauma many families have experienced, and continue to experience, sometimes 
because of the specific need to seek services for their children, is clear in the stories 
of participants, as is the increased stress this places on families. This study supports 
the need to build upon Aboriginal traditional values and knowledge to develop 
interventions to strengthen families and communities. This study also supports the 
need to utilize and adapt the very best mental health interventions possible so that 
Aboriginal children and families benefit from state-of-the-art knowledge provided 
with respect for their culture and awareness of their unique needs. 
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B. Evolution of the study 
When I began social work in the 1970s, child welfare practice did not take 
into account the historic and systemic injustices affecting Aboriginal families. I 
knew that the rapid change in communities placed families under great stress. The 
experience of working from within a mandated child welfare agency with families 
who were experiencing severe trauma was extremely difficult. In the 1970s, the 
apprehension of Aboriginal children by social workers was at an all-time high. 
During the 1980s, I searched for ways to be supportive to families through 
serving on an inner-city agency board that provided excellent child care to single 
mothers to enable them to access educational opportunities and employment. I also 
taught parenting courses to assist single parents to translate understandings of 
parenting to an urban setting. Together with Aboriginal colleagues, I worked to 
develop an alternative educational model that would enable gifted leaders who had 
experienced formal education as extremely negative, or who had simply not had 
opportunity to pursue education because of the marginalization within their 
communities, to be accredited as educators and ministers. An important value of 
Aboriginal communities is to "give" to family and community; in the face of 
extreme marginalization, the most gifted leaders were often in great demand, and 
were attending to community needs rather than to their own educational goals. Many 
were in lowrpaying positions, or on social assistance. Most were not "qualified" to 
be employed as leaders in social agencies or in chaplaincy positions. 
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I then worked at an Aboriginal theological training centre to assist their 
students in "naming" their own experiences to integrate them into mainstream 
Christian thought. I transcribed and edited the stories of gifted Elders so that those 
stories could be transmitted to younger generations. Such stories, which held cultural 
knowledge, were being "lost" because of the rapid changes in communities that 
separated young families from their parents and grandparents. The fear among 
spiritual leaders was that many gifted Elders were dying, and many stories central to 
"identity" and "cultural knowledge" would be lost to upcoming generations if not 
recorded. 
When I returned to work at an agency providing school-based support to 
children with special needs (and their families) in inner-city Winnipeg, I believed it 
would be possible to integrate Aboriginal cultural knowledge as well as awareness of 
the disruptions and marginalization families have experienced into clinical work 
with children and families. This has been difficult. Assisting families to access the 
best possible education for their disabled children within the mainstream educational 
system is a demanding task, given the historic treatment of individuals with 
disabilities in Canadian society, the inter-generational trauma suffered by many 
families who understandably mistrust schools and mainstream agencies, and the 
alarming statistic that Aboriginal children are disabled at such disproportionately 
high rates. 
While there is intent for social workers and educators within mainstream 
agencies to be more culturally sensitive and supportive of families, and increased 
confidence on the part of parents to challenge school systems, the complexity of 
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moving between worlds and worldviews remains a major challenge. I find a 
continuing 'split' between the "clinical" work I now do and the community 
development I found to be so promising in terms of encouraging the strengths and 
integrity of cultural knowledge to be used for the benefit of young children and 
families. 
A very particular concern I have had in clinical work with children and 
families within school systems is that children with disabilities may have 
"behavioural" challenges related to "attachment" disorders. An "attachment" 
disorder can cause a child to be anxious or disorganized in responding to caregivers 
as well as to the environment. Attachment disorders may be traced to disruptions in 
family structures caused by family trauma, grief, and unresolved grief, as is evident 
in the sharing by participants in this study. Behavioural challenges, which often 
manifest as disruptive "acting out", jeopardize learning, and so limit a child's ability 
to become independent and function in the world as adults; such challenges are also 
extremely stressful for families, contributing to family breakdown and entry of 
children into child welfare systems. As was earlier noted, parents feel shame when 
they are unable to care for their children; yet, the children are often extremely 
challenging to care for, both medically and behaviourally. Acting out may be 
addressed through particular supports to families if we as clinicians are able to 
determine how best to support and empower families. 
In clinical work, I try to apply the wisdom that I found in Elders to the 
complex issues facing families and children. Elders were committed to the right and 
responsibility each person has to "heal,", and each person's agency was to be 
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respected as sacred. Elder Vi Smith (as cited in Carlson & Dumont, 1997) whose 
Gitk'san name, Wii Bistaii, means "giving life" suggested that the pathway to 
understanding difference is found in a deep attention to listening: "the other side of 
voice is silence; open, receptive silence... we must listen with intent to understand" 
(p. 185). This research represents an attempt to find ways to "give life" to the 
experience of participants through hearing the views of participants, understanding 
the significance of those differences, demonstrating the importance of those values 
long held within communities, and moving a step closer to the integration of those 
values into mainstream clinical interventions, medical systems, and educational 
settings. 
The wisdom of Elders and leaders has the potential to greatly assist families 
who are relying on services through agencies and educational systems. A major 
thrust of this study is thus to explore how knowledge held within individuals, 
families, and communities may be utilized clinically to strengthen families - not just 
traditional knowledge, but a body of knowledge, which exists within the Aboriginal 
community, about how to negotiate transitions between their own cultural 
understandings and the values of mainstream agencies, as well as how to deal with 
the deep trauma that is the experience of many families and children. 
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C. Approach to the methodology 
The broad approach of this research is qualitative inquiry. In describing the 
divergence between Aboriginal community culture and the academic community 
culture, Castellano Brant (2005), borrowing a phrase from Leroy Little Bear, 
suggested that an apt description would be "jagged world views colliding"; she 
argues that Aboriginal ways of knowing must be affirmed in the development of 
research with Aboriginal people. Because the goal in the current study is to represent 
the voices of participants as accurately as possible, and in particular not to impose on 
their experience, I began the study utilizing grounded theory, a form of analysis 
respecting the experiences of participants. After attempting to do cross-case analysis 
in the first four participants' experiences, I reconsidered. While I was learning a 
great deal about the experience of caring for children with developmental 
disabilities, I was conscious that the context of "being Aboriginal in Canada" was an 
overarching theme that both explained the disproportionately high numbers of 
children with developmental disabilities, and eclipsed the topic of developmental 
disability with a much larger picture of historic and systemic issues that had an 
impact on all caregivers. 
The critical need was to ensure that the experience of participants was 
reflected as clearly as possible. Although the academic values and community values 
were aligned with different poles of the "jagged worldviews," both affirmed the need 
to locate the central truths of the stories and analyse them in a way that captured 
those truths and contributed to the final research design. Section Three describes the 
process of evolution from a grounded theory approach to the final narrative analytic 
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approach that assisted the examination of the caregiving experience from a more 
holistic perspective. That section also articulates my need to enlarge my 
understanding of the research design to deal with the complex interaction of 
worldviews in the lives of caregivers. Geertz's (1984) analysis of the complicated 
process of understanding cultural difference was helpful in considering this 
interaction. Geertz suggests exploring "the character of the space between cultures" 
(p. 119), which I extend to mean the character of the space between worldviews in 
this study. This was emerging in the voices of participants, in the way they 
negotiated for services and in their reports of extensive trauma in their family 
experiences. The experience of participants confirms Geertz's (1984) suggestion that 
we are not dealing with a "still life" or a "landscape," but with a panorama or 
collage. The need, according to Geertz, is to sort out the collage, and, to do this, one 
must strengthen "the power of our imaginations" to "grasp what is in front of us" (p. 
123). 
D. Weaving between worlds 
In order to "grasp" what was emerging within the narratives, I reached for a 
guiding image that centres on weaving, an image introduced to me by Vi Smith, an 
Elder in the Gitk'san tradition, who was also a Christian leader. Vi's grandmother 
was a halayt, a healer in Gitk'san tradition. Vi outlined the intricate balance and 
interconnectedness of all of life through a metaphor of weaving; she described in 
detail the "unravelling" of the fabric of her community within a period of two 
generations of contact with Western thought. Increasing family fragmentation and 
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suffering of children in her home community throughout her lifetime caused her to 
critically examine and uphold values that might support families, rather than 
fragment them. Smith (as cited in Carlson & Dumont, 1997) described her 
understanding of the fine and intricate interconnections within families and 
communities: 
Everything in the world is threaded together, the sun on a bird's wing, a 
raindrop pulled through soil to the roots of a plant ... rocks falling unseen ... 
weave tiny momentous changes in the unfolding design. If you cry, it 
changes the pattern. I may not know how, but it alters things for me ... for 
we are connected, you and I. It is the way of all life (p. 182) 
Weaving suggests that all threads in a tapestry - although separate - form part of the 
whole, and all contribute to the final fabric. In her own life, Smith (1997) 
demonstrated a way of thinking that honoured Gitk'san culture and spirituality, but 
also integrated and synthesized Christian spirituality, as well mainstream educational 
values and knowledge from other cultures that she found helpful in guiding her 
vision and relationships. Her goal was to make life better for children and families, 
utilizing all materials at hand. Smith's metaphor of weaving suggested to me that a 
reconstruction of relevant cultural knowledge and spirituality might be made with a 
careful choice of materials, the threads emerging from stories of participants. 
Moreover, the overall organization or research design that would inform the pattern 
of the weaving needed to be one that could affirm cultural knowledge from the 
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different Aboriginal cultural understandings present in participants, and be 
sufficiently broad to embrace Western thought and knowledge. Smith's metaphor 
gave insight into understanding the "interconnections" that have held together family 
and community life. I believed that her metaphor could form a basis for a research 
design and analysis aiming to counter the destructive fragmentation that has occurred 
in Aboriginal communities. 
Two key thinkers in Western tradition were helpful in augmenting the 
metaphor of weaving and expanding the metaphor to include Western thought. 
Psychiatrist Carl Jung (1989) broadens our usual understandings of the definition of 
"culture" beyond our common understanding, which is usually about "customs, 
civilization and achievements of a particular time or people" (Barber, p. 342) to 
"attainment of consciousness" about our beliefs and understandings. Jung suggests 
"...attainment of consciousness is culture in the broadest sense, and self-knowledge 
is therefore the heart and essence of [attainment of wholeness]" (p. 325). Within 
First Nation and Metis cultures, commitment to deepening self-knowledge is 
honoured. Broadly speaking, there is consensus that Aboriginal traditional societies 
were communal, while Western societies were individualistic. However, it is also 
true that in Aboriginal First Nation and Metis culture and community, there is great 
stress placed on individual agency and personal responsibility, which is rooted in 
self-awareness. My goal in this research was to affirm the intense self-awareness 
described by many participants as they reached for wholeness for their children in a 
larger culture that tends to devalue their children. My own approach to the research 
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(which will be addressed in more detail under the "Researcher as Instrument") was 
also to ensure that I practised an intense "self-awareness". 
Philosopher Marcel Proust suggests that "the real voyage of discovery 
consists not in seeking new landscapes, but in having new eyes" (Proust, cited in 
Brown, Denning, Groh & Prusak, 2005, p. 137). In my view, this research needed to 
be structured in such as way that the findings would draw an audience into the 
experiences of participants, thus providing a way for policy makers, service 
providers, and social workers alike to see the challenges facing children and families 
with "new eyes," from the "inside out", rather than from the "outside in." 
The metaphor of weaving between worlds enabled embracing both traditional 
thought and Western thought. The findings reflect the many ways that Aboriginal 
knowledge is carried and transmitted, both in content and structure. Story forms 
preserved original voice. One story was central, and was presented as whole, in a 
way that gave a profound picture of care of children with developmental disabilities 
in the context of being Aboriginal in Canada. This context reveals the extreme 
trauma and marginalization many experience. Other stories expanded on, or clarified 
the themes that emerged in the central story. 
E. Overview of the Chapters 
Section Two begins by reviewing key Western literature and Aboriginal 
cultural knowledge relevant to this study, in two major sub-sections. Chapter Two 
examines the roots of Western concepts of developmental disability and includes the 
definition of developmental disability. A brief overview of potentially helpful 
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interventions that might bridge cultural differences, namely creative arts therapies 
and play therapy, concludes the chapter. Chapter Three examines the roots of 
Aboriginal concepts of care of the vulnerable, and includes a rationale for the 
importance of affirming cultural knowledge in oral stories. The chapter concludes 
with an examination of research designs that have been utilized to explore 
differences such as those between Aboriginal ways of knowing and Western thought, 
as well as those that show promise. 
Section Three outlines the approach to the research and the methodology 
used in this study. This chapter describes how the synthesis of Aboriginal ways of 
knowing with Western knowledge development was accomplished, from inclusion 
of Aboriginal key informants within the design, to my introduction to participants, 
interviewing style, and evolving analysis, which changed from grounded theory to 
narrative analysis. This design enabled the results to be reported in a narrative form. 
Section Four presents the findings of this study. Chapter Five begins with an 
overview of the organization of findings. Chapter Six examines the life of Mary; her 
story provides a framework in which the stories of all others are placed. Chapter 
Seven examines values and spirituality guiding care. Chapter Eight outlines 
diagnosis and mediating care. Chapter Nine examines the consequences of moving 
as a reality of looking for care in rural communities, and Chapter Ten examines 
caring for children while living with the consequences of multi-generational trauma. 
Section Five (Chapter Eleven) includes the discussion of the findings and 
implications. 
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SECTION TWO — Exploration of relevant literature and definition 
Introduction 
This section explores the literature relevant to the findings of this study. An 
initial literature review helped frame the research; following initial interviews, an 
exploration of additional literature related to distinctly Aboriginal knowledge 
development was conducted. Previous research incorporating Aboriginal ways of 
knowing was completed and is included in this section. 
The section begins with an examination of Western concepts of developmental 
disability that have focused on "deficiency." A discussion follows of the entrenchment 
in institutional structures of "exclusions" of the developmental^ disabled from ordinary 
life. The definition of developmental disability is profoundly influenced by these 
pervasively negative concepts. The negative attitude to individuals with developmental 
disabilities is an ongoing human rights issue. The chapter concludes with a brief 
overview of the impact of negative concepts on social work practice and on the inner 
lives of children. A link between the negative attitudes rooted in the Western concepts 
and the behavioural challenges in individuals with developmental disabilities is outlined. 
Chapter Three begins by outlining the cultural basis of Aboriginal care of the 
vulnerable and the transmission of cultural knowledge. The topic of negative attitudes 
toward Aboriginal culture in mainstream society follows. A rationale for the importance 
of a research design with the capacity to affirm cultural knowledge held in oral stories 
concludes the chapter. 
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Chapter Two 
The roots of current concepts, entrenchment of exclusions, definition, 
and influence on practice and interventions 
A. Roots of current concepts 
Understanding the origins of concepts of developmental disability is central to 
this study because attitudes toward treatment of developmental disability are rooted in 
complex Western societal concepts. While primary texts from administrators of early 
institutions in Europe, and from early developmental and educational psychologists, are 
easily accessed, primary texts relating to the origins of the basic concepts upon which 
the institutions and practices were founded are much more difficult to trace. What is 
clear is that the environment in which the current Western concept of developmental 
disability evolved is in the intellectual and religious movements of the 17th century 
(Goodey, 2001). 
Stainton (2001) suggests that while persons with intellectual impairment were 
recognized as requiring extra assistance in late medieval institutions, the support 
provided addressed poverty rather than the intellectual impairment. The concept of 
"idiocy," recorded as early as the 13th century, appears to have been a "quasi-legal" term 
used to determine how the Crown was to care for property of persons unable to care for 
it themselves. That no hospitals existed specifically for care of individuals with 
intellectual disabilities and no evidence exists to indicate they were cared for in general 
hospitals or hospitals for insane persons suggests that intellectual impairment was not 
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considered either a medical or a psychological problem until the 17 century (Stainton, 
2001). 
Goodey (2001) notes that the ideas of the French philosopher Descartes which 
separated "mind" from "body", were translated into popular thought by John Locke, an 
English political thinker with religious roots, who argued for democratic rule based on 
the capacity of each individual for rational thought. An Essay Concerning Human 
Understanding by Locke is considered a foundational text of modern psychology. 
Locke's work and that of his contemporaries displaced traditional understandings based 
on Greek and medieval Christian perspectives, and established a new worldview 
defining "its own limits as those constituted by the boundaries and methods of empirical 
science" (Tamas, 1991 p. 284). 
Logic reigned and was used by scientists in classifying the world. Exceptions to 
"rational humanity" were problematic (Goodey, 2001). The idea of nature changed from 
being one where God ruled to one "bound" by human-made laws. Within this view, the 
notion of continuity of identity from birth to death implied that a condition of 
intellectual disability was congenital; concurrently, the shift in religious thought ruled 
out divine cure. Thus, the idea of an absence or deficiency that was congenital, 
incurable, strictly mental, and classifiable by laws of nature was formed; it is the basis 
of our modern concept of "intellectual disability" (Goodey, 2001, p. 9). 
The term used to describe persons with disabilities was "idiot," a term whose 
meaning transformed from the earlier "quasi-legal" meaning. Locke's view that the 
inability to form abstract ideas is a characteristic of idiocy persists in modern 
psychological testing; his hint of demonic causes for idiocy and his suggestion that 
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idiots might "lack souls" infused the concept with a devaluation of persons with 
intellectual disabilities (Goodey, 2001). "Idiots" were excluded from participating in the 
central rituals of church life (Goodey, 2001). While birthed with early modern 
psychology, the concept of intellectual disability was influenced by both religion and 
politics. Politically, Locke and the Dissenters had criticized the absolute right of 
monarchs and bishops to rule. These rights had been based upon what were viewed as 
common ideas or "principles of reason"; such principles had been seen to be God-given 
(Goodey, 2001). Locke and the Dissenters proposed instead that ability to understand 
the principles, which were rooted in "a common psychological machinery," enabled a 
person to choose how to be governed; thus they undermined the idea of the "divine 
right" to rule, which had been prevalent to that time. Persons without such capacity to 
reason were the "idiots." While the Enlightenment upheld a universal and egalitarian 
concept of man, the idiot "whose definition had helped bring that concept into being" 
(Goodey, 2001, p. 10) was excluded. The concept of exclusion resonates to the present, 
often unnamed but forming a background to current attitudes, interwoven into the fabric 
of Western society, in political and religious words, and continues to influence practice 
models in psychology, social work, and psychotherapy. 
B. The entrenchment of exclusions 
The recent history of the discipline of psychology, from the founding of the 
American Psychological Association in 1894 and throughout this past century, built 
upon those early foundations to entrench "exclusions" in educational and institutional 
structures (Simpson, 2001). The discipline of psychology wanted to be recognized as a 
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science and to be applied to the problems of the day. Simpson (2001) outlines how this 
led to questions regarding which professions were competent to apply psychological 
theories; a central consideration was whether medical training was required. The contest 
between psychiatry and the discipline of psychology was often epistemological, with 
medicine focusing on a concern to label or name specific conditions, and attempting 
physical cures while psychology emphasized "treatment" through using scientific 
pedagogy aimed at "changing behaviour". Through pioneering work in the development 
of intelligence tests, psychology emerged a clear winner in addressing the need for 
separate provision for the intellectually disabled. Simpson (2001) notes that Binet and 
Simon, when introducing intelligence testing stated their purpose was "to remove from 
the mainstream schools those unable to benefit from schooling therein and likely to 
hinder by deadweight (the idiot and the imbecile) or disruptive (the ill-balanced) the 
progress of the school and other pupils" (p. 48). In their history of mental retardation, 
Patton, Payne and Beirne-Smith (1990) are notably positive about the intent of Binet and 
Simon. According to Segal (1974), Binet himself protested against "a brutal pessimism" 
(p. 37) that arose regarding students considered not educable, but the pessimism grew 
deep roots. The results of the entrenched exclusions extend to the present. 
Binet and Simon attacked psychiatry because of what they viewed as a lack of 
consistency in diagnosis of mental deficiency. Psychology was committed to systematic 
data collection, while psychiatry typically collected information through case notes. 
Early in the 20th century, the decision to remove children from school was made by 
school inspectors, physicians, and special school representatives. Because of the work of 
Simon and Binet, who were seen as experts, the role of school inspector was 
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transformed into the clinical psychology professional, empowered with decision making 
regarding who would have the privilege to attend school, and who would be excluded 
(Simpson, 2001). The exclusion was experienced as a judgment in many families. 
The dominance of psychology was further entrenched when the original 
categories of "mental deficiency" were expanded. While, previously, "idiocy" referred to 
a level with a mental age of two or less, and "imbecile" referred to mental ages of three 
or more, a third category, "moron", was established, which included individuals with 
mental ages of eight to twelve. The new category had the impact of removing even more 
children not "amenable" to normal schooling from the classroom. Moreover, the third 
category was the largest of the three, and comprised many persons without identifiable 
pathological or medical conditions. The broad role of medicine with regard to 
individuals who bore these labels was attending to physical care of those with 
intellectual disabilities, identifying those with complicating medical conditions who 
weren't truly "defective," and responsibility for the institutions where persons with more 
severe mental challenges were placed. 
Because the definition of intellectual disability had expanded, and thereby, 
encompassed higher numbers of people, the discipline of psychology, which treated 
these people, also assumed greater importance. (Simpson, 2001). Simpson notes that 
psychology's reorientation to behaviourism also galvanized the dominance of that 
discipline in "treatment" of mental disability. Sources in the literature agree that within 
the new "third" category the vast majority are, and have always been, from what Sinason 
(1992) refers to as "socially disadvantaged environments"; Sinason (1992) notes that 
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"the majority of handicap worldwide is environmental and linked to poverty" (p. 10). 
Patton, Payne and Bierne-Smith (1990) concur with this assessment. 
C. The impact of entrenched "exclusions" 
"Out of everything that people with intellectual handicaps experience and dislike 
at the hands of others, at the top of their list are over-zealous tutelage, protection and 
separation from ordinary life" (Goodey, 2001, citing Stainton, 1994, p. 16). Negative 
societal attitudes and social constructs that view people with disabilities as "defective" 
leads to "distancing" and social isolation; rather than being viewed as individual human 
beings, members of families and communities, such people were considered less than 
human beings (Rogow, 2001). Radford and Park (1998) suggest that the development of 
institutions was a part of the "eugenics" movement, a movement to separate the "feeble-
minded" from society and from each other. As well, they document that, in some 
countries, including some provinces of Canada, laws were passed to sterilize persons 
considered mentally defective. 
Negative views in Germany during the Nazi regime after 1933 and in World War 
II led to destruction of community schools and services in which persons with mental 
handicaps lived and worked. Physicians were required to register children with 
disabilities and failure to do so was punishable. Children with mental handicaps - some 
as young as three - were removed from families and communities and placed in 
institutions. Professionals who disagreed with the policy were replaced by 
paraprofessionals. Over a quarter of a million children and adults with disabilities were 
murdered in Nazi killing programs (Rogow, 2001). Everyone in the institutions, 
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including the children, were aware of the killings: "...[t]he children played a coffin 
game; we were astonished that the children understood" (Rogow, 2001, citing 
Freidlander, 1994, p. 82). 
While treatment throughout in North America during the same period was not as 
extreme, the common practice was social isolation in institutions marked by inadequate 
care and lack of appropriate programming (Bogdan & Taylor, 1982). Health care 
professionals continued to recommend that children be placed in large institutions until 
the 1960s and 1970s (Brown, 1998; Moroney, 1986). This changed in Canada following 
the death of one resident and severe abuse of another resident in a large institution in 
Ontario, the Williston Report of 1971 documented the inhumane conditions residents 
faced, stating that the "basic fault was not in the way institutions were run, but with their 
very nature" (Stainton, 1998, p. 88). 
The Williston report paved the way for sweeping changes, including 
development of community resources to enable parents to care for children in their 
homes and communities. De-institutionalization became a reality in the 1980s. 
However, re-entry into the community, while important, requires accompanying shifts in 
societal attitudes and support from community services and educational structures. De-
institutionalization in itself, while an important first step, does not change negative 
stereotypes. Baum (1997) has explained that while people with developmental 
disabilities moved to community settings following the de-institutionalization 
movement, they then often found themselves in "institutions without walls" in 
communities. Their lives continued to be very restricted, and exploitation of their 
vulnerability persisted in community settings. 
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Bogdan and Taylor's (1982) work confirms that classification of people as 
"retarded" or "normal" does not facilitate services in the best interests of recipients. 
Individuals with intellectual disabilities have little voice; agencies don't acknowledge 
positive conceptualizations of the disabled. Once labelled, persons are viewed 
negatively. The literature consistently reports underdiagnosis of emotional problems of 
persons with developmental disability (Dosen & Menolaschino, 1990; Reiss, Levitan & 
Szyszko, 1982; Sinason, 1992), which indicates that these persons are not receiving 
comprehensive treatment. 
That the concept of developmental disability had a pervasive negative 
connotation in Western agencies is demonstrated by Edgerton (1993) and Edgerton, 
Bollinger and Herr (1984); these researchers found that persons with intellectual 
disabilities living in the community after de-institutionalization routinely attempted to 
escape the stigma of "labels" by avoiding social agencies altogether. One of the 
difficulties for Edgerton in carrying out his research was the distrust participants held 
for researchers because of their past negative experiences of agencies, and their intense 
fear of being "found" and returned to institutions. 
D. Definition of developmental disability 
Terms for individuals with developmental disabilities that have been used or are 
currently in use must be viewed in the context of social, cultural, philosophical and 
economic realities, as well as race, class and gender. Given that "developmental 
disability" is infused with a negative perspective in Western societies, it is perhaps not 
surprising that words used to define individuals with a disability have taken on negative 
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values (Stainton & McDonagh, 2001). Sinason (1992) indicates that the experience of 
disability is so difficult in Western society that the issue is evaded by frequent name 
changes; no other group of people has been subjected to so many different terms and 
name changes. Negative associations follow name changes. Recent examples include' 
retardation, subnormality, handicap, special needs, disability, learning difficulty. Patton, 
Payne and Beirne-Smith (1990) cite a list that assigns negative characteristics: dumb, 
stupid, immature, defective, deficient, feebleminded, incompetent, dull, idiot and fool. 
Earlier examples include idiot, imbecile, and moron (Simpson, 2001). In my workplace, 
the Child Guidance Clinic of Winnipeg, school programming is referred to as "special 
needs"; funding for children in school division programs is completed on "low 
incidence" forms, a reference to the low incidence of developmental disability in the 
population - with no reference to the individual with a disability. 
The World Health Organization (1980) has defined impairment as "any loss or 
abnormality of structure or function. A disability is defined as a restriction resulting 
from an impairment, and a handicap is the disadvantage to an individual resulting from 
an impairment or disability" (cited in Sinason, 1992, p. 9). Sinason (1992) extends this 
definition; while supporting the WHO definition of "impairment, disability, and 
handicap," she uses different terms that reflect the emotional impact of the experience of 
"handicap." In Sinason's own work, the term "primary handicap" is used as a synonym 
for the term "disability", and "secondary handicap" as a synonym for behavioural issues 
that may arise in an individual with a disability because of the negative societal reaction 
to the primary disability. 
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The US Developmental Disabilities Act (1984 PL 98-527, Section 102) links 
mental and physical handicaps. 
defining mental or physical impairment (or a combination of the two) as 
something that is liable to continue indefinitely and results in substantial 
functional limitations in three or more of the following: self care, receptive and 
expressive language, learning, mobility, self-direction, capacity for independent 
living and economic self-sufficiency. This definition also reflects a person's need 
for interdisciplinary or generic care, treatment or other services which are of 
lifelong or extended duration and are individually planned and coordinated. 
(Sinason, 1992, p. 9). 
The terms used throughout this study will follow the US Developmental 
Disabilities Act, as this definition is commonly used in Canada by the Association for 
Community Living as well as the Ontario Association of Developmental Disabilities. 
This definition also reflects the guidelines that educational and social service systems in 
Manitoba use to determine eligibility for educational and social supports: 
The DSM-IV-TR describes three characteristics of mental retardation: 1) sub-
average intellectual functioning, IQ of 70 or below measured by an individually 
administered intelligence test; 2) concurrent limitations or alterations in adaptive 
functioning, lowered ability to cope with common life demands and to meet the 
standards of personal independence expected for them in at least two of the 
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following domains: communication, self-care, domestic skills, social skills, self-
direction, community academic skills, work, leisure, and health and safety; and 
3) onset before age 18 (Brown, 2003, citing American Psychiatric Association, 
2000, p.26). 
Sinason's (1992) use of the terms "primary handicap" and "secondary handicap" 
will be retained in this chapter where she has utilized those terms. 
F. The influence of negative concepts in practice and interventions 
A review of the relevant literature illustrates that negative attitudes have an 
ongoing impact on the lives of individuals with developmental disabilities. Hanvey 
(2002) notes that while inclusion, which is the current goal of social policies, begins 
with communities "valuing" individuals with disabilities, Canadian society often 
continues to view children with disabilities as having "deficits" (p. 7). Morover, some 
services provided to families with members who have developmental disabilities have 
been unhelpful. The review first outlines the impact of negation on social work practice 
and continues with an overview of the impact on the inner lives of children. It also notes 
the lack of research in this area. 
/. Impact of negative concepts on social work practice with families 
The practice of social work has traditionally been based on medical or 
psychiatric models. Moroney (1986) notes that such models emphasize professional 
knowledge and encourage dependence of the individual on the medical system. 
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Professionals trained in these models tend to be less interested in working with 
individuals with developmental disabilities and their families because "cure" is not 
possible. This particular attitude toward families in Aboriginal communities, where 
extended family structures have been the backbone of the social fabric and thus have 
provided both strong support as well as a mediating role in relationships, could be 
expected to be particularly destructive. Moreover, the pervasively negative attitudes 
towards individuals with developmental disabilities, as well as the emphasis on 
"professional satisfaction" based on "cure" contribute to a lack of interest in research in 
this area, as well as lack of interest in developing careers in this area. A study by Burge, 
Druik, Caron and Oulette-Kuntz (1998) confirms that social work students avoided 
placements with individuals with developmental disabilities. The un-named and subtle, 
but real disempowering of families rooted in such lack of interventions is tragic for 
Aboriginal families who must also deal with a history of negation of their identity and 
culture rooted in Canadian law and in residential school abuses. Negation of Aboriginal 
traditional knowledge, which exacerbates the negation of individuals with 
developmental disabilities, is dealt with in Chapter Three. 
Sinason (1992) addresses the need for professionals such as social workers to 
pay attention to the current words, values and attitudes attached to concepts of 
developmental disabilities. She emphasizes a need for more self-awareness on the part 
of professionals to enable them to be more sensitive to the challenges faced by 
developmentally disabled individuals and families within mainstream society. As 
individuals with developmental disabilities have been increasingly "in community" 
rather than "in institutions" because of the movement of public policy of "inclusion" in 
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community, there is increasing need to develop such self-awareness, as well as to 
provide education about the impact of the negation of these individuals. 
2. The impact of negative attitudes on children 
Little research has been applied to developmentally disabled children. The 
reasons for this are uncertain. Sinason (1992) notes that an awareness that the mentally 
challenged could benefit from psychoanalysis has been expressed every ten years since 
Freud first developed the theory, but that knowledge kept being "forgotten." She asserts 
that children with developmental disabilities experience extreme pain and often give up 
on attempting to communicate; her view is that anger, violence, and challenging 
behaviour exhibited by these children are rooted in "a storehouse of pain" that results 
from frustrations inherent in their inability to communicate, and lack of attention to their 
authentic needs. Sinason emphasizes the therapeutic need to value and honour the 
feelings and needs of the handicapped child. Notable in Sinason's work is her attention 
to the impact of societal negation on the inner lives and external circumstances of 
handicapped children. Thus, a part of the understanding of handicap exists "outside" the 
handicapped person; treatment therefore must include an awareness of the impact of the 
attitudes of others. 
In a review of play therapy literature at the middle of the 20th century, 
Moustakas (1959) wrote that psychotherapy with children with developmental 
disabilities was reported to be successful in almost all areas of disability; practitioners 
consistently found that psychotherapy was valuable in enabling increased capacities. He 
also noted that the difficulties of such children are greatly increased by the societal 
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devaluation, particularly the fact that the handicap is viewed as a "defect" rather than a 
difference. The view that psychotherapy is useful for handicapped children was affirmed 
by Virginia Axline, (1969) another pioneer of play therapy. Axline noted that such a 
child has the same feelings and desires as other children, but often experiences a greater 
frustration and blocking of growth because of the handicap. While Axline and 
Moustakas confirmed the usefulness and applicability of psychotherapy and intensive 
play therapy to work with developttientally disabled children, neither dedicated research 
to this area. 
More recent work by Hellendoorn, van der Kooij and Sutton Smith (1994) found 
that while play therapy has become an increasingly popular intervention in the past few 
decades, to date, few applications have been made to developmentally disabled children. 
Moreover, when play therapy is used, it retains an emphasis on "training" (van 
Berckelaer-Onnes,1986). Fudge Schormans (2003) suggests that behavioural 
interventions, particularly "compliance training," that have been commonly utilized with 
these children may increase the possibility of abuse. Overall, this review reveals that, 
generally, treatment of children with special needs continues to be defined by addressing 
deficits rather than strengths. 
3. Developmental disability, mental illness and behavioural challenges 
In their study of treatment of depression of developmentally disabled persons, 
Bojanin and Ispanovic-Radojkovic (1990) suggest that, because speech and motor 
activity are instruments that establish interaction with the world, when these fail, the 
child may then turn to aggressive acting out as a means of survival. Sinason (1992), as 
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well as Dosen and Menolascino (1990), whose work is based on the developmental 
theory of John Bowlby, suggest that "depression" is underreported in individuals with 
developmental disabilities. In mainstream society, intellectual ability is rewarded; 
"depression," therefore, might be expected to occur at a higher rate in individuals with 
developmental disabilities than in the general population. Dosen and Menolascino 
describe the high prevalence of individuals who are both mentally handicapped and 
mentally ill. The term coined for this in the United States is "dual diagnosis". Reiss 
(1990), and Reiss, Levitan and Szyszko (1982) found that when the mentally 
handicapped suffer mental illness, they are less likely to have the mental illness 
diagnosed and treated appropriately by professionals than persons identified as 
"normal." Similarly, Dosen and Gielen (1990) found that depression in individuals with 
developmental disabilities is often unrecognized; their view is that professionals tend to 
be more attentive to the behaviour of the developmentally disabled than to emotional 
and interactive roots of behaviour. Sinason's (1992) work, which affirms the interactive 
nature of "handicap," outlines that individuals with primary handicaps of developmental 
disabilities often experience a secondary handicap, such as depression, mental illness, or 
behavioural acting out. Her careful articulation of the pain of "handicap" illuminates the 
possible roots of the high rates of behavioural challenges described earlier by Fuchs et 
al. (2006), and which is visible in my own clinical work in schools. 
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Chapter Three 
Definition of Aboriginal, roots of Aboriginal concepts of treatment of the 
vulnerable, negation of cultural traditions and importance of oral stories 
A. Definition of Aboriginal peoples 
The terms used for Aboriginal peoples in this study will follow the guidelines of 
the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1996a). The Royal Commission 
established Aboriginal peoples as the term referring to political and cultural groups 
considered original in North America; this includes First Nation (replacing the term 
Indian), Inuit, (replacing Eskimo) and Metis peoples. First Nation people who have lost 
status on leaving their reserves are also included in the term Aboriginal. Participants in 
this study included Metis individuals, status First Nation individuals, as well as First 
Nation persons who have lost status on leaving reserves. All participants self-identified 
as Aboriginal. 
B. Treatment of the vulnerable and individuals with developmental disabilities 
In Aboriginal cultures, all children are considered "gifts" from the Creator 
(RCAP, 1996c). An exploratory study of six Aboriginal participants who were either 
caregivers or social service professionals (Clouston Carlson, 2007) was designed to 
specifically examine how individuals with developmental disabilities were viewed 
within communities. The results revealed that traditional Aboriginal stories and legends 
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upheld an "inclusive" view of persons with developmental disabilities within their 
families and communities. They described the social structure of Aboriginal 
communities as a "web" of relationships in which everyone "belonged," everyone had a 
place. Vulnerable persons, in particular, were described as being "closer to the Creator"; 
they were believed to bring a "special" quality to the life of the community. A recurring 
theme was that vulnerable persons helped others by bringing "spiritual insight." This 
was part of their role in community life. 
The views expressed by the participants in this study were consistent with the 
emphasis on relationships and community harmony described in the above study, as 
well as by a number of researchers (see, for example, Aboriginal Justice Inquiry, 1991; 
Sinclair, 1994; Monture, 1989, 1994; RCAP, 1996a). Elders suggested that those who 
cared for "the vulnerable" - those who cared for the elderly, for orphans, for individuals 
with developmental disabilities - were given special gifts by "the Creator" and were the 
most respected in communities. Connections with others were to be seen as a complex 
"weaving" of inter-dependent relationships (Smith, 1997). 
C. The negation of Aboriginal culture in Canadian society 
The knowledge necessary for survival in Aboriginal cultures was transmitted 
through oral literary traditions. Bringhurst (1999) described the rich oral traditions of 
northwest Canada. Hymes (1981) outlined the sophisticated grammar and verbal art, 
reflecting underlying relationships, that are "taken for granted by users" (p. 6). Stories 
are held in the hearts and minds of Elders with well-trained memories. In many 
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Aboriginal cultural traditions in Canada, such stories were, and continue to be, central to 
"the order and quality of life" in communities (Smith, 1997, p. 153). 
To date, such cultural beliefs have not held legitimacy within "the literature." 
The Colonial history in Canada reflects a lack of valuing of First Nation and Metis 
spiritual traditions and cultural values. The fact that the history was oral contributes to 
the lack of valuing. The Indian Act passed in 1876 gave the federal government 
complete jurisdiction over all matters relating to First Nations without input from First 
Nation peoples themselves (RCAP, 1996a). In an amendment to the Indian Act in 1885, 
the Canadian government explicitly targeted eradication of the spiritual traditions that 
upheld the cultural values; individuals practicing First Nation spiritual traditions could 
be jailed (Hodgson & Kothare, 1990). The intent of the Canadian government was to 
force First Nation and Metis peoples to assimilate into mainstream society. Because 
spiritual leaders, authorized within communities, were the most respected people, they 
were also the central leaders - the most successful hunters and caregivers. The removal 
of these leaders devastated communities, psychologically and economically. 
Western scientific views continue to be privileged over "non-Western" values, 
particularly when those values are held in oral stories. Also, there has been mistrust 
within Aboriginal communities about how the knowledge of their oral stories might be 
used or perceived by others outside the community, and so community members with 
access to the knowledge have, at times, been reticent to share it. 
John Ralston Saul (1997) asserted that the real contributions made by Aboriginal 
peoples to the Canadian west over a period of centuries were neither seen nor 
acknowledged. In reflecting on the nature of Canadian culture at the end of the 20 
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century, Saul (1997) asserted that Canada "suffers from a contradiction between its 
public mythologiesl and its reality" (p.3). The reality is that the formation of the 
Canadian state is complex, and like many other modern nation states, Canada attempts 
to manage complexity by utilizing a centralized mythology. Such a myth requires the 
use of state legislation against minorities by the central government, as well as 
acceptance of a justification theory to uphold the myth. As John Ralston Saul points out, 
"into this land, shaped by 250 years of treaties, battles, economic activity, cultural 
compromise and social habit" new settlers arrived at the end of the 19th century - and 
began "taking power and attempting to wipe away any memory of all that came before" 
(p. 45). The discrepancy between this reality and the myth or untruth that western 
Canada has no history of note prior to arrival of more recent (European) immigrants, 
whose education systems and institutions now form the core of treatment and 
interventions, is important to understand. The issue of "trust" is at the heart of this 
discrepancy. The contributions of First Nation and Metis have not been acknowledged 
nor has the fact that these people hold important values and integrity that guide family 
life. 
The lack of valuing of "the landscape" of Canada and "stories" reflecting the 
actual reality of authentic experience has been addressed in other dimensions of 
Canadian culture. In addressing the colonial mentality in Canadian literature, Atwood 
(1972) argued that early Europeans did not see the true landscape of Canada in either art 
or literature because the images held in the minds of the newcomers were connected 
with Europe; in her landmark critique of the pervasive colonial mentality in Canadian 
1 Saul is using the term "myth" to refer to an idealized body of traditions - not as a traditional or more 
classic way of thinking about supernatural or social phenomena (which is the way First Nation and Metis 
persons may think of the term). 
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literature, Atwood challenged contemporary Canadian writers to begin to "see" the 
country and its people in a radically different way. Following her "naming" of this 
reality - which was, in fact, a call for a post-colonial vision, the direction of Canadian 
literature changed. In the past three decades, striking examples of authentic Canadian 
literature, which includes work by many First Nation and Metis artists, have become a 
part of mainstream culture. A similar transformation occurred in art through the work of 
the Group of Seven at the beginning of the 20th century. These artists depicted the 
Canadian landscape, rather than copying European styles and subject matter. The 
celebration of First Nation and Inuit artists within mainstream culture, which has 
emerged in the past several decades, attests to the strong appeal of Inuit and Aboriginal 
art throughout Canadian society. Much of the emerging art is rooted in oral traditions. 
A transition to a post-colonial mentality in social sciences may be more difficult 
because of the challenge in dealing with concepts embedded in institutional structures, 
rather than in "the life of the mind", which is represented in art and literature, as noted 
above. 
D. Addressing historic negation and differing power relationships 
Flyvbjerg (2001) cautions that differing "power" relationships profoundly affect 
research. No research is "neutral," Flyvbjerg (citing Nietzsche, 1968, p. 35) asserts that 
history is fundamental to philosophy and social science, and is central to an 
understanding of research that extends beyond episteme, the root of epistemology, or 
sources of knowledge, within the Western context, and techne, the root of "technology" 
and the emphasis on the "technical" within Western society, to phronesis, a way of 
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seeing that includes "wisdom," an attention to history and power imbalances. Such 
wisdom is held in the stories and lives of Aboriginal leaders and Elders. This wisdom 
was necessary not only to discover cultural knowledge, but to discover how that cultural 
knowledge was currently being applied in negotiating with mainstream systems. 
Flyvbjerg's view is that "mainstream social science methodology stands in need of 
reorientation" (p. 4). 
The findings of this study could have broad implications, not only for caregivers 
and their children, but as a way of articulating and describing the intersection of 
worldviews. In order to move this research in the direction of "reorientation," I believed 
it would be necessary to uphold the wisdom within the community, to be equally valued 
with the rigorous academic requirements of the academy; this would ensure that the 
results would have merit and integrity within academia as well as integrity within the 
Aboriginal community. Only in this way could the deep desire of participants to "help 
someone else" be honoured. 
Geertz (1984) suggests that in considering "cultural diversity," we must 
recognize that the terrain between different cultures is "uneven, full of sudden faults and 
dangerous crossings where accidents can and do happen, and crossing it, or trying to, 
does little or nothing to smooth it out to a level, safe, unbroken plain, but simply makes 
visible its clefts and contours", (p. 119). The space appears to be complicated and 
"dangerous" because of the apparent polarity in values between Aboriginal and 
mainstream values. As was earlier noted by Sinclair (1994), the worldviews are so 
different as to be inherently in conflict. Yet, as I earlier noted, I have found many 
commonalities in clinical practice. McKenzie, Seidl and Bone (1995) assert in a study of 
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child welfare practice that there are many views about good child welfare that are 
similar in Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities. Monture (1989) suggests that in 
dealing with issues relating to children and families: 
[w]e must peel back the layers of misunderstanding of both the dominant culture 
and First Nations culture which currently shape our cross-cultural 
communication. This requires an extensive examination of the meaning 
underlying dominant social structures ... [i]t is also necessary to recognize how 
the concepts of the dominant society conflict with, or contradict those of First 
Nations family structure as well as where there is common ground (p. 7). 
The need is to explore the knowledge held within First Nation family structures 
and dominant societal values. A review of Aboriginal child welfare in Canada by 
Mandel et al. (2007) found experiences of oppression within Canadian society, unique to 
Aboriginal peoples, which set them apart from other cultural groups. While other 
cultural groups, particularly recent immigrants, may have experienced oppression in 
their own countries, as well as in Canada, the experience of Aboriginal peoples is that 
the oppression has been directly connected to mainstream educational and governmental 
structures. 
£. The role and importance of oral stories 
This researcher views stories of oral literary traditions to be part of the literature, 
to be weighed alongside the formal "written" literature of Euro-Canadian traditions in 
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research. Thus, the power held in oral stories may be explored. Davies (1992a) asserts 
"the structure of story in holding the existing order in place has not yet been fully 
understood" (p. 67). With reference to Aboriginal culture, McLaughlin (1993) suggests 
that, as researchers, we need to "[h]ear the power that sedimented, forgotten stories 
hold" (p. 239). My earlier study (Clouston Carlson, 2007) explored values guiding care 
of vulnerable individuals in First Nation and Metis communities. The values of the 
participants in that study revealed that their stories have not been forgotten. Legends and 
stories were related that demonstrated how vulnerable individuals were to be viewed in 
Aboriginal communities; stories also guided the professional values of Aboriginal 
participants working in mainstream agencies. McLaughlin was accurate in suggesting 
that the stories are "silenced"; they have been silenced by Western traditions. 
Chambon (1997) has suggested that an important area for research is how best 
to bridge the gap between "text-based research practices and cultures which have a 
strong oral tradition" (p. 160). This study is located in the precise gap between "text-
based" research practices and "oral cultural tradition." This gap is what Vaughan (1992) 
describes as a critical nexus in which exclusive values of Western European-based 
cultures and inclusive values of Aboriginal cultures intersect. The difference between 
text based cultures and oral cultures appears to be more than differing values. The 
difference extends to different emphases on emotion, and differing learning styles. 
Aboriginal Elders have consistently expressed discomfort with written forms of 
their oral stories (Carlson, 1994; Carlson & Dumont, 1997; Clouston Carlson & 
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Dumont, 2003). Stan McKay2 (personal conversation, 2004) explained that in the view 
of Elders, their stories didn't "fit" into English words; they "lost life" when translated. 
Canadian educator Kieran Egan (1992) offers an explanation for the discomfort of the 
Elders in seeing translations of their stories. He suggests that, as human beings, we are 
mythmakers. Egan's view is that the "story form" in ancient cultures included powerful 
images that connected with emotion. Mythmaking enabled cultures to survive because 
of the power held in vibrant stories. In his examination of the function of myth in 
societies and its importance in emotionally engaging listeners while transmitting 
knowledge, he asserts that the aggressive rationalism of the early Enlightenment 
combined with the Greek negation of imagination in favour of reason continues in 
educational structures in Western societies. He argues that this "disconnects" children in 
schools from emotions, thereby diminishing an important aspect of the learning process 
within educational systems. Imagination and emotion have similar power in the lives of 
adults. 
The experiences of caregivers suggest that, while Western values have the upper 
hand in being embedded in institutional structures, the powerful imagery of the 
Aboriginal stories do connect with emotion, and clearly "live" in the lives of 
participants. My belief in approaching this research was that providing affirmation of 
the. knowledge held within stories of participants would enable the imagery and emotion 
within their lives to be expressed. Oral stories transcend the embedded negative 
concepts within Western thought and describe values within Aboriginal cultures that 
Stan McKay is a spiritual leader. He has served as Director of Spiritual Care at Health 
Sciences Centre, is past Director of the Jessie Saulteaux Centre, and past Moderator of the 
United Church of Canada. Stan is the son of Elder Stanley McKay. 
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begin to articulate the "space" between different worldviews. Castellano Brant (2002) 
states "The notion of the caring, effective, extended family, co-extensive with 
community, continues to be a powerful ideal etched deep in the psyche of Aboriginal 
people" (p. 14). The values that guide caregiving, rooted in this ideal, are central to 
understanding how care is provided on a daily basis. 
Castellano Brant (2005) asserted that within Aboriginal worldviews, "knowledge 
is embedded in a spiritual context." Similarly, McKay (2002) and Smith (1997) describe 
the Aboriginal belief in the complex interactions, connections, and balances in families, 
communities, and all of life including Creation itself, a worldview imbued with 
spirituality. In order to better understand how family is viewed, and functions in caring 
for children with developmental disabilities, close attention had to be paid to the 
spirituality inherent in stories told in the interviews with participants. 
Castellano Brant (2005) suggests that research within Aboriginal community is 
about "reclaiming the territory of our minds"; her view is that maintaining and 
revitalizing culture assist Aboriginal people to uphold enduring values that enable them 
to restore life-affirming "order to daily living". Privileging of scientific methodologies 
has undervalued Aboriginal knowledge. Castellano Brant (2005) affirms the importance 
of respecting Aboriginal "ways of knowing" in knowledge creation through ensuring 
that "methodologies balance holistic vision and intuition" (p. 7). She suggests that 
within oral traditions, individual contributions are "valued by dialogue." Perceptions of 
individuals are valued in context. This is consistent with the traditional cultural 
practices, which relied on councils responsible for family and community life. The 
research of this study reflects Castellano Brant's model. Aboriginal ways of knowing 
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includes affirming the narratives of participants, and "putting them together" in ways 
that honour the traditions of oral storytelling, with stories juxtaposed with each other 
and narratives validating each other. 
In traditional societies, key Elders were central. Dumont (1997) describes their 
role as "gentle caring for spirit ... mind and body" (p. 4); such persons lived with 
integrity, providing reflection, guidance, and leadership. While only a few individuals in 
a society or culture became Elders, many individuals of grand-parenting age assumed 
increasing responsibility in communities. 
Maori educator and researcher Smith (1999) asserts that "knowledge is deeply 
embedded in ... multiple layers of imperial and colonial practices" (p. 2) in complex 
ways. To gain access to the knowledge of Indigenous persons whose histories include 
colonization, she suggests two possible pathways. The first is through community action 
programs and local initiatives; such actions are often initiated from within communities. 
The second pathway outlined by Smith (1999) is through "spaces gained within 
institutions" (p. 125); she proposes utilizing a qualitative methodology accepted within 
academic circles, which carves out "spaces within, the academy." This study reflects 
Smith's ideas, in that the research combined a qualitative design and Aboriginal ways of 
knowing. The approach in this study directly connects the knowledge developed from 
within the Aboriginal community to the resources that "the academy" has held. This 
serves to ensure the voices of participants carry weight within the academy, thus 
providing foundational knowledge upon which more supportive interventions may be 
built. 
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SECTION THREE: Methodology 
Chapter Four 
Introduction 
A qualitative research design was selected to explore the experiences of 
Aboriginal caregivers as they care for their children. The broad framework of the 
research was guided by the initial literature review, which revealed the extremely high 
rates of children with developmental disabilities. Because the goal in the study was to 
represent the voices of participants as accurately as possible, I began the study with the 
intent of utilizing grounded theory as a form of analysis. After the first four interviews, I 
reconsidered the approach to analysis. The high level of trauma, negation of cultural 
traditions, and experiences of judgments from agency representatives described by the 
first four participants revealed that "being Aboriginal in Canada" both explained the 
disproportionately high numbers of children with developmental disabilities, and 
eclipsed the topic of developmental disability with a much larger picture of historic and 
systemic issues. 
This chapter begins by outlining the research question and approach to 
methodology. A discussion of strategies to ensure respect for community values is 
followed by a description of selection criteria and procedures. The interview process and 
methodological challenges, including a description of the change from grounded theory 
to narrative analysis, then follow. Careful attention to member checking is described in 
some detail. The chapter closes with a reflection on how the research meets the criterion 
for "trustworthiness" of interpretations in narrative analysis. 
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A. Research questions 
The principle question guiding the study was: What are the experiences of 
Aboriginal caregivers who care for a child with a developmental disability? 
The sub-questions were: 
1. How do these caregivers experience their child's being given a diagnosis? 
2. What are the sources of greatest stress and challenge? 
3. Where do caregivers find support? 
4. How do caregivers "see" their child and how do they feel about the way their 
child is seen by others within their own families, as well as by others within agencies 
and schools? 
5. Had the participant moved to access resources? 
B. Approach to the methodology 
My intent was to explore the experiences of caregivers in caring for their 
children from as broad a sample of participants as possible. I was aware through my 
clinical practice in schools that a significant proportion of families do not receive 
services from mainstream agencies, and that such families are at greater risk of 
breakdown. I wanted to ensure that these families were included in the study. I was also 
committed to ensuring that the values of the community were respected in the research 
process. To accomplish both these goals, I requested inclusion of two key informants 
from the Aboriginal community, and relied heavily on their wisdom and advice 
throughout the recruitment and interview process. 
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My ongoing clinical practice in a mainstream agency during the study affected 
the research in a number of ways. My clinical practice gave added insight into how 
parents described challenges experienced by their children in schools; as well, I was 
acutely aware of how schools sometimes viewed concerns of parents regarding the care 
their children were receiving. Sometimes this was very positive; at other times, unfairly 
negative. While I did not wish to impose my own bias or perspective, I knew that my 
personal interaction with the topic of developmental disability within the Aboriginal 
community, my family experience, and my past and present work in agencies with 
families in clinical practice, had the potential to give insight that could enrich the study. 
It was a rare opportunity for me to be an academic, a clinician, and a community 
member simultaneously. This added to the commitment to ensure a research design to 
span these differing realities that I negotiate daily. To ensure that I was sensitive to the 
process of utilizing knowledge from a variety of sources, I paid particular attention in 
the research design to my role as a research instrument, as well as to sensitivity to 
Aboriginal values in the interview process. 
C. The researcher as instrument 
Vaughan (1992) asserts that bias is a theoretical tool, and arts therapist McNiff 
(1993) suggests that bias represents one's "opening into the world" (p. 4). I state my 
bias because this research intersects with my experience in a number of ways. I was a 
parent of a medically fragile child who died in infancy. I am a designated decision 
maker for a sibling with a developmental disability who is medically fragile. I 
negotiated the difference of values between my mother's Metis family and my father's 
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Euro-Canadian family. Like many participants, I shared the experience of moving from 
a small rural community to an urban centre, translating values in the process, and raising 
children in a very different environment from the one in which I had been raised. As a 
parent, I was constantly reflecting on what I believed and why I believed what I did. 
Those experiences affect this research; I have designed the research to include key 
informants, and consulted frequently with my co-chairs to ensure that my own biases did 
not compromise the integrity of the research. I was, therefore, disciplined in journaling, 
sharing my main concerns with advisors and key informants as appropriate. Two major 
areas emerged that were particularly challenging for me as a researcher: 
1. the high level of trauma experienced by participants. I consulted frequently 
with key informants initially throughout the interview process, and, as the analysis 
progressed, relied on academic advisors to ensure that my own experience did not 
compromise the integrity of the findings. 
2. the experience of hearing stories of medically fragile children. While my own 
loss occurred 30 years previously, I found myself closely connected to the emotions of 
the caregivers as they described the acute anguish and isolation of the experience of 
caring for a medically fragile child. I journalled my own responses to these experiences 
immediately following the interviews. 
D. Strategies to ensure community values were respected 
Two persons of Aboriginal heritage (one Metis and one First Nation) acted as 
key informants. Both key informants have extensive experience in health care systems, 
spirituality, and cross-cultural communication; they were consulted over a period of two 
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years on research ethics, and they assisted with interview questions prior to beginning 
the research. They made several key recommendations: 
1. that it would be necessary to identify myself as a person of Aboriginal 
heritage to ensure the trust of participants; 
2. that personal invitations needed to be made to participants to ensure that they 
felt able to trust the research process; key informants believed that a letter of invitation 
would not be sufficient to encourage participation; 
3. that personal invitations and consultations with Aboriginal agencies were an 
important part of developing relationships with potential participants; 
4. that the "ethic" of the community needed to be upheld throughout, and that 
ethic involved a different set of values from that within the academic community; and 
5. that every effort should be made to ensure that those participants who 
requested that they be recontacted, were contacted. 
£. Recruiting participants 
Purposeful sampling was used to recruit a broad representation of participants 
with differing experiences and perspectives on caregiving. The intent was to include 
persons of both First Nation and Metis cultural backgrounds. Five of the participants 
were Metis and 15 were First Nation. As well, I wanted to include individuals who were 
marginalized, and/or receiving social assistance; many of these participants were living 
in the inner city. I anticipated that caregivers who were employed and possibly living in 
suburban settings would be more connected to mainstream resources. This proved to be 
true. To better understand the context in which participants were living, I wanted to 
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understand the degree of identification with rural settings. I included an evaluation, 
which I completed of their "connection to" or "disconnection from" rural communities 
(see Appendix 6). 
I began sampling with invitations for participation through mainstream agencies, 
as well as through Aboriginal agencies. 
Mainstream agencies included: 
• Child Development Clinic, an agency that provides "diagnostic" services to 
children and families throughout Manitoba; 
• Children's Special Services, a voluntary agency providing support for families 
with children diagnosed with a developmental and/or physical disability 
throughout Manitoba; and 
• Society for Manitobans with Disabilities, an agency that offers specialized 
services to families with children with physical disabilities; many of the children 
served are also diagnosed with developmental disabilities. 
• Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Program 
Aboriginal agencies included: 
• The Aboriginal Centre of Winnipeg, an agency providing support to families 
with children under the age of six years; 
• Mamawiwichiitata Centre, an agency providing family support services to 
Aboriginal families living in the City of Winnipeg; 
• Manitoba Metis Federation, an agency providing services to Metis families 
throughout Manitoba; and 
• An urban outreach agency connected with a rural First Nation. 
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F. Participant selection criteria 
The following criteria were used to select participants: 
1. The research participants must identify themselves as Aboriginal (either First 
Nation or Metis). 
2. Participants' child or children must be diagnosed with a "developmental 
disability" by a service such as Child Development Clinic of Winnipeg or by their own 
physician. The definition of "developmental disability" is that utilized by the US 
Developmental Disabilities Act which includes "sub-average intellectual functioning, 
IQ of 70 or below measured by an individually administered test." The child must be 
eligible to receive the services of Children's Special Services. 
3. The child must be between the ages of four to 18 years. 
4. The caregiver had to be willing to participate in the study. 
5. Participants must include mix of persons of Metis and First Nation heritage, as 
well as persons with differing "ties" to home communities, and mix of persons who were 
financially independent and who were marginalized. 
The invitation to participate was based on strategies to invite potential 
participants in ways deemed appropriate to each agency. The process included the 
following steps: 
1) an information sheet inviting the participation of potential participants was 
prepared (see Appendix 9) and available to all agencies. 
2) "Consent to be Contacted" form was provided to all referring agencies (see 
Appendix 8). The form was to be used by workers to enable my contacting potential 
participants. I anticipated that the form alone would be sufficient for participants being 
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recruited through mainstream agencies. The process of contacting participants through 
mainstream agencies was aided by my clinical practice, in which I have ongoing 
collegial relationships with many Children's Special Services workers, as well as the 
Society for Manitobans with Disabilities. These workers promoted the study, providing 
the letters to potential participants as well as offering encouragement to families to 
participate. I was conscious through the responses from participants that most 
participants appeared to have been encouraged by workers with whom I have had the 
most contact professionally. 
3) Within Aboriginal agencies, a different approach was used. While academic 
approaches to research ethics suggest that the confidentiality of all participants must be 
maintained through anonymous letters, key informants argued that because of a distrust 
of academic process, personal contact in the form of an invitation through an Aboriginal 
agency, or an introduction through an Aboriginal agency representative, would be 
necessary. This proved to be the case. Contacting agency personnel involved a process 
of building trust. Over a period of four months, I met with several agency 
representatives; once trust was in place, interviews immediately began. 
An outline of the Methodology (Appendix 2) as well as copies of an Information 
Letter to participants (Appendix 3) and Consent for Participation Form (Appendix 4) in 
the study accompanied the Information Letter (Appendix 1) to mainstream agencies 
(Child Development Clinic, Children's Special Services, Society for Manitobans with 
Disabilities, and Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Program.) I presented the research at a staff 
meeting of Children's Special Services, and met with a supervisor at Society for 
Manitobans with Disabilities and at Child Development Clinic. I met on several 
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occasions with key leaders in Aboriginal agencies. I was conscious that Aboriginal 
agency representatives were particularly careful to ensure my respect of the potential 
participants through their agencies. I provided an invitation to participate poster that 
included my contact number (Appendix 9) as well as a Consent to be Contacted form 
(Appendix 8) at all meetings. I ensured that agency workers, as well as participants, 
were aware that the research process does not allow any coercion of potential 
participants. 
In the research process, I was also interested in how connected participants were 
to rural areas. This, I believed, would lead to information on how much change 
participants had experienced in their lives, whether there were stressors related to their 
moves, and whether they had a comfort level with Western values in urban life. While it 
was not a central question, I believed this would provide additional information on the 
context in which participants were caring for children. At the end of each interview, if 
this information had not naturally emerged, I filled out a brief questionnaire (see 
Appendix 6). This questionnaire also provided a way of "drawing" family composition. 
G. Procedures 
1. Interviews 
Twenty one caregivers were interviewed between January and November 2005. 
Of the 21 caregivers interviewed, 14 had responded to an invitation to participate in the 
study through social workers at urban mainstream agencies. Thirteen of these were 
recruited through Children's Special Services and Society for Manitobans with 
Disabilities, and one was recruited through the Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Program. These 
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agencies are mandated to provide support to families with children with cognitive 
disabilities, children with physical disabilities, or a combination of both physical and 
cognitive disabilities, as well as Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. The transcript of one of the 
fourteen participants recruited through a mainstream agency was removed because the 
child was not cognitively disabled, and the caregiver was experiencing a severe medical 
crisis at the time of the interview. 
A total of six participants were working in, or recruited through, Aboriginal 
agencies. Three participants had responded to invitations through the Aboriginal Centre 
of Winnipeg and through posters displayed at the Mamawiwichiitata Centre of 
Winnipeg, an agency providing support to Aboriginal families. Two families self-
referred after hearing about the study through another participant. One family responded 
to an invitation through an urban support agency of a rural First Nation. A seventh 
participant responded to information provided by a social worker at a mainstream 
agency, but was working in an Aboriginal agency at the time of the interview. She is 
included in the sample in the category of Aboriginal agency. 
2. Interviewing style blending Aboriginal and Western approaches 
The primary goal was to understand caregivers' experiences. The ethnographic 
interview style outlined by Spradley (1979) is consistent in many ways with that of 
Aboriginal tradition. Spradley stipulates that skilled interviewers initiate "friendly" 
conversations that enable participants to provide much of the "tacit" knowledge that 
holds their worldviews and are key to "meaning"; an "attitude of learning" and listening 
is an important key to creating space for the participant to "offer" their own knowledge. 
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Within Aboriginal culture, an important dimension of developing rapport and enabling 
trust to develop is respecting space and waiting on the "silence" of another person as was 
earlier outlined by Smith (1997). In past work with First Nation and Metis leaders, I 
learned that silence was an important dimension of communication, enabling and 
encouraging deep sharing of central values. The trauma that had been revealed in that 
work, while informing the final publications, had not formed a part of the published 
work. Consequently, information that had an impact on the relationships in the lives of 
storytellers in families and communities, where relationships were highly valued and a 
part of the cultural value system, remained unexplored and unaddressed. Through 
clinical practice, I was also conscious that trauma of parents can potentially profoundly 
impact parent-child attachment. Thus, I was committed to articulation and 
documentation of all experience, including trauma. I saw this as an important dimension 
of the work. 
To ensure I was attending to the need for "space" in the interviews, I reflected on 
"voice" following initial interviews, listening to parts of several tapes, and reading and 
rereading transcripts. I was conscious that the emotion, as well as the shifts in emotion, 
often reflected the centrally important aspects of the narratives. Noting the silences, the 
sharing prior to the silence, and the sharing following the silence were also important to 
discerning and identifying key themes. 
Clinical practice as well as past experience with community leaders sensitized 
me to the need to address the impact on myself of hearing experiences of extreme 
trauma expressed in the narratives. This was important also to sustaining the ability to 
continue to "listen" with sensitivity. 
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3. Writing summaries andjournaling 
Between interviews, I completed a two to three page narrative summary, 
journalled, and consulted with advisors and key informants as needed. Narrative 
summaries outlined the main themes of the story, as well as key images used by each 
participant. The jouraaling served two main purposes. First, I used the diary to 
document my own emotional response to the interview. This enabled me to reflect on 
the content, and ensure that I did not impose my own ideas. If, after reflection, I had 
concerns about my own response, I spoke with key informants, or with advisors. 
Appendix 17, Journal Entry A illustrates how a journalled response to an early interview 
shaped my thinking and influenced a change in the interview process to more carefully 
consider "silence", as was described above. That entry also documented the resilience of 
that participant. Reflecting on her story assisted me to consider the resilience in all 
stories. 
The second purpose was to guide the interview and analytic process. Journal 
Entry B of Appendix 17 provides an example of my documentation of all meetings and 
conference calls with key informants. These were the working documents that shaped 
ongoing reporting of meetings, as well as consultations with advisors. Journal Entry C 
documents my beginning to shape the findings around the larger story of the experience 
of "being Native in Canada". Imaginatively visualizing a new form was a necessary first 
step in framing the final results with Mary's story as the central story, with other stories 
augmenting her story. This process is described in detail in the following section. 
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4. Transcriber and copy editor de-briefing 
To ensure that confidentiality of participants was respected, I requested that the 
person hired to complete the transcriptions, sign a formal agreement to respect the 
confidentiality of participants (see Appendix 10). Because the interviews contained 
difficult experiences, I "debriefed" the transcriber following transcriptions. This enabled 
me to answer questions about the work she was completing, and discuss emotions that 
arose in the work. This process was helpful to both the transcriber and myself, as I was 
aware that she found some of the stories difficult to deal with emotionally. Her main 
comment at the end of the work was that she was surprised that a majority of 
participants had volunteered that they drew strength from a spiritual source, particularly 
since she was aware that I had not asked direct questions about spirituality. I requested 
that the copy editor sign a statement of confidentiality (see Appendix 13), as some of the 
participants whose longer narratives were used, took several months to re-contact. The 
copy editor commented "I learned a lot, although it was pretty heartbreaking". The 
responses of both copy editor and transcriber confirmed the depth of spirituality in the 
stories, as well as the emotional impact. That the copy editor has since contacted me 
seeking opportunities to volunteer with children with special needs in the school 
division affirms the influence of sharing the stories. When individuals have some 
exposure to issues affecting children and families, they are often interested in supporting 
them in concrete ways. 
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H. Methodological challenges 
1. A shift from grounded theory to narrative analysis 
The main methodological challenge was a shift from grounded theory to 
narrative analysis. Other serious challenges were the difficulty of re-contacting 
participants to forward their transcripts, as well as to invite them to the "member check" 
meetings. Additionally, I needed to request permission from a number of the participants 
to include portions of narrative, rather than the non-identifying quotes, as had earlier 
been agreed on in the initial ethics review process. The shift from grounded theory will 
be discussed first. The challenge of re-contacting participants to return transcripts, as 
well as to seek additional permission once the shift was made to narrative analysis, will 
be addressed in the following section. 
The broad approach of qualitative inquiry emphasizes depth of understanding, 
focusing on the generation of theoretically rich observations (Rubin & Babbie, 1997), 
what (Spradley, 1979) describes as "learning from people." This approach enables 
discovery of the meaning of the experiences of individuals. Grounded theory, first 
developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) and later broadened by Strauss and Corbin 
(1998), was initially foundational because of my interest in representing the voices of 
respondents as accurately as possible. Constructivist grounded theory, articulated by 
Charmaz (2000) extends the work of earlier grounded theorists in affirming multiple 
social realities and recognizing "the mutual creation of knowledge by the viewer and the 
viewed" (Charmaz, 2000 citing Guba & Lincoln, 1994 and Schwandt, 1994). Because 
interpretive understanding of meanings were important, this approach seemed 
promising. 
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The first four interviews caused me to reconsider this analytic approach. While 
the stories were revealing much about the daily experiences of participants caring for 
children with disabilities, they were also revealing a level of trauma that was profoundly 
affecting care of their children. Family trauma was common. Three of the four 
participants had two children with developmental disabilities, and had experienced 
trauma in families of origin, as well as with former partners; two were experiencing 
ongoing abuse by former partners. The fourth, a couple, had moved from a rural area to 
Winnipeg to access services; the poor treatment their child had experienced in their rural 
First Nation community placed extreme stress on their family life. Deteriorating 
physical health of one parent was adding to their stress. 
As I began to analyze these stories, I found that the way the stories were told 
revealed a great deal. The starting points, images and recurring images, as well as 
repetitions and emphasis of certain points, were very important. These emerged through 
the careful interview process described above. Key images that were reflected in certain 
repetitions of language in the stories were also instructive. My understanding of 
"content", which I had begun to analyse through notation of themes, was augmented by 
reflecting on the above points. This suggested a possible narrative analysis of the stories 
might be more appropriate than data analysis guided by a grounded theory approach. 
Narrative analysis takes the story itself as the object of investigation (Riessman, 
1993). This form of analysis enables examination of how participants understand, order, 
and describe their experiences. Thus, the ways that the stories are told are important in 
this form of analysis, not just the content of the stories. 
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Returning to my earlier notes on themes, I completed a summary of each story 
with inclusion of guiding images and key points. Journaling after each interview enabled 
me to track and organize themes, checking and double-checking to ensure I was 
attending to all dimensions of stories, adjusting as necessary. One of the important 
dimensions of the stories I had overlooked until midway through the interview process 
was the impact on participants of residential school attendance. This omission was 
addressed in subsequent stories. 
The narratives revealed that while there were dichotomies between participants' 
worldviews and the values of mainstream agencies, there were also many points of 
intersection. Individuals who had experienced "within-family" trauma often described 
persons in medical systems, social services, educational systems, and mainstream 
spiritual traditions as helpful - some directly attributed their ability to survive physically 
to medical, educational, and social service professionals. Examples cited were of a 
compassionate physician, a gifted high school teacher who listened, a respectful 
occupational therapist, as well as social workers. Accompanying the stories of trauma 
were stories of resilience and challenges to the devaluation of their children. Stories of 
support by individuals in mainstream systems were accompanied by accounts of how 
participants discerned who within systems would be helpful. They described how they 
judged the character of potential helpers; for example, "if a person had a kind face," or 
"if a person was welcoming", or if a person seemed "trustworthy." Participants also 
verbalized what they were prepared to say, or not say, to me. They were using 
judgments based in a well-developed "ethic," which they sometimes shared with me and 
sometimes did not. 
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As I considered each story, I was conscious that in my ongoing practice with 
children and families in a school-based agency rooted in Western educational values, a 
similar "dichotomy" appeared to exist, but, at the same time, there were also many 
points of intersection and common values. What was required, therefore, was an 
approach to the data that would enable the large historic perspective of the experience of 
Aboriginal people in Canada to be included so that the complex picture reflected in the 
knowledge shared by participants could be truly represented. The historic perspective 
included the different values embedded in the different worldviews, as well as high 
levels of stress and trauma. The conflicts, as well as particularly helpful points of 
intersection within this "space between cultures" outlined by Geertz (1984), needed to 
be articulated with clarity. 
While grounded theory would have enabled capturing the differing values 
between worldviews in the historic context, narrative analysis appeared to address two 
other dimensions of this context more satisfactorily, for two reasons. First, the way that 
each person responded to the intersection of values embedded in the worldviews was 
very personal, and often expressed in long narratives. Threads of ideas or stories might 
be introduced in a certain way, at a certain point, then dropped, then picked up again to 
express a different point. Thus, breaking down the narratives in parts risked losing the 
essential meaning. Secondly, a majority of caregivers were dealing not only with the 
difference in values, but with a particular set of stressors and/or trauma that profoundly 
affected their care of their child or children. 
Their connection to an Aboriginal worldview while negotiating with Western-
based services, as well as dealing with the impact of trauma, sometimes rooted in the 
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very institutions from which they sought services, was complex. The interaction was 
evident in the lives of participants, and each responded in a specific way, articulating a 
very personal and unique meaning. In Aboriginal oral storytelling circles, knowledge is 
validated in dialogue. Analysis first of the internal meaning of each separate story, then 
juxtaposing central images and key phrases of stories, enabling them to "speak" to each 
other, seemed aligned with Aboriginal ways of knowing. Thus, rather than identify 
common themes across experiences described, as I had first attempted, I began the 
process of comparing and contrasting the larger stories. 
Reissman (1993) articulated of the need to begin analysis with the internal 
structure of each story. The questions asked by Reissman included: 
How is [the story] organized? Why does an informant develop her tale this way 
in conversation with this listener? To the fullest extent possible, I start from the 
inside, from the meanings encoded in the form of the talk, and expand outward, 
identifying for example, underlying propositions that make the talk sensible, 
including what is taken for granted by speaker and listener. The strategy 
privileges the teller's experience, but interpretation cannot be avoided. 
Individuals' narratives are situated in particular interactions but also in social, 
cultural, and institutional discourses which must be brought to bear to interpret 
them. Nor can investigators bypass difficult issues of power: Whose voice is 
represented in the final product? How open is the text to other readings? How are 
we situated in the personal narratives we collect and analyse? It is essential... to 
open up these interpretive issues for readers to see (p. 61). 
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This approach was affirmed by my earlier work in transcriptions of oral literary 
stories with Elders and spiritual leaders, which had utilized a similar method of 
"hearing" oral stories, and writing according to internal structures (Clouston Carlson & 
Dumont, 2003; Carlson & Dumont, 1997). The narrative form of analysis builds on my 
earlier work in that it affirms the content of the story of each participant, including the 
cultural context; the analysis extends earlier work by focusing on how each participant 
understands and orders her or his own experience. Reissman asserts that narratives are 
not just "information storage devices", but reveal how experience and memory combine 
to shape understanding. Particularly important within these stories was the sense of 
"purpose" that individuals expressed around the lives of their children, and the events of 
their lives. Reissman (1993) affirms that "[njature and the world do not tell stories, 
individuals do^Jnterpretation is inevitable%eeauseitarratives are representations" (p. 2). 
Thus, narrative analysis affirms the individual imagination and human agency which 
shapes the way a story is formed, and the meaning each participant makes within her or 
his own story. 
This analytic style also attends to the interaction of the "story" of each 
participant with the larger story of "being Native in Canada." Teram and Ungar (in 
press) affirm the importance of narrative analysis as a tool to better understand "the 
logic of personal actions within environmental constraints" (p. 13); in their view, this 
form of analysis lends particular insight into understanding resilience, which was 
revealed as an important dimension of this research. Reissman (1993) affirms that 
"private constructions typically mesh with a community of life stories" (p. 2). The 
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narrative methodological approach is aligned with the emphasis on knowledge 
development from within community. Utilizing the narratives of participants directly, 
and attending to context, the interaction of individual stories with the larger story of 
Aboriginal community, honours a principle that Castellano Brant (1995) described as 
central to research in Aboriginal community, "reclaiming the territory of our minds" (p. 
4). 
The next five interviews were completed, "testing" the use of narrative analysis. 
I noted immediately the main outlines of each story, key images and themes around 
which stories seemed to be organized. Repetitions, emotion, and shifts in emotion, as 
well as any particular repetitions or metaphors, were also noted. I also kept a very 
careful personal journal, particularly of the very difficult dimensions of stories relating 
to traumatic experience. I began to cluster some of the similar stories and themes in 
stories at this point. 
The discovery of one narrative, that of a person whose character was 
recognizable to me as that of an Elder in traditional Aboriginal societies, and who 
appeared, within her own story, to carry those responsibilities, suggested a way to 
organize the findings. Mary's story reflected many of the themes emerging in other 
stories; as well, her story explained how she herself made meaning both of the differing 
worldviews and of the trauma experienced by many. Mary's story thus provided a way 
to connect other stories with the broad reality of being Aboriginal in Canada, which 
included these two macro themes: dealing with differing world views and dealing with 
multiple stressors and the impact of trauma. Mary articulated her strong commitment to 
"taking responsibility" for her own birth children, as well as her adopted children, 
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demonstrating this strong value from within her Aboriginal worldview. She had lived 
and worked in mainstream society for over 25 years, some of this as a foster parent with 
special needs children, and she demonstrated skill in negotiating with systems, "sharing 
responsibility" with individuals and agencies who could provide support. Thus, she 
worked with schools, social services, and medical systems in whatever ways were 
necessary to access the very best supports for her children. Her strong character is 
visible in her frustration, at times, with a dependence on systems that do not see or value 
her children in the way she does. 
That Mary's story accurately reflected the experience of "being Aboriginal in 
Canada," and thus the specific experiences of other participants, was confirmed in a 
meeting to share the summary of interviews. Through her story, it was possible to 
understand the specific challenges that many of the caregivers described. Her story both 
provided a broad framework upon which to anchor other stories, and a very specific 
attention to the small details of how to nurture and care for very vulnerable children 
within this community, how to negotiate for services, for care. The use of Mary's story 
as a central and organizing story in written form also mirrors the way that knowledge is 
built in Aboriginal communities. Her "thinking" provides a template for beginning to 
consider how agencies may be more responsive to the needs of Aboriginal caregivers 
who require support for care of their children. 
The final analytic approach relies heavily on my earlier work developed in a 
community development process with Elders and spiritual leaders (Clouston Carlson & 
Dumont, 2003; Carlson & Dumont, 1997). This work was completed in constant 
consultation with community leaders, and had evolved from within communities across 
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Canada. The emphasis was on beginning with experiences of leaders, and thus was 
based on Aboriginal values and spirituality. This approach is affirmed by Castellano 
Brant (2005) who argued for construction of knowledge in accordance with definitions 
from within Aboriginal communities that reflect "what is real and what is valuable" (p. 
6). The analytic approach was augmented and extended by the narrative methods of 
Riessman, (1994; 1993), Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach and Zilber (1998), and Fraser 
(2004). 
Castellano Brant (2005) argues that "common threads" of traditional knowledge 
that are life-affirming and enable healing must be acknowledged. This suggested that an 
image described by Smith (as cited in Carlson and Dumont, 1997): a metaphor of 
weaving, could be utilized. The metaphor is augmented by the work of Riessman (1994; 
1993) as well as Castellano Brant. The "character of the space" between cultures/ 
worldviews was critical and central to this research. An intense self-awareness, which 
transcends cultural difference (as articulated in a quote by Jung, referred to in Section 
One), and the need to have "new eyes" in a familiar landscape (as referred to in a quote 
by Proust in Section One) suggested that this "space" would emerge through narratives 
describing actual experiences of caring for children with developmental disabilities, and 
the "healing" journeys might suggest ways of reconstructing culture and dealing with 
the high levels of trauma. 
Reissman (1994) also articulated the usefulness of narrative analysis in dealing 
with the trauma that emerged immediately in the narratives. Reissman affirmed the 
importance of narrative analysis in dealing specifically with trauma, asserting, "[s]imilar 
to clinical social work, each investigator lets the stories unfold in semi-structured 
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research interviews and bears witness to her informants' detailed descriptions of 
physical and sexual trauma" (p. 69). I recognized that the "witnessing" of the 
experiences of participants was important to my role as researcher in dealing with such 
content. My dealing with the trauma expressed by some participants will be discussed in 
the next section. 
That the metaphor was useful and appropriate was affirmed by many participants 
who described the experience of healing journeys, as well as the experience of 
"remaking" families by adopting children as well as sisters and brothers. Thus, the 
analysis respected the values within Aboriginal community for knowledge development. 
Within the "circle" of participants, as a researcher, I took on the role of using Mary's 
story in written form to comment on and enhance the stories of others, as would happen 
in oral story form. In a larger sense, metaphorically, the design of the research and the 
"written" findings reflect the oral form with an Elder emerging. As a researcher, I also 
enlarged the "circle" to include key informants, and joined that to wisdom of advisors 
representing the academic community. Thus, the metaphor of weaving, initially within 
Aboriginal community, was raised to a dialogue in the academy. The constant reporting 
and interaction in writing and conference calls with advisors attest to the care taken in 
this "enlarged circle" process. 
2. Dealing with traumatic experiences of participants 
I understood that with each of the participants, my own response to the stories, 
reflected in the transcriptions, as well as in a study of the "voice" as I reviewed the 
tapes, included careful and attuned listening to their experiences. There was an 
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"interaction" between myself and the participants clearly visible in the transcriptions, 
which enabled some of the very deep sharing about traumatic experience. Years of 
clinical practice provided a foundational acceptance of this reality, and I encouraged this 
sharing, conscious that this experience was central to the stories of many participants. 
However, I was conscious that this reality must be also acknowledged and accounted for 
in the methodology and findings. 
Such a role was different from that of a clinical practitioner, as I was unable to 
offer ongoing support, and I was concerned about the "ethic" of enabling difficult 
experience and emotion to emerge. In some situations, I made referrals to other 
agencies, and in others, I followed up after the interview process with a second meeting. 
In one instance, I accompanied a participant to an agency for clarification of a child's 
needs. In recognition of the difficult role and high level of trauma, I also adjusted the 
scheduled interviews to allow more time between interviews to ensure I was able to deal 
personally with the high levels of trauma emerging. 
3. The challenge of re-contacting participants 
While initial contacting and gaining trust was a challenge to the research 
process, the difficulty of re-contacting participants to return transcripts (if they had 
requested them) and to notify them of the planned meetings was a far greater challenge. 
This confirmed the extreme marginalization outlined in the literature, and extended the 
research process by several months. The frequent moves and changes to telephone 
listings were difficult with some families recruited through mainstream agencies as well 
as those recruited through Aboriginal agencies. 
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The re-contacting of participants took place within a period of 10 to 12 months 
after the initial interviews. Of the 19 participants who requested the opportunity to 
receive transcripts, and/or to attend a meeting, nine had moved or changed addresses. 
One participant had advised me that she would be moving and provided her address. 
Another was re-contacted through a change recorded in the public telephone system. 
This was a strong indication of the marginality of the participants. 
Because of the confidentiality promised through the Ethics Review Committee, I 
initially felt unable to follow up with these participants. This seemed unsatisfactory 
because the participants had specifically requested more information. My view was that, 
given the marginality of the participants and their request to be re-contacted, the normal 
process of academic ethics should be changed to allow re-contacting through Aboriginal 
agency representatives, or through mainstream social workers, as the views of the most 
marginalized participants were particularly important. Consultations with key 
informants, academic advisors, and the Chair of the Ethics Review Board approved this 
change. Express letters were forwarded to the seven remaining participants, requesting 
that they contact me if they had requested transcripts, and to receive an invitation to the 
final meeting of participants. The progress of the letters was "tracked" through internet 
postal services. Of the seven participants to whom letters were sent, five participants 
either signed for the letters, or replied by contacting me. Two letters were returned 
through the mail, and I was unable to contact either. Re-contacting the referral agency 
and the referring participant did not result in the two persons being located. Of the total 
of 18 participants agreeing to be re-contacted to receive transcripts and/or an invitation 
to a meeting, 16 were re-contacted successfully. Thirteen responded affirmatively to the 
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invitation to attend a meeting. Bus or cab fare was provided for all potential participants. 
Of those responding, a total of eight attended the meetings. A ninth contacted me later, 
expressing regrets. His reason for not attending reflects the level of grief many 
participants face. His grandfather in the north had died; on the way to his grandfather's 
funeral, he learned that a cousin (about his age) had died in a house fire and so the 
participant stayed to attend that funeral as well. I met him separately to report results. 
I returned to the Ethics Review Chair to request permission to re-contact 
participants when I changed the analysis from grounded theory to narrative. At that 
time, I requested permission to use longer forms of their narratives (see Appendix 11). 
Additionally, I believed that the participants' strong ethic to "share knowledge" should 
be honoured with the opportunity to have their names acknowledged if they so chose. 
This request was approved by the Chair of the Research Ethics committee (see 
Appendix 12.) Of the 11 participants whose stories were used in longer form, four had 
changed addresses or telephone numbers. The re-contacting involved several weeks of 
searches for new addresses and phone numbers following the same process as above 
described. As was earlier noted, because I was proceeding with copy editing while 
searching for participants, I requested that the copy editor sign an agreement to maintain 
confidentiality (see Appendix 13.) The process of re-contacting was similar to that 
described above. I contacted mainstream social workers and supervisors to access 
changed addresses. I also sent Express letters. I was unable to contact one participant. A 
second participant did not respond to my phone call. I therefore removed the narratives 
of those participants. 
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L Member checks 
A central goal of this research was to ensure that the research was respectful of 
community values. To that end, I wished to ensure that the participants had every 
opportunity to respond to their transcripts, if they had so requested, as well as to attend a 
meeting to respond to summaries of the main themes of their stories. Two meetings 
were planned to ensure that participants with young children, as well as participants 
working during the day could attend if they so wished. They were centrally located so 
that participants could travel by bus, cab, or car, and would have easy access to parking 
if travelling by car. Both locations were completely accessible for wheelchairs and 
walkers, as several participants had limited mobility. A daytime meeting was at an 
agency providing service to children with developmental disabilities. Children's play 
equipment was provided within the room. A supervisor assisted with planning and was 
available to provide support if needed. The second meeting was held during the early 
evening hours to provide an opportunity for individuals who were employed during the 
day to meet. Participants at the evening meeting found their own childcare. 
A planning meeting was held with key informants and my local advisor to 
develop a careful process to ensure careful planning for the meetings. One key 
informant assisted with each meeting. A statement of the purpose of the meeting (see 
Appendix 14), an agenda (see Appendix 15), and the main themes from interviews (see 
Appendix 16) were sent out to all participants prior to the meetings. The agenda was 
designed to ensure that participants felt secure in knowing the purpose of the meeting, 
and could feel comfortable and relaxed in understanding how they might contribute, and 
what they might expect during the meeting. 
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Food is important in Aboriginal culture. Each meeting began with a meal. While 
the meal was not referred to as a "feast", I did ensure at both meetings that there was 
ample food, and that all of the food remaining at the end was shared with the 
participants to take home, as is typical at an Aboriginal event. 
The contribution of a key informant at each meeting was significant. In one 
meeting, the key informant assisted with childcare, as well as facilitation. Her presence 
was a key contribution to the successful outcome of the meeting. In the second meeting, 
some of the concepts relating to attitudes toward children with developmental 
disabilities were difficult to describe in English. At this meeting, the key informant 
provided translation, and commented on the differences in meaning between cultures. 
An important observation from my prior work on publication of stories with Elders is 
that when people feel pleased or encouraged by the way that their stories and ideas are 
shared, they express their appreciation by telling more stories, rather than commenting 
on the content of previous stories. The dynamic of both groups (as can be seen in 
Appendix 18) was a spontaneity in sharing more stories. Participants also made specific 
requests. Their requests are included throughout the narratives, as well in the Chapter 
11. Following the meetings, summaries of the meetings were forwarded to participants 
(see Appendix 18). The process of the meetings, and the final comments guided the 
analysis and final formation of the findings. 
Participants were unanimously positive about sharing the longer quotes. One 
participant stated "I was so happy I cried." I gave each participant the option of meeting 
to make corrections to their narratives. Those corrections were often clarifications. Most 
chose to make some corrections. The most difficult of the follow-up interviews was with 
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a participant whose child died just a few months prior to my final meeting with her. The 
meeting with her revealed a further gap in services. Since she had been so deeply 
engaged in supporting her child, she experienced a void in her life following the death of 
her child, and was alone in her grief and loss. My meeting with her extended into several 
meetings, and included connecting her with resources. She requested using her 
daughter's real name in the manuscript, and expressed her thanks in this way: 
I would like to thank you Joyce, for using my daughter's name ... I want to tell 
you how courageous and brave she was, as well as acknowledge all the other 
beautiful children that have to live with their handicaps. I feel I would be letting 
her down, in a way, if I didn't use her real name. I hope you understand. Thank 
you for your compassionate heart and telling our trials. 
J. Strategies to ensure trustworthiness 
Lincoln and Guba (1985) articulated that the criteria for judging 
"trustworthiness" of naturalistic inquiries include credibility, transferability, 
dependability, and confirmability. Cresswell (1998) critiques Lincoln and Guba, 
suggesting that researchers no longer need to "justify" the relevance of their research in 
relation to categories mirroring "positivist" concepts. Reissmann (1993) asserts that the 
usual concepts of verification and procedures for establishing validity are almost 
entirely irrelevant to narrative studies. She suggests that "the criterion of art" (citing 
Geertz, p. 64) may be enough to appraise what Geertz suggests is a "blurred genre." 
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I would argue that what Geertz (1984) describes as a "blurred genre" (the 
narrative story form) is so only when viewed from a very particular social science 
perspective, and that the narratives that form the findings are not a blurred genre, but a 
reconstruction of a clear genre - "the art of storytelling" - a well-developed form in 
Aboriginal culture, as well as many other non-Western cultures. The "art" of storytelling 
was utilized in how I heard the stories, listening for particular themes, starting points, 
repetitions, and meanings within the context of the story form and internal structure. 
Although important to framing the way the story was presented, the "art" was clearly 
not enough to justify the use of the story, or placement of the story and themes. Thus, 
the "art" was augmented by a careful attention to the importance in "social science 
inquiry" to ensure that the "interpretation" is as accurate a portrayal of the intent of the 
storyteller as is possible. This was accomplished through a study of Reissman's (1994; 
1993) work, as well as the work of Castellano Brant (2005; 2002). Because this research 
utilized large "narratives," and this required seeking permission from the participants, 
participants themselves were able to confirm accuracy of the way their narratives were 
presented. Thus, that the purpose did not "force" the meaning of the narrative or story 
away from the original intent of the narrator was subject to final approval by 
participants. The placement of narratives was a part of the interpretive process, which I 
alone completed, according to the internal structures suggested by the stories 
themselves. This was then shared with key informants and with academic advisors. 
While this process and the result would be impossible to measure or quantify, every 
attempt was made in the research to adhere to community values through inclusion of 
key informants, and to adhere to academic requirements. 
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Reissman (1993) suggests that the claim for trustworthiness of interpretations is 
a critical issue. I argue that one of the claims for validation in this study is reflected in 
the design itself, which attempts to place stories in a form aligned with Aboriginal ways 
of knowing, but integrated with concepts of Western knowledge. 
Important to this research from this author's perspective was a transparent design 
(Flyvbjerg, 2001). This was satisfied through involvement of key informants initially, 
and then through ongoing consultations with academic advisors and the final member 
check with participants. The member check was completed twice with those participants 
whose stories were presented using longer narratives. The results of the member check 
meetings are documented in Appendix 18. The narratives were individually distributed 
to participants for their review and approval. I met individually with participants; the 
disciplined use of a journal to record my own responses to the interviews and to the 
process of data analysis was a part of my own "verification." This satisfied the "ethic" in 
the Aboriginal community as well as the formal ethics review process through Wilfrid 
Laurier University. The journal was shared, as appropriate, with both academic advisors 
and key informants. All conference calls and meetings with key informants were 
documented with notes, which were shared with advisors and remained a part of my 
own permanent record of process. Examples of the journal entries are provided in 
Appendix 18.1 referred often to the notes in the process of final analysis. 
As noted above, Reissman (1993) emphasizes that "trustworthiness" of the 
interpretation is the key issue. Trustworthiness includes consideration of persuasiveness, 
correspondence, coherence, and the potential of research for pragmatic use by others. 
The criterion of persuasiveness requires supporting theoretical claims with evidence 
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from participants' accounts. Through the use of large excerpts of narrative of the 
participants themselves, this research does provide persuasive arguments. Ultimately, as 
Riessman suggests, the criterion does rest on "literary practice, and reader response." 
This research relied upon as accurate a portrayal of the experiences of participants as 
was possible through reflection on, and documentation of, their stories. Attention was 
focused on how participants shaped stories, their own internal structuring of the stories. 
This is very subjective and difficult to evaluate. Some judgment of the persuasiveness 
will rely on the response. Riessman suggests texts are unstable, and so responses to the 
stories may vary over time. The participants' feedback from reading their own narratives 
confirmed that their stories were accurately portrayed. 
Correspondence, returning the results to participants for their comment and 
response, has been a commitment in this research. This occurred in two ways. Firstly, 
the opportunity to attend one of two meetings to hear the summary of the research was 
offered, and almost half the participants accepted the invitation and did attend at least 
one meeting. Those unable to attend a meeting were provided an alternate opportunity to 
meet to discuss results. Additionally, the final narrative has been returned to all 
participants whose stories included larger narrative portions for their approval. This 
provided two opportunities for comment and affirmation. Of the eleven longer narratives 
initially planned for inclusion, I was able to re-contact nine participants. Of those, I met 
with three participants on several occasions, and five participants on one occasion. Two 
of the participants, a social worker and an educator were comfortable signing the 
consent forms and returning them to me by mail without meeting. 
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Three aspects of coherence are suggested as important to trustworthiness by 
Riessman (1993, citing Agar & Hobbs p. 67). These include global coherence, the 
overall goals of the narrator; local coherence, the effectiveness of the narrative itself; as 
well as themal coherence. This research addressed the need for global coherence 
successfully through assessing the overall context of the narratives - the experience of 
Aboriginal peoples in Canada - and utilizing a framework through the life of one person 
to enable the global goal of providing a picture of the whole experience to be achieved. 
Local coherence was achieved through following the internal structure of the oral 
storytelling model as referred to above, and juxtaposing written narratives in ways that 
commented on, expanded, and provided counterpoint to each other. Themal coherence 
was achieved from the outset through ensuring that the themes that emerged from within 
each story informed the way each narrative was developed and structured. The 
interaction of the levels of coherence was foundational in the analytic process. The story 
provided by Mary offered a "global" coherence; that central narrative was supported by 
other texts that resonated with, and extended, the themes within Mary's story. 
Pragmatic use of the research, the extent to which the research will be utilized by 
others, is future-oriented and difficult to assess. However, providing information about 
the way the research was accomplished by giving a transparent account contributes to 
establishing a basis for others to judge the merit and the trustworthiness of the research. 
In this process, a full description of how the narratives were produced was provided, the 
process of analysis was described, and the transformation of stories to themes and text 
was checked with key informants. Summaries of each of the interviews remain available 
to be utilized by the community. 
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SECTION FOUR: Findings 
Chapter Five 
Introduction to the findings 
A. Organization of findings 
The experiences of caregivers trace the challenges of caring for children with 
developmental disabilities, being guided by values linked to First Nation/Metis 
worldviews while accessing medical systems, social services, and education systems 
based on Euro-Canadian values. Many are negotiating these value differences at the 
same time as dealing with multiple forms of stress and trauma in their lives. One quarter 
of the participants had moved from rural areas specifically to access specialized medical 
services, social services and educational opportunities for their children because of a 
lack of adequate services in rural areas. 
This chapter begins with a description of the children of participants, and an 
overview of their varying diagnoses. This is followed by an outline of the demographics 
of caregivers. The predominant themes and sub-themes that emerged through the 
narratives of participants are presented mainly through the life of Mary. The chapter 
closes with a brief outline of the importance of Mary's story in presentation of the 
research findings. 
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A. The participants and their children 
1. The children 
With this sample of 20 caregivers, there were 24 children ranging in age from 4 
years to 21 years. All but one of the children had been diagnosed with a developmental 
disability. The diagnoses of the children were: 
• three children with autism; 
• one child with microcephaly as well as a severe seizure disorder and 
severe developmental delay; 
• one child with a severe seizure disorder and global'developmental delay; 
• five children with global developmental delay as a primary diagnosis; 
• one child with severe physical problems, requiring extensive 
physiotherapy weekly, and global developmental delay; 
• one child with a severe physical disability and mild cognitive disability; 
• one child with degenerative disease of the muscles that had a severe 
impacted mobility; 
• one child with a primary diagnosis of Attention Deficit Disorder and 
cognitive disability; and 
• ten children were diagnosed with Fetal Alchohol Syndrome and/or were 
drug affected. 
Most of the children were in schools at the time of the interviews; the majority of 
families were receiving services through Children's Special Services, although the child 
of one participant was in mandated care of a Child and Family Service agency at the 
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time of the interviews. This participant had not cared for her medically fragile child for 
much of his life, as he and a sibling with a disability had been in a Child and Family 
Services foster home. Two other children without disabilities remained in her home. 
This caregiver, who was on social assistance at the time, cited lack of accessible housing 
as one impediment for caring for her children in her own home. One participant was 
currently considering a voluntary placement of her child through Child and Family 
Services. Several other families had had past involvement with Child and Family 
Services. 
Ten children (41 percent) had positive diagnoses of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome or 
were drug-affected. Two caregivers, who were grandparents of the children in their care, 
reported that they knew their daughters had been using drugs and/or alcohol and so they 
suspected the children were showing features of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. One of the 
grandparents worked in a group home and had extensive experience of children with 
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. She reported that although the physicians diagnosed her 
grandchild with global developmental delay, she has always believed the child was 
affected by Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. A third caregiver had not sought a diagnosis, but 
believed her child's behaviour was consistent with a Fetal Alcohol Syndrome diagnosis. 
Because the caregiver was the aunt of the child's mother, she was aware that her niece 
had been using alcohol and drugs while pregnant. Statistically, including the additional 
three suspected cases of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, the proportion of children with Fetal 
Alcohol Syndrome or who were drug-affected could be as high as 13 or 54 percent of 
the total of 24 children. 
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2. Ages of caregivers (Table One) 
Half of the parents (50%) were in their late thirties and early forties, six were in 
their late twenties and early thirties and five were either "grandparents" of the children 
in their care, or were of grand-parenting age, in their fifties and sixties. The significant 
role of the grandparents is important to note. Five women of grandparenting age are 
caring for a total of seven of the children represented in the sample. Four of the children 
have positive Fetal Alcohol Syndrome diagnoses, or are drug-affected, and those of the 
remaining three, as noted previously, are suspected to be alcohol or drug affected by 
their caregiver/ guardians. 
Table One 
Ages of Caregivers 
Ages 20-30 
Ages 31-40 
Ages 41-60 
6 
9 
5 
3. Parenting alone or with a partner and employment (Table Two) 
Table Two outlines the marital status and employment of participants. Thirteen 
of the caregivers were single parents. Of these, two were widows who had worked in 
paid positions throughout their lives and were receiving pensions. One participant 
accessed day care in order to continue the same employment as she had had prior to 
adoption of her child. The remaining ten caregivers were on social assistance; four of 
these were single parenting (40%) had left jobs or training courses and applied for social 
assistance in order to care for their high needs children. Two of the single parent 
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families had moved to the City of Winnipeg to access resources. One had been 
employed for a period of twenty years prior to giving birth to her child with special 
needs. 
Table Two 
Parenting alone or with a partner and employment/income status 
Parenting alone 
On social assistance 
Receiving pension 
Employed 
Left employment or training course to care for child 
Two parent families 
Both parents working 
One parent working 
*One parent working: left employment to access services in city 
*One parent working: on disability after moving to access services 
13 
10 
2 
1 
5 
7 
3 
1 
1 
1 
* Both these families moved from rural areas to access services. In one set of parents the 
father had been working in his home community while the mother was primary 
caregiver. The father was unable to find employment in Winnipeg. In the second set of 
parents, the mother was initially commuting to work. She was unable to continue 
employment because of deteriorating health. Her partner was the primary caregiver. 
Seven of the caregivers were two-parent families. Six of the caregivers in the 
sample were natural parents of the children, and one set of caregivers was caring for 
their daughter's oldest child. Three of the families were two-parent working families; in 
a fourth family, the father worked outside the home and the mother remained at home to 
care for children. Two of the two-parent families were receiving social assistance. One 
of these families had left employment to seek resources for their children in Winnipeg 
and the father had been actively seeking employment for four years without success. 
The father in the second family had primary care of the child with a disability; the 
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mother had commuted to a rural area to work, but ill health prevented her from working 
at the time of the interview. 
Three two-parent families had moved from rural to urban areas to access 
resources. Moving from rural areas to access resources had a profound impact on these 
families in many ways, particularly economically and socially. For two families, moving 
meant leaving behind either younger or older children to whom they have a high 
commitment, as well as extended family members who provided support to them as 
caregivers. Moreover, these moves were made at times that the family was dealing with 
the ongoing high needs of their child in an environment where other supports were often 
absent, as was earlier corroborated in research by Helin (2006). 
In summary, 13 families were single parenting, and 7 families were two-parent 
families. Ten of the 13 single-parent families (76 percent) were receiving social 
assistance at the time of the interviews. In five of the seven two-parent families (71 
percent) one or both parents were working. Overall, twelve or 60 percent of the 
caregivers were receiving social assistance at the time of the interviews. Of those on 
social assistance, six or 50 percent had left jobs or training situations to care for their 
children with developmental disabilities. One was on disability because of deteriorating 
health. The most economically stable families were the two parent working families and 
the widows with pensions. 
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C. Main themes and sub-themes 
1. Introduction to the themes 
As each of the stories was analyzed, the major themes that emerged from the 
stories were noted individually, and the patterns within the themes were examined, 
compared, and contrasted. As was earlier noted, in this process, a central and unifying 
narrative, encompassing the themes of the majority of others, emerged. Mary is a mother 
and grandmother who was 63 at the time of the interview, and who had adopted two 
unrelated children affected by Fetal Alcohol Syndrome; the children were aged 10 and 
12 at the time of the interview. Mary and her husband had raised three biological 
children, and had adopted a fourth child, a relative, prior to adopting these children. 
Mary was 48 at the time that James, a medically fragile baby affected by Fetal Alcohol 
Syndrome, was placed in her care. She and her husband adopted James initially and, 
several years later, adopted his younger brother, Timothy, at the request of the boys' 
biological family. Mary's husband died four years prior to the interview, when her 
adopted children were ages seven and nine; she is now single parenting. The way Mary 
cares for her children is complex and many-layered. Her care is rooted in, and guided 
by, the values of her childhood family, what she describes as her "culture," and by 
spirituality. 
2. Overview of themes and sub-themes 
Diagrams One, Two, Three and Four visually present the themes raised by 
participants. Diagram One (page 91) presents a model of the first theme: cultural values 
(respect, self-growth, purpose, child is gift) and spirituality guiding care. Diagram Two 
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(page 92) presents a model of the organization of care of children within mainstream 
Western cultural traditions. All participants acknowledged profound differences 
between Euro-Canadian and Aboriginal values. 
Diagram Three (page 93) corresponds with the second theme: diagnosis and 
mediation of care. This is a model of the current reality. The worldviews are brought 
together in contemporary Canadian society. As they seek diagnoses and services for 
their children with developmental disabilities, caregivers must negotiate the differences 
in worldviews. The trauma experienced by many participants is represented as a line that 
divides the circle into two worldviews. Many participants remain rooted in their own 
traditions, signified by the left side of the circle, while accessing services rooted in 
mainstream values signified by the right side of the circle. Many caregivers have 
experienced trauma in the past, rooted in mainstream institutions such as schools and 
social service agencies, which means that they must negotiate their own experiences of 
trauma as they access those resources for their children. Diagram Four (page 94) 
provides a model of the experience of caregivers who have experienced more extreme 
forms of trauma. In Diagram Four, the trauma exists not only between worldviews, but 
extends through and between family and community relationships. The trauma reduces 
and/or cuts off communication and traditional forms of support from extended family, as 
well as limiting the ability of individuals to seek services with mainstream agencies. 
Diagram Four correlates to the third theme: children and families affected by multiple 
forms of trauma. Diagram Five (page 230) provides a visual representation of the 
current situation, with caregivers negotiating between the Aboriginal and Western 
worldviews. 
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Diagram One 
Aboriginal Worldview 
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Diagram Three 
SHARING RESPONSIBILITY: 
Within family, community, and with formal agencies 
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Diagram Four 
THE IMPACT OF TRAUMA: 
Limited sharing in family and with formal agencies 
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Theme 1: Cultural values and spirituality guiding care 
The cultural values underlying care by Mary and participants (represented in 
Diagram One) are that the child is a gift from the Creator, the child's life has purpose, 
the self-growth and learning of the caregiver are rooted in the life of the child, and the 
child is to be respected. These values are surrounded and supported by spirituality. 
Diagram One (page 91) outlines the central values and spirituality of Aboriginal cultural 
traditions. Some caregivers described Christian teachings as important; others described 
Aboriginal traditions as important; while others integrated Christian and Aboriginal 
teachings. 
The three circles within the larger double circles represent three aspects of 
Aboriginal knowledge that correspond to Western medical systems, social service 
systems, and educational systems. Within the Aboriginal community, care of vulnerable 
children and the elderly was supported within family and extended family. The nurture 
and education of children to learn their responsibilities in life was also through family 
and community. Elders held particular responsibilities for care of children. The 
Aboriginal equivalent of medical systems in mainstream culture included midwives and 
medicine people, people who understood healing properties of plants. The dotted line 
surrounding the three small central circles demonstrate that nurturing and sharing care 
provide a cocoon of safety that protects the child. This is part of an holistic world view. 
Chapter Seven outlines the values guiding care of children. 
Diagram Two (page 92) illustrates a model of Western systems where family 
supports are more formalized in social service agencies. This diagram represents the 
way that Western society organizes and addresses education, social support, and medical 
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care. While many families in Euro-Canadian society do have significant extended family 
supports, the nuclear family is more the norm; for children with developmental 
disabilities, access to "service" in all systems is through diagnosis, which in itself is a 
"setting apart from," rather than an "inclusion in" the life of the community. 
Theme II: Diagnosis and providing care. 
The emphasis on "diagnosis" is at the intersection of worldviews. The diagnostic 
process enables children to receive medical care, educational supports, and social 
services through mainstream systems. These children and families now live in a much 
different reality from the historic self-contained communities. In urban centres, their 
value systems are in a constant intersection with mainstream systems. While they may 
often express Aboriginal cultural values, they do rely heavily on mainstream medical, 
educational, and social service resources. Diagrams Three and Four (pages 93 and 94) 
provide a model of this reality. To access resources, diagnoses are required. The 
diagnostic process presented particular problems for some participants; they believed 
that setting children apart, "labelling them," makes life hard for the children; their view 
is that it is often difficult for the children to be accepted "once labelled." In spite of their 
discomfort (at times) with the diagnostic process, participants were committed to 
accessing the best care possible for their children! As was earlier noted, one quarter of 
the participants had moved from their original location to access services for their 
children. All participants acknowledged the need to understand and translate differences 
in values in accessing care for their children from mainstream agencies. 
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Accessing resources for care of children was experienced differently by persons 
who were resident in Winnipeg from those residing in First Nations communities. 
Therefore, diagnosis and accessing care will be addressed in two separate chapters. 
Chapter Eight describes challenges of participants resident in Winnipeg at the time their 
children were born, and Chapter Nine illustrates the particular challenges faced by 
caregivers who have specifically moved to Winnipeg to access increased services. 
Theme III: Children and families affected by multiple forms of stress and trauma 
The families in this study experienced profound trauma (see Table 3). 
Table 3 
Reported experience of trauma/abuse 
Experiencing ongoing abuse in relationships 
Reported abuse within family of origin 
Residential school impacts 
Reported abuse in residential school 
Reported mother had attended a residential school 
Reported partner had attended a residential school 
Reported internal racism in family of origin 
4 
11 
7 
3 
4 
2 
2 
Seventeen of the 20 participants had experienced some form of stress and/or trauma. 
Several participants were experiencing ongoing abuse by family members or former 
partners. The interviews suggest four externally imposed sources of stress and/or trauma 
affecting care of children by caregivers, and a fifth source of trauma that has arisen 
within communities. Firstly, all caregivers have been impacted by the negative attitudes 
to their spiritual and cultural traditions, what Mary describes as the experience of being 
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Native in Canada. Secondly, many caregivers have been affected by economic hardship 
and marginalization; this has a profound impact on the fabric of the family and social 
support systems for vulnerable children. Thirdly, a number of caregivers have been 
affected by the racism that accompanied the widespread negation of spiritual and 
cultural traditions. Racism occurred both within families of caregivers as well as in 
relationships with others in the community, particularly those moving from smaller 
communities to the City of Winnipeg. Fourthly, almost half the participants reported 
experiencing abuse at residential schools; some were directly affected by abuse through 
attending schools themselves, while others were affected because their mothers or 
partners had attended the schools. 
A fifth source of stress and/or trauma reported is within the family, which 
includes the death of family members, particularly mothers, and an inability of extended 
family or community to care for children; abuse by parents, partners, and former 
partners occurred in the lives of 13 of the 20 caregivers. 
Sources of stress and trauma in the lives of caregivers that have an impact on 
care of children are reported in the following sub-sections. More than one source of 
stress and trauma was often reported, but some participants appear to have been more 
severely affected than others. A cluster of participants most severely affected is 
described separately in Chapter Ten and is illustrated in Diagram Four (page 94). 
Laws against practice of spiritual and cultural traditions 
This report earlier referred to laws passed against practice of Aboriginal spiritual 
traditions. Mary tries to make meaning of the reasons why this had happened: 
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Maybe [Canadian government officials] were thinking they were doing good to 
the Indians when they came in here... we had our own system... according to the 
Elders I talked to... [our history] was passed down from generation to generation 
- all the stories... ours is not written - our history. ... It's oral... 
Mary's father continued to practise the traditions of his ancestors, but did not 
speak to his children about it. Mary's mother had been a practising Catholic. Like her 
mother, Mary had been Catholic and had spent several years in a convent, training to be 
a nun. She states, "I still was searching; I still didn't like it. I didn't feel like I fit in 
there, eh? So I left; and my mom was mad." Mary left at the age of 20, worked briefly as 
a waitress, and met her husband, a member of the military who later worked as a meat-
cutter in a large grocery chain while she worked as a janitor in a large university. She 
describes herself as "completely cut off' from her culture over a period of 13 years. She 
recalls wanting to "know more," and a friend with whom Mary shared that she was 
feeling "empty" suggested that she get to know her culture. Her response was to wonder, 
"Why? What the heck? What culture? I didn't know." Although she attended church, 
she did not connect with the meaning. She describes her experience in this way: 
I'd] just sit there. Stand up, sit down, pray - to whom? I don't know - those 
saints, the crucifix were there, but I didn't understand [anything], you know? [I 
was] taught praying and everything. It's hard when you're lost, eh? Then when 
hard times [came] ... I didn't drink right away. When I came to Winnipeg, that's 
when I drank - here. I got really depressed ... leaving. ... I lived [in] the suburbs 
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in Calgary in a beautiful house. You could see the mountains ... [husband] 
bought this house. Oh my God, I was just shocked. "I want to live in the suburbs 
again." But this house ... taught me a lot. I didn't even know my house had ... 
the number ... of the ... [traditional] four directions and seven teachings ... And 
this is where I met myself - my own culture [in this house]. I started to have 
ceremonies. I joined the Native American Church. That was a mystery, too; it's a 
long story. 
A part of Mary's discovery was that while her family had suppressed talking about 
cultural values, they nevertheless had provided a foundation. In reflecting on her 
father's silence, Mary describes how discovery of culture was central to her recovery: 
[My father didn't talk about spiritual tradition] but, I found out. I found out 
anyway. ... Our lives are mysteries until you find out, until you start uncovering; 
until YOU want to know ... I went to a ceremony. ... And in there was a Cree 
man and I understood everything he said. He said, "This fire is a spirit. 
Grandfather's spirit is in your heart... the fire here burns inside of you..." I started 
to communicate with that fire. I asked that fire "who am I? What am I doing here 
on earth?" ... I got my answers ... we're a spirit in this body, and if we don't look 
after this spirit, we're going to take drugs, we're going to drink ... we're going to 
be empty. 
Thus, although cut off from the outward practice of spiritual traditions, Mary had 
a connection to the silent but present spirituality of her father, and this was a deep 
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internalized connection to her ancestors, which she followed in her search for 
understanding the spiritual traditions that could assist her in dealing with struggles in 
her own life. These spiritual traditions assisted her in caring for her medically fragile 
child, as will be seen in Chapter Six. Mary describes her healing in this way: 
There's no comparison to your spirit - when your spirit heals or it's healing, 
your spirit is number one. I found that out. If you don't look after your spirit... 
you're going to be miserable; you're going to be unhappy. Money doesn't do it; 
alcohol - drugs don't do it. Birds start singing better - sound better. Animals 
talk. Well, that's why my Dad loved it in the bush Some people are afraid of 
that. People are afraid. Afraid. They're afraid of that mystery - spirit. 
Mary embraced the "mystery"; the presence of "mystery" guides her in her care of 
her own spirit, in care of her children, and in her work in schools and the spiritual 
community in which she supports and encourages others in their care of themselves and 
their children. 
Economic hardship and marginalization 
Displacements and changes in the late 1800s and early 1900s in Western Canada 
were followed within a matter of a few generations by increasing economic stresses 
within communities; Aboriginal families were still following their traditional lifestyles 
of hunting, but had increased difficulty finding game and fish. Unemployment within 
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communities soared to over 70 percent in some areas (Carlson, 1994). Massive 
migrations to urban areas occurred. 
Lynn, whose story is shared in Chapter Eight, provides an example of the family 
change that occurred and the adaptations made by family and community. Lynn's 
mother's and father's parents lived in adjacent First Nations; her father had to work 
away from the community, but her mother was supported by her husband's parents, as 
well as by many aunts and uncles. Additionally, her mother was able to visit her own 
family. Her mother transmitted traditional values, teaching the skills of homemaking, as 
well as encouraging education. Lynn's family experience is a common one; as 
development increased on lands adjacent to First Nations, many communities 
experienced a loss of trapping and hunting habitats; overfishing by large companies 
created loss of livelihood for commercial fisherman. Fathers travelled farther from their 
homes to hunt and trap - or to seek employment to support their families. In the absence 
of fathers, grandparents, aunts, and uncles supported young families for several 
generations. When unemployment was more widespread, many young families left 
(Carlson, 1994). When Lynn and her husband married and were unable to find 
employment in their local area, they moved to Winnipeg, where they found employment 
and raised their family. 
When families relocated, they adapted their values to their new locations. Lynn 
followed the example of her parents and grandparents when her daughter became 
pregnant, assisting through caring for her grandchild - first temporarily, and then 
permanently. Her grandchild is also supported through a web of relationships with aunts 
and uncles, many of whom are living in Winnipeg. 
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Racism 
Canadian laws that reflected a lack of valuing of First Nation and Metis teaching 
and understandings were accompanied by widespread racism. Mary was perplexed by 
the racism: 
I never was prejudiced. But I still wondered why people were mean - mean to 
me, you know? - and calling me those names and stuff like that. The racism. But 
I think it's just ignorance. I think it's just something to say to each other; you 
know, to hurt one another, eh? 
In her bewilderment, Mary discerns the "wrongness" of racism, and attempts to 
understand why this has happened. In every situation, she attempts to search for a 
meaning. However, the message that many other Aboriginal people received is that there 
was something wrong with being Aboriginal. This was contrary to the values within 
their own community in which everyone was valued, deemed to have worth and dignity. 
All children were viewed as gifts, including children with disabilities, and their lives 
had, and continue to have purpose, within that value system. 
A number of participant caregivers described the impact of racism on their 
childhoods; their stories chronicle the particularly brutal negation of First Nation 
women, and how the Canadian laws, in general, separated Aboriginal women and their 
children from their families of origin, thus contributing to the fragmentation of families 
as illustrated in Diagram Three. (See for example, Carter (1983) or Saulteaux (1997) for 
a description of the negative impact of Indian Agents in communities.) 
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Residential schools 
The negative attitudes to First Nation and Metis traditions and values and the 
widespread racism were exacerbated for many caregivers by another level of trauma -
the experience of attending, or having someone in their family attend, a residential 
school. The Canadian government mandated the development of these schools. This was 
supported and encouraged by representatives of church and missionary groups. In 1820 
John West, one of the first Anglican missionaries to the Winnipeg area, wrote: 
I spoke to an Indian called Withaweecapo, about taking two of his boys to the Red 
River Colony with me to educate and maintain. ... I had to establish that principle 
that the North American Indian of these regions would part from his children, to 
be educated in the white man's knowledge and religion. (Thompson & Bird, 1993, 
cited in Carlson, 1995, pp. 106-107.) 
The schools, funded by the government of Canada and staffed by individuals of several 
Christian denominations, were developed with an intent to "cut children off from their 
own cultures, languages, and lifestyles" (Thompson & Bird, 1993, cited in Carlson, 
1995, p. 107). The underlying premise of these schools was that Western education was 
superior. In these schools, some of the participants were exposed to severe abuse, an 
abuse from which families were unable to protect their children, and, in a particularly 
cruel twist, some of the children - as adults - internalized the abuse, and acted this out 
in parenting their own children. 
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Nine (45 percent) of the caregivers described some direct connection to trauma 
in schools. Three participants reported scarring experiences in residential schools. An 
additional four reported that their mothers had attended residential schools. One reported 
a lack of parenting knowledge from her mother, while a second reported that her mother 
had been "lost between worlds"; a third reported some degree of harsh treatment. The 
latter participant acknowledged, however, that he knew his mother loved him, and he 
had a warm relationship with his father who was Metis and had not attended such a 
school1. A fourth caregiver, Lynn, emphasised that her mother had attended residential 
school, but had taught her Aboriginal skills and values, as well as the importance of 
education. Veronica reported being married to a person who had attended residential 
school, and found she needed to "teach" him how to parent. Mary had been married to a 
partner who had experienced severe abuse in a residential school. 
The references to residential schools were unsolicited during the interviews, as 
this was not a question I asked. However, partway through the interviews, three 
caregivers consecutively outlined how their harsh experiences in residential schools had 
an impact on their ability to parent. In future research relating to Aboriginal families, I 
would ensure that the question of residential school attendance by a family member be 
included. The high rates of within-family trauma reported by a number of participants 
may have been connected with the residential school experiences; within this sample 
that would now be impossible to determine. What is clear is that attendance at these 
schools profoundly affected a number of caregivers in several ways. 
1
 Most persons of Metis heritage had a different experience of education from that of First Nations. 
Because of the different political relationship their communities had with the Canadian government at 
Confederation, Metis families initiated education in their own communities, or accessed local schools. 
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Firstly, children were confronted with a different value system, without the 
opportunity to sift the meaning and difference with the assistance of parents. Even for 
families whose children attended community schools, the fine balance of care and 
nurture - in which the child was viewed as a gift and the growth of the caregiver was 
viewed as connected with the child and encompassed by mystery - was interrupted and 
changed by mainstream education. Educational and psychological theory underlying the 
Western school system was radically different from that of the First Nation and Metis 
communities. The Western system is based on a more individualistic approach, while 
the First Nation and Metis systems are based upon more communal values. Survival of 
whole societies relied upon a high level of cooperation; community values were 
relational and interdependent. This was clear in the story of David, who, in Chapter 
Seven articulates that "sharing" was the norm in the community of his childhood, not 
the exception. People demonstrated who they were by how they shared. For persons 
whose children's education occurred in schools established within some Aboriginal 
communities, the world was altered in subtle ways with the introduction of Western 
concepts. However, these children were able to go home daily to the care of their 
families, and were able to receive help to recognize and negotiate the differences in 
values. For children attending residential schools, their world was radically altered. 
They were dealing with alien concepts, in an alien world, without the mediation of a 
loving family to assist. 
Secondly, in those schools, children were very vulnerable. They were also outside 
parental protection. Some were abused and molested. If these scarring experiences are 
not "healed," the impact continues to affect caregivers. Mary's healing from residential 
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school abuse began with her need to understand the school system when her oldest birth 
child began school: 
I had a hard time with school ... I really had a hard time with school. I 
volunteered right from the time my oldest went to school; he was five years 
old.... I had to go look; I had to go see. Like I said, it's hard to trust after you've 
been hurt. But, I had to go. ... That's what pushed me in there was the love I had 
[for my child]; they had my child in there. At the beginning, I did not get along. I 
didn't agree with the system eh? ... I had a horrible experience when I went to 
school - oh Man! They used to beat you all the time... but yeah, I had to put 
myself aside and go in there for my children. ... I'm very protective. It doesn't 
matter if it's my child, if it's any child. I don't want to see anyone ever hurting a 
child. 
Mary connects her recovery from abuse to the need to "look," to "see"... for the 
sake of her child. She was pushedby the love she had for her child. This "push" reflects 
an important dimension of Aboriginal cultural tradition in which traditionally, the family 
was responsible for all care of children. In Mary's childhood, that role had been 
removed from some families by mandatory attendance at residential schools. Mary, 
however, is providing traditional care of her children, although in an environment 
entirely different from that of her parents and grandparents. She was strongly motivated 
to care well for her children, and so overcame her fear to enter schools and support her 
children in their education. 
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Throughout his entire life, her husband never attended any school events for his 
children: 
My husband never went [to school events]. My husband was [a] residential 
school [survivor]. He never went to school for parent-teacher interviews or 
plays, volunteer. No! [name of husband] would not go. I went. Because in that 
school, there was somebody that I loved. That was my children.... 
It appears that Mary was able to overcome her experiences of abuse, in spite of 
having a difficult time, both because of the love of her children and because of the 
experience in her childhood family. Although her parents did not openly practise 
traditional Aboriginal spirituality, they transmitted their cultural values to her. In 
describing her husband's experience of residential schools, Mary offers insight on why 
some individuals have greater difficulty in healing from residential school abuse. She 
attributes her husband's lack of recovery to the fact that his mother and other family 
members had similar experiences: 
We have to forgive; we have to, you know? We have to let it go. My husband 
wouldn't; my husband wouldn't forgive. He said, "I don't know where to start." 
And then, he just got cancer. Kept it all in.... Because they're all residential 
school. His mom, all of them. He didn't want to talk about it.... And that's what 
the Elders say... if you keep it in, it becomes a sickness. You know, you've got 
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to let it out. You've got to cry. You've got to let it out. You've got to forgive 
them because nobody knows what they do. You know, nobody knows. 
Mary's healing involved expressing anger, forgiving, and letting go of the hurt. 
Her motivation was the love for her children, and she had a pattern of family care that 
gave her a starting point; by contrast, in her opinion, there was no pattern her husband 
could follow to begin to heal in his emotional life. 
Intergenerational abuse and trauma 
The narratives are interwoven with experiences of within-family abuse and 
traumatic experience. Some participants left relationships with abusive partners, but 
continue to be faced with the challenges of negotiating with those partners because of 
the shared responsibility for children. Some participants, like Mary above, were able to 
recover from abusive experiences. Others continue to deal with the impact of abuse on a 
daily basis as they care for their children. For example, five grandmothers were 
parenting. Of those, four were raising their grandchildren, or a child of a relative. Two 
acknowledged that they had not known how to parent. At the time of the interviews, 
these two grandmothers were being abused by the behaviour of their own daughters. 
While these are extreme cases, they illustrate how trauma in the form of 
intergenerational abuse can devastate family relationships. In such situations, the 
protective support and mediation traditionally provided within families and extended 
family have been ruptured. This is represented in Diagram Four (page 94). Whereas in 
Diagram Three (page 93), trauma runs between First Nation/Metis worldviews and 
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Euro-Canadian worldviews, in Diagram Four, the trauma enters the intimate life of the 
family, the sharing of responsibility and relationships which have in the past surrounded 
the child within a sphere of protection and provided support and a framework of 
meaning to their parents. Chapter Ten describes a cluster of participants who appear to 
have been most severely affected. 
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Chapter Six 
Mary's story; Entering another world 
A. Setting the context: Adopting children with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome 
Mary sets the context for understanding the broad issues that led to the 
developmental disabilities of her children by describing her childhood family 
experience, which did not include the use of alcohol, and her life as an adult, which did 
include use of alcohol. After setting this broad context, Mary explains her experience of 
fostering children through Child and Family Services, which introduced her to the 
disabilities associated with substance abuse. She concludes by describing the placement 
of her adopted son, James: 
Well, I'd never heard of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Disorder in my life. I guess it 
was around - it's been around for quite awhile... it was first discovered in 
Ireland. ... Yeah. But I didn't know ... I, myself - I drank but I didn't drink 
when I was pregnant. 
I had 3 children. ... I didn't grow up with alcohol. My father and mother never 
drank. Father never drank. I think I've seen my Dad drink about 3 or 4 times his 
whole life; and he lived to be 100 and Mother lived to be 90. My mother never 
drank; she was totally against it. She told us not to touch it. And I didn't either. I 
didn't touch it for a 1-o-n-g time. I was 27 years old when I first had a beer ... I 
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hated the taste, you know? But I got married at 21 in Calgary with a man from 
residential school but he was in the Armed Forces then, eh? And when things 
got tough, I turned to alcohol. There was no tradition there; there was no ... I'm 
Metis, too but I'm more Cree. But there is a mechif language, too, that we spoke 
when we were kids and we still do when we get home. I spoke Cree; but I didn't 
know who I was, too, because I was in a convent, you know? I was lost but 
now... 15 years I've been going back ... wondering, "Who am I? What am I 
doing here on earth?"... you know - raising my kids and I worked as a janitor all 
my life — 26 years as a janitor. And my husband's a meat-cutter; we always 
worked. 
We moved here in 1978 from Calgary. I was fostering children, eh? And some of 
them were difficult but there was nothing ever mentioned about Fetal Alcohol 
[syndrome]; it was always either Retardation or Attention Deficit Disorder, you 
know? In 1990, I started fostering here in Winnipeg again. I quit my job as a 
janitor. Then they were not diagnosed either, yet. Child & Family didn't 
diagnose the kids. They brought them ... but I had one child that was drooling in 
the mouth and had seizures. That's when I rushed him to the hospital; his name 
was Albert They did scans on him and that's when I heard that Fetal Alcohol 
Syndrome was what he had from [physician at] Children's Hospital. ... But I 
still didn't know what it was; I didn't know what it was. They gave him 
medication for his seizures. And I had to watch him; he'd run all the time; he 
was rough. I guess he had been in foster care since he was born. I got him when 
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he was 6. But he was the only kid here so I really spent a 1-o-t of time with him, 
you know? I really got to love that little guy. I had to let him go after 4 years 
because that's when I got James as a baby; and my husband said, "He might hurt 
the baby." He was rough ... with me he was good ... but after 4 years, I let 
Albert go because then I was thinking seriously of adopting James, especially 
after his mother passed away. I didn't want to let James go; I really ... he was a 
brand-new baby and I didn't want to let him go into the system - back into the 
system. 
In her narrative Mary outlines her childhood experience, her parents' values and 
example not to drink alcohol, in contrast to her own use of alcohol "when times got 
tough." Mary now understands her use of alcohol to be related to not knowing who she 
was. Mary continues her narrative by articulating her increasing awareness, over time, 
of the diagnosis of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. She chronicles the difficult decision to "let 
go" of a child she suspected had been abused within the system in order to better care 
for James. The foster child who had been abused had begun to be "rough" with James, 
and she was afraid he would be hurt, and wanted to protect James. Mary's decision to 
adopt James was rooted in her desire to avoid having James go "back into the system," 
especially when she knew his mother had died. Allowing a child go into "the system" is 
something she and many other caregivers, particularly the grandmothers, attempted to 
avoid. 
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B. Theme I: Values and spirituality guiding care 
1. Gift, purpose, respect and self growth 
Mary sees her children as gifts whose lives have purpose. That she respects 
them, and understands in a very deep way that her own growth is connected to her care 
of them, is woven throughout her narrative. Mary's account of James' placement with 
her illustrates the values by which she cares for him: 
James was blue and when I brought him home [he was 2 days old], the doctor 
told me that he had a bad heart and [that] his hearing - his canal [was] narrow. 
His physical [health] was not good and he had withdrawal and he had shakes and 
everything. So he told me to take this little baby home; I got him right from the 
hospital. He said, "Do the best you can, Mrs. Williams, but, don't have your 
hopes up." But I brought him home; and it was 23 years since I had a baby. My 
youngest was 23. And I really, really doted on James. I rubbed him; I talked to 
him. I wrapped him up papoose-style-. I even bought a [second hand] pram from 
a lady. ... It was on springs; and I took him for walks. He didn't open his eyes 
till he was 3 months old. He didn't smile till he was 3. I'd whisper in[to] his ears. 
You couldn't turn the water on where he was... because he had those shakes; he 
had really bad withdrawal. And he was blue, because of his heart - he had blue 
going around his mouth. He was only 4 pounds, 12 ounces and 17 inches long ... 
they didn't really expect him to live. But... he's going to be 13 years old. 
So [it's] really an honour to be with him; to have him come live with me. He's 
taught me a lot. 
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Mary's nurturing included close attention to James' physical care and she 
bonded deeply with him. To enable James to be more physically comfortable, she 
wrapped him in a traditional style "papoose like"2; this form of wrapping held children 
securely close to their mothers. Mary was conscious of James' sensitivities and reduced 
environmental noise to keep him comfortable. In her understanding, it is "an honour to 
be with him, to have him come live with me" because of what she has learned from him. 
Mary understands that there is purpose in James' life; a part of that purpose is related to 
her own growth, which is intricately connected to his life. 
2. Spirituality 
Mary's values regarding physical care of her children are rooted in a deep 
spirituality. As Mary searched for a way to care for her medically fragile foster child, 
she took him, another foster child, and her own son camping in the wilderness. There, 
she prayed, and she later understands how important this was: 
When I got James, I took him to the Whiteshell; he was only a week old. And 
there I prayed; I just prayed... I took [foster sons] and James was a baby - 3 
little boys. We went to the Whiteshell camping. This baby - and they said he 
might not make it. And I started to pray there. And now, later on, I spoke to an 
Elder and he told me the elements were there: the water, the earth, the rocks, the 
air. And that was Nature that was there. And today James's going to be 13. His 
heart isn't mending; his heart is no better ... it's no worse; it's just the same. 
2
 Papoose is the name for a baby in First Nation cultures; babies were traditionally wrapped and secured to 
a cradleboard, a thin board that enabled the mother to carry the child on her back, or placed safely against 
a tree or on the ground (Barber: Oxford Dictionary, p. 352) 
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A part of Mary's learning is developmental - related to "mystery," and she 
honours this. At the time James was placed with her, she took him, a child who "might 
not make it," to be close to the sacred elements of her ancestors. She implies that she 
learned only later the importance of connecting to the "elements." This reflects an 
important reality of Mary's life. Her daily experience is imbued with spirituality; she 
believes that she has been chosen by the Creator to care for James. This reality is 
consistent with his placement in her home by Child and Family Services. Mary 
describes her conversation with the physician when she picked James up from the 
hospital: 
When the doctor first gave me this one, he said, "Don't hope..." But that's 
doctors, eh? That's science. That's why I said, you know, you have to connect 
to both ... to spirit - you know, body, mind and spirit. And it's amazing. That's 
what he told me: "Do the best you can with James because he might not live." 
Yes. There's no comparison to your spirit - when your spirit heals or it's 
healing, your spirit is number one. I found that out. ... Some people are afraid of 
that. People are afraid. Afraid. They're afraid of that mystery - spirit. 
In Mary's world, "spirit" breaks through and enters into the human realm and 
life is understood outside the constraints of science. In her view, "science" does not see 
the larger picture, does not take into account the world of "mystery." Mary's care of 
James from birth, as well as her subsequent adoption of his younger brother Timothy, 
were both events surrounded by mystery rather than science. 
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Mary had a deep appreciation of the struggles of the children's mother, although 
she saw her only once. She stated "Their mother committed suicide after CFS took 4 of 
her kids away." James was two at the time of the visit, and Timothy, who was in another 
foster home, was six months old. Two older children were in other foster homes. Mary 
witnessed how "She said goodbye to them! I'll never forget that. (Weeping)... All of the 
pain. ..." 
Mary was committed to spiritual care of her children from the earliest moments 
that James was with her. Mary's belief in the centrality of spirituality to affirm the value 
and worth of her children guided her to seek "healing" for James: 
We took him to a healing ceremony, to the Sioux's, because his Mother was a 
Sioux. On his mother's side, they're Sioux people. And the Sioux people kept 
their culture but hidden. So we took him there. We... met a Sioux man in North 
Dakota - and he did a healing ceremony for James all night and all the next day. 
He baptized James. We adopted a name - a Sioux name: Good Voice Elk and 
told him that he's never alone. ... And from there, I started to see that we're just 
physical beings. And the Elder told me that James's spirit is pure. Nobody can 
damage his spirit. The way the Creator put it into you and you were thought of-
he said that's the way it's going to be forever and ever. But something happened 
to him when he was forming as a human being. He was damaged. And he might 
be angry for a long time for that. That's why babies cry when they're born 
because they're angry. They don't really want to be born into this world, really, 
because it's hard, eh, especially if you're labelled; if you're going to be labelled. 
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Yeah, but that's... that's just part of it. ... There are miracles. Miracles happen 
here in this house every day. James was not supposed to live; he was not 
supposed to talk. [They said] he would have been blind and deaf. ... Today 
James is going to play [football] as a linebacker!...Yeah. And he's a beautiful 
person James... everybody loves James. They say James brings peace into the 
room, into the classroom. 
In Mary's commitment to the nurture and spiritual care of her children, she 
connected them to the world of their Sioux spiritual tradition, ensuring that he had a 
"name" within that tradition. "Naming" has sacred importance; James' baptism also has 
importance in Christian tradition where baptism symbolizes entry and welcome into "a 
community of the Creator." Within the naming and baptism James was affirmed, in that 
he will "never be alone" and that his "spirit is pure." Within her spiritual perspective, 
Mary is also conscious that being born in the world as "damaged" creates special 
challenges - particularly for children "labelled." Mary affirms that, in spite of the 
"damage" and the "labelling," miracles happen. Her child is beautiful. She sees him that 
way, and others do as well: James is recognized within his school as a person who 
brings peace. 
Mary's motivation to adopt James was to prevent him from going back into the 
system, especially when she knew that his mother had committed suicide. Mary and her 
husband's adoption of Timothy was at the request of the boys' grandmother - not 
through formal channels of Child and Family Services, as might be expected. Timothy 
was in another foster home until he was three years old. Mary describes her meeting the 
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boys' birth family as "all spiritual - all through the spirit" and it was this meeting that 
convinced her to apply to adopt Timothy: 
I met [members of James' natural family] at a sun dance, yeah. They told me 
about Timothy. The old lady, she's passed on now, she said, "Mary can you take 
those 2 boys? Because the other ones were all separated. They've got an older 
brother ... and a sister ... And these 2 are the 2 youngest ones". So I applied and 
it went through. ... 
I can't really explain it - the spiritual part of the Aboriginal culture. Things 
happen. And I was told that we don't know the reason. Sometimes we'll never 
know the reason. But things happen for a reason, this one Elder told me. But we 
don't know the reason. The white way: everything is in black and white; they try 
to figure it out. But the Indian way: nothing's figured out. We just live one day at 
a time and things happen. You know? 
The boys' natural grandmother as well as Mary shared a commitment to bringing 
the siblings together and caring for them within the Aboriginal community. Timothy's 
grandmother had attempted to gain custody, but she was not allowed to by Child and 
Family Services authorities. In explaining this, Mary commented that "many people 
don't know that they can challenge CFS." The commitment by "the grandmothers" is a 
value forged in the shared experience of many families in dealing with the experience of 
"being Native in Canada." It is instructive that the value of caring for the children 
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together and within the community transcends the many challenges faced by both 
women, enabling the two brothers to be reunited. Mary later described her concern 
about the fact that Timothy had been in one foster home since birth, and that her 
adoption of him was very difficult for his original foster mother. Nevertheless, she 
moved ahead with the adoption because of her belief in the "rightness" of the decision. 
Mary is conscious of the differences between Aboriginal values and mainstream 
values, which she describes as "white ways". Mainstream values do not include 
"mystery," including the mystery of her contact with James' grandmother. Mary clearly 
articulates the difference between worldviews, and is able to work with both. Mary 
honoured the request of the children's natural grandmother by initiating the adoption 
and going through formal requirements of the Child and Family Services agency: 
I didn't know I'd ever be able to adopt. I really did all the 10-week thing and all 
the home visits.... Timothy was a little older when I got him. 
Mary's spirituality integrates Aboriginal and Christian beliefs. It is rooted, 
however, in Aboriginal values which emphasize fine interrelationships: 
I know there are spirits around us and they help us, they guide us. I've dreamt of 
their grandmother. I believe in dreams. The Creator wants the best for us, doesn't 
want us to suffer. Creator wants the best for us. I love my boys. I respect all 
children. I respect all people because I got to know myself. How I feel is how 
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you all feel. Life is a journey. We're here on a journey, we're here to learn, to 
meet one another. To enjoy our lives together as best we can. 
Mary sees life as a journey in which all of life is connected, including the realm 
of the spiritual, and life is imbued with a positive value. The Creator is beneficent, and 
we are guided by "spirits" and "dreams." She is also firmly rooted in the present, 
respectful of her boys, all children, and all people. This rootedness, her self-awareness 
and her spiritual commitment to the best care for her children are part of her motivation 
to meet the challenges she faced. 
C. Theme II: Diagnosis and provision of care 
1. Diagnosis 
Mary was aware from James' birth that he was medically fragile. She knew that 
in the early days of his life, James was in withdrawal from the alcohol and drugs his 
mother had used. However, the pain of recognizing the damage to his life was extremely 
difficult, so difficult that Mary, at first, did not want to admit it. When James was a 
toddler, Mary describes having to face another level of understanding of his diagnosis: 
[I took James to be tested again because of] his heart and because of his... size 
and his features... [his features were] - small.... Two days old. They started to 
work on him after two days old, yeah. He was a toddler [when I took him back]. 
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I didn't want [to accept the diagnosis] - 1 was mad; I cried for 2 hours. I came 
home; I put him to bed. I cried for 2 hours and I thought they were all crazy. 
Because I didn't understand. How can anybody be damaged in the womb? Once 
they were born, I thought they were okay, you know what I mean? You're out of 
the home, right? 
I didn't know that a child developing in the womb - you could damage a child 
by taking [alcohol or drugs] ... you know; because I didn't even take aspirin 
when I was pregnant. Because of the thalidomide - remember the thalidomide? 
And I did not trust [anything] ... those kids [had physical disabilities]... they're 
still out there ... but this is the mind, now, we're working with - these FAS, FAE 
children ... the mind is a terrible thing to damage. 
The depth of the challenge James faced was difficult to accept; the diagnosis was 
deeply troubling. Mary also took Timothy to be tested; she "has papers," the formal 
diagnoses that are necessary for her children to access services. Her narrative 
demonstrates that coming to terms with the diagnoses of her children was a process, 
accompanied by deep grief Mary is deeply aware of the implications of the diagnosis, 
as well as the sorrow she feels for the high number of Aboriginal children affected in 
this way: 
I'm praying for these children because there's a lot of them; there's a lot in the 
Aboriginal community. They're spiritual people, I think. I think they're pure 
spiritual people. Their spirits are powerful, their identity. But the outside world -
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they can't function because they're pushed back - once you're labelled, I think. 
In this society, I think it's hard for you once you're labelled. Anyone - anybody 
- I think once they label you, I think it's really hard to go forward. But now, 
living with James and Timothy ... I learned that these kids can learn; they're 
intelligent. 
Mary is caught within a myriad of conflicting values between the world of 
"spirit," of "mystery," and the world where things are "figured out," where a diagnosis 
is essential in order to receive services. While the worlds are conflicting, Mary is 
absolutely committed, as well, to "mediating care," to assisting with the process of 
figuring things out. Mary knows that her children can learn; she knows they have 
excellent memories. She is frustrated by the fact that the supports that would enable 
them to learn are not in place. Mary understands that the issues faced by her adopted 
children are "human rights issues." 
2. Providing care 
Understanding the world of her children 
When Mary understood the diagnosis of her children, she felt she needed to 
understand their world, and in attempting to understand their world, she calls on her own 
experience: 
[I think about] the future, these children that are born. ... I'm 62. I've got one 
foot into the other side already, and one foot over here. So, if I'm going to live 
with these children, I have to try and understand their world, you know? And I'm 
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very fortunate because I do not work. I'm retired. I have 5 pensions. I'm living -
as a Native person in Canada, I'm living good. I'm not rich but I don't have to 
worry about [anything]. I don't have to run out to work. So ... my life is 
dedicated to these 2 boys. I want them to be successful, because I know they can 
be. You know? And coming from where I came from - my world - 1 wasn't born 
FAS/FAE. My Mom never drank. But I was abused at school. I was told I was 
stupid. So I know what it's like. 
Mary connects her world, the values of her parents, and her understanding of 
spiritual traditions, utilizing recovery of culture within her Cree traditions, as well as 
connecting them with her children's own Dakota traditions. Mary also utilizes her own 
understanding of abuse to assist her children in several ways. Firstly, she understands 
the experience of being told she was stupid, and so she encourages their self-esteem 
through her own nurture at home, as well as interventions with schools and community 
agencies. Secondly, she understands how the abuse she experienced needed a deeper 
healing than she had previously experienced; she took initial steps to healing with her 
first children to "enter the school system". With her boys, she takes additional steps in 
dealing with people so she is able to work more closely with schools. Consistent with 
her philosophy, and her belief that her own growth is intricately connected to theirs, she 
articulates her own growth in the process of describing her commitment to her boys. 
This section outlines Mary's nurture of her children in two major categories. The first is 
the nurture that would traditionally have been represented in the left side of Diagram 
One: care within traditional sphere of home, connections to their natural family and 
former foster family - grounded in her values about the sacredness and gifts of their 
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lives, which are rooted in spirituality. The second category outlines interactions with 
services accessed through diagnosis, including schools and community agencies and 
leisure activities, as illustrated in Diagram One on the right side. Her narrative illustrates 
the ways she engages with, and moves beyond, cultural differences between Aboriginal 
worldviews and mainstream values. 
Care of children in the traditional sphere 
Nurture of children in the home 
Mary's emphasis is on gentle and respectful care: 
[I]f you work gently with them and praise them and show them love and tell 
them "you're number one" - they're good, they just go. And I think that's [true] 
for every human being. Start being nice to one another, you know? Because I 
believe that we're only here ... to learn in this world. We're here to learn and try 
to make it a little bit better for someone else. And that's what made me ... really 
try hard with these boys.... We have to try to be positive. And I think the world 
will become [better]. 
In caring for her boys, Mary emphasises her own learning. On describing her 
commitment to her boys, she immediately affirms her own learning: 
[t]hese kids have taught me. I don't think I raise my voice but, to them, I guess 
my voice is loud. They come here and they [say], "volume down, Mom," and 
then I have to take a deep breath and listen to them. 
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Mary is attuned to her children, to listening to them, and, in so doing, better 
understanding their challenges: "I forget ... their brain waves are not going as fast as 
mine.... I have to start off slowly from one thing at a time. So they have taught me 
patience. I never had patience. I didn't even know what that was.... So we live one day 
at a time." 
Within her home, Mary ensures her children experience safety and security. Her 
development of such a place of safety is directly connected to "putting herself aside" 
and she attributes this to her own healing: 
As parents ... it's not easy to forget what happened to you as a child. Because I 
was molested and beaten. I went through hell, you know? But when I got James 
and Timothy, especially after their mother died, now my husband is gone, I pray 
... prayer is powerful. You know, you've got to put yourself aside and... through 
that I healed. I'm healing too, through helping these boys, you know? I really ... 
want James and Timothy to be successful. I want them to be happy, as much 
time as God has given them here on earth, even with their label. And here at 
home - it's heaven on earth sometimes in here. Because we make it that way. 
We listen to music, we dance, we laugh, you know - our own world here. 
Sometimes I say at these workshops I go to, "you can make your own little 
kingdom at home. Make popcorn. Put a mattress out. Just enjoy the children. 
They're children not long. 
Mary's philosophy is demonstrated in her care of her children in their most 
intimate moments as a family, in her increased understanding of her children's inability 
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to think as fast as she does, and, through "prayer," growing to "put aside" her own 
experiences of abuse to create a nurturing place. 
Care within family and extended family 
In addition to taking James to persons within his Dakota traditional spiritual 
roots, Mary ensures that the children feel grounded with all significant people. She has 
made a family book for each of them, from birth to the present. The book includes 
pictures as well as descriptions of "what they did" in their early lives. Mary has a photo 
of their mother, and arranges for her boys to be with their biological family on an annual 
trip: 
They know they're adopted. They know. I've got a picture of their mother. [At] 
the end of June we go to the Sundance in [First Nation] where they come from 
and we meet the family, their relatives, their brothers, they're all there. They're 
all Traditional people. And we stay there for a few days... their mother's grave, 
too, they visit. They visit their mother's grave; she's over there, eh? 
Mary's youngest son also has a connection to another family, one that fostered 
him the first three years of his life. In Mary's words, the "foster family didn't do culture. 
They didn't know anything about culture." However, Mary knew that the foster mother 
really loved him and had bonded with Timothy. When she adopted Timothy, she said to 
the foster mother, "I'm not taking him away. I just want it to be nice for them - the two 
brothers to go together." Mary encouraged the foster mother to visit whenever she 
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wanted, and she did for a while. However, Mary acknowledged that the visits were hard; 
the foster mother had said "it was hard on her," and so the visits did not continue. When 
he was quite young, Timothy asked to see his foster family and so Mary took him twice 
to visit with them. As he has grown older, he looks at the pictures, but no longer asks to 
visit them. Mary expresses a concern about the fact that she didn't have Timothy as a 
very young child, and so has concerns about bonding. She states, "You can't make it up, 
but, you know, I try to spend more time with Timothy. We talk about it; we talk." 
Sharing responsibility for care with schools 
Schools play an important role in the lives of all Canadian children. Attendance 
in school is mandated by Canadian law from the ages of five or six until the age of 16. 
Relationships with schools are critically important in providing care for children. For 
many persons of First Nation tradition, schools were a source of deep pain because 
schools are one form of the Canadian government's assimilation policy for First 
Nations. 
Mary demonstrates the sophistication of her care of her children through an 
examination of the difference in the way she viewed and dealt with school with her older 
children and her younger children. With her older children, "school was number one." 
She pushed them to go to school at all times, even when they weren't feeling well. With 
her younger children, she allows them to stay home from time to time; for example, for 
an afternoon. Her care with her current children called her to another level of healing: 
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And I work well with the school. You HAVE to have communication with the 
school and (with) the teachers that are working with your children. You know? I 
NEVER thought I could do that. ... I had so much anger; I had so much built-up 
anger inside from my childhood. But I had to push that aside. I had to quit being 
selfish and now do it for James and Timothy. And it feels good. 
Mary describes an increased growth to "quit being selfish"; she had to deal with 
her anger for the sake of her children, and to allow her to work closely with the school. 
Her desire to work more closely with the schools than she had previously resulted in 
Mary's discovery of the depth of the impact of anger. "I didn't know that anger could be 
such a terrible set-back. But that's what I've learned. I've learned to work with people, 
talk to people." Mary's affirmation of her own healing in the process of learning to deal 
with people is instructive. Her own growth has a positive impact on her children because 
her relationship with the school is clearly a trusting one: 
I get along very well; I volunteer at the school, too. I've been there 20 years; so 
[the school] knows me. And I have to have that openness with them. And I take a 
lot of these courses myself: I try to educate myself on Fetal Alcohol. I go to as 
many workshops as I can. I even do repeats to remind myself, because you can 
easily forget. You can just fall back and forget. You've got to keep going back. 
And anything that the kids tell me - like at lunchtime, they'll come home today; 
they'll tell me anything, I'll go check it out. I'll go walk over to the school, see 
what's happening. I supervise at recess because, like I said, my boys are very 
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timid and they're very gentle. And I don't want them to be scared ... I don't 
want them to be bullied. I want them to enjoy school. I don't want them to have 
the experience I did. I don't want them to be afraid to go to school or feel less 
than anyone else. I always tell them, "You can do the best you can. You can just 
try to do the best and that's ALL you're asked." You know? And I've told the 
teachers, "If you feel like they're getting frustrated, you call me; I'm home. I've 
got a cell phone just for that." I said, "Wherever I am, I'll be right there. I'll pick 
them up and I can do something else with them." 
Through her own growth, Mary is able to have an interactive and positive 
relationship with the school; her support of the children is also sensitive to the teachers. 
She is available to be called, and will provide other activities for the boys if they are too 
frustrated with school. However, she has an ongoing concern about the level of support 
these children require to actually learn. She describes her concern in this way: 
James tells me that the teacher sometimes... talkfs] too fast... my kids are in 
regular class - 25 and 26 kids in each class - 27. ... I think that's very unfair, 
very unfair, you know? They need teacher assistants; they need assistants in 
comprehending what the teachers are trying to teach them. When I home-
schooled them one-to-one, they were doing really well. A lot of things you have 
to do one-to-one with these kids. Even here, when we're doing reading, right? -
we're doing reading at home - if I get up to go answer the phone, then they all 
get up; they'll leave the table. That's how they are; they won't go on on their 
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own. You have to be with them to finish that chapter or their writing. They'll 
follow you. James might continue but he'll silent read; and you don't even know 
if he's reading. But Timothy will come and follow me. You have to be with 
them; you have to stay with them to finish something. And you have to coax 
them or you have to say, "Well, I'll give you a treat after. You can rent a game 
or something." They will not voluntarily do anything on their own. 
Mary works with the teachers and they know her children's diagnoses. They 
attempt to "repeat" several times with each lesson. The children also receive the 
assistance of resource teachers. Mary states, however, "there is no one-to-one right 
now," and, in her view, this is a human rights issue. 
Agencies and community leisure activities 
Mary has an excellent relationship with her Children's Special Services worker. 
She specifically asked for an Aboriginal worker, and she consults with her about 
workshops, as well as about accessing the latest in relevant information on FAS from 
other parts of Canada through the Internet. She utilizes the services of Children's 
Special Services to access respite for her boys. She receives swimming passes through 
that agency. If she is planning to go to a local swimming pool, she calls ahead so that the 
pool can arrange more lifeguards. She belongs to a "Y3" and attends frequently with her 
sons. The children have taken swimming lessons for years and have been successful in 
attaining high levels. They also run in marathons. Her children have special supports 
3
 "Y" is an acronym for the Young Men's Christian Association and Young Women's Christian 
Association, both of which provide fitness and community health programming throughout Winnipeg. 
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through Children's Special Services to attend summer camps; at camp an aide is 
provided for each. James plays football and she is exceedingly proud of this. She has 
ongoing concerns about the vulnerability of Timothy: 
These kids are unpredictable; they can follow ... James - I don't think James 
would follow anybody or go to the bathroom or let anybody molest him. That's 
what I'm afraid of, eh? - the molesting. But Timothy: I've caught him talking to 
strangers. That's the one that worries me - the little one, yeah. And he's broken 
his arm already. He'll just follow ... he'll do what you do. If you climb the 
higher bars, he'll just go up there, too ... he doesn't think. 
He doesn't think ahead of time [about] what's going to happen, eh? And right 
now, he's okay because I'm here; we're here. But what's going to happen when 
he's in Junior High? That's my worry. 
Mary's greatest concern now is about how easily influenced her children are. 
She knows they may be abused or molested. She is also worried about physical safety. A 
major transition for many children is the step from elementary school to junior high 
when they attend schools at a greater distance from home and when they are typically 
less supervised. Mary is considering sending them to a private school. 
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D. Values and transformation of care 
While the core values and spirituality of Mary's cultural traditions, represented 
an important dimension of her knowledge, another dimension of her cultural knowledge, 
that was less visible and which she didn't directly describe, was demonstrated in the 
interactive nature of her care. She believes that in caring for her children, as a caregiver, 
she grows or receives gifts. She entered the school to support and protect her son, and 
found healing for herself, thus validating her spiritual belief. There was a gift for her in 
her "action." She is guided to this view of the "gift" in caring by her spirituality. In this 
interactive learning, there are positive results both for her son and for herself. She 
weaves responsibilities with her own self-growth, and draws on cultural values as she 
recovers them. Mary demonstrates a further dimension of First Nation and Metis 
spirituality, that of a "leader," who, over time, gains strength and models the application 
of the cumulative wisdom. She lives with integrity and vision within a community that 
has experienced many stresses, and much abuse and trauma. 
That Mary's story is a central narrative is affirmed in a number of ways. Mary 
acknowledged that many people come to her and ask for her advice; she described the 
young mothers who consult, who tell her the things they won't tell the schools. This was 
confirmed by meetings with key informants, as well as in the meeting of participants to 
share initial results. This indicates that my own identification of her as a "leader" is 
confirmed by other participants within the study. Mary is a "meaning-maker," a 
"transformer" of values and culture. 
Mary's recovery of Aboriginal traditions, her integrations of spirituality, and her 
emphasis on relationships all contribute to her caregiving in family, and win her 
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community; her relationships extend to the natural world. The fine interactions emerge 
more and more clearly as she narrates her story. The interaction of Mary's spirituality 
and values, and her commitment to community, which underlie her passionate depth of 
understanding of what it is to be Native in Canada provide an anchor to the narratives of 
other participants, assisting our understanding of the multi-layered context in which 
caregivers live and are raising their children. This is key to understanding the 
implications of this research, which underline the critical importance of supporting these 
families in ways that affirm the complexity of the task they are undertaking. 
The challenge presented to Mary, as well as to others dealing with rapid social 
change, is addressed by Lear (2006), a philosopher who combines cultural anthropology 
and philosophical reasoning to reflect on the life of a very influential Aboriginal leader 
in the United States named Plenty Coups, the last great chief of the Crow Nation. 
Outlining the difficulties inherent in the transition from a world in which it was no 
longer possible to live by the familiar cultural markings, Lear suggests that Plenty 
Coups provided an example of "revival" and "survival" of cultural values in a new form, 
a form that would enable his people to find ways to not only adjust, but to negotiate the 
changes, with as much advantage to his own people as was possible, in the extremely 
difficult circumstance. 
Within Mary's life and world, a similar transformation of values was necessary. 
Drawing on a valued spiritual force, and creatively utilizing that force in facing new 
challenges, represents a profound and complex utilization of a traditional form in a new 
landscape. This transformation is different from a cataclysmic catastrophe such as that 
represented by the Holocaust, which is recognized to be an extraordinary evil and a 
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tragedy of monumental scope. For those who survived the Holocaust, the meanings held 
within the culture were maintained and survived. Within Mary's world and the world of 
the participants, the meanings are in the process of being radically changed. "Going 
back" to previous ways of being is impossible, but the way forward is not clear. Thus, 
caregivers transform and implement values in new forms as they carry out their 
imperative to care. Moreover, Mary and the other participants are negotiating this 
change in the midst of pervasive negation and racism, as well as stressors related to 
marginalization, rapid change, abuse and traumatic experiences. 
Within the narratives presented in the next chapters, caring is demonstrated in 
searches for appropriate diagnoses, and in the responses of parents to the diagnosis and 
to the challenges faced by their children. It is demonstrated in the moves from rural 
areas to urban areas and in the poignant struggles of caregivers attempting to provide 
meaningful care while dealing with the effects of multiple stressors, abuses, and trauma 
within their own lives. 
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Chapter Seven 
Theme I: Values and spirituality guiding care 
Introduction 
Mary described the difficulty of caring for a child with a disability. The hours 
are long, and the work involved and exhausting. However, families are supported in 
caring for their children by spiritual values that uphold the life of their children as sacred 
and having purpose. A part of the meaning for caregivers is that their own growth is 
enhanced by the presence of the child in their lives. Like Mary, they are appreciative of 
the child because of their own deep learning. This perspective reflects a worldview that 
values spiritual growth, sees purpose in the life of the child, and affirms living in 
respectful relationships. Caring and sharing are critical to the inner growth of the 
individual. 
This chapter begins Regina's description of the challenge of caring for a child 
with a severe medical disability. Her son, Nathan, was aged 12 at the time of the 
interview. Regina and her husband have nine children; several of the children, including 
the youngest, who is two years younger than Nathan, continue to live in their rural First 
Nation while she and her husband are living in Winnipeg to enable Nathan to receive 
ongoing medical and therapeutic supports. 
The chapter continues with the stories of two participants who are caring for 
children who are medically fragile, Adele and Nancy. Their values augment the story of 
Mary in further exploring a world that includes "mystery." Their narratives describe in 
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detail how the needs of the child challenge the caregiver physically and emotionally and 
how they respond and make meaning of this within their spirituality. 
The chapter concludes with reflections by David, a caregiver who is guided in 
his parenting by the Aboriginal values of his childhood in northern Manitoba, although 
he is raising his children in an urban environment. David eloquently describes the 
central Aboriginal values of "sharing" and being "respectful" of children; these values 
traditionally assisted families in caring for their high-needs children, because such 
values encouraged positive relationships and a fine balance between dependence and 
interdependence in relationships. Within interdependent relationships, it was possible 
for persons with very high needs and vulnerable family members to be supported by 
others; such assistance was considered a part of community life. Individuals caring for 
persons with disabilities could thus be supported respectfully and without judgment, 
because such care was seen to be a part of the responsibility and spiritual growth of all 
involved. 
A. The challenge in caring for a child with a disability 
Regina 's story: You never put your guard down 
Regina desribed the challenge of raising a child with a disability in terms of the 
changes in her household. She had to be organized in everything she did, as she could 
never leave her son alone. She has to plan carefully. She states, "It's not like I could just 
walk out the door any time I want to ... I always have to make sure that there's someone 
reliable with him." At times, her daughter will care for him, but she still feels she needs 
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to call to ensure that he is okay. In her words, "You never put your guard down.... You 
have to make sure he doesn't get hurt... child-proof your home as much as you can." 
Nathan is the second youngest of nine children of Regina and her husband. They 
have six grown children and three young children. When he was born, Nathan was 
diagnosed with a severe developmental delay and remained in hospital for several 
months. Nathan needs help with eating, bathing, and changing; he is not toilet trained. 
Regina and her husband had lived in Winnipeg for three years prior to Nathan's birth 
because of a lack of housing in their First Nation. They lived in Winnipeg for four years 
following Nathan's birth, returning to their First Nation to care for Regina's father until 
his death one and a half years prior to the interview. After his death, they returned to 
Winnipeg because, in their home community, "they were running into closed doors." 
The story of their move will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Nine. In this chapter, 
Regina's description of the challenge and change in a household underlines the deep 
commitment of parents in caring daily for their children. 
While Regina acknowledges the challenges, within her understanding there is 
purpose in her son's life, which she describes in this way: "having a disabled child 
teaches you a lot. ... It teaches you how to love." Learning to love other people is a 
major life goal. She wondered at times why her son was born as he was, and then the 
meaning she found was: "the Lord was testing me to see how my heart was. ... He was 
testing me ... [to see] how far I would go, if I could follow through. And that's what 
keeps me going every day - that inner strength and the love I have for my son." 
This caregiver makes a direct link between divine intent, the child being "sent," 
and her own learnings. She communicates this to her child: "I always say to Nathan, 'I 
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guess the Lord wanted me to have you so that I could love and so that I could have 
patience.' So I say "thank you." 
Regina also describes a special bond, a bond described by other parents, a bond 
different from that with her other children, "I care for my other kids, too; I love my little 
kids. But... I'm really attached to him. Every day, since he was a baby - every day. It 
doesn't matter what kind of problem we go through or how things are. As long as he's 
well looked after and as long as he's okay, that's my biggest concern. I mean, as long as 
my other kids are okay, as long as they have food, it's going to be okay with them." 
The sense of purpose and the connection to her own growth enables Regina to 
continue through the huge strains and emotional costs in caring for her child. Regina 
stresses that she and her entire family see Nathan as "normal." They don't see him as 
different because he had "disability" problems. This was modelled by her father, who 
always had a special relationship with Nathan prior to his death. This view of the child 
as being "normal" runs as an underlying theme or thread throughout the findings. The 
stress is high, the challenges great, but the child is not seen as "different." 
Also important to note is that throughout her relationships, Regina is a "helper." 
She describes her family as strongly rooted in Aboriginal tradition. Her father's model 
was to work very hard and to "help people"; and her mother's demonstrated skills were 
within the home, cutting up meat, sewing, and guiding her to know how to "do things," 
to problem solve. While in Winnipeg, Regina chose to upgrade her skills through the 
Aboriginal Centre so she could become a licensed practical nurse. Within her view, 
responsibility is a key value. She insists if her children do something wrong, they must 
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accept responsibility; blaming others is not acceptable. The most important values in her 
life are simply: "Love one another, be honest and respect other people." 
The next section of this chapter includes two caregivers who, in their care of 
their children, demonstrate a depth of spirituality. Like Mary and Regina, both affirm 
the sense of purpose in the life of the child, and both describe taking responsibility. The 
connection to purpose, to learning how to love that was central to Regina and Mary's 
story, is demonstrated here as well, and their descriptions extend the expression of 
spirituality as "mystery" introduced by Mary. 
B. Spirituality and values in care 
1. Nancy's story: An angel in our midst 
She's our angel. My son had a [sharing day at school]. ... The teacher wrote and 
told me that he had said that we have a real-live angel in the family... I always 
tell them that my daughter is our real-live angel, you know, that's come to live 
with us. 
... My daughter Mary has taught us a lot of values. She's taught us to be 
compassionate and open minded about other children with handicaps. When we 
come across another handicapped child, my 11 year old daughter would always 
acknowledge them.... "Hi. What's your baby's name? Our baby's name is Mary 
and she likes to have her hand held". My children know that there are many 
angels in our midst. I believe we were chosen to be the family to have Mary. She 
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has given many people different kinds of strengths. The [priest] that baptized our 
Mary, has said that, through Mary, his faith has ... become stronger. She is a 
living miracle. I'm sure the mothers of all handicapped children would agree 
with me ... I just want to acknowledge all families. And how we appreciate so 
much, these little angels we received from God. 
Nancy is single parenting her seven year old daughter, Mary, who is diagnosed 
with a severe developmental disability and is medically fragile, as well as two other 
children, aged nine and eleven. She lives in a suburb of Winnipeg close to a care facility 
that provides educational and respite services to Mary which were not available in her 
home community. An older son, aged 17, lives with his father in another province. 
Nancy's oldest daughter, aged 21, lives in Winnipeg and has a three year-old child. 
Nancy is 45 years old. 
Nancy's story is important for two reasons. Firstly, Nancy's care reflects deep 
spiritual values. Secondly, her narrative provides an example of the many factors she 
took into account in making a decision to move to Winnipeg. The spiritual values by 
which she lives will be discussed within this chapter, and the decision to move will be 
discussed in Chapter Nine. 
At the core of Nancy's care is her belief that there is purpose in Mary's life, a 
purpose connected to her own self-growth and her family's spiritual growth. Nancy sees 
her child Mary as "special" is clear in the way she teaches her son, and as her son 
demonstrated in talking to his teacher. A deep belief in the purpose of Mary's life assists 
in carrying out the high-care commitments. Nancy describes the experience of learning 
about her child's diagnosis and how she prepared for the birth of her child: 
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... she was 6 months in my womb. We came for an ultrasound to Winnipeg and 
they said that she had microcephaly... that she would probably be stillborn. They 
said, "Don't have any hopes or anything." If she were born, she'd probably die 
soon after. So every time she [didn't] move around in my womb for the next 3 
months, I'd get scared. I'd get up, walk around, trying to get her moving again. 
Finally, on [the morning she was born] realizing that she may be stillborn, I had 
a minister in the room from the Anglican church. ... So he baptized her; she 
wasn't even 2 minutes old and she was baptized. 
While [the priest] was baptizing her, he suddenly realized we didn't have a name 
for her. Because of the seriousness of the situation, I wanted to have a name that 
would give her strength. So, I chose Mary as her first name, for the Holy 
Mother's name, and I chose "Faith" as her middle name. Faith representing the 
strong belief our family has in God. I wanted to give her all the help she [could] 
receive to live. I believe we were truly blessed by this. 
Mary is unable to sit or walk and is cortically blind. She began seizuring at four 
months, and has had a seizure disorder ever since. Doctors initially said she would not 
live a year, then that she would not live two years, and then that she would not live to 
three years. Nancy laughs, "Now they don't say anything anymore because she's quite 
the little fighter." Nancy acknowledges that the physicians have told her that her child 
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would not have lived as long as she has without the care given to her by Nancy. Caring 
for Mary is a daily challenge. Nancy describes the most difficult moments in this way: 
My life revolves 24 hours/7[days] with Miriam. The nights are the worst I find. 
That's when there is just Mary and I. That's when we are doing a change of her 
underclothes and re-arranging her position and getting her comfortable. I find 
that I was so attuned to her cries during the night, that sometimes I would find 
myself starting to tend her to her before I [was] fully awake. You get used to a 
routine and somehow body and mind adjust to the situation. And this is when we 
are dealing with seizures also. He little body takes on so much, and the only 
thing I could do was administer her medication. Crying and wiping my tears and 
talking to her, so she would know she was not alone. When she stops seizuring 
after awhile, I pick her up and sit with her. It's in the early hours of morning, 
usually around 3:30 am. (I find I still wake up at this time) ... it's totally dark 
outside and quiet. We feel as though we are the only ones in the world. This is 
when my heart is wide open and I implore to God, "Give her strength to endure 
this pain." We have spent a lot of time together, us three ... Mary, myself and 
our Heavenly Father. I feel his presence at these times, and it gives me comfort. 
Nancy acknowledges, "You get easily depressed if you let it. You can fall into 
depression very easily if you let it slide. So, I try not to, I try to fight it. If I'm holed up 
for three days, then my sisters know there's something [wrong].... All it takes is... I 
need someone to talk to, just to unload ... I feel better after that." Nancy also 
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acknowledges that Christian faith is central to her life. She states, "Faith, that's my light, 
in the dark": 
The faith has to be there ... If I didn't have that, I think I'd probably be dead 
right now. Suicidal tendencies sometimes are very strong in a person's life when 
you go through many hardships. If I didn't have my faith, I think I would have 
been gone a long time ago. 
Thus, Nancy's faith assists her - and her child also assists her. She perceives that 
her own growth is connected to the child. Nancy gains strength from her daughter: 
Mary's seizures were more tonic-clonic, they became worse as she got older. In 
between her cries and seizures, she seems to have a few seconds of an eye-
opening recollection of what's happening to her" and she seems to say, "oh my, 
I'm going to have another one," as she slips into another one. Mary's such a 
fighter.... I think I'm the baby sometimes. She gives me the strength to endure. 
Children like Mary have this tremendous strength surrounding them. I marvel at 
this. So, I try to gain strength from her. She knows we draw strength from each 
other. Even though she was diagnosed as being severely mentally handicapped 
we knew that she understood what we were saying. She recognized my voice, 
and would turn towards my voice when I walked into the room. We 
communicated by saying "Mmmm" to each other. I would say "Mmmm" to her, 
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and she would repeat it back to me. She loved music, she enjoyed listening to the 
"Oldies but Goodies." 
In this intimate description of her interaction with her child in the midst of the 
child's suffering, Nancy describes some of the mystery alluded to earlier by Mary, who 
spoke of the presence of "spirits around," and "helping us." Nancy feels the 
communication of her child and she communicates with her child. She is upheld and 
encouraged by her child in those moments. Caregivers caring for their very vulnerable 
children often referred to the presence of "spirit" or "spirits helping." Nancy's ability to 
"be present" in the middle of the night to her child, present in the midst of the struggle 
of a very vulnerable child to deal with the unexplainable, unpredictable, and 
unpreventable "seizures," call for deep strength. 
As Nancy described the moments in her pregnancy when she felt her baby 
wasn't moving, and got up to walk, as if to encourage the baby, moments in the middle 
of the night when she was "present with" her child, she was speaking of a deep journey. 
The depth of Nancy's anxiety, the fear she had for the safety of her child, and the 
necessity of "staying with" her own fears were poignantly clear. She demonstrated an 
openness to vulnerability that is an entry into another world, which includes the 
presence of "mystery". Greenspan (2004), the daughter of parents who were survivors of 
the holocaust, and who described herself as disconnected from any formal religious 
practice, describes her encounter with mystery as being fully present, and open to a 
transformation, which includes unexpected consolation from another realm of life. 
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Initiation into this world for Greenspan was through months of being present 
with the suffering of her first child. Mary and Nancy describe similar experiences; they 
understand such experiences to touch on a reality outside the ordinary, and honour them 
as "true". This attests to the strength of their affirmation of spiritual values - upheld by 
both traditional and Christian spirituality, but little affirmed in modern medical science. 
Theologian and medical ethicist Stanley Hauerwas (2006) critique's Western 
medical practice by suggesting that the emphasis on "cure" and attempt to avoid 
suffering in modern medicine does not enable and empower individuals to deal with the 
reality of suffering in the world. In speaking of childhood suffering, Hauerwas (1986) 
suggests "[such suffering] is hard partly because it is so difficult to be helpless in the 
face of it. Our very humanity cries out for its elimination. But, I suspect we must learn 
to be patient and endure the suffering with them" (p. 35). 
The ability of Mary and Nancy to "be present" in the face of suffering, to reach 
into "other realms of being" in order to continue to care for their children, speaks of 
strength and conviction, particularly because they have had little support in affirming 
the reality of such experience from mainstream medical systems. 
2. Adele 's story: We are gifted with this amazing individual 
The next narrative provides a glimpse into the life of another family where 
"spirit" and "presence" are also revealed, this time in the life of an older child who is 
able to understand these gifts, and who carries them in ways recognizable by others. 
Like Nancy, Adele considers her child to be sacred. Adele and her husband are parents 
of 11-year-old Naomi, who was born medically fragile with severe and disfiguring 
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physical challenges. Naomi, developed a cognitive disability in infancy as a result of 
strokes. The couple also have a younger son. Adele's story differs from other narratives 
in that Adele's child is very aware of her "different-ness"; a part of the challenge for 
Adele and her husband is to assist Naomi to live in a world where her physical presence 
can often cause others to be shocked. Adele and her husband were aware that their 
.daughter would be born with a disability prior to birth. (Their journey into 
understanding the disability at birth and their mediation of care immediately after birth 
is discussed in Chapter Eight.) 
Adele begins her story by describing how she and her husband help their 
daughter Naomi deal with being different: 
In every faith - children are considered sacred. And that's what I consider my 
child to be - she's here for a reason. God would never give us more than we 
could handle. Even before I was a Christian, I believed that... there was a reason 
why she was born the way she was born. [The reason] ... would be revealed to 
us at some point...we'd figure that out. And I would raise her as an important 
individual ... she has value ... she has worth. Lots of good things can come 
through her. 
Adele is Christian, but she respects of Aboriginal traditions. Her values reflect 
Aboriginal traditional teachings she learned from her mother and colleagues, as well as 
her Christian practice. Adele acknowledges that caring for Naomi has been difficult. 
Naomi was medically fragile and in hospital for several months after birth; she came 
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home after strong advocacy by her family to discharge her. Adele states that in dealing 
with the high-care needs, " 'We just said, one day at a time! Just do it.' There were lots 
of days when I just said, 'I don't want to be a parent... I'm so tired.' And then I just 
said, 'Put it aside.' After I voiced it, I put it aside and continued to do what I needed to 
do." 
From the time Naomi was a baby, Adele and her husband modelled a way of 
approaching the world that would assist Naomi in feeling confident in her own gifts and 
qualities: 
[W]e wanted to ... instil in Naomi that she was beautiful, in spite of the fact that 
she ... looked different ... we were going to do the best we could to raise her in 
a way that she was strong and could face the world with integrity and with 
boldness. And so, we started to teach her. We always took her out; we never, 
ever, kept her inside, even as a baby. We'd always be outside.... It was very 
alarming to people to see her ... I even had ... rude comments, "What would you 
bring her out like that for?" or ... "poor baby ..." 
Adele felt strongly that her child was not a "poor baby"; she was loved and cared 
for. She challenged people when such comments were made, but recognized that since 
people were often shocked at their daughter's appearance, she and her husband would 
need to help their daughter to deal with this. As a family they were open and friendly so 
that people would feel free to begin conversations, and they could provide reassurance 
and invitation. They taught Naomi that: 
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[W]hen somebody looks at you, you say 'Hello' or you smile at them... so they 
know that you're friendly and they're not going to be afraid to come over and 
ask "what happened?" So she really started to do that. Kids would come over 
and they wouldn't understand what she would say, so she would say, "Can you 
translate for me, Mom?" And so I would; I would tell them. Then she would say, 
"Well, now that that's over, let's be friends." And then, they would go and 
play.... She had so much strength and determination right from the beginning 
that I knew that we were gifted with this amazing individual who was going to 
have a profound impact on anybody that she met. 
Adele knew that Naomi had to know in her heart that she was a good person, and 
that she has a lot to offer. She drew on her own childhood experience to empower her 
daughter to deal with the pain of being different. Adele's parents separated when she 
was five. Adele attributes the breakdown of her parents marriage to the apprehension of 
herself and her siblings for several months over one summer. After the family 
breakdown, Adele lived with her father until she was nine, and then moved to Winnipeg 
to be with her mother and siblings. Adele's mother, a teacher, became an alcoholic after 
leaving the rural community following the breakdown of her marriage. Her mother had 
attended residential school and had married outside her community. Adele believes that 
her mother was caught between cultures. 
Adele cared for her sisters in the absence of her mother; she was ten years old 
when she and her sisters were apprehended by Child and Family Services in Winnipeg. 
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The sisters remained fiercely loyal to each other, running away from foster homes if 
they were separated and "putting up with a lot of abuse" to force child welfare workers 
to allow them to remain together. At the age of 16, Adele began living in an apartment, 
taking full responsibility for her younger sisters. Her mother died the day before 
Adeke's 18th birthday. Adele used her childhood experience of being different to help 
Naomi overcome her fear of attending school: 
[W]hen she was about to start regular school.... she was a little bit nervous. She 
thought maybe the kids wouldn't understand her [because] she was very 
different. I said... "Mom and your Aunties went through that same thing, 
because we were different." She [asked] "What do you mean?" I said, "We were 
the only people with brown skin in an all-white community. So we dealt with a 
lot of what we call 'racism'... So I know what it's like to look one way and not 
be able to do anything about it. What I learned was, 'How was I going to live 
with that?' How was I going to love myself, in spite of the fact that I was 
different from anybody else? And I had something to offer the world." She 
[asked], "What did you offer the world?" I said, "Well, I wrote poetry as a means 
of expressing myself. I didn't think very much of myself because I was always 
made to feel less of a person. And so, you don't feel that way, do you?" She said, 
"No." I said, "Because you've never been treated that way. You've never been 
made to feel that way. So I don't know why you're all of a sudden... afraid to go 
to school." And she said, "I'm not now. Now I feel fine about it." 
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Adele stands at the door of mystery at times with her daughter, aware that her 
daughter teaches her about dimensions of life and realities outside the ordinary. Naomi 
speaks up for injustice and joins in debates; she has character, resilience, and 
determination. She finds the good in other people, and she has a presence, which is clear 
to others: 
She's an extremely powerful individual... It's part of her presence. It's 
interesting... I have a friend who's Traditional... [Aboriginal]. We went to visit 
him in his office. He had his back to us, and we were standing at the door. He 
turned around and looked at her. It was the first time he'd met her. "My word! I 
could feel that. I could feel her presence!"... Anyone who meets her says that 
about her. ... She carries herself well. 
Adele's values and spiritual care of her daughter guided her in mediating care in 
the early days, weeks, and months of Naomi's life, as well as in assisting other parents 
in her role as a professional educator. 
C. Central Aboriginal values 
David's story: If you know how to "share " - that tells who you are 
David is a single father of three children, two of whom are diagnosed with 
Alcohol Related Neurological Disorders. David refers to the central values he grew up 
with in the North as: respect all people, share with others, and help one another. These 
values were part of what enabled families caring for vulnerable members, including 
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children with disabilities, to function and be supported. Children were well treated, and 
cared for within family and community relationships. David describes his mother and 
grandmother as demonstrating those values in all that they did; they shared their homes 
and they shared food. Sharing of food was particularly important. David attempts to 
teach his children these values. After he moved to the city, David transfered his 
knowledge about the importance of giving. However, instead of giving shelter or food, 
he gives donations. Even though he sometimes has to draw on the food bank himself, he 
still tries to make monetary donations and he encourages his children to "give." He 
describes the importance of giving as something that simply makes him "feel good." 
David talks also about the culture shock he experienced when he came to the 
city, not that between "native" and "non-native" or "concrete and green." Instead, the 
contrast was between what he described as "good and bad" people. In the North, he 
found himself in a majority situation where others shared similar values. Here, he is in a 
minority. Not only do others not share similar values but many have experienced severe 
trauma and it is difficult for them to trust others, to build positive relationships and take 
responsibility for their families. In his view, his former partner "expected to be treated 
badly" and was not able to recover from the extreme trauma of her childhood. He tries 
not to speak negatively of her to their children, but states, "I'm still waiting for us to be 
a family." However, he recognizes that might not happen. He says, "I understand my 
responsibility and I'm not bitter about it". 
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All participants acknowledge the stresses in caring for children with disabilities. 
Regina, Adele, and Nancy, like Mary, describe the sacredness of their children, and the 
mystery encountered while caring for them. They also stress the presence of purpose in 
the lives of their children, including learning from the child, growing spiritually. This 
sense of purpose, and the commitment to their children, enable each to continue through 
the stresses and emotional challenges of ongoing care. David describes being supported 
in caring for his children through traditional values of caring, sharing, and being 
respectful. David's story is important because he speaks specifically about the 
Aboriginal cultural values of his childhood, and the difference between those values and 
the values he encountered in Winnipeg. Like Mary, he is raising two children diagnosed 
with Alcohol Related Neurological Disorders, negotiating for services within systems 
where values are different from his own. He describes translating the values of his 
childhood into an urban environment in dealing with agency and school personnel. He 
also accurately discerns that the difference in values between those he holds and those 
held by others is more than a difference between Native cultural traditions and non-
Native traditions; there are differences in life experience that reflect the high levels of 
trauma experienced by some families more than others. His story in the next chapter 
describes the challenges of caring for his children and negotiating for services. 
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Chapter Eight 
Theme II: Diagnosis and mediating care 
Introduction 
The primary meanings of "diagnosis" as given in the Canadian Oxford 
Dictionary are "the identification of an illness or disease by means of a patient's 
symptoms", and "an instance or formal statement of this." Another meaning is "a 
conclusion reached from analysis of a problem or situation" (Barber, 2004, p. 415). The 
meanings associated with the word "diagnosis," therefore, refer to the presence of illness 
or disease, to something "gone wrong." 
Most diagnoses assigned to the children whose caregivers comprise the sample 
of this study are what Greenspan and Weider (1998) identify as non-progressive 
disorders of the nervous system, in that the damage has been caused by "trauma, 
infection, metabolic problems, chromosomal factors or unknown factors" (p. 342). They 
include within this category disorders such as "Down syndrome, fetal alcohol syndrome, 
low birth weight, maternal substance abuse, most types of cerebral palsy, most autistic 
disorders, many cognitive deficits, many forms of mental retardation, and many serious 
language disorders, subtle motor problems and impairments of vision and hearing" (p. 
342). 
The diagnostic process is important for a number of reasons. First, a diagnosis 
assists in understanding the behaviour of the child, which can be difficult or unusual. 
Understanding that the child is dealing with a disability often enables caregivers to 
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adjust to the disability and provide increased care or adaptations of their usual ways of 
parenting. Secondly, the diagnosis offers a gateway to increased services, including 
increased medical services, therapies, respite, and resources within schools, such as 
educational assistants and specialized programming. Caregivers in this sample describe 
a range of experiences with respect to diagnosis, and their responses to the diagnosis. 
Some caregivers were aware of the diagnosis prior to the birth of the child; this 
was true of Adele and Nancy. Other caregivers including Regina, became aware of the 
diagnosis at birth. For a significant proportion of caregivers, the diagnosis did not occur 
until the child was older and involved a process of formal testing. This was true of 
David. Obtaining a diagnosis can be a process, but coming to terms with it can also be a 
process involving a period of time to integrate and understand what this may mean in 
the life of the child and of the caregiver. Mary's description of her experience of coming 
to terms with the diagnosis of her children confirms this; although she understood the 
initial descriptions of the medical fragility facing her children, she did not comprehend 
the long-term impact of their mother's alcohol use. Understanding grew over time. 
This chapter is divided into three categories, reflecting the way in which 
caregivers were informed of their child's diagnosis: a caregiver who received a 
diagnosis prior to birth; caregivers who sought a diagnosis after birth; and a caregiver 
who was advised by a daycare to seek a diagnosis. 
Because diagnosis and mediation of care are closely connected, each section 
includes the story of a caregiver's experience with diagnosis followed by a description 
of the mediation of care in response to the diagnosis. The chapter begins with the 
experience of Adele, her discovery of the diagnosis at birth and her mediation of care. 
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This is followed by description of a cluster of three caregivers who sought a diagnosis 
because of their children's unusual and challenging behaviours. The first caregiver, a 
grandmother, provides an example of a person who has the support of her family and 
extended family and who mediates care with agencies, both accepting and challenging 
services based on how those services meet the perceived needs of her grandchild. The 
second caregiver in this cluster provides an example of particular problems in dealing 
with schools and the use of medications. The third example of a caregiver who sought a 
diagnosis after birth is a grandmother attempting to mediate care for her grandchild with 
almost no assistance from family. This caregiver has suffered extreme trauma 
throughout her life, and continues to be abused by her daughter, the parent of the child 
for whom she is providing care. 
The third way a diagnosis may be obtained is illustrated by the example of a 
caregiver who was alerted by the daycare his daughter attended that she had a learning 
problem. He acted on their suggestion, requesting testing through Children's Hospital. 
The testing was followed by increased understanding on his part that his child required 
adaptations in his parenting, as well as increased supports in her daycare. The confirmed 
diagnosis made increased funding to the daycare possible so they could implement these 
additional supports. 
A. Diagnosis before birth 
A dele's story: Taking responsibility 
Adele and her husband were aware that their child would be born with a 
disability prior to birth, but they were unclear about the seriousness of the disability. 
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They later learned that few children are bora and live with such severe limitations, as the 
body usually aborts the foetus. When Naomi was born, Adele's strong conviction of the 
importance of "taking responsibility" enabled her to challenge the medical systems: 
[W]hen Naomi was born, we were told, "This is going to be too much for you to 
handle." I said, "You don't know who you're talking to." And they said, "You 
should ... take her to [a long-term care facility]. You could visit her." And I said, 
"Who do you think you're talking to? Really, you don't know me." People didn't 
know me. And I was just bound and determined to tell them that they didn't 
know who they were dealing with.... She had to have major surgery where she 
had lost so much blood ... then she had a stroke another time, seizures and all 
kinds of things. I looked into her eyes and said, "I see life. She's not going 
anywhere. She's going to be fine." 
Adele's saw "life" in the eyes of her child. Physicians recommended that Naomi 
remain in hospital until she was two. Adele and her husband had fears about such a long 
stay in the hospital. When Naomi was ten months old, Adele concerns increased: 
I just started seeing that life start to leave when ... they started putting splints on 
her arms ... I'd go in and I'd say, "This kid is never going to learn ... how do 
other kids learn? Everything goes into their mouth there, you know? She 
couldn't sit up or walk. I said, "I'm going to take her home." They didn't like it. 
They actually threatened to call Child & Family Services. I said, "You go right 
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ahead. They'll be on my side because I'm just advocating for my child." And I 
said, "She will die here." 
Adele spent two months creating a system of support, which she presented to the 
hospital board to gain permission to bring Naomi home. Her preparations included back-
up systems in case of power failure, descriptions of health-care plans, as well as 
organization of home care, physiotherapy, and occupational therapy. Naomi was "sitting 
under the Christmas tree" at home at the age of one year, and was communicating. 
Physicians had suggested that Naomi would never be able to sit or communicate. Adele 
believed Naomi's being home enabled her to reach these milestones. Arranging the care 
plan was a sophisticated undertaking for a young mother, aged 27, in full-time studies at 
the university, and whose husband was working out of town. The success of her family 
in caring for their daughter is directly connected to Adele's commitment to "taking 
responsibility" for her child, as well as to her willingness and ability to challenge the 
systems whose expertise is often accepted without question. 
Adele's childhood experience of growing up without parental support for a 
number of years, and thus her first-hand knowledge of dealing with systems with a 
direct and profound impact on her life, leads her to affirm the importance of families' 
"taking responsibility." In her role as an educator, Adele sees beyond the systems 
currently in place, and she advocates actively for increased parental responsibility, 
connecting her own experience to this imperative. In her view, children should be with 
their parents in the community. That she was advised to place her own child in care 
outside of her home incites her anger: 
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Why would I [place her in a care facility]? This is my child; I have a 
responsibility. I think that's what a parent needs to know. They have a 
responsibility and, if they can't [do it on their own], there's a lot of help out 
there: there's respite, there's even the opportunity for the child to have out of 
home respite. I think it's important to take responsibility for the kid, you know? 
That's just me. 
Adele's focus on providing support to ensure parents take responsibility for their 
child's care is even more important for individuals who have suffered as a result of 
parents either being unwilling or unable to take responsibility. Adele was offended by 
the fact that the medical community had suggested that caring for her child at home 
"was too much for her" although a family of a different cultural heritage who had a child 
with a similar disability was not discouraged from taking their child home; she 
wondered whether the different treatment of her family had been rooted in racism. 
As she provides care for her own daughter, and in her professional work with 
families, Adele is profoundly aware of the struggle many parents, including her mother, 
face: 
[A] lot of times when I talk with people who are struggling because they 
themselves felt that they were different or they were dealing with an illness, 
or.... someone with addictions, they believe the lie that they are not important. 
Somewhere, someone instilled in their minds, either by words or by actions, that 
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they were not important. And I believe [that] everyone is important, everyone 
has a purpose, and everyone is important - everyone ... there is a reason for 
everything; there's a purpose for everything. 
A lack of valuing by others, messages that one is not important or not capable 
causes people to stop believing in their own abilities. Thus, "talcing responsibility" for 
children is also intricately connected to their own self-worth and development. Adele 
has reflected on the discrepancy between the view of children as "sacred" within 
traditional Aboriginal teachings, but her own witnessing of a different reality. She 
makes meaning of it in this way: 
[I]n the Traditonal [Aboriginal] sense, children are sacred. A lot of times, I see 
things that contradict that, and I get frustrated by that. But then, I know that there 
are things that happened to our culture, to our people that made it that way. 
There [is] ... a different way of looking at a lot of things. Not until I actually 
started to learn that did I start to respect people.... Thinking about my mother, to 
understand ... why she decided not to teach us her language when she spoke the 
language, and why she decided not to teach either faith or religion - spirituality. 
So I would say that, even though when Naomi was born, we weren't living any 
faith ... we had a belief that God existed, even though we weren't really actively 
proclaiming to have any specific faith. 
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In the absence teaching formal "faith" or "religion," perhaps Adele's mother 
nevertheless taught a great deal. Adele describes her mother's influence: 
[S]he ... instilled things in us that were really important, that education was very 
important; that's how we were going to make it in this world.... She dealt with a 
lot of racism and so did we growing up.... So we had to deal with that... try to 
find a way to deal with that... we had good guidance counsellors. 
Adele is able to help her daughter daily to be strong in a world that doesn't see 
the strength of her daughter's spirit. The devaluing of her own life and her mother's life, 
had a positive element in that she could face the doctors and state, "I need to take her 
home". Where did she find the strength to accomplish this? Firstly, Adele has lived with 
the results of the negation of spirituality, language and values in her mother's life. She 
makes meaning of this through discerning the reasons behind her mother's alcoholism as 
linked to colonial treatment. Adele had much experience in dealing with "systems". 
Secondly, having grown up in the child welfare system, and having wrestled with it to 
enable her sisters to live with her, she understands that systems aren't perfect and don't 
always know what is best. 
When Adele saw physicians tying Naomi's arms to the hospital bed, she 
challenged them. In a sense, she "untied" her daughter's spirit by bringing her home, 
thereby birthing her daughter's entrance into another world, and, in her ongoing care, 
assists her in avoiding the negation she herself experienced. Adele understands the 
daughter has the capacity to bring gifts to her family, as well as into the larger world. 
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She encourages her, helps her to face the rough spots. And she laughs as she says that, 
sometimes, her daughter protests that she can't do something, saying, "Mommy, don't 
you know I have [name of diagnosis]? And her mother replies, "You may have 
[diagnosis], but don't try to get away with this by using that as an excuse." 
For Adele, spirituality became increasingly important. She describes making a 
decision to become a Christian as an important turning point in her life. Adele also 
acknowledges that she was deeply influenced by a high school English teacher; 
spirituality, the teacher, and her love of poetry assisted her. At the age of 21, she was 
living "a dangerous lifestyle" when a close friend died of an overdose. She sought out 
her high school English teacher, who "always had an extra lunch for students." She 
"walked away" from her risky lifestyle, returned to university, and became an educator. 
Adele's decision to seek out her high school teacher, and reach for purpose 
empowered her. This sense of purpose, of affirmation of the importance of all people, 
challenges both the negation of Aboriginal identity by colonial attitudes, and the 
negation of identity of individuals with disabilities. Adele passionately believes in the 
worth and value of all people. The negation of the value of individuals with disabilities, 
which permeates Euro-Canadian society, is not an impediment to her. In helping her 
daughter to deal with that negation, she draws directly on her experience of racism to 
help her daughter to face the experience of being different. This act of translation of 
knowledge of dealing with racism to empower her daughter demonstrates both a triumph 
of the spirit in the face of negation, and a critique of the dominant values within 
Canadian society. 
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Adele calls for a larger vision of possibilities in life for all people. Part of the 
healing in her own life has been in reaching out to her father, who failed to provide care 
for her when she was a teenager, and who had remarried and was living in another city. 
In his desire to reconnect with his daughter, he initially tried to share some of his 
material wealth with his grandchild, Naomi; Adele invites his involvement but declined 
money suggesting, "spend time with her instead." 
B. Seeking a diagnosis after birth 
1. Lynn's story: Creating a secure place 
Seeking a diagnosis 
Many caregivers sought a diagnosis for the child because of the unusual and 
difficult behaviours of their children. Lynn is a grandparent who has cared for her 
grandson, Dwayne, from the time her youngest daughter gave birth to him at the age of 
18. They urged their daughter to complete her education, offering to provide care for 
their grandson until their daughter was able to take over his care. Lynn describes the 
problems she began to notice: 
[W]hen he was 6 months old, I noticed that he was not like any other kids that I 
had in my care - and I had a lot of kids. When I would pick him up, I had to 
pick him up in such a way that he was not dangling or he would feel like he was 
falling from a high place and his arms would start flying around. He would try to 
grab onto anything or me or my hair or whatever he could grab onto. He wanted 
to grab onto something, like he was falling.... 
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Lynn and her husband had raised their own children, and had also been foster 
parents for Child and Family Services. When Lynn noticed the unusual behaviours, she 
was able to adjust her care to meet the needs of her grandchild: 
I had to learn to wrap him up first before I'd pick him up from the bed or wrap 
him up first before I put him down in his crib or in his stroller, to keep him 
secure, [to help him] to feel secure. I knew he was just not the same. I had five 
babies. He was different. He cried different. He bathed different. I couldn't put 
him in the water, and just wash him. He was terrified of everything. He had to be 
held close all the time. He had to feel ... sometimes your breath [was enough], 
and he would calm down.... 
When Lynn explored with her daughter why he was acting as he was, her 
daughter acknowledged that she had been drinking and doing drugs "a little bit." Lynn 
then took her grandchild to a physician at Child Development Clinic and he was 
diagnosed with Global Developmental Delay. However, Lynn continues to believe that 
the behaviour of her grandchild is consistent with characteristics of Fetal Alcohol 
Syndrome, although she acknowledges that there may be other factors as well. 
Providing care within family and extended family 
In her understanding of the difficult behaviour and the subsequent diagnosis of 
her grandchild, Lynn has been careful not to judge or blame her daughter, who is now 
married and has three younger children, all of whom are developing normally. However, 
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Lynn is adamant that their family be open about the challenges facing Dwayne. She 
accepts her grandchild and attempts to understand his challenges, his world. When she 
heard the diagnosis, Lynn began taking workshops and courses: "I went through the 
system to learn how ... to teach kids ... I wanted to learn." At that time, Lynn's husband 
was between jobs and so was able to share in caring for Dwayne. 
When Dwayne's mother decided to live on her own, Dwayne was two years of 
age. As was agreed, she took Dwayne with her. Dwayne resisted, however. On the very 
first night, Lynn said, "My daughter asked us to pick him up... he wanted to sleep in his 
room, and he wanted me." He settled happily back into his own room. Lynn and her 
husband then sought guardianship to ensure that decision making in dealing with 
medical care and education systems would be clear. They have arranged that if 
something were to happen to them, either Dwayne's natural mother or another sibling 
have agreed to take responsibility. Thus, this family has an important and active social 
support system for Dwayne, which assists him now and which would take over care if 
needed. 
Providing care in the community and negotiating with systems 
Bullying 
Lynn describes the pain of watching Dwayne's struggle with being bullied. He 
had been able to play normally with other children without incident until he was about 
ten years old. At that point, she noticed that children came to their home and offered him 
a quarter to buy the expensive toys that family members bought for him; they knew that 
Dwayne didn't understand the value of the toys and they laughed at him when they were 
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able to "con" him. Lynn, her husband, and their children attempted to intervene with the 
neighbourhood children, challenging their treatment of Dwayne. 
Around the same time as he was "conned" out of his toys, Lynn recalls watching 
on the playground as he was taunted by children to "chase" them; his disability caused 
him to appear clumsy and the children laughed, knowing he could never catch them. At 
a certain point, Dwayne simply "shut down"; other children threw a ball around him, 
never allowing him to catch it, and laughing at him. He sat down, put his head in his 
hands, and ignored them. From that point on, he stopped attempting to play with peers, 
and began playing with younger children. 
Educational programming 
Lynn described her experiences with teachers and educational resources to be 
very positive. When Dwayne was experiencing increasing difficulties in regular 
classrooms, a resource teacher suggested a special education classroom. There, he had 
increased supports, and he learned life skills, including how to cook. He assisted with 
other children who had greater challenges; he enjoyed this as he "was top of the class" 
and was proud of the fact that he was able to help others. This changed his experience of 
school. He was no longer struggling and enjoyed school. Lynn described the decision as 
very difficult. Within their family, both her husband and daughter did not want him to 
be in the life skills class, believing that he would be with "crazy" students. Lynn 
challenged their view, however, believing the suggested class was best for him. "Let's 
just try it," she told them, "see how he does." Lynn also noted that in their First Nation 
language, "disability" is translated as "retarded" or "crazy"; as well, in her view, both 
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her husband and daughter wanted to deny that there was a problem in Dwayne's 
learning. When her husband and daughter saw his ongoing progress, his happiness in the 
program, they became supportive. This demonstrates the importance of having an 
ongoing ability to work within systems, as well as the ability to work through differing 
opinions in the home. Within this family, the fears of both husband and daughter were 
understood, but Lynn was able to advocate for what she felt was best for Dwayne. 
Without Lynn's clear vision on this, Dwayne's experiences within school had the 
potential to be very negative. 
Lynn participates regularly with developing Individual Educational Plans at the 
school. She also had assistance from the resource teacher in accessing respite for 
Dwayne; this enables him to go out into the community for respite with a person funded 
through Children's Special Services. That Lynn did not receive respite until Dwayne 
was older, and was unaware of the program, appears to point to the need for increased 
education about supports for families. Additionally, this demonstrates the important role 
that the education system can play in ensuring that the families of their students are 
aware of community resources to support their children. 
Lynn acknowledges that she and her husband are very protective of Dwayne. 
They are currently wrestling with this. She describes Dwayne's own desire to be more 
independent and her husband's fears: 
We give him a ride to school, and we pick him up. For the last few weeks, he 
doesn't want me to pick him up ... [he says] "I'll walk home." But, my husband 
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says, "No, there's bullies out there!" My husband says to me, "If anything 
happens to that boy, I don't know what I'd do. I wouldn't be able to stand it." 
Medication 
As Dwayne withdrew increasingly from other children, as well as from others 
who came to their home to visit, Lynn sought assistance from an agency providing 
psychiatric services to the community. The physician, believing that Dwayne was 
depressed, prescribed Paxil and then Prozac. Lynn describes Dwayne's reaction: 
He was always sleeping; for a whole two weeks he was sleeping. So, I just took 
him off that Paxil.... Then they wanted to put him on Prozac, and I talked to 
people. I talked to my minister. We went onto the internet and studied about 
Prozac ... all the side effects that it had. And, Dwayne doesn't have any of those 
side effects right now, and why should I put him through that? I thought. I asked 
the doctor, and they told me that... they thought he was 'depressed'. 
Lynn found also that Dwayne appeared to be more aggressive. He felt remorse 
when this happened, but didn't seem to be able to stop himself. Lynn believed that 
Dwayne's withdrawal was because he recognized that people didn't know who he was, 
and think he's "stupid". She knows he recognizes that when he talks, people understand 
he is different. He also knows that he likes to "be down on the floor and play" and that is 
not acceptable, so he leaves. He often leaves the room when visitors arrive at their 
home. She asks him to say "hello" politely, which he does, and then he invariably 
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leaves. Poignantly, and with tears, Lynn described how he is simply protecting himself 
from a world where he understands how negatively he is viewed. Lynn asked, "Why 
should he be on drugs because others treat him badly? Who has the problem?" Since she 
did not believe the problem was with Dwayne, but with the world around, she and her 
husband discontinued the use of drugs. They did not want Dwayne to have to deal with 
the medical side effects. 
A secure place at home and in the world 
Providing a "secure" place, a place where Dwayne can "trust," is a major goal 
for Lynn. Like Mary, Lynn believes that Dwayne needs to be in a home where he is 
fully accepted, and where he can express himself, his greatest fears, a place where he is 
always welcomed. She describes how she used to "make a nest for him" beside her in 
her bed; he knew it was "his spot"; there, he talked about the things that had happened 
during the day. As he has grown, that happens much less, but she recognizes there are 
times when he still sometimes needs to talk. He comes to her room and asks, "Can I stay 
a little while?" She asks "What can we talk about?" and he starts talking. At these times, 
Lynn observes "that's when he talks the most"; then he goes back to his room. 
Lynn also spends important time helping Dwayne understand the larger world. 
Often, while driving, she talks to him about world events like the 2004 tsunami. While 
driving, she points out to him street signs, road signs, route numbers, information she 
believes will increase his personal safety and assist him in knowing how to live 
independently in the world. She also tells him about how civic government operates, 
who the mayor is, for example, and what he does, how government works. She smiles as 
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she recounts how she has overheard him telling his younger siblings and cousins the 
information they have discussed. This gives him a "handle," a way of being in the 
world. 
The source of values in Lynn's life 
Although she is living in an urban centre, Lynn says that she is closely connected 
to the rural communities of her childhood. She attributes her understanding of childcare 
to her mother: 
My mother was home. My dad was always away. He got contracts on [other] 
reserves.... We were close with grandma and grandpas and aunts and uncles on 
dad's side. My mother's family were just over on the next reserve. My mother 
went to residential school. She taught us school work. She was quite involved in 
our school. She made sure that we did our homework, and then our chores. 
Lynn was clearly supported by both her parents' families. Lynn described 
positive aspects of that experience. She also described some positive aspects of the 
education her mother received in residential school. Lynn and her husband were 
married when she was 18, and they had their children shortly after; they moved from 
their First Nation community to the city of Winnipeg in 1984 because of a lack of job 
opportunities in their rural area. At that time, Lynn accessed upgrading: "I needed to go 
back to school with my kids." She began by completing high school and ultimately 
graduated in business administration several years later. She worked in a number of 
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positions, including managing a store prior to the birth of Dwayne. While she had taken 
in foster children while working previously, she decided to leave her position to care for 
Dwayne when he was born. 
Lynn continues to be actively involved in a faith community. She retains ties to 
the community of her childhood and has been asked by women of her rural First Nation 
to return and help them to advocate for their children. She says, "They are worried about 
their children." She has declined because of the lack of educational resources for 
Dwayne in that community. She may consider this in the future. 
The ongoing concern for Lynn is this: What would happen to Dwayne if they 
were unable to care for him? She knows he is very vulnerable, and stresses that children 
like Dwayne need a place to "learn," a place where they can start learning, where they 
can be helped to learn. 
What Lynn offers Dwayne is a secure place where he is totally accepted; within 
their home and the current school, Lynn is able to mediate his care, enabling his needs to 
be met in a way that is best for him. She understands, but challenges, her daughter's and 
husband's fears. She struggles with issues such as how to respect his desire to have 
increased independence; with time, she will, no doubt, find a way to negotiate this 
within her family. Lynn also sifts possibilities in education, in use of medications, as 
well as social opportunities. She accepts what might be useful, and rejects what she 
considers not helpful to Dwayne. Two other caregivers have important contributions to 
"seeking a diagnosis" because both demonstrate the importance of the diagnostic 
process to understanding a child's challenges, as well as the complexity of making 
decisions regarding appropriate treatment in schools, and in use of medications. 
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2. Veronica's story: We have to be the voices for our children 
Early challenges 
Veronica is a caregiver of Metis heritage in her late thirties; her son Jonathon is 
diagnosed with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). Veronica's oldest 
child, born six years before Jonathon, was tragically killed four years prior to the 
interview, in an accident while crossing the street. Veronica had been in an abusive 
relationship with the father of these two boys over a period of 15 years. She stated often 
in the interview, "I don't know why I stayed with him for so long." Veronica is now 
married to a First Nation man and has a preschool-aged child. She has worked in a 
variety of agencies, some Aboriginal, some non-Aboriginal. Over the years, her 
professional work has been in childcare, teaching parenting, providing advocacy for 
parents, and social work. Veronica lives in the area where she works, the North End of 
Winnipeg, in a home she purchased with her parents' assistance several years ago. She 
has had a great deal of support from her family; until recently, her mother lived with 
their family, and she acknowledges, "I don't know what I would have done without [my 
parents]." 
Veronica was in her first relationship as well as working full-time when 
Jonathon was born. She describes his challenges in this way: 
[H]e was always a hard-to-handle child. He always had to be with me and only 
me. He would never form relationships with anybody else; even his biological 
father.... He always had to be where I was. He threw fits if it were anybody 
other than me. I couldn't even use the washroom without him crying. One day I 
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got so frustrated, I just picked up the phone book.... I called the Manitoba 
Society for Disabilities. I don't remember who [I talked to] but I was just 
panicking, just kind of losing it as a parent, thinking, "What the hell did I do 
wrong?" You know? I think he was about 2 V2 or 3 at the time ... she hooked me 
up with my first worker through Children's Special Services ... she came and 
did some visits. 
Children's Special Services, an agency funded by the Province of Manitoba, has 
been very supportive of Veronica and Jonathon. Veronica continues to rely on the social 
worker there who offers support in a variety of ways. The social worker attends 
Individual Educational Plan meetings at school with Veronica, as well as ensuring 
Veronica has respite; as well, she is a person who can be relied on to simply support 
Veronica in the many decisions she needs to make. Veronica has been unsure of the 
reasons for Jonathon's disability, but believes that his difficult birth may have been a 
factor. Veronica's labour was induced, and Jonathon's heart stopped; she was rushed 
into surgery and had an emergency Caesarean section, but Jonathon may have been 
without oxygen for a sufficient time to cause the disability. In her words, "he's just 
always been the hard child, you know, behaviour-wise." 
Dealing with educational systems and use of medications 
Veronica has the experience in working with young children through her 
professional work to enable her to negotiate with schools regarding the educational 
supports her son requires. Based on his challenging behaviour and fairly low cognitive 
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scores, Jonathon was placed in a low-enrolment classroom with a high level of support. 
Veronica believed that medications would assist his learning, so he began to use 
medications. Jonathon was learning so well that the school believed he no longer 
required the supports, and he was placed in a regular classroom, with a part-time 
educational assistant support for only half the day. Veronica was frustrated; she 
struggled with how to approach the school. She believed that Jonathon was unable to 
manage in the classroom without the higher level of support. He began bedwetting 
again, exhibited increased anxiety at home, complained of being ill, and resisted going 
to school. She also believed that instead of being in the classroom, the educational 
assistant was pulling him from the classroom and working with him in the hallway. She 
questioned the ability of the educational assistant to teach him as he had been taught in 
the classroom in the previous year. While he was in the classroom the remainder of the 
day, he was unable to remain focused without one-on-one support and was thus not 
learning during that time either. Veronica wanted to retain the increased support that had 
enabled him to learn more positively. Veronica describes her frustration with the school: 
I try so hard to make sure Jonathon gets exactly what he deserves for school.... I 
don't think they really [understand] children as little people; they're just not 
individualizing them. It really makes me mad because they expect 30 kids in the 
room to do 30 of the same things; and yet, they're all different with their own 
personalities, their own beliefs, their own individualism. They have to focus on 
that in the schools. 
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[Schools] need to educate [teachers] more about challenging children, learning to 
modify the classroom to the child, not the child to the classroom; maybe put 
more people in[to] the room with the challenging children. That doesn't mean 
[to] throw them all in[to] one room with 2 adults; that means [that] if there's a 
certain time of day where the children need more one-on-one, get the person in 
at that time of day. There's so many programs for ADHD. There's a book out 
there that teaches you to do 20 minutes of classroom work; go in[to] the hallway 
and do 5 minutes of jumping jacks. 
Ultimately, with the assistance of her Children's Special Services worker, 
Veronica met with the school and was able to find a solution. She continues to assist 
other parents in finding ways to enable their children to learn, stressing, "we have to be 
the voices of our children." 
Veronica has strong views about the use of medications. While she accepts their 
use for Jonathon in school, she doesn't want him to be on medications throughout his 
life. Her plan is to teach him the skills to manage his own behaviours and to help him 
deal with his frustration. She has found strategies from Children's Special Services, 
including "breathing techniques" and "picture cues," to be helpful. 
She believes that Aboriginal people often don't appreciate either the potential for 
positive uses of medications, or the potential for abuse. Sometimes people resist using 
medication, although they may help. Other times, people go to a physician with certain 
symptoms and are prescribed medications about which they may have little information. 
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Dealing with grief 
Veronica's concern about uses of medication is rooted in her own experience: 
Aboriginal people don't really understand ... what exactly a psychologist does 
for you. A lot of them just go see their regular doctors and they medicate them, 
you know what I mean? "Well, here's an [antidepressant...." I try and explain 
that, because I had ... [used] anti-depressants in the past. I decided, once I got 
off those, there was no way I was ever going back on them. Even though my son 
[was] just killed, I refused to be medicated because I didn't really like the way I 
felt... and... they say they're non habit-forming; but how can anything that goes 
in[to] your body not be habit-forming? ... I really felt the insurance company ... 
wanted ... a quick fix. I said, "No, it's not going to happen...." So I try and 
teach people. It's their choice but I try and tell them that there's other [ways to 
deal with grief] .... There [are] the grieving techniques, the talking, you know? 
"If you can try it, try it." ... I just didn't want to medicate myself so I didn't feel 
it. I just wanted to learn to deal with it so [that] I could be healthy because, if I'm 
not healthy, then my children won't be. They already have to deal... [with loss]. 
[Youngest child] may have been 10 months old but she remembers him. 
Jonathon was ... almost 6 ... I mean, I had to be able to make sure they got 
through it healthily.... 
Veronica's understanding of the need to "take responsibility" for her own health, 
in order to then ensure that her children were able to deal with the grief and loss they 
felt, is instructive. 
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The inability of others to tolerate one's pain and grief is described by Greenspan 
(2004) when she was dealing with the grief of her child's illness. In the months her child 
was in the neonatal nursery, she was consumed by worry about him. During this time, 
she visited a dentist; noticing her distress, he asked if she was ill. She was so touched 
that he had asked that she began to cry. His reaction was to leave the room and not 
return. She realized then that his response to her pain was common in our society. Many 
people find being present with a person who is suffering very difficult, creating isolation 
for the person who is in pain. 
Greenspan comments that of the difficulty that many people in our society have 
in facing grief creates increased problems for individuals dealing with both personal 
grief as well as intergenerational trauma. In some ways, medical science sees 
"medications" as a way to be helpful. That this is so reflects a pervasive and underlying 
difficulty in Euro-Canadian culture to deal with or find meaning in grief and loss. 
Individuals of Aboriginal heritage often face much grief and loss; this places them in a 
situation of dealing with medical systems that may be inadequate in assisting them to 
deal with this loss. Because Aboriginal spiritual traditions, which might have better 
supported a view of life that includes loss and grief, have been undermined, they may 
not receive the kind of support that would enable them to deal with and find meaning in 
the grief. Caregivers of children with developmental disabilities are under so much 
stress that they may have difficulty even accessing services that might provide such 
support. Other spiritual traditions may not be trusted, and many caregivers are in 
situations where having the kind of support that Greenspan (2004) suggests - ie., 
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specialized therapy - is not always available because of the prohibitive costs of such 
therapy. 
The next caregiver provides an example of a person who has had to deal with 
grief and intergenerational trauma, as well as abuse within a residential school. Her 
story demonstrates that although she would like to connect with spiritual resources to 
assist her in dealing with the many ongoing challenges she faces, this is difficult while 
caring full-time for her grandchild. She continues to carry much grief as she provides 
care for this child. 
3. Beth's story: Something inside me... is just happy 
Taking responsibility 
Beth is a grandmother caring for her six-year-old grandchild Harold, the second 
grandchild she has raised. Her oldest grandson is now in his early 20's and living in 
another city. Harold is the son of Beth's youngest daughter. She describes how she 
began caring for Harold. 
My daughter ... had a hard time taking care of him.... She lived here ... but she 
was upset ... mother blues I guess. She held that against me ... having a baby. 
"You don't touch my baby"... stuff like that, you know? It was really hard. And 
it got to the point of her drinking. That's when I started looking after Harold. I 
was asking myself: Where is she leaving him? She was living with me but she'd 
take her baby out and leave him somewhere else.... I don't know why she did 
that. At first, I guess she wanted to drink - sneak around and drink and for me 
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not to know. But I found out and I got the little boy. There were smoking -
cigarettes and pot. I'd go to pick up the baby and get him out of there, and she'd 
get really mad.... 
When Harold was seven months old, the police brought him to Beth because 
Harold had been struck by her daughter's boyfriend. Her daughter then became 
increasingly violent; when Harold was 21 months, Child and Family Services placed 
him in her care because they were going to apprehend him. Beth immediately had 
difficulty caring for Harold. When she consulted physicians, they told her that he was 
going through the "terrible twos." 
Seeking help 
Beth felt isolated, not knowing what was wrong with her grandson. She went 
back to the physician. She knew there must be something wrong: 
[H]e was crying so much, screaming, screaming.... I told the doctor, "There's 
something wrong with him. He's 3 years old; the 'terrible two's' should have 
stopped. All he does is scream and scream. He'll clutch onto me and almost rip 
my clothes off. He's so scared of everybody. [If] anybody came into the yard, 
he'd be hanging onto me; his eyes were shut, screaming and screaming. I 
couldn't calm him. He didn't want to open his eyes." One worker said to me, "It 
looks like maybe he was traumatized". [His mother] did hit him. She hit him lots 
... they had to send him to a specialist. And that's when a bunch lot of doctors 
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sitting around, and the ... social workers. And that's when they told me [he had] 
autism. I didn't ask them "what is that - what is autism?" I just ... I couldn't 
even understand.... I couldn't understand then; I just heard ... I saw lips moving; 
I just sat in shock, I guess. But, I finally knew; I didn't know why he was 
screaming like that.... 
I tried to pay attention but I couldn't put my mind to [taking this in], I was 
thinking about that little boy, how serious that would be; and [whether] it were 
going to be getting worse. 
When the doctor said [that] she was going to give him some pills to calm him 
down for hyper [activity] ... [I said] "No, he doesn't need pills." ... the moment 
she said 'pills', I said, "No, no, no." Right away. I just got up, started walking 
around the room, grabbing Harold. And, that's when they offered, if I needed to 
know more, that there would be classes available - happening. Right away I said 
I'd join. 
Initial shock when first hearing a diagnosis is common, as is mistrust of the use 
of drugs. A number of caregivers in this study - both parents and grandparents whose 
daughters may have abused substances - are opposed to the use of medications in 
treatment. It appears they believe the children have experienced negative impacts 
because of drugs. They are profoundly upset by the idea of their children or 
grandchildren being prescribed drugs. 
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Beth embraced the opportunity to learn how to deal with autism. She laughs as 
she describes how she enjoyed watching through the one-way mirror at the class. She 
noticed that at first he started screaming, and received "time outs" in another room; 
before long, he began going to the other room on his own. Within a period of six weeks, 
his behaviour had improved significantly. "He graduated!" Beth said. She stressed it was 
a "lot of work" taking him to the classes, but he became more calm at home. This was 
very helpful because for a long time, "people didn't want to come to her house"; the 
screaming was too difficult. 
Beth's family, her other children and the grandchild she raised previously, are 
sometimes helpful when they visit - and sometimes unhelpful. Her daughter, Harold's 
mother, has been abusive to her, hitting her on occasion, and this is a source of deep 
grief. Harold appears normal, and a part of the problem she faces with family members 
is they don't understand "autism" and the fact that certain noises, sounds, and scents 
bother Harold. They try to reason with him, and are frustrated and easily upset with him; 
she finds she has to intervene. When family members visit, she is often busy and 
cooking, and this creates problems as she is unable to care for him as well as when they 
are alone, and this causes him frustration as well. 
Also troubling for Beth is that when she takes Harold out, he sometimes acts 
inappropriately; for example, he wants to "touch" the nylon stockings of women in the 
street or in malls. At times he also acts out, and she feels people "blame" her. She 
sometimes wishes she could carry a sign saying "he has autism" to alert others so she 
doesn't have to explain so much to people. 
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While he has only occasional tantrums at home, he continues to have difficulty at 
school. In two interviews with Beth, as well as in the meeting of participants to 
summarize the information from participants, she described her concerns about 
medication as well as about allocation of services. Beth doesn't understand why Harold 
has as much difficulty at school as he does. She feels frustrated by the fact that the 
school asks: What is happening at home? However, she feels that the problem must be at 
school, and not at home, so wonders how to deal with this. She is feeling increasingly 
pressured to allow the use of medication with Harold. At the final meeting of 
participants, she stated that she has agreed to a psychiatric consultation in the hope that 
the psychiatrist will tell her and the school that Harold does not require medication. 
Beth relies on supports from Children's Special Services as well as from Child 
and Family Services. As a person with few outside supports who relies heavily on 
"formal" supports, she is frustrated that funds within these services are inconsistently 
allocated, and difficult to understand. She discovered through her respite worker that she 
would receive greater funding from one Child and Family Service agency than from 
another for necessary items and felt this was unfair. That information should have been 
received from her CFS social worker, rather than from her respite worker. 
Spirituality 
Beth describes how she learned about traditional spirituality, and how much she 
appreciates it. She prays whenever and wherever she is able. She would like to learn 
more about traditional spirituality, but has little opportunity to be alone, and to explore 
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this. She appreciates Traditional understandings of the Great Spirit. She burns 
sweetgrass, especially when she is feeling down or depressed. 
Beth carries experiences of extreme trauma. Unlike Mary, Lynn, and Veronica, 
who had positive experiences in their early family life, Beth was abused within her 
family of origin by her mother. She says, "She was an evil woman... oh my God... scars 
all over." At the age of four she was taken by police to a residential school. There, she 
states, "at least I had enough to eat." However, she was abused in other ways. She was 
punished for speaking her language. She had never spoken English prior to attending 
school, and said, "I was stubborn. I never lost my language. A lot of kids did. I was 
stubborn. It didn't matter how much they hit me. They just drove me more to talking my 
own language." She was also abused by a Catholic priest. She continues to find 
attending religious services of any kind extremely difficult, except the traditional 
spiritual understandings. A common experience of children in residential schools was 
the cutting of hair on arrival. So scarring was this for her that she still has difficulty 
going to a hairdresser. 
Following residential school, at the age of 16, Beth entered an arranged marriage 
initiated by her mother, in which she suffered further abuse. She was finally beaten so 
severely by her husband that she was advised to leave by her family doctor, who 
warned, "You'd better leave before you get killed." 
Terrified, she fled to the city of Winnipeg. She had always been afraid of the 
city, and knew only an aunt of her husband, where she stayed, hiding in a closet when 
her husband came looking for her. She found a job, worked, and learned to live in the 
city. She went back for her children and found they had been molested by her father-in-
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law. When her parents-in-law attempted to stop her from taking her children, she hired a 
lawyer and took them with her to the city. She promised herself that she would never hit 
her children, and she never has. However, she acknowledges that she felt she did not 
know how to care well for her children. In mediating care for Harold, she tries very hard 
to treat him well. 
Among the tragedies she experienced was the loss of a two-month-old child. 
When the child was ill, she asked her mother-in-law, who had a car, to take her to a 
doctor; her mother-in-law refused. Beth protested, saying that "the baby isn't eating"; 
within a week the baby died, and her mother-in-law suggested that she had "killed the 
baby." This incident continued to trouble her when she began caring for her grandson; 
she found she was always going to his bed, checking to see if he was breathing. 
At the close of the interviews, Beth was clear in saying that while caring for 
Harold was initially very hard, she is now "a happy grandma." When Beth began caring 
for Harold she left her job to provide full time care for him. While caring for him is 
challenging, she feels is fortunate to care for him. She says, "We've been through a lot, 
me and the little guy ... both being beaten ... and him so young.... I say 'I'll take good 
care of you, Harold.'" 
Like other caregivers, Beth feels that there is important purpose in her 
grandson's life and she is grateful for the opportunity to care for him. This confirms the 
sense of "value" and "purpose" in the life of a child, and the interaction of this purpose 
in her own growth and healing from the great sadness she has experienced. 
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C. Referral of an older child through a daycare 
David's story: Knock on every door 
Taking responsibility 
David is single parenting three children who were five, seven, and ten at the time 
of the interview. David's story is important because he had encountered many 
difficulties in his path to parenting. Responsibility is a large theme in David's story. His 
children had been apprehended by Child and Family Services. He had to "prove 
himself to regain custody of his children. The greatest difficulty in taking responsibility 
for his children was not being "believed." David described the initial experience of 
working with agencies as very painful. His experience was so difficult there were times 
when he wanted to simply say, "Forget it!" He felt he was treated disrespectfully. While 
he was aware that he had made mistakes, he said, "We're not like this because we're 
mean people. We're like this because we learned it somewhere. We can unlearn it..." 
The relationship he had with his former partner had been marked by violence, 
and David felt that he had been "blamed" when, in fact, a part of the problem had been 
with her. He stated, "I have the marks on my body to prove it," but he said nobody 
believed him: "It is the woman they believe." When police were called, he was taken in 
handcuffs; there was no use protesting. In dealing with agencies to gain custody of the 
children, he found that many persons within the system, particularly Aboriginal women, 
"have issues with men." 
David is a parent who attempts to take advantage of all opportunities for his 
children. His daughter's entry into a Head Start Program, an enriched program for 
preschool children, was initiated by him; he recounted how he kept calling up the 
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director and "bugging" her: "Can my daughter come to your program?" When she was 
accepted, he worked closely with the staff. 
Gaining understanding 
David explained that he was unaware his daughter had learning problems until 
"the ladies at the daycare" suggested she be tested because they noticed her behaviour 
was unusual. He initiated a diagnosis with the Child Development Clinic, where she was 
diagnosed with Alcohol Related Neurological Disorder, a form of Fetal Alcohol 
Syndrome, but without the facial features. When he discovered that some of her 
frustrating behaviour had been related to her inability to understand, David said he 
changed from being a "mad" dad to being a more "understanding" dad. He believed his 
son had similar symptoms and so initiated a diagnostic assessment for him as well; his 
son had "failed" grade one, and he recognized that he would benefit from the increased 
supports in the school system, which would be available only if a diagnosis were in 
place. At the time of the second interview, his son's diagnosis for Alcohol Related 
Neurological Disorder was complete. 
Transferring knowledge 
As a parent who worked outside the home, David didn't know how to "manage" 
and run a house. He attended classes at a local agency to learn what he refers to as "life-
skills" - keeping his home and children organized. He quit his job to care for his 
children because his children's needs were so high. He often "transfers knowledge" 
from his past employment to current challenges. He attributes his ability to keep his 
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finances in order to be related to job skills. Now that he understands that his children's 
difficulties with memory are a challenge, he keeps a very structured household. He has 
an agenda book for himself to "model" writing things down and "remembering," and he 
has an agenda book for each of his children, checking them daily, offering reminders. 
Another barrier David found was that he had to "learn" to parent. His mother had 
attended residential school. He attributed her strictness to her harsh treatment in the 
school. This father thus demonstrates that the knowledge of how to parent was partly 
learned from persons outside his family. David is proactive in utilizing many services. 
He attends parent groups and helpful workshops, and belongs to the Fetal Alcohol 
Association of Manitoba. An occupational therapist associated with the Children's 
Hospital has been particularly helpful, and he calls her when he has a problem. David is 
very persistent but also discerning about seeking help. He used the metaphor knock on 
every door to describe how he accesses resources. He has accessed services through 
contacting agencies such as Healthy Child Manitoba, requesting information on [Fetal 
Alcohol] kids. His approach is to, "Knock on every door.. .to see if it works. And that's 
what I do all the time. If it makes it easier at home for me and the children, I'll do it." 
David is very clear that when he approaches agencies, he discerns 
whether the agency representatives are welcoming. If they are, he is able to access the 
service. If they aren't, he goes elsewhere. To him, "Doors are programs.... And there's 
lots of them out there. It's just finding the ... environment that doesn't judge, [people] 
who sincerely want to help. Because there are children involved - children's hearts and 
minds ..." David has felt judged by schools and services because of the diagnoses of his 
children. However, he knows he needs the diagnoses to help his children have increased 
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supports so they are able to learn more effectively. He acknowledged that a part of the 
struggle between himself and his former partner had been around his anger with her 
drinking while pregnant. 
Ongoing challenges 
In addition to the struggle of dealing with the judgments of others, David must 
also deal with the disappointment of the children that their mother doesn't often visit. 
He tries to be respectful of her to the children; he continues to grieve, saying, "I'm still 
waiting for us to be a family. She is a beautiful person." However, he says he is aware 
that she has suffered from extreme trauma in her childhood. 
David had difficulty with getting adequate housing while on social assistance. 
He moved from an excellent school where his children were doing well to another. 
When his children began attending a new school, he attempted to be respectful of how 
the teacher was guiding the learning of his children. This is a "value" of many 
Aboriginal parents, which can put them at a disadvantage in dealing with systems such 
as schools; the way that parents express concerns is not always recognized as a serious 
concern. More aggressive parents are responded to much more quickly. Over several 
months, he found that the learning environment was not helping his children, and he 
moved his children to their previous school. What is important to note is that David's 
values about how to approach the teacher did not allow him to be more assertive when 
he had serious concerns. David's approach is not a reflection of lack of concern; rather, 
his approach was rooted in a deep value that it is important to approach people in a 
respectful way. He was very upset by the result. "They lost a whole year," he lamented. 
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Chapter Nine 
Theme II: Moving as a reality of looking for care in rural communities 
Introduction 
Five caregivers within this sample moved to the City of Winnipeg to access 
medical and therapeutic resources for their children. Three of the caregivers were caring 
for medically fragile children and two were caring for children diagnosed with autism. 
This chapter presents experiences described by caregivers in three categories. 
The first category will be the challenges faced by two families who have been 
"split", with a child or children living in Winnipeg with parents while other children 
remain in their First Nation community. The second category describes challenges faced 
by a family with a child with autism. Although there were two families with children 
with autism, only one family remained in their First Nation, attempting to access 
resources there until their son was a teenager, when they recognized they had to move 
for their son's sake as well as for the health of their family. The second caregiver with a 
child with autism had lived previously in Winnipeg. She remained in the First Nation for 
only a month after her son began school. She recognized that there were no supports in 
place, and moved immediately. The third category involves a caregiver who moved 
from a rural community to Winnipeg to access increased medical supports for her 
daughter. This caregiver has lived away from her First Nation for most of her life. She 
reflects on the factors she took into account in moving to access increased medical 
resources eight months prior to the interview; her move was both a physical move as 
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well as an inner growth. Many of the challenges she faced in the small city in which she 
lived are similar to those of previous participants, her narrative illustrates the complexity 
of balancing the needs of her child with a disability with the needs of other children, her 
own longing for emotional support, and her desire to be working rather than on 
assistance. 
The experiences of all families point to a chronic lack of medical, therapeutic, 
and educational supports for children in rural First Nation communities. 
A: Caregivers with medically fragile children 
1. Regina 's story: Material things can be replaced, but not someone's life 
Regina is living in Winnipeg with her husband and youngest son Nathan who is 
medically fragile and severely disabled. This family is maintaining two households, with 
Regina and her husband and Nathan, who is 12 years of age, living in Winnipeg, while 
their 22-year-daughter is caring for several younger children, including a child two 
years younger than Nathan, in their rural First Nation. 
When Nathan was born, he was placed in intensive care and diagnosed with 
severe brain damage. Nathan needs help with eating, bathing, and changing; he is not 
toilet-trained. Prior to Nathan's birth, Regina and her husband had been living in 
Winnipeg for three years because of a shortage of housing on their First Nation. When 
Nathan was four, they returned to their rural First Nation to care for Regina's father until 
his death one and a half years prior to the interview; at that time, they returned to 
Winnipeg to access medical, therapeutic, and educational resources for Nathan. 
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Barriers to remaining in their community and impact on family 
Nathan had not attended school from the time he was born in 1993 until 2004, 
when they returned to Winnipeg. No one within the First Nation school system was 
trained to handle a child like Nathan. In Regina's words, "Every time we'd go and ask 
for help for Nathan we were walking into closed doors ... there's nothing available for 
these children." 
Regina met with the Director of Special Education in a Winnipeg school division 
to arrange where Nathan might attend school. She then applied to a housing agency 
where they had stayed previously; their good record from their past residence in 
Winnipeg enabled them to access housing quickly. Regina describes her son's care as 
very hard, but she is a person who doesn't give up easily. She wants the best for her son. 
She states, "If I don't stay [in Winnipeg] ... and let Nathan get the therapy he needs and 
the schooling he needs ... it'll be the same thing. He'll be stuck in the house 24 hours a 
day again." In her view, "Material things could be replaced but not someone's life." 
Although she had a good home in her own community, she was was prepared to leave it 
for her son's sake. 
Regina describes an "extra attachment" to Nathan. Such an "extra attachment" 
with a child with a disability has been described by other caregivers as well. Regina's 
younger child, who was 10 years old at the time of the interview, is more attached to her 
oldest daughter because her daughter has cared for him in Regina's absence. 
Regina is clear about the need for increased resources for Nathan. Without 
educational opportunities in their rural First Nation, their family cannot return there. 
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Even in Winnipeg, she would appreciate increased respite, especially to assist with the 
heavy care aspects of his physical needs. As her son grows, attending to all his physical 
care is increasingly difficult. 
In Winnipeg Regina has enrolled in an education program that will enable her 
and her family to be more economically independent. In addition to her current 
commitment to upgrading, she and her husband have a small business, which takes her 
at times back to her First Nation on weekends. She stresses that her upgrading is 
important so "I'll be making my own money instead of depending on someone else. 
That kind of attitude has brought me a long way, especially with Nathan." 
2. Barry and Grace: We want our daughter to learn 
This two-parent family have lived all their lives in a remote northern community, 
accessible only by air in summer and by a winter road in the winter. Their daughter, 
Tammy, was born in Winnipeg, delivered by Caesarean section, and then mother and 
daughter returned to their First Nation. In her early months, Tammy had difficulty 
breathing, contracted pneumonia, and then, at the age of seven months, began seizuring; 
she was initially treated in the nursing station at her community. However, when those 
treatments were not successful and the seizures continued, mother and child travelled by 
medical ambulance to Winnipeg while the father remained in their community, caring 
for their older children. Tammy was treated with medications for the seizures; she was 
also diagnosed with asthma. She and her mother remained in Winnipeg for several 
weeks while her health was monitored. Both parents went back and forth several times 
between their home community and Winnipeg before they finally made a decision to 
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relocate to Winnipeg with Tammy and a sibling aged ten at the time, leaving two older 
teenaged children in the community. 
The costs of relocating were very high. This family sold everything in their home 
community; they had high costs in the first few weeks for Grace's stay at a hostel in 
Winnipeg, and even higher costs as Barry and their 10 year old daughter joined them 
and until they were settled in an apartment. Currently Barry and Grace together with 
Tammy, and two siblings aged ten and two are living in Winnipeg. 
Therapies and services 
While in Winnipeg, this family has accessed Children's Special Services and 
Provincial Outreach Therapy Services (POTS) for their daughter. A speech therapist 
works with Tammy in an ongoing treatment plan. They have found the particular 
approach taken by the therapist very helpful. When their daughter learned to 
communicate, she and they were much less frustrated. However, the therapist is 
speaking English, and in the past they have spoken only their own language in their 
home. They laughed as they stated that they had to learn to be bilingual as a family so 
that they could understand Tammy, and she could understand them, as she has learned to 
speak from her speech therapist, and the therapist speaks only English. They were 
urgently requesting speech therapy services for their daughter in their own language, in 
their own community. 
Through Children's Special Services, they were able to access day care to 
increase her learning. Initially, when Grace made a request for daycare, the agency 
stated that, because Grace was not working, their daughter could not attend. Children's 
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Special Services worker successfully advocated on their behalf and Tammy entered the 
daycare, with supports. Grace and Barry appreciate both the speech therapy she receives 
through POTS, as well as the stimulation she receives at day care. 
Barriers to returning to their community 
This family is anxious to return to their First Nation. They cannot return to their 
previous housing, however, and, at the time of the interview, had no clear idea when a 
house would be approved. While anxious to return, they remain torn because of the lack 
of services in that community for Tammy. Barry and Grace are very happy with the 
services they have received, saying "they helped her a lot in the city." Their Children's 
Special Services worker has insight into treatment needs of children with special needs; 
she visits regularly and assists them in understanding how better to help Tammy learn. 
These parents suggested to me that an important outcome of this research would 
be training courses for individuals from their community in speech therapy; as well, 
when they return to their community, they'd like to have teachers trained to deal with 
the special needs that their daughter presents. If training courses are not possible or 
available in their community, they would like to bring her to Winnipeg on a monthly 
basis for the therapy. However, both parents are aware that the costs of flying out are 
extremely high, and they did not know whether such costs would be covered by their 
community. 
Barry stated that he learned about caring for children from his mother: "...She 
used to tell me to take care of your kids, feed them, feed them well. You have your 
responsibility to care. And I took responsibility, took care of them. That's why I'm in 
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Winnipeg, is to take care of her ..." Barry's siblings, all of whom live in their First 
Nation have been a source of support and encouragement as well. In "taking 
responsibility" to get the best care for their daughter, they face many challenges. Barry 
spoke little English, and so had difficulty finding work. They have been able to access 
social assistance; however, because he has had difficulty finding work, the assistance 
has been reduced. Barry was employed full time as a carpenter in his community. They 
call the Children's Special Services worker "a helper" but they have found the social 
worker through Employment Assistance difficult to deal with. They are stressed because 
of the lack of sufficient finances, and Barry is frustrated in being unable to find work. 
The reductions and threats of more reductions to their already meagre finances are 
difficult to bear. Nevertheless, they have faced these challenges with a certain 
determination because their commitment to Tammy is high. They were very forceful in 
stating what they needed: "Help us get services for our daughter in our community!" 
The situation of this family is exacerbated by factors outside their control, such 
as the political struggles within their own community as the community moves toward 
self-determination. The ongoing lack of services in their community is connected to 
federal-provincial jurisdictional disagreements about providing such services. 
This family and extended family are also dealing with a burden of poor health, 
common to many persons within First Nation communities. Barry has been diagnosed 
with diabetes, for which he receives medication. This is a concern for their family as 
Barry's father died recently of complications from diabetes and Grace's mother is now 
confined to a wheelchair because of diabetes as well. 
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Extended family and social support 
An important dimension of caring for children is a level of social support within 
family and extended family; this is difficult when the family is separated. One of their 
greatest strengths is that they are a two-parent family, and they are working together to 
find solutions to the many challenges. Throughout the interview, their support of each 
other was high. Frequently during the interview, they finished each other's sentences. 
Barry and Grace miss being close to Barry's mother, who continues to provide 
"wisdom" and advice. Their oldest two daughters are in their late teens and early 
twenties, and now have very young children; they would like to be closer to their 
children and grandchildren. 
The next category of caregivers faces a similar lack of services. One caregiver, a 
single mother with four young children, attempted to live in the First Nation of her 
former partner, close to his family. Within one month, the lack of services in the schools 
was clear. The school stated they "can't help you... there's nothing here... to help him." 
She moved back to the City of Winnipeg and enrolled him in a school in Winnipeg. 
Unlike the caregivers described above, the next caregivers attempted to remain in their 
First Nation for over a decade after they realized their son had problems. 
B. Caregivers with a child with autism 
Wendy and Jack: We knocked on a lot of doors 
Wendy is from a First Nation, and Jack is from a Metis community; they resided 
in a home in Wendy's First Nation until moving to Winnipeg two years prior to the 
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interview. Wendy and Jack both participated in the interview and described a total lack 
of support for their son, Daniel - from the point they attempted to obtain a diagnosis, to 
managing his behaviour, and, finally, to finding appropriate educational supports. 
Wendy and Jack's son, Daniel, is now 15 years of age. This couple described 
their son as appearing to be normal until he was about two and a half, and then he began 
to withdraw into himself, refusing to interact with others. He showed echololia from an 
early age, didn't have a perception of danger, and he could also be violent, physically 
hurting himself or others. He had difficulty in a noisy environment, and could be 
agitated in crowds. Wendy is a teacher and she was aware when he was four that he 
would require supports to assist in learning. No funding was available, however, 
because Daniel did not have a diagnosis. It was difficult to get a referral because "[a 
psychologist] would only come to the school, maybe, once a year." When he was seven, 
Wendy spoke to a resource teacher in Daniel's school, who suggested she get a referral 
from her physician to see a specialist in Winnipeg. Daniel was then diagnosed with 
mental retardation. This diagnosis was hurtful because they believed he was autistic and 
that his capacity to learn was greater than was suggested by the diagnosis of mental 
retardation. They knew he had an excellent memory and some of his behaviours 
suggested to them that he was autistic. The challenge of getting a second opinion 
regarding the diagnosis was made more difficult because they had to wait six months to 
get an appointment, and then travel five hours to an appointment in the city. Wendy 
attended workshops and spoke to physicians until he finally received what she 
considered an accurate diagnosis of autism when Daniel was eight. 
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While in care of the school staff, Daniel was bullied; at one point, he was taken 
out to a field away from the school by four other students and beaten. On another 
occasion, he was left outside in the winter, unsupervised, with inappropriate clothing in 
severely cold weather, an incident that could have resulted in serious injury. 
The greatest impediment to Daniel's learning is that he did not attend school for 
the most part. He was out of the classroom much of the time. Daniel's parents believed 
that the school was only providing "babysitting" services until 2002, three years prior to 
their move to Winnipeg. At that time, the family finally requested supports, both at 
home and school. Wendy states, "We knocked on a lot of doors back home." Daniel's 
behaviour was often extremely challenging for them in their home. They were desperate 
and requested assistance from Child and Family Services, who indicated that they would 
have to apprehend Daniel in order to provide services. Wendy was furious: 
I told my husband, "To hell with them. We don't need them. We've lasted this 
long with Daniel.... They're not apprehending my son - he's not an animal ..." 
So that was it! Forget about that! So I started advocating on his behalf to Indian 
Affairs because I knew there was funding available there.... I know there is.... I 
made a presentation to [education authorities] ... it hurt us so emotionally 
because we ... felt like we were inside something but we couldn't get out. We 
didn't know what to do.... 
Following a presentation to her First Nation, Daniel was funded at the maximum 
level of funding in his school. This enabled him to have a full-time teaching assistant, 
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beginning in the early part of 2001. However, even with increased funding, Daniel's 
educational experience did not improve. Wendy was not happy with the way the funding 
was used. His one-on-one staff frequently took him out of school, rather than keeping 
him in the classroom where he could learn. 
In 2002, Wendy took a teaching position in another First Nation and Daniel 
moved with his older brother and father to Winnipeg. With the help of her sister, who 
was working in a social service agency, Wendy researched possible educational 
programs for Daniel and enrolled him in a life skills program. For several months 
Wendy continued to maintain a home on their First Nation as well as a home near the 
school in Winnipeg while working in another location. In the winter of 2003, Wendy's 
health began to deteriorate; she had previously been diagnosed with diabetes. Unable to 
continue working, she joined her family in Winnipeg. In June of 2003 the family made a 
decision to move permanently to Winnipeg. 
Daniel's educational experience is now excellent. At first, when he began 
attending school in Winnipeg, he misbehaved. Wendy and Jack explained that in the 
past, when he preferred not to do something, he simply misbehaved. The result was that 
he would be removed from the class; this enabled him to "watch television" or do 
whatever he wanted. He had learned to "avoid" learning. The new school was skilled in 
perceiving this. The teacher spoke to Wendy and Jack, suggesting that rather than 
sending him home, his behaviour would be dealt with at the school. They encouraged 
the family, stressing that his behaviour could be managed at school, and this would 
enable Daniel to take important learning steps. The school's intervention had positive 
results; Dan has learned to be together with other students and is learning to be socially 
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appropriate. His world is rapidly expanding. In the words of his parents, he is able to be 
"out in the world." He goes to the library and to the Zoo, as well as on many field trips. 
The family access Children's Special Services and a respite worker takes Daniel to 
special events. 
Wendy and Jack now wonder why they didn't move sooner, although they 
acknowledge that they were initially afraid that "if we move, we'll never survive." 
Ultimately, however, the stress too was great for their family: 
There were many times that Jack and I - got into heated arguments, fights; we 
drank because we didn't understand. We didn't know how to cope.... So ... we 
would drink just to ... hide our problems. We got so much help from our own 
immediate family. They understood. They understood. They helped us. They'd 
babysit for us. They knew how Dan was and they'd come and keep him. I'd 
never say enough thanks to my nephews ... my daughter.... It was very hard. It 
was very emotional ... because of the lack of services on the First Nation 
reserve. That's what it all boiled down to.... I asked for information [from local 
Regional Health Authority].... They send you to ... different agencies ... they 
don't want to do [anything] for you. And, as soon as they hear that you're from 
a First Nation reserve [they say], "No, can't help you. Sorry. We can't help you 
because you're living on a reserve." That's where the boundary cuts off a lot of 
the services. 
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Moving is a significant commitment; Wendy and Jack were afraid. They had 
never lived outside their community, and were "at home" there. However, many 
members of Wendy's family live in Winnipeg, as do several of their older children. This 
has helped their transition greatly. They have never looked back. Overall, their greatest 
wish is this: "We have a vision for our kids; we want them to be educated and good 
members of society." 
C. Balancing responsibilities 
Nancy's story: The complexity of decisions around care 
Nancy moved with her seven-year-old child, who is medically fragile and 
diagnosed with a severe developmental disability, and two older children, aged nine and 
eleven at the time of the interview. Nancy was introduced in Chapter Seven. Since her 
daughter, Mary's, birth, Nancy had been living in a small city in Manitoba close to 
Mary's father. She moved to Winnipeg eight months prior to the interview to an area in 
Winnipeg close to a medical facility that provides educational opportunities as well as 
respite for her daughter. She outlined her struggle in moving: 
The decision to move from a rural community was hard. I was fighting with the 
decision to place Mary in [long term care facility] for a long time. She was 
getting so heavy, and I know that [care facility] was a very good facility, with all 
the equipment to care for handi-capped children. You cannot imagine how 
painful this decision was to make. I had a lot of positive feedback from Doctors, 
Nurses and other caregivers, so we moved to Winnipeg. I also took into 
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consideration the needs of my other children. I didn't want them to think that 
living on Income Security (welfare) was the way of life. I wanted them to see me 
working and supporting us. That in order to gain self-respect you have to work 
for the things you want. My mother used to say to me, "If you're lazy you are 
going to suffer all your life." I find that I'm repeating what my parents used to 
say to me, to my children. 
Nancy found the move hard, but her situation prior to the move was also 
difficult. Nancy's decision to move was based on two important factors. The first was 
that she felt that the increased opportunities for her daughter would be helpful; and the 
second was to seek increased opportunities for herself. She had been employed for 20 
years prior to moving, and found being on social assistance hard for a number of 
reasons, as she so eloquently stated above. 
Nancy received the support of her First Nation in finding a home close to the 
care facility that supports her care of Mary, because of the fact that she had been an 
excellent tenant in the past. While the reasons for her move were clear, she continues to 
struggle with the decision, stating, "The one person I really needed feedback from was 
Mary's father.... Because of the move I've jeopardized that situation." 
Dealing with past trauma 
A part of Nancy's struggle in all her decision making, as well as in her 
relationship with Mary's father appears to be dealing with the impact of her childhood 
experience. Nancy's relationship with Mary's father has been an important source of 
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support for her throughout Miriam's life. He is a single father raising his children in a 
First Nation near the city where Nancy lived until eight months ago. Nancy reflects on 
her struggle in that relationship when he suggested sharing a household: 
I've always been the sole provider of my family. I was Mother and Father to all 
my children. I have always tried to provide a safe and loving home. I could not 
see myself planning them in jeopardy. I was too used to being a single parent and 
caring for Mary on my own. I was self-reliant, and that's the only way I knew 
how to get things done. Sharing a household was out of the question. Even 
though it meant Mary would have both parents to love and care for her. I have 
faced many hardships in my life. I was in [residential school] also, and that put a 
lot of loneliness in my younger years. But, I found that with each hardship that I 
faced, it made me stronger for the next one. I may have been preparing myself 
for caring for my daughter. 
Nancy struggles with how to continue in the relationship and receive the support 
offered by Mary's father, but the scars of her childhood experience are very near. The 
combination of family trauma, residential school trauma, and abusive relationships 
continues to haunt her. Nancy has not lived in her own First Nation since leaving many 
years ago. Her reflection on the past trauma in her life and her hope of stopping the 
cycle of abuse she experienced illustrates the complexity of her situation. While she 
wants to continue the relationship, and would like more emotional support in caring for 
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Mary, she is not prepared to risk placing her children in the kind of pain she herself 
experienced. 
Nancy's situation is poignant. She has had difficult relationships and wishes to 
protect her older children from similar experiences. However, the fragility of her child 
places her in a situation where she would be greatly helped by being close to her 
daughter's father. She is very clear that she wants to care for her child. However, her 
own needs for employment, and for modelling a way of life for her children that is 
different from being on social assistance, and does not include the possibility of abuse 
are a great pull. 
Her hope is to take upgrading courses while in Winnipeg and return to work. 
While she would like to return to the town near the First Nation where she had resided, 
she wants to do that in a way that enables her to "take something back" to the 
community. Nancy is attempting to be positive about her current situation. In her words, 
"I know we're going in the right direction ... it would be easy to move back again. But, 
I don't want to be in that situation where I was." 
Gaps in service 
Nancy's experience leads her to carefully articulate gaps in service. She has had 
a very positive experience in dealing with medical services; physicians and medical staff 
have been very supportive of her care. However, she identified a number of problems 
she has encountered. While the medical services in Winnipeg have been in place, she 
has felt very isolated from others within the Aboriginal community. She has not seen 
any brochures or information about parent groups or others in her situation with a child 
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with similar challenges. She would like to have been able to connect with others in her 
situation. 
She would have liked to be able to access an Aboriginal worker in the hospital or 
at medical appointments. Over the years, she has found attending the many 
appointments and dealing with medical personnel stressful because, in her words, "I'm 
afraid I might ask the wrong questions and not receive the proper help." 
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Chanter Ten 
Theme III; Children and families affected by multiple forms of stress and trauma 
Introduction 
This chapter explores the very particular experiences of families affected by 
severe trauma, as illustrated by the ribbons of trauma in Diagram Four. Chapter Five 
outlined the sources of trauma as described in the lives of caregivers, providing a 
context for understanding the complex challenges that have an impact on the lives of 
participant-caregivers. The previous chapters documented parts of the lives of 12 
participants. Seven of the eight remaining participants have experienced severe trauma. 
The first story is told in narrative form. This participant expressed a strong 
commitment to "sharing" her story for the benefit of others. Three additional stories are 
told with some detail in a descriptive form; each offers insight into a particular aspect of 
the impact of trauma. The stories of these participants demonstrate how specific forms 
of stress, including racism, as well as extreme "within-family" childhood trauma and 
ongoing abuses affect their care of children. The three remaining participants whose 
stories are not shared are similar to many of the earlier ones, but the trauma has had a 
more severe impact. Two of the caregivers are now, or have recently been, involved 
with Child and Family Services, and one is dealing with a family crisis. Their stories 
have informed the analytic process. However, out of respect for their privacy, their 
stories remain untold. 
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A. Children and families affected by multiple forms of trauma 
1. Gail's story: There must be some reason I'm here 
Gail is a single parent of four children; two of her children, Devin, aged six, and 
Don, aged seven have been diagnosed with cognitive disabilities, and her youngest, 
Nathan, aged two years, has been diagnosed with a rare blood disorder. Gail's oldest 
daughter, Elaine, continues to live at home; she is 16 years old and is pregnant with her 
first child. Gail is diagnosed with diabetes as well as high blood pressure and arthritis, 
which add to the challenge in caring for her children. She described her daily experience 
with her boys in similar terms as did other participants - tiring and overwhelming. She 
also saw her children as "gifts" who bring blessings. She states that her children keep 
her going, "even though my health gets the best of me at times. I just want to live for 
them. They need me. I have responsibility." 
The sense of responsibility carries Gail through difficult days; her boys challenge 
her behaviourally. Throughout the challenges, Gail deals with the impact of trauma in 
her own family. Gail is adamant that she won't raise her children the way that she was 
raised. Gail describes her experience in this way: 
When I was young - a little girl - I said to myself, "When I grow up and have 
children, I wouldn't raise them this way or abandon them," although I think of it 
when things get out of hand. I said that it would never happen ... sometimes I 
wonder why I didn't die.... I was about 7 or 8 when I almost drowned and died. 
But I came back up to the surface and I survived.... I was gone under and 
already, you know, finished fighting from drowning; I was tired. And I was just 
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gone. It's unreal. I was suddenly just at the surface, alive and breathing. There's 
a reason why, I think, I lived. Yeah, I could have been dead at that age.... I thank 
God every day. And what's in my future? I don't know; only God knows ... I 
just live day by day. And wait for what's going to happen, what's to come - but I 
just live for that day. As long as I make it through that day. That's it. 
Gail believes her survival was a miracle, suggesting "there must be some reason 
I'm here," attempting to find some reason, some purpose, for the painful experiences. 
Gail stated she did not know her grandmothers. Her mother's mother passed away when 
she was a baby. Her parents lived on the land, and her mother described her family as 
happy until alcohol came and got the best of her father. While she understands at a 
certain level that her mother's drinking was related to her life experiences, she also says 
"she didn't have to drink to forget," suggesting some anger. Gail's mother had been 
beaten by her father many times. Gail believed her mother had given birth to 14 
children, and she had lost five or six children. One child died while Gail's mother was 
"on the trail" running from her husband; she had had to "run through rivers and deep 
water, with her little kids behind her. The baby got sick from being cold." Another child 
died of leukemia at the age of 11. One baby in a set of twins was smothered when her 
exhausted mother fell asleep while nursing. Gail's sister committed suicide at the age of 
32. Her children found her unconscious in the kitchen after taking a lot of pills. 
Gail experienced more trauma when her family moved to Winnipeg when she was 
11 years old. Her story demonstrates how within family trauma made Gail even more 
vulnerable to other forms of trauma: 
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I hated being an 'Indian' - Native - my first language was our Native language 
and English was our second. And I was so bad with English; I was so pure with 
my language and how I spoke it. And I kind of experienced for the first time I 
hated being Native.... 
... that time when everything was so new, the schools seemed so hard and 
everything was so different, compared to how I was being raised [on] a reserve 
and how different a reserve was compared to the city and how ... how you got 
judged for everything - how you spoke, how you looked, how dark you were from 
the others and how - dirty-looking you looked, you know? - like savage. That's 
what we were called savages, dirty - and I guess I thought of it. "Yeah, it's true. I 
am a savage," because I really did - the very first time I think I really felt dirty and 
I felt like a real savage and I really hated my own religion and how they looked so 
clean. 
Being targeted for skin colour and cultural difference is very destructive. When a 
child's first language is an Aboriginal language, typically spoken within isolated 
communities, and then the child attends a Winnipeg school, the child also experiences a 
profound difference in worldviews, an invisible difference that, in the past, was not 
recognized in schools. Gail also dealt with bullying, a hard lesson for a child with little 
support from her parents: 
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I got into smoking when I was just eight years old. And the kids I hung around 
with were sniffing so I started sniffing. And my mom and dad didn't know, 
anyways, since they were drunk. The other bigger kids were bullies and they used 
to beat us up. I hated the school because I failed. I didn't know anything at all 
about the school work here in the city. I found it way so hard compared to the 
reserve -
... as we grew older, we stood, talked back and - like I said, we had to fight with 
the kids ... when we first moved in, I used to let every little white kid ... give me 
a licking, you know, beat me up.... And I'm born pure Native - I can't change 
that, you know? Both my mom and dad are. And how we had to talk back in 
order for them to shut up; fight back. 
Gail's lack of protection from her family demonstrates the vulnerability of 
children when families are fractured. Within her community of origin, Gail had felt 
accepted and did not experience "different-ness." As well as suffering racism in 
Winnipeg, and a lack of understanding in schools, Gail was also in abusive 
relationships: 
[When I was young] I thought about my future, what I should be, what shouldn't 
be.... But it isn't so, at times, I think, till this day... You know? I don't know. 
With having kids that are under-developed ... my baby in the past being sick so 
much and having no good relationships, you know?... I was married to my 
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daughter's dad; he was abusive and alcoholic. So I left that and got into another 
relationship and that didn't turn out ... my boy's father. So that's ... what I 
didn't want. It happened, and I can't change it. 
Gail has found support for her own healing through an agency offering 
educational and upgrading services for Aboriginal women. There, she is able to take 
"pride" in her Aboriginal heritage. Like Mary, Gail described the experience of healing 
as "finding herself." Gail is committed to caring for her children, but continues to be 
overwhelmed at times. This is understandable, given her children's many challenges. 
She is helped by her older sisters, who will take the children separately on weekends to 
give her a break. They also cook for her from time to time. She has been against the use 
of alcohol, and did not drink while pregnant. She questions why her children would be 
born with such severe behavioural and medical issues, wondering whether her own poor 
health when she was pregnant may be a contributing factor. 
Each doctor her boys have seen have asked, "Did you drink when you were 
pregnant?" She felt the questions seemed like racism. Gail did not drink, and she says 
simply, "that is where I came from, but that is not how I am." She emphasizes that "not 
every one of us are alcoholics or bad." She wonders whether the medical problems were 
related to her diabetes and high blood pressure. 
A challenge to Gail's parenting of her children is attempting to "sift" through the 
cultural traditions of her family, particularly her mother's teachings. While she feels 
ambivalent about the treatment from her mother, she has also turned to her mother for 
assistance and guidance in caring for her children. She has many difficult decisions to 
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make about the care of her children. She describes some of the teachings from her 
mother as "Traditional" and conflicting with the medical advice of physicians. Her 
mother did not believe in "children being different"; she believed the children would 
"grow out of the challenges. 
Whether her mother's beliefs were rooted in a desire for all persons to be 
"included" within community, as is suggested in some traditional teachings, or whether 
her mother was reluctant to trust physicians or mainstream institutions because of other 
negative experiences, would be difficult to discern. What seems important is that Gail 
had considerable conflicts about medical decisions when her mother disagreed; at one 
point her mother stated: "If the Doctor operates [Devin] will be ruined." 
Gail did not discuss these conflicts with medical people as she felt somewhat shy 
about raising those traditions; she feels she has to "choose" between one or the other. 
She has been away from the traditions of her community for a long time; she was unsure 
how much to trust her mother's judgement, particularly in light of the many negative 
experiences with her mother. 
2. Amanda's story: Things happen for a reason 
Like Gail, Amanda was abused as a child; she remembers that she wanted to die 
at the age of four. Of all her siblings, Amanda was the one most severely abused, and 
she believes this experience impels her to care for her children more positively than her 
siblings. Amanda grew up in a rural First Nation. When she was pregnant with her first 
child, Sam, she drank and used substances for several months before she realized that 
she was pregnant. She then stopped, but, in her mind, "the damage was done." Sam is 
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affected by Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. Over the years, she has had extreme problems with 
his behaviour. At the age of 20, he is still dependent on her. 
Amanda has been in two relationships; both men abused alcohol. She does not 
allow alcohol in her home. She describes Sam as an alcoholic. His permanent address is 
in their First Nation, but he stays with her often. When Sam stays, he drinks in the 
garage. His girlfriend is pregnant; Sam will not permit her to drink. When Sam sees his 
female cousins drinking while pregnant, he becomes enraged. He has been angry with 
his mother about his disability. Yet, Sam is also very attached to her. She acknowledges 
that she has a special bond with Sam; she has been accused of being overly protective of 
him by his father, but she believes that he needs that protection because he is so 
vulnerable. 
When he was nine, Sam's violent behaviour toward her and his younger sisters 
prompted Gail to place him voluntarily with a child welfare agency for six months. Sam 
remains angry that she "placed" him because his younger siblings had never been placed 
away from home. Amanda attempted to follow suggestions by resource teachers in 
"restraining" him, but the experience was extremely difficult for both. She did not feel 
right about restraining, but she did not know what else to do. 
Amanda has been frustrated by Sam's behaviour; she wished she had had 
increased resources, particularly educational resources when he was younger. She found 
that professionals offered conflicting advice. She moved twice when Sam was young, in 
an attempt to access appropriate educational resources. She had attempted to live in her 
own First Nation, as well as her husband's, to enable Sam to receive an education that 
would assist him in getting a job. She then moved to a nearby city so that he could 
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access education. He was permanently suspended from school by grade eight. Amanda 
felt a great deal of guilt, as she knew it was not his fault that he was disabled. 
When she reflects on her own childhood, she recalls that the only time that she 
was not abused was when she was with her grandmother. With her grandmother, 
Amanda was taught important values such as the role of a woman, and the role of a 
parent; her grandmother specifically told her that she was not to beat her children, but 
that she was to "talk" to them. These are the values that Amanda reaches for and 
attempts to teach her daughters; they are now teenagers and beginning to raise their own 
children. Amanda's mother went to residential school and was not taught how to parent, 
and Amanda states, "the sad thing is, neither was I." She attributes her own struggles in 
parenting to her mother's residential school experience. 
At one level, Amanda says what she finds most difficult is that she feels guilt. 
She "needs something, counselling - or something" for the guilt. This is clearly 
important. At another level, she says, things happen for a reason. This appears to reflect 
a belief system in which life is interrelated. She considers her own parenting to be 
influenced in a positive way by her determination never to treat her children as she was 
treated. She is learning how to parent from different programs, and she is happy to be 
learning. 
3. Alice's story: I carry a burden of guilt 
Alice is a caregiver who, when asked about her experience of caring for a child 
with a disability, began her story by stating, "It all started when my mother died when I 
was eleven years old." She stayed in a foster home arranged by her father in her First 
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Nation immediately after her mother died. She did well in school, but was not happy in 
the home. She states, "Then I made a wrong decision." She asked her father to let her 
live in Winnipeg with an older sister. She describes her sister as an alcoholic, "She'd ask 
me, 'come with me to Main Street.'4 I'd say 'okay, and sometimes I'd go without shoes, 
sometimes no socks.' She has felt abandoned throughout her life, living on the street at 
times, living with family and friends at times. 
Alice feels guilt for the "wrong decisions" she has made. She has had 12 
pregnancies and two miscarriages. The older five children were apprehended at birth. 
She has named all with Biblical names. When she was five months pregnant with her 
son, Jacob, her older sister notified child welfare authorities, asking them to "get her off 
the street." She was so high on drugs, she was taken to hospital, where she remained 
unconscious for 24 hours. Alice refused to follow the advice of Child and Family 
Services, who were suggesting an abortion. Child and Family Services attempted to take 
Alice to court to force her to take treatment, but she made her own decision to stop using 
substances. She said, "I prayed to God and I told him I was going to quit; I'm going to 
parent. I'm going to parent." She is now parenting the child, living with the 
consequences of that decision, and the guilt, attempting to make the right decisions for 
her son. While the decision to parent was a catalyst in her own life to "heal," the 
substance abuse damaged her child severely. She has had four children since Jacob's 
birth, she placed one for adoption with a friend, but is parenting three younger children 
as well as Jacob. 
As a single parent with few informal supports, Alice is attempting to cope with 
the increasingly violent behaviour of her son against herself as well as her younger 
4
 A street know for numerous bars. 
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children. At school, three adults are now required to "settle him down." She tries to tell 
him "be good in school," and he responds "I'm trying." At such times, she says, "When 
he says that, it just brings it all back, how it all started. And there's nothing I can do or 
say...." She is angry at herself because "it seems like I chose this rough life for my 
son," but she acknowledges that she didn't know that this would be the way that his life 
would be. She states that physicians prescribe medications for Jacob, but they don't 
appear to be helping. She states, "All that guilt I'm carrying, all the burdens are going to 
live with me when I watch my son. The way he is. He's already talking like 'kill, kill, 
kill, stab, stab, stab.'" 
At the time of the interview, Alice was attempting to make a decision. Child and 
Family Services suggested a voluntary placement. She was afraid that if she agreed, they 
would take her son away forever. Yet, she was having increasing difficulty managing 
his violence. She describes the decisions she faces around her son's care as being in a 
large room with doors all around. She attempts to find a door to go through, but finds "I 
don't know which door to go through any more. [It's] just like all doors are clues. I 
don't know what to do; I don't know where to go. [I] just don't know where to go. 
Knocking on all doors doesn't do anything. There's no answer there...." 
Unlike other caregivers who eventually found help when "knocking on doors," 
Alice sees no doors opening. There is no answer. The decision to "parent" her child 
changed her life path; however, the cost to his life of her drug use is acutely painful on a 
daily basis. It is a grief that appears to be escalating. 
Alice receives formal support from Child and Family Services and Fetal Alcohol 
Association of Manitoba, as well as from the daycare her children attend. She has few 
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friends; her son's behaviour creates problems. She states, "[Friends] look at him, and 
they give him dirty looks." It is difficult for her to manage him when they are with 
others present. This increases her isolation. She has nine siblings in Winnipeg, but 
receives little help. She feels largely estranged from family, and is angry about this, 
stating that she helped them when their children were young. She believes she deserves 
some reciprocal sharing from them now. Talking with other parents who have similar 
challenges has helped at times, but those relationships have not been maintained. 
Alice did not appear to have a connection with Elders within the community who 
might have offered some assistance in dealing with the guilt she is feeling. When 
describing how she counselled others, Mary stated: 
I know many of our people don't want to admit it. I know mothers that come 
here and talk to me - younger mothers. They're ashamed that they drank. And I 
said, "Don't be ashamed. You didn't know what you were doing. If you're that 
desperate, you'll do anything, you know?"... we don't know. We don't know 
what we do. It's like smoking and all these addictions, right? It's just [that] 
you're addicted. 
From Mary's perspective, a starting point might be to see a larger picture of loss 
and trauma, and finding a way to "forgive" oneself and others. The emphasis within 
many interventions has been on individual agency. However, these interventions have 
limitations when dealing with individuals facing the impact of multiple and communal 
traumas. 
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4. Hannah's story: trying to deal with the past in a good way 
Hannah is a grandmother in her early 50s whose daughter has given birth to four 
children. Hannah has been raising Nathan, now 13 years old, and Natasha, aged 11 
years, since birth; one is drug affected and one has been diagnosed with Fetal Alcohol 
Syndrome. Her daughter has had two older children, a 16-year-old and a 21-year-old. 
When her daughter was pregnant with Nathan, Hannah knew that the child was at risk; a 
birth alert had been in place through Child and Family Services, but Hannah knew her 
daughter wasn't being monitored, and believed she was drinking. Hannah called Child 
and Family Services to alert them to the drinking, and states "she almost lost the child." 
Hannah and her close family chose names for the child in the event that he did not live. 
When Nathan was born, he remained in the hospital for six weeks, during which time 
Hannah visited every day. That her daughter had been drinking was confirmed; he was 
diagnosed with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. Hannah spoke to her daughter, encouraging 
her daughter to "heal herself," and offered to take the child until her daughter's 
treatment was complete. However, Hannah says with sadness, 
She has a binder full of certificates that she completed. It's nothing. It's nothing 
because she's doing the same thing.... Then, she got pregnant again. [I said] 
please do something.... 
Thirteen years later, Hannah remains guardian of both children. One of the older 
children, now 16 years old, would like to be with her as well, but she simply cannot take 
on more responsibility. Hannah was employed for a number of years, but went on 
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Employment Insurance when she began having "panic attacks" and her health 
deteriorated. She is now on social insurance. She lives in a low rental housing unit and 
has maintained the same residence in the same neighbourhood for a number of years so 
that the children's education can be stable. 
Hannah is proud of the awards she has received for volunteer work at the school. 
She works closely with school counsellors. Behaviourally, the children are extremely 
challenging. On the morning of the interview she stated that she "cried on the phone to 
the counsellor" because of an incident with her granddaughter; she is not shy about 
getting help. She discerns whether to speak with people based on her intuitive sense, 
whether the person has a "kind face". One of the most helpful people has been an 
occupational therapist at the Children's Hospital. 
She believes that if her daughter would allow her to formally "adopt" the 
children, she could access better dental care for her grandchildren through her Treaty 
Status. Her daughter, however, refuses. This is particularly difficult for Hannah, because 
she knows how self-conscious both children are, especially her granddaughter. The 
dental problems are very noticeable, and affect the children's self-esteem. The 
conflicted relationship that she has with her daughter exacerbates the high needs of her 
grandchildren. She is particularly concerned about the fact that her daughter has "come 
to my door kicking the door where I have to call the police. [My grandson] Jerry was 5 
or 6 years old waiting there. And, he took all the big knives ... he went and hid them." 
Hannah sought legal help to ensure that she and the children would be protected, 
as on at least one occasion she has had to seek assistance from a neighbour to escape her 
daughter, who was chasing her with a knife. At the same time as she is dealing with the 
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violence of her daughter, she is explaining to Nathan and Natasha that their mother is 
not well. Although deeply concerned about her daughter, she is also afraid of her and 
protective of her children. Not only is her daughter violent at times, she is also unable to 
see beyond her own needs to assist her mother in accessing the dental and medical care 
that would enable her grandchildren to have major corrective work. When Hannah 
began caring for the children, she states, "I didn't know what I was getting into ... I was 
told I would have challenges ... but, now I have [their] hormones and [my] 
menopause...." 
Hannah would like more information on how to deal with drug-affected children. 
She feels that there is little to guide her, and she would like a plan; as well, she would 
like opportunities to talk to other parents facing similar behavioural issues. While she 
has accepted assistance from schools and occupational therapists, she has been very 
angry at physicians. When she consulted a physician about treatment for Nathan, he 
suggested that she seek counselling for Nathan. She was furious. She stated that she did 
not want him to see a psychiatrist, and she didn't want either Nathan or Natasha to be 
prescribed medications. 
To hell with you, I'm not taking him to counselling. You go to counselling. He's 
not seeing a psychiatrist and he's not going on any drugs. I don't want my 
granddaughter to be on drugs. 
Like many other participants, Hannah seems absolutely opposed to medications, 
and to the idea of "counselling." Hannah is negotiating the use of some services, such as 
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Child and Family Services to intervene and protect her unborn grandchild; she also 
utilized legal assistance to protect her grandchildren and herself from her daughter's 
violence. Schools are also an important source of support. It may be that Hannah 
believes that counselling would giver her grandchildren a message that there is 
something wrong with them. 
Hannah's strategies for caregiving are important to this research. Her main 
strategy is to assist Nathan and Natalie through modelling, as well as through traditional 
teachings. She has been a dancer for over 20 years, and has included both grandchildren 
in dancing because she believes that will help them to heal. Hannah, herself, is on a 
healing journey. In her family, she states, "We're trying to get in touch with the past, 
and trying to deal with it in a good way, you know? Learning] to walk from here. And 
have our kids and grandkids see us do that." She has been given the honour of being a 
"pipe carrier" within her Dakota tradition. This is a person recognized to be a "healer" 
within the community. Hannah would like to be able to go to healing ceremonies and 
fasts. Her children are so behaviourally challenging that this is difficult for her to do. 
B. The impact of racism on children and families 
The destructive negative attitude to Aboriginal appearance and culture that 
occurred in the larger community is mirrored in deep scarring and rifts within families 
as they struggle with issues of identity. A negative attitude to culture, as well as racism 
was described as occurring in relationships in very painful ways. Veronica, a woman of 
Metis heritage, whose story was included in Chapter Eight, describes the experience in 
her family where choices about marriage partners and lifestyle depended upon not being 
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visibly Aboriginal. This necessitated "hiding" identity. Veronica said her mother's 
father would not have permitted the marriage of her mother to her father if he had 
identified his Metis heritage. While not publicly acknowledging his heritage, Veronica's 
father took his children to their rural cabin and quietly continued practising the hunting 
and trapping lifestyle, teaching his children to do the same. 
As in the example Mary provided, this acknowledgement of Aboriginal traditions 
by her father enabled Veronica to have a "starting point" later in her life, and she 
became actively involved in the Aboriginal community. She is now working in an 
Aboriginal social service agency, and she is married to a First Nation man. Other 
members of her family have not affirmed Aboriginal identity and this is sometimes 
painful. When she began dating her husband, her brother's children asked, "Does he 
drink beer all the time?" 
Janice is a woman of Metis heritage who has had a very painful experience of 
negation of identity with her father. She is step-parenting Robin, a child born to her 
partner and his former wife. Robin is diagnosed with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. In 
addition to having FAS, Robin experienced abuse from her natural mother, and CFS 
intervened. Janice and her husband then received custody. The situation between Janice 
and her partner and his former partner has been violent; they sought legal assistance. 
While they have custody of Robin, Janice and her husband were not involved with 
Robin's younger siblings; a lawyer advised this because of the severe and ongoing 
conflict when attempts were made to work out visits. Robin's two younger siblings, also 
children of Janice's partner, remain with their natural mother. The many challenges in 
caring for Robin are exacerbated by ongoing experiences of conflict and abuse from her 
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husband's former partner, "within family" racism in her family of origin, and ongoing 
racism in schools, as well as a lack of play therapy, which she believes would be 
helpful, and a lack of culturally appropriate and financially affordable behavioural 
support strategies. 
The racism Janice experiences is from her own father, who, unlike Veronica's 
father, negated Aboriginal identity and actively attempted to have his children negate 
their identity. She would like First Nation status, but does not believe this is possible. 
Her father does not talk about his mother, who spoke a First Nation language and who 
gave up her status to marry his father. In her childhood, Janice was taught by her father 
that Indians were "dirty." Her father insisted "You don't want to bother with the 
Indians.... You don't want to marry an Indian, because then they disown you." He 
states, "I've never kissed a Native woman. I want nothing to do with a Native woman." 
Janice's story demonstrates the extreme racism suffered by many Aboriginal 
women. Until recently, Canadian law decreed that a First Nation woman marrying a 
"white" man "lost status." This meant that a First Nation woman in a relationship with a 
white man or married to a white man was unable to remain in her own community. This 
often meant that she might be cut off from her own traditions and support systems. Such 
a liaison is not accepted in the white family, either. Thus, a First Nation woman who 
married a non-First Nation man was forced to live separately from all family support. 
The situation for a First Nation man was different; if he married a non-First Nation 
person, she would gain First Nation status, could live in a reserve community, and was 
eligible for benefits. 
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Members of Metis communities were viewed as Aboriginal by others within the 
larger community. Janice said that in the larger community she was viewed as Native. 
But, she states, "I wasn't Native; I didn't live on the reserve ... there's no middle 
[ground], you either are [Native] or you're not." In spite of her father's attempting to 
suppress his Aboriginal identity, Janice's appearance meant she was nevertheless 
viewed as Native by persons outside her home community. 
These stories reflect a deep social tragedy; families play a very strong role in the 
lives of their children. When parents feel they need to "hide" their own identity, they 
lose not only the visible connection to their families of origin, but they also lose the 
support of families. Parents, understanding the depth of negative attitudes toward all 
things Aboriginal, did not wish their children to suffer. Yet, children still suffered 
racism, even when parents attempted to suppress their identities. 
This has affected Janice in a number of ways. Firstly, the ongoing negative 
attitude of Janice's father meant that he rejected his mother's identity, as well as his 
grandchildren. Janice has taught a daughter he favours most (of her four children) to say, 
"Granddad, I'm an Indian. Quit it. I am an Indian. You're calling me down." Janice 
believes her daughter's challenge will give him a reality check, and she also believes 
that the only person he's hurting is himself. While it is true that this may hurt him, it is 
also clear that Janice and her family are also hurt by the ongoing racism. 
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SECTION FIVE: Discussion and implications 
Chapter Eleven 
Introduction 
This research exploring the experiences of Aboriginal caregivers as they care for 
their children revealed a unique world view in which all children were seen as "gifts" 
from the Creator; children with developmental disabilities were believed to bring special 
gifts to their families. These values are rooted in a holistic spirituality in which all of 
life, including creation itself, is connected and interconnected. Supportive relationships 
with family, extended family, and community were highly valued. Caregivers saw their 
own growth to be profoundly connected to the care they provided to their children. 
Thus, the health and well-being of a child is closely tied to the caregivers' own. 
Participants showed tremendous resilience and strength in the face of devastating trauma 
and abuse. A strong motivation to move to healing in their own lives was their desire to 
follow the cultural imperative to "take responsibility" and spare their own children 
similar experiences. 
The participants acknowledged the stresses in caring for their children; difficult 
and unpredictable behaviour, medical fragility, and the inability of their children to 
understand consequences are but a few of the challenges they face. All families caring 
for children with developmental disabilities are similarly stressed (Hanvey, 2002; 
Moroney, 1986). These stresses to families are exacerbated by the fact that individuals 
with developmental disabilities continue to be viewed negatively in Canadian society, 
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and services to families continue to be child oriented, in spite of changes to public 
policy to be more family oriented (Trute et al. 2004). 
The narratives illuminate what Fudge Shormans and Mandamin (2007) earlier 
described as "a unique experience of oppression, abuse and vulnerability" (p. 18), of 
being Aboriginal and caring for a child with a developmental disability. Their 
experiences are located in what Geertz (1984) described as uncharted territory between 
cultures. A foundational sensitivity to Aboriginal cultural knowledge in the research 
design included the valuing of oral literature, past experience with Elders, and the 
involvement of Aboriginal key informants. The experiences of the participants impelled 
a shift from a "grounded theory" form of analysis to a "narrative" form of analysis, a 
powerful tool that provided some charting of this space. LaFrance and Bastien (2007) 
similarly described the space between worldviews as "uncharted lands" where 
"uncommon wisdom and guidance" (p. 105) are called for. Experiences of 
stigmatization, racism and negative attitudes toward their Aboriginal identity assisted 
participants in understanding the devaluation their children experienced, and led them to 
challenge views that might deny the dignity and worth of their children. 
While values from within the Aboriginal community remain in the hearts and 
minds of the participants, as was illustrated in Diagram One on page 91, the reality is 
that family and community structures that have historically supported these values have 
been undermined, or changed. That participants hold these values as important, in the 
absence of supports that have historically upheld them within family and community, 
leads to frustration, as well as a sense of personal failure. This was evident in some 
narratives. While some are able to reach across some of the historic trauma, and between 
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worldviews, as is evident in Diagram Three on page 93, others have been so severely 
impacted by trauma within their families of origin, or are so severely marginalized, that 
they have few traditional social supports. Diagram Four on page 94 illustrates this. That 
mainstream supports upon which they must rely, may not be culturally sensitive, or not 
structured to meet their needs, increases their suffering. It is not surprising that these 
participants were most at-risk, and most frequently involved with child welfare systems. 
While there is tremendous resilience and strength within the lives of the participants, a 
gap nevertheless exists between the vision of the support people reach for in their own 
families and communities, and the reality - that support and resources are accessible for 
the most part through Western-based agencies. Diagram Five on page 230 illustrates the 
current reality: the two worldviews now co-exist, and interact within the lives of 
children and families in complex ways. The large circle representing spirituality and 
cultural values surrounds and informs caregivers as they seek support through schools, 
social service agencies, and medical services. Caregivers were in a constant interaction 
with mainstream systems, and were committed to finding ways to bridge the differences. 
Smith (1997) used the metaphor of weaving to argue passionately for finding 
ways to successfully dialogue across difference to alleviate the suffering of children and 
families, which she saw as the result of the "unravelling" of the threads of the social 
fabric of her community. In her view, we are all weavers, and have the capacity to 
contribute to care of children, as well as healing and rebuilding families and 
communities. The tasks that must be accomplished include supporting caregivers in 
concrete ways to alleviate the high stresses and risks of family breakdown they face, 
through important changes to policy - as well as supporting them in research and 
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practice as they seek recovery of spiritual and cultural traditions, and healing from abuse 
and trauma. 
Central factors contributing to care of children, as well as healing, involved 
unique combinations of "inner" strengths based on spirituality and culture, as well as 
"outer" connections with important outside individuals and resources. The factors 
described as contributing to inner strengths from within family and spiritual traditions 
were described by many participants, in particular, the grandmothers who modeled 
taking "threads" of their traditions, and engaging in a "re-building" process. The 
external factors contributing to healing, including attributes of individuals and agency 
policies that provided support, are further "threads" that might assist in supporting 
families. These factors must be more clearly understood through innovative research, 
and operationalized within policy and social work practice at a variety of levels. 
The discussion and implications that follow are divided into two sections. 
Section One addresses the need for policy change under four main principles. The first 
two are broad principles that should guide changes in the provision of services to all 
families with children with developmental disabilities, while the last two principles 
relate specifically to challenges faced by Aboriginal families. The first principle outlines 
the need for an extended vision of sharing responsibility as a form of support and 
prevention for families caring for children with developmental disabilities, as outlined 
by policy analyst Moroney (1986); this principle is congruent with, and supports 
Aboriginal cultural knowledge regarding sharing within family, extended family and 
community (Castellano Brant, 2002; LaFrance & Bastien, 2007). The second principle, 
also supported by Moroney, is the specific need to build on the strengths of families 
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with children with developmental disabilities. This principle is critically important for 
Aboriginal families as it affirms the strong view of family etched in the psyche of 
Aboriginal peoples described by Castellano Brant. The third principle addresses the 
critical need to facilitate conditions to enable families to heal from inter-generational 
trauma. The fourth principle calls for an immediate resolution of jurisdictional disputes 
between federal and provincial authorities as outlined by Allec (2005). 
Section Two suggests links between Aboriginal and Western worldviews in 
practice and research. The first part of the section offers general practice principles in 
dealing with these families. This is followed by a case study based in a clinical setting 
making application of these principles. Links between Aboriginal and Western 
spirituality, psychotherapy and feminist studies are then explored. Concluding 
comments complete the chapter. 
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Diagram Five 
SHARING RESPONSIBILITY: 
Weaving Aboriginal and Western knowledge 
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Discussion and implications of this research for practice, policy and research 
A. Policy changes to better support families 
1. The need to share responsibility for care of children with developmental disabilities 
The overwhelming evidence in this research is that the participants are now 
making significant contributions to society in the care they are providing to their 
children. All parents are providing an important resource and service to the community. 
Without the care being provided, the costs to government would be considerably higher, 
and the quality of life of the children might be expected to be significantly reduced. 
As the literature review has earlier emphasized, caregivers of children with 
developmental disabilities are among the most stressed and least served in North 
American society. Moroney (1986) asserted that families were providing much more 
care than were organized social service systems. The families were, in effect, 
"functioning as social service systems." He proposed that shared responsibility between 
family and community was an important and key concept in service delivery to these 
families. Moroney found that families who continued to provide care to their children 
with developmental disabilities received far less funding than those who relinquished 
care, or were unwilling to provide care. 
Moroney (1986) suggested that systems are set up to substitute for family, rather 
than providing supports to enable families to care for their own children. The narrative 
of one caregiver in this study revealed her anguish when she was offered 
"apprehension" as the only way to receive needed services. It is outrageous that children 
and families are put in the position that they can access the services they need only if the 
child is a ward of the state. The plight of this family (and others like it) illustrates how 
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profoundly the current jurisdictional dispute between federal and provincial 
governments affects the daily lives of children and families. 
Moroney (1986) suggested that a just and fair approach would be to provide 
services to families to support their efforts at care. Implementation of the concept 
"justice as fairness" would have the benefit of sharing the caring responsibility, and 
consequently easing the burden for the families prepared to take upon themselves the 
responsibilities of care of high-needs children. Moroney outlined some of the challenges 
in the provision of services to mainstream families, noting that service delivery to 
families with children with developmental disabilities must be flexible so that families 
may have choices. The system in place in the United States in 1987 was highly 
organized and attempted to fit the needs of families into existing categories, rather than 
meet the expressed needs of consumers. Similar issues have impacted Aboriginal 
communities involved in child welfare systems for decades (LaFrance and Bastien, 
2007; Mandell et al. 2007). Resource support for Aboriginal children has historically 
been for children when apprehended and placed outside their homes and communities, 
rather than support of the families while providing care. 
The combination of stress associated with caring for a child with a 
developmental disability, and dealing with the trauma many participants have 
experienced, places an unfair and crushing burden on many families. This was 
confirmed in an earlier study of care of children and adults with special needs in 
Aboriginal communities by this author (Clouston Carlson, 2007), and in the child 
welfare literature by Blackstock et al. (2006), and Mandel et al. (2007). 
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Moroney (1986) also outlined that the training of professionals in medical and 
psychiatric models was essentially incompatible with actively supporting families in 
practical ways. An agency in Winnipeg that has moved to "family centred" service 
delivery, Children's Special Services, was strongly praised by the participants of this 
study. This agency provides advocacy, respite and support to their families. The issue of 
trust, so foundational in sharing responsibility as outlined by Moroney (1986), is well in 
place for most participants receiving services from this agency. While they appreciated 
the support, participants also raised specific concerns that connect directly to the 
recommendations for flexible services suggested by Moroney. Participants stated, for 
example, that they would like increased respite hours, as well as more flexible respite. 
Participants found the allocation of services to be inconsistently applied and confusing, 
and they wanted more information on the range of services offered, and more control 
over the use of those services. 
2. The need to recognize and build on the strengths of families 
A shift must take place in attitudes towards Aboriginal families to recognize the 
contributions they make in caring for their children in the midst of the challenges they 
face. Moroney (1986) suggested that social service systems must strengthen and support 
families. Moroney (p. 184, citing Pinker, 1973) suggested that stigmatization and 
dependency of recipients on services occur if those recipients are made to feel inferior, 
particularly if the dependency is long-standing. He thus suggested government 
intervention to "stimulate the growth of support networks" (p. 174), arguing that 
supporting families in caring for children makes an investment into the future of the 
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society itself. For Moroney (1986), an important dimension is that an assumption of 
reciprocity lies at the heart of this support. Programs based on his recommendations 
would allow families to receive support knowing that they are reciprocating by making 
an important contribution in their caring for these children. Their very crucial 
contribution would be publicly recognized and honoured. This concept is closely 
connected to traditional values, where "family" and "community" are considered an 
essential part of the attachment and bonding process of children (McKenzie et al., 1995). 
Helping caregivers develop support networks and making it possible for them to 
see formal social services as supportive, as suggested above, has the potential outcome 
of affirming cultural values in the process of strengthening families. As Castellano 
Brant (2002) has pointed out, the ideal of a caring family and caring community is 
deeply etched in the psyche of Aboriginal people. The reciprocity implied by an 
affirmation of their contributions to larger society, is aligned with their own values, and 
has the potential to contribute to healing in spite of past failure to affirm cultural values, 
as well as to encourage a shift to more inclusive societal attitudes towards individuals 
with developmental disabilities. 
Participants felt "honoured" to care for their children, and believed their children 
were teachers. They shared this individually and in the meetings to share results. This 
discussion around the topic of the "honour" and "teaching" their children bring to their 
families precipitated lively exchanges within the meetings. Their understanding of this 
concept is so deeply embedded within their language and culture that they had difficulty 
expressing the concept in English, and spontaneously began speaking Cree (see 
Appendix 17 for a full account of this exchange.) 
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An important policy change would be to intentionally support the expressed 
interest of participants to meet with others to exchange ideas, and to learn from each 
other. Because of the extremely high demands of caregiving, as well as often marginal 
financial circumstances, many are isolated. One caregiver also stated that because of her 
own apprehension as a child, she felt a disconnection from the Aboriginal community -
and would like opportunities to connect in meaningful ways. This suggests that formal 
support of parent meetings would be a wise public investment, and contribute in 
concrete ways to strengthening families, by encouraging their inner strength. Providing 
increased external supports by providing childcare or funding for respite during such 
meetings, would be an important external support. This has the potential to enable 
creative consideration and support of each other, as well as respecting their knowledge. 
This might enable them to partner with mainstream agencies, and together transform 
some of the Western-based resources in order to enable their children to have increased 
access to important resources, and increased educational opportunities. 
The process to enable their voices to be heard is important to consider, 
complicated as it is not only by different worldviews, but also by different power 
relationships. Many of the caregivers, Mary included, undervalue their own experience, 
and overvalue the knowledge of others, particularly those trained "in a university". They 
are then frustrated by the lack of understanding shown by professionals they feel should 
"know better". This is an issue common to many parents from a variety of cultures, and 
this is related to class, as well as culture. 
Another way to respect caregivers' knowledge would be to invite them to sit as 
members of Boards of Directors of agencies that serve disabled children, and provide 
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them with the childcare they would require to fulfill this responsibility. My past 
experience in church structures suggests that a process involving a series of steps to 
build the confidence of community members is sometimes required to support and 
increase their confidence in their own knowledge prior to, or concurrent with, such 
involvement. 
3. The need to facilitate conditions whereby Aboriginal families may heal from 
intergenerational trauma 
The hardships faced by participants' families are exacerbated by the way that 
mainstream agencies are structured. Castellano Brant (2002) asserts that Aboriginal 
families in urban areas face particular challenges because services provided by 
mainstream agencies are mandated to address specific problems after those problems 
emerge. Families experiencing stresses in dealing with schools, for example, as was 
illustrated above, appreciate the support and advocacy of Children's Special Services 
workers as they negotiate educational systems. However, because this agency is 
structured to serve families with children with developmental disabilities, the agency is 
not mandated to deal with the severe marginalization and trauma experienced by many 
families. Furthermore, if families "break down", provincial child welfare agencies are 
also not equipped to help these children or their families, as workers are not typically 
trained to deal with the particular challenges faced by children with developmental 
disabilities (Fuchs et al., 2006). It is critical that the organization of services for these 
families be restructured and significantly strengthened. 
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Castellano Brant argues that what is required for Aboriginal families are 
community networks that have the capacity to "stand in the place of fragmented families 
and interrupt the transmission of inter-generational trauma" (p. 24). This need is amply 
demonstrated by the combination of trauma, life stresses, and urban issues, including 
racism and discrimination, reported by participants that increase the difficulty 
participants experience while providing for their children. The findings of this study 
strongly support the recommendations Fuchs et al. (2006) made in their study of 
children with disabilities receiving services from Child Welfare Agencies in Manitoba. 
These recommendations were to: 
Develop and implement culturally appropriate prevention and service delivery 
programs. This would include: strengthening programs on prevention of FASD; 
providing services to families with children with FASD; understanding issues 
related to disabilities; supporting families in dealing with the stress of caring for 
a child with a disability; and linking available resources to families. 
The need for culturally appropriate prevention and service delivery programs is 
clearly critical. Given the high needs and the risks facing these Aboriginal families and 
their disabled children, the question becomes: How might these children and families 
best be served? A part of the answer lies in sensitive cultural practice. However, the 
results of this study demonstrate that while appropriate support of cultural knowledge is 
important, another critical dimension is to deal specifically with the combination of 
traumatic experiences and ongoing life stressors experienced by families that tend to tear 
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families apart; only interventions that reduce the stressors and facilitate healing of the 
trauma will be experienced as supportive. A study by Smith, Oliver, and Innocetti 
(2001) on parenting stress supports Moroney's (1986) assertion that family-focussed 
interventions yield greater benefits than child-focussed interventions. They further 
suggest that more effective interventions could be designed by targeting variables most 
related to the stress of families. 
Systemic responses must incorporate current understandings of the effects of 
trauma on individuals and communities. Root (1992) has described how trauma 
permanently changes an individual's construction of reality, particularly when trauma is 
inflicted by another person. Unlike stressful experiences that challenge the human 
capacity to cope, trauma strikes at multiple determinants of security. Root asserts that at 
a certain point, individuals simply are unable to continue to process and integrate 
terrible experiences into "a coherent perception of self and self-in-relationship to others" 
(p. 260). This creates such terrible disorganization that individuals try to "find meaning 
in the experience" in an attempt to reorganize the trauma and integrate the experience 
into one's self-perception as well as relationships to others. Thus, individuals may 
internalize the trauma, for example, blame themselves for the abuse they may have 
received, or may be "cut off' from their own experiences to the point where they are 
unable to access their own authentic feelings. They may thus be limited in their ability to 
trust their own experience, or may question their own judgements in the face of the 
suggestions or assertions of others, most especially others who may be considered 
"experts." 
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That within-family trauma affects parenting has been demonstrated empirically 
in the area of attachment theory. John Bowlby (1980), who worked with war-affected 
children, first called attention to the intricate and important bonding between parents 
and children, and the need to assist parents who themselves had been traumatized. His 
early research has been advanced by many researchers, notably Ainsworth et al. (1978), 
George (1996), and Main and Hesse (1990). Fraiberg, Adelson and Shapiro (1975) 
demonstrated how parental access to her or his own trauma enables the parent to stop 
the cycle of abuse. This was clearly articulated in the lives of a number of caregivers 
who stated, "I never want my children to experience what I experienced." These parents 
worked very hard to ensure their children did not experience abuse. Evidence in the area 
of attachment research suggests that denial or dissociation of the psychic pain associated 
with traumatic experiences is not a conscious act, but one that allows a child to cope 
with her surroundings. However, in the process of coping, the child loses memory of the 
abusive experience, and, in becoming a parent, may repeat the cycle - unless the parent 
receives intervention or support in dealing with the unresolved trauma in her or his own 
life. 
The participants in this study, particularly the grandmothers, affirm the 
importance of parent-child bonding and attachment, this being understood within 
Aboriginal communities within an holistic framework. Their commitment extends 
beyond their families and extended family to an enlarged community. The results of this 
study support the assertion by McKenzie et al (1995) that childhood traumatic 
experiences frequently result not only in loss of core values and spirituality, but also in 
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loss of the supportive networks, including extended family and community. The loss of 
such networks affects patterns of attachment. 
The incidence of diagnosed Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder within the children 
represented in this study was 37 percent or over one-third. With the inclusion of three 
children being raised by grandmothers and a relative who could confirm the prenatal use 
of alcohol by their daughters and niece, the percentage rises to 54 percent. A high 
incidence among Aboriginal populations is confirmed by Bennet and Blackstock (2003) 
as well as Fuchs et al. (2006). There has been much emphasis on the impact of FASD in 
the past decade. This emphasis may mask, or detract from the exploration of other long-
term effects of experiences in residential schools, the loss of culture through rapid 
changes in communities, as well as disruptions in families. The participants' own 
knowledge of the prevalence and impact of Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder may lead 
them to attribute some of the sources of behavioural challenges to Fetal Alcohol 
Spectrum Disorder when some of that impact may, in reality, be attributable to 
intergenerational trauma and unresolved grief, which have been shown to profoundly 
affect parent-child attachment bonds (Main and Hesse, 1990). 
That these children face particular risks because of their difficult behavioural 
challenges, inability to understand consequences, and extreme vulnerability is amply 
demonstrated in the narratives of caregivers. The potential risks in their lives point to a 
critical need to strengthen families and communities. Parents who have been affected by 
inter-generational abuse and trauma, are particularly in need of support. Services to 
these families must be provided in ways that provide a depth of understanding of the 
source and impact of the trauma experienced. . 
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The poignant description by Alice of her attempts to care for her child, who was 
born profoundly affected by alcohol and drugs, is just one illustration of the many 
provided in the narratives of the human suffering as a result of within-family trauma. 
Alice bears tremendous guilt for her son's disability. She is isolated and alone. As she 
looks to her future, and to her son's future, she says, "I don't know what to do. I don't 
know where to go.... Knocking on ... doors doesn't do anything. There's no answer...." 
Alice was on the edge of a decision to place her child voluntarily within the child 
welfare system. Particularly painful for her in accessing child welfare support services 
was a fear of being judged, and then losing control of decision making in her son's life. 
A concern from a clinical perspective is the "judgement" reported by families 
who identify their children as affected by alcohol or drug use. Many families, wishing to 
avoid having their children (as well as themselves) "labelled", may avoid 
acknowledging that their children may be affected in this way. The result is that their 
children do not have a formal "diagnosis" and typically receive less funding to support 
their learning. Further, they do not have access to programs that would specifically 
address their needs. Moreover, as Mary clearly reported, those parents who provide 
strong support to their children, and whose children therefore do not present with 
behavioural issues in schools, state that their children do not receive adequate supports 
to optimally address their learning needs. Even students diagnosed formally with Fetal 
Alcohol Spectrum Disorder experience long waiting lists for appropriate programs. This 
is extremely frustrating for parents and children alike. Dealing effectively with the very 
high rates of children affected by the impact of alcohol and drug use, is an area requiring 
increased research, as Fuchs et al. (2006) earlier outlined. 
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The commitment and courage of all participants, but most especially the 
grandmothers, is an important theme in this study. They have dealt with much trauma, 
and they continue to do so. Their wisdom models ways of providing the support that 
families so urgently require. In their engagement with negative attitudes within 
mainstream society, as well as some level of rejection within their own families and 
communities, they hold to a level of self-knowledge ... described by Jung (1989) earlier 
as "culture in the broadest sense." In effect, their wisdom has the potential to transcend 
cultures, rooted as it is in a desire to advocate for their children and grandchildren. 
Grandmothers understand how support networks evolve from within the 
community. They are, however, in situations where they are caring for extremely high 
needs children, often in isolation and with little support. "Formal" systems need to pay 
attention to how Mary and the grandmothers support each other, and encourage more 
growth. The "informal systems" evolving from within the community are authentically 
based on a transformational model of taking valued cultural principles, and applying 
them in new forms to suit the needs of families. A successful weaving of Aboriginal and 
mainstream knowledge will need to listen to what these wise women have to say. 
Researchers and policy makers must design ways to affirm their knowledge, 
giving them a prominent role and voice, for example, in dealing with the high rates of 
FAS. The voices of these women provide a model for development of practice principles 
that could be affirming of young mothers, assisting their learning about how best to 
bond with, and parent their children. An example of creative practice that may have a 
research component might be formation of a grandmothers' group to reflect on a number 
of topics related to parenting. Documentation of their ideas, and incorporation into 
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practice principles, and follow-up testing in a group process with the same grandmothers 
sharing leadership with professionals would affirm and strengthen their knowledge base. 
A research role might be to encourage and support them as they provide leadership and 
articulate the content discovered within their cultural and spiritual traditions, as well as 
the process that might best enable their knowledge to grow and develop. These strengths 
might form a core understanding for practice principles that could be utilized in teaching 
social work courses, or in staff development in social service agencies and schools. 
4. The need to end jurisdictional disputes between federal and provincial governments 
This study documents that 25 percent of the sample (five participants) had 
moved to Winnipeg to access specialized services for their children; these families 
experienced deep suffering because they often left either other children or significant 
other relationships in order to access these resources. In the process of attempting to 
better care for their children with developmental disabilities, however, they were forced 
to leave home communities where some, at least, had some form of social support as 
well as services connected to Treaty Rights such as housing. A study by Allec (2005) 
confirmed that unresolved jurisdictional issues have led to gaps in service in First 
Nations in Manitoba. Several categories of health services, including services to 
children with disabilities, mental health services, and promotion of health, are not 
covered under the Canada Health Act. These are provided by provincial Regional Health 
Authorities to all residents of Manitoba - except First Nation families living on reserves. 
That these excluded services include the mental health services so desperately needed 
for communities to recover from trauma, health promotion, which would enhance 
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standards of living, and services to individuals with disabilities, is a profound injustice. 
Moreover, in spite of the recognition that educational supports are the most important 
support to children with disabilities (Fuchs et al., 2006), these educational supports are 
lacking for families living in rural areas who have attempted to care for children in their 
home communities. The interaction of these factors explains the extremely difficult 
situation for participants who felt forced to move to access services for their vulnerable 
children. The shattering burden placed on families in caring for children with special 
needs because of jurisdictional issues between federal and provincial governments is 
unjust and needs to be immediately resolved. 
As noted earlier, Helin (2006) outlined that while less than half of Aboriginal 
peoples now live in rural communities, those communities continue to receive almost 
90% of federal transfer payments, while individuals moving to urban areas receive 3.5% 
of funding. Families moving to access resources thus receive less funding from their 
home communities. In moving to urban areas, they suffer from racism in accessing 
housing and employment. This was documented in a national poll for the Department of 
Indian Affairs. Aubry (2007) reported in the Winnipeg Free Press that the poll found 42 
percent of urban Aboriginals in Winnipeg faced discrimination by businesses, and 25 
percent faced other forms of discrimination. Also disturbing in that report was that 
almost all Aboriginal renters reported facing discrimination from landlords. 
From a policy perspective, all the above factors place increasing stress on 
families, thus contributing to family breakdown. Families with developmentally 
disabled children must have supports that address stressors related to the increased 
challenges of dealing with behavioural issues, medical fragility, and the stress associated 
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with moving to access resources. An immediate measure to ease the burden on these 
families might be affirming the knowledge of caregivers such as Nancy who suggested 
Aboriginal resource persons, or a parent group - be available to provide support to 
parents new to an urban area, and to help them negotiate the complex systems for the 
critical care their children require. Such a group or resource person may be sponsored 
by, or implemented through, Children's Special Services, in consultation with 
Aboriginal agencies who understand the particular stresses facing Aboriginal families in 
accessing housing and finding employment. 
B. Links between Aboriginal and Western worldviews 
1. Practice principles 
The findings suggest important principles for social workers dealing with 
Aboriginal families with children with developmental disabilities. Firstly, social workers 
dealing with these families must understand the particular challenges faced by the 
children, as well as their families. As was earlier noted in the literature review, because 
of widespread societal negation, individuals with developmental disabilities have 
historically received poor services (Sinason, 1992; Bogdan & Taylor, 1982), and Burge 
et al. (1998) reported that social workers have avoided practice in this area. The societal 
devaluation of these children has also had a negative impact on research in this area 
(Sinason, 1992). Because social work has historically been based on medical models 
where there has been an emphasis on "cure", social workers have often not viewed 
working with individuals with disabilities as a valued career path (Moroney, 1986; 
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Sinason, 1992). Increased emphasis must therefore be placed on education around 
challenges and treatment of children with developmental disabilities and their families. 
Secondly, practice with Aboriginal families must take into account the historic 
challenges faced by families. An important practice principle is that the spirituality and 
values supporting families be emphasized through collaborative partnerships and 
learning from service receivers, Elders and Aboriginal agencies and colleagues. While 
adaptations of Aboriginal cultural teachings and spirituality to Western models have 
importance, this research suggests that a deeper appreciation of the integrity of the 
teachings must be incorporated into practice in ways that change practice itself. 
LaFrance and Bastien (2007) affirm the importance of culture in addressing challenges 
faced by families. In their view, "cultural principles and assumptions of Aboriginality, a 
way of life based on spirituality as the source of all relationships, calls upon people to 
assume responsibility for all relationships." Service providers would be wise to examine 
how to better support and honour the desire of families to take increasing responsibility 
for the care of their children, through learning the cultural principles guiding families in 
their care of their children, and shaping policies that support this cultural value. 
Thirdly, trust emerged as a major challenge throughout this research, from my 
first approach of personnel in Aboriginal agencies to many of the interactions I had with 
those who agreed to be interviewed. While there are many values that are common and 
shared between the two cultures, issues of trust continue to affect the relationship 
between Aboriginal peoples and some service providers. The findings of this study 
support those of McKenzie et al. (1995) who, in the context of child welfare, noted that 
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the issue of trust affected relationships between Aboriginal people and mainstream 
institutions. 
Participants were unwilling to trust without careful discernment, as is evidenced 
in how Mary approached the school because "they had someone I loved in there." The 
lack of trust is rooted in the different worldviews, which places a different value on how 
to treat a child with a disability. Trust is further undermined by the reality that they, as 
Aboriginal people, have been under-valued in Canadian society and many have 
experienced trauma through agencies such as schools, and social services, and many 
have also experienced within-family trauma and violence. Participants' stories further 
revealed that they experience judgements from professionals in mainstream agencies 
and schools, as well as from Aboriginal agencies. Trust-building within the social 
service and educational community must underlie all practice. 
A fourth practice principle is related to the previous two principles: telling their 
"story" is experienced as helpful to families, and demonstrates trust and respect. The 
values of the social work profession, commitment to issues of justice and equity place 
the profession at a particularly important place to increase levels of trust, and advocate 
for integration of Aboriginal values within policy. In a study of service effectiveness in 
child welfare agencies, LaFrance (2003) found that the practice orientation and values of 
social workers were recognized and preferred by clients - over professionals without 
such training. His study also found that clients longed to tell their stories, but rarely 
experienced that opportunity. My own experience of "hearing" the longer stories in the 
research process, while also working with families "clinically" in a school based agency, 
demonstrated this truth. Hearing "longer" stories, enabling the experience of caregivers 
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to flow from their own starting points, gave a much deeper and broader understanding of 
their challenges, as well as their insights. The "story form" may assist not only in 
providing a fuller assessment, but in communicating respect, thereby increasing trust, a 
key to increasing the potential of working in partnership and more positive outcomes. 
Finally, the best of interventions must be utilized to support the complex issues 
facing families. Interdisciplinary teams that include medical, educational, and social 
service agencies, must partner with Aboriginal caregivers and agencies to support 
interventions respectful of and attentive to, the cultural understandings of First Nation 
and Metis peoples. Therapies that may assist and support family structures are basic 
services. Several participants within this study alluded to the assistance of occupational 
therapists through Children's Hospital who provided a much valued resource. Within 
schools, the work of specialists such as speech language therapists, occupational 
therapists, and physiotherapists, enhances children's abilities to communicate, and has 
the capacity to augment parental knowledge that assists their children's learning. These 
therapies offer support that transcends cultures and worldviews. Such therapies augment 
attachment therapies in providing concrete ways to communicate more effectively with 
children, and need to be expanded to Aboriginal languages, or be enhanced by 
translation services. The use of attachment-informed insights and interventions, in 
combination with understandings offered by community members are critical. 
Additionally, the use of such therapies as creative arts and play therapies hold 
promise for applicability to Aboriginal children and families as they also encourage 
expression non-verbally and play a role in healing from trauma. Such therapies have the 
potential to make links to the powerful imagery and symbols of oral tradition. 
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2. Case study: Developing a parent group to support the learning of children in schools 
The following case study provides a concrete example of a recent initiative by 
the researcher to address the two concerns expressed most often by the participants, the 
difficulties of communicating with education systems around learning needs of their 
children, and concerns around the use of medications. Aboriginal caregivers recognize 
the importance of education for their children - but they want to be sure that their 
children receive the most appropriate form of education. Fuchs et al.'s (2006) study 
supports these results, reporting that the most important resources for children with 
developmental disabilities within the child welfare system were education and 
medications. Participants of this study were less than convinced that medications were 
necessary or helpful. 
A proposal to address concerns of parents was developed in the school-based 
clinical support service for children and families where the researcher works. To 
understand the need for the proposed group, it is necessary to first outline the 
complexity parents face in working within systems with different value systems than 
their own. 
Schools are the primary socializing force for all children, and their function to 
initiate children into mainstream values is commonly recognized. As Ralston Saul 
(1995) points out, "During school years ... we gradually come to understand the nature 
of our society and how we might fit into it...." Thus, education is critically important as 
an agent to enable children to become full participants in society. Parents in this study 
were adamant that they wanted their children to receive the best education possible. 
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Aboriginal children and families are affected by the school system on at least 
two levels. All Aboriginal peoples are affected by being introduced into a different value 
system. This is a negotiation many have successfully made, as was demonstrated, for 
example, in the lives of Lynn's mother, as well as Lynn and her family. On another and 
deeper level, many have had the additional negative impact of residential school abuse 
and/or trauma, and must often find a way to deal with the trauma of their experience. 
The challenge of sending a child with a developmental disability, who is more 
vulnerable than other students, to a system they may have some distrust of, requires 
extra courage. An attitude of "respectful approach" by parents (to teachers) can 
sometimes mean parental concerns may not be taken as seriously as parents would like. 
This attitude is complicated by the differing power relationships, and some negative 
judgements reported by parents on the part of schools and agencies toward themselves 
and their children. 
That medications are sometimes suggested for behaviour management in schools 
increases the challenges for parents. The use of medications raised very strong 
objections on the part of parents. It is difficult to discern whether the specific stress 
and/or trauma that caregivers have suffered leads them to "distrust" the use of "drugs," 
which may have an association to so many destructive forces in their lives, or whether 
their distrust is rooted in the belief, which Veronica articulated, that drugs are too easily 
dispensed by physicians and that other interventions such as counselling should be 
considered. Lynn perhaps best articulated her own concern about medication for her 
grandchild, with her poignant question, "Why should he be on drugs because others treat 
him badly? Who has the problem?" Lynn had many strengths, past experience in her 
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family of negotiating difference, as well as the benefit of her current work in the child 
welfare system. This gave her insight into some of the failings within the system, and 
the ability and power to challenge and to act as an advocate when she disagreed. 
Medication to address children's behavioural problems is an issue struggled with by 
many parents of all cultural and ethnic backgrounds. For Aboriginal parents who must 
deal with the larger issue of trust of mainstream values and belief systems, including the 
medical system, the complexity of making decisions about the use of medications is 
increased. It is possible that many factors contribute to the resistance to medication to 
address behavioural challenges. This is an area that requires further exploration, as the 
topic was a frequent source of conflict for participants, and my personal experience in 
clinical practice in schools confirms that this is a common issue. 
Unfortunately, such resistance can sometimes be seen by educators and clinical 
support staff in mainstream educational systems as unwillingness on the part of a parent 
to support the educational goals of their child or children. These professionals need to 
recognize that, for many parents, this resistance represents genuine concern for the well-
being of their child. In dealing with the education system, parents are in a difficult 
position. Educators are socially more powerful and are supported by the force of law. 
The very different perception of the appropriateness of medication, which parents 
articulate, is sometimes in conflict with the high value placed on medications to improve 
learning in the classroom by educators and medical practitioners. The fact that parents 
must rely on the education system to provide an important preparation for the child to 
become increasingly independent, and that they know they must work in close 
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consultation with schools to achieve this goal for their child, creates a complex dilemma 
for parents. 
The purpose of the parent group is to directly support children's educational 
goals through enhancing parent-school relationships, to nurture a better understanding of 
challenges faced by parents within school staff, and to assist parents to access resources 
that will support their children's learning (eg. treatment centres and psychiatric 
services). Foundational work has begun by a clinical team that is exploring parent needs 
through meetings with key parents as the team is also inviting collaborative links with 
mainstream, as well as Aboriginal agencies to determine gaps in service. The parent 
group is scheduled to begin in 2008. The group facilitators intend to listen closely to the 
wishes of parents in the structuring of group meetings. The group has a research 
component; the results will be disseminated within the school division, as well as shared 
with community agencies. 
The development of this parent group is premised on a view that relationships of 
mutual respect and trust are central to establishing and maintaining positive 
relationships between parents and schools, thereby promoting the best learning 
environments for children. Aboriginal ways of knowing must be respected. Educators 
and clinical support teams do recognize the positive strength of these values, but 
professional staff may need to better understand how to build in more supports and 
resources for highly stressed families. This will require taking the time to examine the 
value differences, and increasingly explore ways of respecting parental views. The 
intent is that the group will provide a place of "engagement" that extends beyond usual 
home school communication. With increased trust, teams may support the children's 
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learning through discussing with parents the positive benefits of interventions such as 
the use of medications in selected cases. Documentation of all meetings with staff, 
parents and outside agencies will form a part of the process. 
3. Spirituality, psychotherapy, the role of the grandmothers and feminist thought 
Spirituality addresses a realm of life that extends beyond the concrete reality of 
daily life. Participants acknowledged the presence of mystery, and articulated that they 
viewed their lives and the lives of their children as journeys. The study participants 
represented here were volunteers who were associated with a variety of community 
agencies. That many expressed a deep spirituality demonstrates the importance of 
spirituality within the general population of Aboriginal peoples. This suggests that 
individuals training in education, medical sciences, therapies and social work must 
develop awareness of the importance of spirituality to these families. An important step 
would be to include dimensions of spirituality in courses in social work practice to 
ensure that all practitioners have some foundational knowledge of, and sensitivity to, 
spirituality within the lives of Aboriginal families. 
While a view that life includes "mystery" is affirmed by individuals of many 
spiritual traditions, what is different about First Nation and Metis individuals is that 
their spiritual traditions are to be rooted in an holistic perspective that is integrated into 
family and community life; the "secular" and the "sacred" are not "separated" as in 
Euro-Canadian and European traditions. This changes the way we think about 
professional training. For example, training in social work, education, and medicine 
typically do not include thinking about "spirituality". The "mystery" described by Mary 
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and the participants, as well as by Western spiritual leaders and psychotherapists such as 
Greenspan (2004), and understandings of suffering by medical ethicist Hauerwas (1986) 
have the potential to enlarge and enrich mainstream understandings of life beyond the 
separations and dichotomies of Western thought. This begins to change the way we see 
"practice", as well as the way we see ourselves as a community. Diagram Five on page 
231 illustrates a possible way of visualizing "shared responsibility" between an 
Aboriginal worldview and Western traditions. Increasing partnerships within and 
between mainstream and Aboriginal agencies, increasing voices and influence of parents 
will then have the potential to impact services, and increase health of children and 
families. Such understandings also have the potential to provide more sensitive support 
to children and families of other non-Western cultures, for example, children and 
families who are arriving in increasing numbers from war torn countries. 
The dimension of "mystery" described by participants is addressed by some 
mainstream practitioners. Psychotherapist Miriam Greenspan (2004) acknowledged that 
in her personal experience of caring for a child who died in infancy, she discovered: 
a new land, one that was perhaps always there but I had somehow never noticed: 
a magical land inhabited by spirits; a world in which life expands out of death, 
parallel with this constricted world we know, in which death is merciless; a 
world that offers up the blessing of an unexpected and unforgettable consolation 
(P-39). 
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Greenspan's perspective had been deeply influenced by the experiences of her parents, 
who had survived the holocaust and who had chosen not to be identified with their 
traditions. Until the birth and death of her child, she would have described herself as an 
atheist. Greenspan now supports approaches to psychotherapy that affirm the presence 
of mystery, as well as the "dark emotions," which include learning from, rather than 
attempting to avoid, grief and loss. Greenspan's approach is congruent with the wisdom 
of the grandmothers and the integration of spiritual beliefs into professional 
interventions. 
Hannah used the concept of "journey" in her practice of traditional spirituality; 
she described a dream many years previously, which led to her eventually receiving a 
sacred pipe, demonstrating a sacred trust of her gifts within her community. This role 
carries the responsibility within her family of bringing healing. Hannah poignantly 
described her vision in this way, "this is where we are starting ... each of my brothers 
and sisters ... with our children." 
One of the greatest spiritual leaders of the 20th century, Martin Buber (cited in 
O'Connor, 1971) affirmed the concept of "journey" in life, suggesting: 
"If you mean by the question: what is to be done?... "what is one to do?" there is 
no answer ... but he who poses the question with the earnestness of his soul on 
his lips and means, "What have I to do?" he is taken by the hand by comrades he 
does not know but whom he will soon become familiar with, and they answer, 
"You shall not withhold yourself (p. 67). 
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In commenting on Buber's words, Bernard Phillips (cited in O'Connor, 1971, p. 
68) suggests that it is only in examining one's own life that one can learn how life is to 
be lived. Within this community, where caregivers are reconnecting families, remaking 
community, healing and restoring broken lives, the concept of "journey" appears 
critical. Forms of spirituality that bring healing to people must be respected as people 
search for healing in their own lives and the lives of their children. Social work practice 
must be broadened to ensure all practitioners are able to be respectful of an holistic 
worldview. Zapf (2003) cited in LaFrance and Bastien (2007) suggests that "[a]s 
Aboriginal people seek to renew and invigorate their own spirituality as a source of 
strength, perhaps social work should also look deeply into its own spiritual roots" (p. 
113). In his view, the trend away from spirituality may be attributed to a desire for the 
profession to be more scientific; however, there is a growing trend to see the importance 
of spirituality, and increased awareness of the longing for connections within Western 
society. 
The spiritual view that affirms that all of life is connected and interconnected 
expressed by caregivers, is supported by Jean Vanier (1998) whose eloquent articulation 
of the importance of "inclusion" within Christian traditions is based on his own growth 
as a human being. After years of developing his intellectual and rational abilities, Vanier 
discovered that through his experiences with individuals with disabilities he grew in his 
capacity for relationships. In his words "I began to discover that human maturity comes 
as we begin to bring our heads and our hearts together." (p. 2). 
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The role of the grandmothers and feminist thought 
An important model of how to bring "our heads and hearts together," is in the 
collective wisdom of the grandmothers. Mary's story began the findings; her 
commitment to face the abuse of her childhood, recover the traditions that had been lost, 
and bring healing to her own life in order to care for her children are inspiring. When 
one considers that generations of children were removed from mothers and 
grandmothers like Mary, and that husbands and sons in Metis communities denied their 
identity, one realizes that Mary's journey is even more inspiring and courageous. 
At the final meeting arranged with caregivers to discuss a summary of the content 
of stories, Mary recounted sharing the many struggles of caring for her adopted children. 
Someone had asked, "Why don't you give them back?" "Give them back?" she had 
cried indignantly! "Who would I give them back to? I couldn't live with myself if I did 
something like that. How could I sleep if I did something like that?" Throughout the 
difficulties, she and other caregivers are doing their best to care for some of the most 
behaviourally challenging children in this community. They are doing so with wisdom 
and compassion, and with little acknowledgement or support. 
The role of the grandmothers in reconstructing the core values and the practice 
of Aboriginal spirituality, as well as the many ways they apply their values and 
spirituality in order to connect with agencies for care of their children, is impressive 
when one considers their treatment throughout the colonial period. Van Kirk (1980, 
1999) has documented the severe racism women experienced, noting that 
"acculturation" of many mixed-blood children came with a price - "the suppression of 
every vestige of their Indian heritage" (p. 199). The Royal Commission (RCAPc) also 
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documents severe violence against Aboriginal women. Smith (2005) speaks to this 
violence when she articulates the dilemma faced by many Native women in the United 
States: 
Native women who are survivors of violence often find themselves caught 
between the tendency within Native communities to remain silent about sexual 
and domestic violence in order to maintain a united front against racism and 
colonialism and the insistence on the part of the white-dominated anti-violence 
movement that survivors cannot heal from violence unless they leave their 
communities. The reason Native women are constantly marginalized in male-
dominated discourses about racism and colonialism and in white-dominated 
discourses about racism and colonialism is the inability of both discourses to 
address the inextricable relationship between gender violence and colonialism (p. 
63). 
The application of feminist thought has much to offer in this area, particularly as 
Aboriginal women are among the most deeply marginalized and most frequently 
traumatized in Canadian society. Van Kirk (1984, citing Maria Campbell) drew 
particular attention to the plight of Metis women who historically "bore the brunt of 
their men's despair" (p. 56) in the colonization process. LaRoque (1997) affirms that 
women continue to bear the deep wounds associated with social disintegration within 
communities, and their plight is often unrecognized in community justice initiatives; she 
suggests that if this continues, women will abandon their homes and communities to 
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seek support in mainstream society. That some are doing so is evident in the narratives 
reported in this study. 
D. Concluding remarks 
An important contribution of this research is the demonstration through the 
participants' narratives that they themselves are in the process of healing, and that the 
processes by which they are healed are rooted in some of the traditions that have been 
viewed negatively and outlawed in Canadian society. As participants described their 
experiences, some of which were excruciatingly painful, many said, "as long as this 
[being interviewed] will help someone else, I'm happy to help..." The gracious offering 
of assistance was deeply touching throughout the interview process. This offering, on a 
personal level, provides a model for a larger "offering" of assistance into mainstream 
interventions, educational structures, and medical care. 
The resourcefulness and adaptability that are clear in these narratives is mirrored 
in the history of Western Canada, and has been well documented (See for example the 
work of Elias (1988) and Friesen (1984) as well as in the RCAP (1996)). The historic 
injustices in the lives of Metis and First Nation peoples, are clear in the narratives. The 
contributions of First Nation and Metis knowledge and spirituality have not been 
intentionally acknowledged, as Ralston Saul (1997) earlier reported. Integration of this 
knowledge into mainstream institutions is an important part of a process to create 
meaningful change. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Information letter to sponsoring agencies 
Joyce Clouston Carlson 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
Waterloo, Ontario 
Research number: 
Date 
To: Executive Director, Program Manager or Supervisor 
Agency name 
Address 
Re: A qualitative study of experiences of Aboriginal caregivers of children with 
developmental disabilities 
Dear (name of Executive Director, Program Manager or Supervisor), 
I am a doctoral student in the Faculty of Social Work at Wilfrid Laurier University, and 
I am beginning my doctoral dissertation, entitled, A study of experiences of Aboriginal 
caregivers of children with developmental disabilties. I am writing to request the 
assistance of your agency in locating potential research participants. I am hoping to 
interview 20 to 30 Aboriginal caregivers of developmentally disabled children. 
I am currently working part-time at Child Guidance Clinic with children with 
developmental disabilities and their families, a position I have held since 1998 (with the 
exception of my residency to complete doctoral course work at Wilfrid Laurier 
University from September 2000 to December 2001). On a personal note, I am of Metis 
heritage and a substitute decision maker for my own sister who is developmentally 
disabled. I have previously explored cultural knowledge within Aboriginal communities 
through working with First Nation and Metis leaders and elders to assist them in 
publishing spiritual and cultural traditions. 
This study will explore Aboriginal cultural knowledge and traditions in the care of 
children with developmental disabilities in an attempt to gain a better understanding of 
the current experiences and needs articulated by families. My hope is that this study will 
provide important knowledge to better understand what kinds of community services 
might best serve the needs of families with developmentally disabled members. Further, 
this study will explore issues of attachment. 
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This study is supervised by four academic advisors. The committee is Co-chaired by Dr. 
Eli Teram (Wilfrid Laurier University; qualitative research and organizational theory) 
and Dr. Carol Stalker (Wilfrid Laurier University; research on interventions with 
survivors of child sexual abuse & attachment theory; clinical experience as a supervisor 
in hospital settings). Dr. Faye Mishna (University of Toronto; research in school 
systems with children who have learning disabilities; research on bullying; clinical 
practice) and Dr. Tuula Heinonen (cultural retention and acculturation; social work in 
health care and qualitative research) are serving on the committee. This study is 
supported by a research grant from the Canadian Institutes of Health Research: Centre 
for Aboriginal Health Research at the University of Manitoba. A part of the funding 
provided through the Centre for Aboriginal Health Research includes honoraria for five 
consultations with two "key informants" from the Aboriginal community throughout the 
research process. The Rev. Dr. Stanley McKay (past Director of Spiritual Care at Health 
Sciences Centre and past Director of the Dr. Jessie Saulteaux Resource Centre) and 
Leyah McFadyen (past Director of Family Support and Family Education Counselling 
Programs at Family Centre of Winnipeg, current consultant on Health Care in First 
Nation communities and an Accreditor with the Council on Accreditation Services to 
Children and Families) will offer advice and support. Participants will have the 
opportunity to respond to the interpretation of data once the interviews are complete. 
For your information I am including: 
1. An information letter for potential participants 
2. A description of the methodology for sponsoring agencies 
3. A consent form giving permission to be contacted 
4. You are invited: An information sheet with general information about the 
study 
5. Consent to participate form 
6. Consent to participate in a meeting form 
7. A request for information form 
8. An interview guide 
My hope is to interview between December of 2004 and April of 2005 in the Winnipeg 
area. I look forward to discussing this proposal with you in more detail. I will contact 
you within two weeks to arrange a meeting at your convenience. I would be very happy 
to meet with your staff members to discuss the study and invite their involvement in 
suggesting potential participants. If you require further information, please contact me 
at: 943-9824. Thank you in advance for your willingness to support this research. 
Sincerely, 
Joyce Clouston Carlson, Doctoral Candidate 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
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APPENDIX 2 
Description of methodology for sponsoring agencies 
Wilfrid Laurier University: Faculty of Social Work 
Researcher: Joyce Clouston Carlson 
Description of methodology for sponsoring agencies 
This study will use a qualitative research approach with an aim to examine the 
"lived experiences" of individuals to generate a theory "grounded" upon the experiences 
of caregivers. A clear understanding of the needs articulated by families is the goal. The 
question central to this study is: what is your experience of having/ raising (name of 
child who is diagnosed as developmental!)! disabled?) Because an exploratory study 
with six Aboriginal professional caregivers, cultural enrichment professionals and social 
workers completed in 2001 suggested that caregivers resist labelling of their children as 
"different", the question will simply name the child who has been diagnosed, but will 
not "name" the child according to the label "developmental disability" or "autistic" or 
"Down's syndrome. It appeared from the exploratory study that attitudes toward care of 
individuals with developmental disabilities in Aboriginal communities represents a 
"conflict" between traditional Aboriginal world views, and the more individualistic 
values of Western European societies which underpin societal institutions such as 
schools and health care agencies. This study will utilize ethnographic principles to 
understand the meaning held within individuals around "care" of children with 
developmental disabilities. Since "meaning" is understood in the context of 
"interactions", many of the questions will explore relationships and interactions within 
families, and between family members and others within the community. 
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As the purpose of the study is to better understand the specific experiences of 
caregivers of children with developmental disabilities, I am seeking to discover the 
meaning of developmental disability through interviews with a variety of caregivers 
with differing experiences. The following criteria will be used to select a sample: 
• the research participants must identify themselves as Aboriginal (either First 
Nation or Metis) 
• participants must have a child diagnosed with a "developmental disability" by the 
Child Development Clinic of Winnipeg or by their own physician. The definition 
of "developmental disability" is that utilized by the US Developmental 
Disabilities Act which includes "sub-average intellectual functioning, IQ of 70 or 
below measured by an individually administered test". The child must be eligible 
to receive the services of Children's Special Services but may not necessarily be 
receiving services. 
• the child must be between the ages of 4 to 18 years. 
• the caregiver must be willing to participate in the study 
• A mix of persons of Metis and First Nation heritage will be sought, as well as 
persons with differing "ties" to home (rural) communities is desired. Persons 
who have lived in Winnipeg for more than one generation may express different 
needs than those who have moved within the last decade. 
• A mix of persons who are financially independent and who are marginalized is 
desired. 
• The main method of data collection will be audio-taped, in-depth, open-ended 
interviews with caregivers. Data analysis will proceed with a constant 
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comparative method; strategies such as observation, review of findings with "key 
informants" and meeting with participants to discuss interpretation of data will 
enhance trustworthiness of data. 
The projected time frame of the study is; 
Selection of participants: 
Data collection (interviewing) 
Interpretation of data: analysis/ 
consultation with key informants/ 
participant action meeting 
Defence of Dissertation 
December 1*704 to June 30/05 
December 1*704 to June 30/05 
December 1*704 to Dec/06 
April/ 07 
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APPENDIX 3 
Information letter to participants 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
Faculty of Social Work 
Caregivers experiences with children with developmental disabilities in the 
Aboriginal community. 
Introduction to the study 
My name is Joyce Clouston Carlson. I am writing to introduce myself to you and to invite 
you to participate in a research project. I have lived in the City of Winnipeg for over 30 
years, and have worked in agencies caring for children and families, and as well, have 
assisted Aboriginal leaders in transcribing their cultural stories. I have volunteered on 
community boards. I am of Metis heritage and have personal experience with persons who 
have a disability. I am currently a doctoral student at Wilfrid Laurier University in the 
Faculty of Social Work. This research is a part of my doctoral program of studies and is 
supported by the Centre for Aboriginal Health Research. 
The purpose of the research is to better understand the experiences of Aboriginal families 
who have a child diagnosed with a developmental disability. I approached agencies to 
request their assistance in identifying potential participants. Your name was suggested as a 
person who may be interested in participating. I am inviting you to participate because I 
believe that the experience of caregivers is essential to encourage future public policy to be 
more sensitive to the needs and values of Aboriginal families and communities, 
If you agree to participate in this study, I am asking you to offer about 60 - 90 minutes of 
your time. If you are interested in participating, you will be one of about 20 to 30 
individuals that I will be interviewing. To ensure that I accurately understand your 
perspective, I will be requesting permission to tape record the interview. The interview will 
be transcribed by a Research Assistant someone else who will keep all the information in 
the interview confidential. All information that would identify about third parties such as 
children (their names and identifying characteristics) will be removed from the transcripts. I 
will provide you with a copy of the transcript if you wish. This will ensure that you may 
review what was said, and offer any corrections you may wish to make. The interview will 
take place at a location convenient to you. Each participant will receive an honorarium of 
$25.00 to cover expenses and to express my appreciation for your willingness to share your 
knowledge. 
I recognize that some of your experiences may be difficult to share, so I will ask you to 
discuss only what feels comfortable to you. Your participation is voluntary and you may 
choose not to participate at any time. If you decide not to continue with the interview, there 
will be no penalty or loss of the honorarium. You may refuse to answer any questions. If 
you withdraw from the study your data will be destroyed. An information sheet listing 
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counselling resources will be offered to all participants. 
The information from each participant will be held in confidence so that the identity of 
individual participants remains anonymous. Interview tapes will be stored separately from 
documents that include your name such as consent forms. The final report and any 
presentations will not identify you in any way. Any quotations which may be used will not 
be linked to any person, either directly or indirectly. In this way, your confidentiality will 
be protected. 
Throughout the interview process I will be consulting two persons who are of First Nation 
and Metis heritage, and who have worked in health care. They will act as "key informants" 
to ensure the knowledge of participants is honoured. Once the interviews are complete, and 
I have analysed the information, I will be contacting participants to invite all who are 
interested to meet to hear the results and share their views. If you are willing to participate, 
you will be asked to sign a consent form for the interview which will provide more 
information about your rights as a participant. I will be providing a second consent form for 
participation at the meeting to hear results and to share your views with others. 
The supervisors of this study are: Dr. Eli Teram, Faculty of Social Work, Wilfrid Laurier 
University and Dr. Carol Stalker, Faculty of Social Work, Wilfrid Laurier University. You 
may reach them at Wilfrid Laurier University (519) 884-0710. Dr. Teram is at extension 
2198 and Dr. Stalker may be reached at 2026. 
This project has been reviewed and approved by the University Ethics Review Board. If 
you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions in this form, or your rights 
as a participant in research have been violated during the course of this project, you may 
contact Dr. Bill Marr, Chair, University Research Ethics Board, Wilfrid Laurier University, 
(519) 884-0710, extension 2468. 
I would be happy to answer any questions you may have about the study, or your rights as a 
participant. For more information about how to become involved, please contact me at 943-
9824.1 look forward to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 
Joyce Clouston Carlson 
MSW, Registered Social Worker, PhD Candidate 
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APPENDIX 4 
Consent for Participation Form 
Wilfrid Laurier University: Informed Consent Statement 
Consent form for participation in: a qualitative study of experiences of Aboriginal 
caregivers of children with developmental disabilities 
I understand that I am being asked to participate in a study being conducted by Joyce 
Clouston Carlson who is a Doctoral student at Wilfrid Laurier University. The purpose 
of the study is to better understand the experiences of caregivers who have a child 
diagnosed with a developmental disability. 
Voluntary participation: I understand that I will be asked to participate in an interview 
which will last from 1 to 1 Vz hours. I understand that the interview will be taped, and 
that I may receive a copy of the transcript if I wish. At that time, I may offer corrections 
I wish to make. I further understand that I will be invited to participate in a meeting at 
the end of all the interviews; at that time I will be able to meet others who have 
participated in the research, and I will have the opportunity to hear the interpretation of 
results of the interviews and comment on the results. 
I understand that my experiences as a caregiver may involve some discussions that may 
raise painful emotions or discomfort. If this occurs, information and/or resources will be 
offered that will enable me to seek counselling to assist me in dealing with painful 
emotions or discomfort. 
I understand that the intent of the study is to gain more information and knowledge 
about experiences of Aboriginal families with children with developmental disabilities, 
and that the knowledge I provide will be used to the benefit of families with children 
with developmental disabilities. The knowledge may be shared in presentations and/or 
workshops, as well as in publications. 
Confidentiality: I understand that the information I provide will be kept confidential, 
and that I will not be identified in any publication or discussion. The researcher will 
ensure that any information that would identify me will be stored separately from 
transcripts in a locked cabinet. Only the researcher and her academic advisors will have 
access to this information, and I understand that the researcher is bound by a code of 
ethics as a Graduate Student of Wilfrid Laurier University to protect the confidentiality 
of all research participants; as well, the researcher is a member of the Manitoba 
Association of Social Workers, and the Manitoba Institute of Registered Social Workers 
which also ensures the researcher is bound by the Social Work professional code of 
ethics. I understand that I may receive a copy of the transcript if I so choose. I 
understand that the tapes will be erased once the transcriptions are completed. 
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In order to consult, I understand that sections of the interview transcripts may be shared 
with academic advisors. As well, small sections may be shared with "key informants" to 
the study (The Rev. Dr. Stan McKay and Leyah McFadyen who are of Aboriginal 
heritage) to assist the researcher to bring an Aboriginal world view to understanding the 
information. When sections of the transcripts are shared with either academic advisors 
or "key informants" I understand that any information that would identify me will be 
removed. I understand that if I reveal information about a child being abused, or at risk 
of being abused, the information about child abuse will be reported to child welfare 
authorities. 
I understand that my participation is entirely voluntary and I may refuse to answer any 
question, and I may withdraw from the study at any time. Discontinuation of 
participation will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to which I am entitled (such as 
the honourarium). If I choose to withdraw from the study, all tapes will be erased, and 
transcripts will be returned to me. 
I understand that results of the study will be shared with me, as well as with other 
participants at a meeting at the end of the interviews which I will be invited to attend. I 
understand that I may receive a summary of the research results at the completion of the 
study and that this would be mailed to me by July of 2006 if I request it. 
I understand that results of this research will be shared in professional journals dealing 
with developmental disability, as well as with universities, and/or agencies who may use 
the information to develop resources and/ or policy to the benefit Aboriginal families 
with developmentally disabled children. The Canadian Institutes of Health Research and 
the Scottish Rite Charitable Foundation will also receive a summary of the findings of 
the study. 
I understand that non-identifying quotes may be used in published reports, but that no 
quotations that would identify me will be used without my written permission. 
If I have any questions about the research, the procedures, or my rights, I may contact 
the researcher Joyce Clouston Carlson at (phone). I understand that this research is 
supervised by co-chairs of Joyce's academic committee Dr. Eli Teram (519) 884-1970 
(ext: 2198) and Dr. Carol Stalker (519) 884-1970 (ext:2026). They may be reached at 
Wilfrid Laurier University, 75 University Avenue West, Waterloo, Ontario. N2L 3C5. 
This project has been reviewed and approved by the University Research Ethics Board 
at Wilfrid Laurier University. If you feel you have not been treated according to the 
descriptions in this form, or your rights as a participant in research have been violated 
during the course of this project, you may contact Mr. Bill Marr, Chair, University 
Research Ethics Board, Wilfrid Laurier University, (519) 884-0710, extension 2468. 
I acknowledge receiving a copy of this consent 
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Participant Researcher 
Date 
Joyce Clouston Carlson 
PhD Candidate 
Phone: (Winnipeg) 
Faculty of Social Work 
Wilfrid Laurier University 75 University Avenue West Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3C5 
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APPENDIX 4a 
Request for Information Form 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
Request for Information form 
A study of caregivers experiences with children with developmental disabilities in the 
Aboriginal community 
I would like to participate in a meeting of all participants to hear 
the interpretation of results and comment on them prior to the writing of the final report. 
Yes No 
I would like to receive a summary of the results 
of the research upon completion of the research by July of 2006. 
Yes No 
I would like to receive a copy of the transcript of my interview 
Yes No 
Joyce Clouston Carlson 
PhD Candidate 
Ph: (Winnipeg) 
Faculty of Social Work 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
75 University Avenue West 
Waterloo, Ontario 
N2L 3C5 
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APPENDIX 5 
Informed Consent Statement 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
Consent form for participation in a meeting to report results of 
a qualitative study of experiences of Aboriginal caregivers of children with 
developmental disabilities 
I understand that I am being invited to participate in a meeting being conducted by 
Joyce Clouston Carlson who is a Doctoral Candidate at Wilfrid Laurier University. The 
purpose of the meeting is to discuss results of a study which aims to better understand 
the experiences of caregivers who have a child diagnosed with a developmental 
disability. 
Voluntary participation: I understand that I will be asked to participate in a meeting 
which will last from 2 to 2 Vi hours. I understand that at the meeting I will be able to 
meet others who have participated in the research, and I will have the opportunity to 
hear the interpretation of results of the interviews and comment on the results. 
I understand that my experiences as a caregiver may involve some discussions that may 
raise painful emotions or discomfort. If this occurs, information and/or resources will be 
offered that will enable me to seek counselling to assist me in dealing with painful 
emotions or discomfort. I understand that the intent of the meeting is to share knowledge 
from the study, and that the knowledge or responses I provide will be used to the benefit 
of families with children with developmental disabilities. 
Confidentiality: I understand that the intent of the researcher is that the information I 
provide will be respected by other participants. I understand that while the researcher 
will encourage confidentiality, this cannot be guaranteed when other participants are 
present. The researcher will encourage participants to refrain from naming third parties 
to protect their confidentiality. I understand that if I reveal information about a child 
being abused, or at risk of being abused, the information about child abuse will be 
reported to child welfare authorities. 
I understand "key informants" (The Rev. Dr. Stan McKay and Leyah McFadyen who are 
of Aboriginal heritage) will also be involved in the meeting. Their role is to ensure that 
the analysis and results will be respectful of the Aboriginal world view. I understand 
that the academic advisors of the researcher will also have access to the information 
provided in the discussion. 
I understand that the discussion will be taped and may be transcribed by someone other 
than the researcher, and that the person doing the transcription will maintain 
confidentiality of the information I provide. All information about third parties such as 
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children (their names or other identifying characteristics) will be removed from the 
transcripts. 
If I have any questions about the research, the procedures, or my rights, I may contact 
the researcher Joyce Clouston Carlson at (phone). I understand that this research is 
supervised by co-chairs of Joyce's academic committee Dr. Eli Teram (519) 884-1970 
(ext: 2198) and Dr. Carol Stalker (519) 884-1970 (ext:2026). They may be reached at 
Wilfrid Laurier University, 75 University Avenue West, Waterloo, Ontario. N2L 3C5. 
This project has been reviewed and approved by the University Research Ethics Board 
at Wilfrid Laurier University. If you feel you have not been treated according to the 
descriptions in mis form, or your rights as a participant in research have been violated 
during the course of this project, you may contact Mr. Bill Marr, Chair, University 
Research Ethics Board, Wilfrid Laurier University, (519) 884-0710, extension 2468. 
I acknowledge receiving a copy of this consent 
Participant Researcher 
Date 
Joyce Clouston Carlson 
PhD Candidate 
Phone: 943-9824 (Winnipeg) 
Faculty of Social Work 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
75 University Avenue West 
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3C5 
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APPENDIX 6 
Participant information 
To be filled in by interviewer: 
Years living in the City of Winnipeg 
Do you identify yourself as a resident of the City of Winnipeg? Yes 
No . 
Do you identify yourself as a member of your home community/ Nation 
Yes No . 
What Nation/ community is that? 
Do you plan to return to your home community? Yes No 
Family Composition: 
Who do you consider to be members of your family? 
(Draw a picture) 
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APPENDIX 7 
Interview Guide 
Proposed interview questions for a qualitative study of experiences of Aboriginal 
caregivers of children with developmental disabilities. 
This interview guide suggests areas that are important to explore; it is based upon an 
ethnographic interview methodology designed to gain understanding of the "lived" 
experience of participants. Since much information being explored is not stated, but 
reflected in the way people care for each other, it will be important for me to encourage 
participants to feel comfortable in sharing their knowledge. I would like to explore: how 
participants see their child (who has been diagnosed with a developmental disability), 
how "diagnosis" has impacted the life of the child, as well as the life of their family, as 
well as the relationships in their lives which assist them as they care for the child. 
Before beginning the interview I will have completed the "informed consent statement". 
The informed consent form includes the words: "I recognize that some of your 
experiences may be difficult to share, so I will ask you to discuss only what feels 
comfortable for you". Prior to beginning the interview, I will again repeat that statement 
and suggest that if discomfort does occur, we can explore who might assist. I will also 
be leaving them with information which outlines resources at the end of the interview, 
as well as specific contact people. 
The following questions are starting points only: 
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Grand tour question: I am interested in knowing your experience as the caregiver of 
(name of child diagnosed with developmental disability). Can you tell me about that? 
Probe questions might be: 
1. The first question relates to diagnosis and understanding the diagnosis with probes to 
assist in understanding where the caregiver(s) is in terms of time sequence, whether the 
diagnosis was recent or a long time ago. 
What do you consider to be the main effects of the diagnosis of (name of child) on your 
life? 
a) Who initiated the formal assessment of (name of child)? Why was it initiated? 
b) How did you feel about the idea of an assessment? 
c) How long ago was your child "diagnosed"? 
d) What was your life like before (name of child diagnosed with developmental 
disability) was "diagnosed"? 
e) What was your life like after (name of child diagnosed) was diagnosed? 
f) Did the diagnosis have an impact on your child? Did the diagnosis have an impact on 
your view of your child? Do you think the diagnosis has an impact on the way your 
child is seen by others? 
g) What do you call his/her condition in your own terms? 
2. How do you describe (name of child) to people in your family (in your community)? 
How do you describe (name of child) to people outside the community, for example at 
the store, or in a park? 
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3. What other responsibilities do you have? 
4. What does (name of child) bring to you and your family? 
5. How is (name of child) the same as your other children (or other children in his/her 
class)? 
6. How is (name of child) different than your other children (or other children in his/her 
class)? 
7. If we were to draw a circle, and (name of child) was in the centre of a circle, who 
would be the most important people right around her/him? If you were to draw a circle 
and put yourself in the middle of it, who would be the most important people next to you 
in the circle? (Explore if they are the same people, or different people). 
8. How is (name each person) important to him/her? What kinds of things does (name of 
person) do? How is (name of person) helpful to (name of child)? How is (name of 
person) helpful to you? 
How is (name of person) not helpful to (name of child) and you? 
9. Can you tell me what a typical day is like for you as a parent/ caregiver of (name of 
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child) 
10. What places do you go with (name of child)? Can you tell me what happened when 
you last went (shopping?) (to a laundromat?) (to a park?) (to visit a grandmother?) 
11. Who cares for this child besides yourself? or Are there other people caring for this 
child other than yourself? (If there are other people caring for the child, I will request 
permission to interview that person or persons; see methodology). 
12. If you could have one wish for something that would really help you with looking 
after (name of child), what would that wish be? What would you "hope" for? 
13. What (or who) helps you the most in understanding how to care for your child? 
14. Where or who did you learn this from? 
15. Do you think that these understandings are different than others? (For example, 
those of people in social service agencies? Those of people in schools?) 
16. Has any service agency attempted to provide support or care for your family? What 
have they done? What have they not done? 
17. How does the school respond to (name of child)? How do your friends respond to 
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(name of child)? 
18. Is there anything else that comes to mind that you would like to share about your 
experience in raising (name of child) before we finish today? 
19. Now, I'd like to ask a few questions about where you are from so that I can 
understand more about (name of child) and you and your family connections. (See 
participant information sheet attached). 
At the end of the interview I will ask: 
How are you feeling about this interview? Is there someone you can talk to if you are 
feeling upset? 
If they indicate that they are upset, and there is someone they are able to talk to, I will 
encourage them to do so. If they are upset, and have indicated they do not know a person 
within their own circle who is able to offer support, I will offer to put them in touch with 
a specific person in a local Aboriginal agency. 
In addition, I will offer an information sheet to every participant (which includes the 
name of a contact person) so that if they experience any emotional upset after leaving 
the interview, they will have the information to contact a person immediately, and that 
person will be aware of the research and interview process which they have experienced. 
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APPENDIX 8 
Consent to be contacted 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
Faculty of Social Work 
Researcher: Joyce Clouston Carlson 
I understand that I am invited to participate in a study undertaken by researcher Joyce 
Clouston Carlson. The title of the study is: A qualitative study of experiences of 
Aboriginal caregivers of children with developmental disabilities. 
I understand that I may contact Joyce Clouston Carlson at (phone). 
I give permission to be contacted by Joyce Clouston Carlson to learn more about this 
study. 
Signed: 
Participant 
Date: 
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APPENDIX 9 
Invitation to participate poster 
Would you like to participate in a study to help us understand what it 
is like to raise a child with a developmental disability? 
Title of Study: 
A qualitative study of experiences of Aboriginal caregivers of 
children with developmental disabilities 
Researcher: Joyce Clouston Carlson 
I am a social worker and PhD student in the Faculty of Social Work at Wilfrid Laurier 
University. I am Metis. In the past I have assisted Aboriginal leaders and elders in 
publication of their traditional stories. I work part-time with special needs children in 
schools. 
Purpose of the study: 
To help us understand how Aboriginal families feel about what it is like to raise a child 
with a developmental disability. 
Possible benefits: 
My intent is to help us better understand experiences of Aboriginal families with 
children who are diagnosed with developmental disabilities. Your experiences and 
concerns will be put together in a report and published. In any publications, your 
identity will be held in confidence. My hope is that your ideas and experiences may be 
used to develop programs that are culturally sensitive and will better meet the needs of 
Aboriginal families. 
Time required: 
I will arrange to meet with participants at a time and place convenient to participants. 
The length of the meeting will be 1 Vi hours. You will have opportunity to meet with 
other participants several months after the initial interview to hear the results of the 
study and comment on the ideas brought forward. Attendance at the follow-up meeting 
is optional. 
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Honourarium: 
An honourarium of $25.00 will be provided to you for the individual interview. 
Contact information: 
For more information about the study, please contact Joyce Clouston Carlson at (phone 
number). 
Ethics of the study: 
This research has been approved by the Research Ethics Board at Wilfrid Laurier 
University. Two Aboriginal persons with experience in health care will provide 
guidance to me for this research project. 
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APPENDIX 10 
Agreement by transcriber to ensure confidentiality of participants is 
maintained by transcriber. 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
Faculty of Social Work 
Researcher: Joyce Clouston Carlson 
I understand that I am asked to "transcribe" tapes of participants in: A qualitative study 
of experiences of Aboriginal caregivers of children with developmental disabilities. 
I understand that the interviews provided by participants are to be kept confidential. I 
agree to respect the confidentiality of all participants, through not revealing in any way 
the contents of the materials with which I am working. 
Signed: 
Date: 
Transcriber 
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APPENDIX 11 
Informed Consent Statement 
Wilfrid Lanrier University 
Consent form for use of quotes in a study of caregivers experiences 
titled "A qualitative study of experiences of Aboriginal caregivers of children with 
developmental disabilities." 
I have participated in a study being conducted by Joyce Clouston Carlson who is a Doctoral 
student at Wilfrid Laurier University. The purpose of the study is to better understand the 
experiences of caregivers who have a child diagnosed with a developmental disability. 
I understand that the intent of the study is to gain more information and knowledge about 
experiences of Aboriginal families with developmentally disabled children, and that the 
knowledge I provided will be used to the benefit of families with developmentally disabled 
children. The knowledge may be shared in presentations and/or workshops, as well as in 
publications. 
I am in agreement that the quotations which I have provided and which are attached to this 
letter may be used in Joyce Clouston Carlson's final dissertation. 
I understand that results of this research will be shared in professional journals dealing with 
developmental disability, as well as with universities, and/or agencies who may use the 
information to develop resources and/ or policy to the benefit Aboriginal families with 
developmentally disabled children. I am in agreement that the same quotes may be used in 
such publications. 
If I have any questions about the research, the procedures, or my rights, I may contact the 
researcher Joyce Clouston Carlson at (phone number). I understand that this research is 
supervised by co-chairs of Joyce's academic committee Dr. Eli Teram (519) 884-1970 (ext: 
5262) and Dr. Carol Stalker (519) 884-1970 (ext:5217). They may be reached at Wilfrid 
Laurier University, Faculty of Social Work, 120 Duke St. West, Kitchener ON Canada N2H 
1A7. 
This project has been reviewed and approved by the University Research Ethics Board at 
Wilfrid Laurier University. If you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions 
in this form, or your rights as a participant in research have been violated during the course of 
this project, you may contact Dr. Bill Marr, Chair, University Research Ethics Board, Wilfrid 
Laurier University, (519) 884-0710, extension 2468. 
I acknowledge receiving a copy of this consent 
Participant Researcher 
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Date 
Joyce Clouston Carlson 
PhD Candidate: Phone: (Winnipeg) 
Faculty of Social Work, 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
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APPENDIX 12 
Informed Consent Statement 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
Consent form for my name to be acknowledged in a study called "A qualitative study of 
experiences of Aboriginal caregivers of children with developmental disabilities." 
I have participated in a study being conducted by Joyce Clouston Carlson who is a Doctoral 
student at Wilfrid Laurier University. The purpose of the study is to better understand the 
experiences of caregivers who have a child diagnosed with a developmental disability. 
I understand that the intent of the study is to gain more information and knowledge about 
experiences of Aboriginal families with developmentally disabled children, and that the 
knowledge I provided will be used to the benefit of families with developmentally disabled 
children. The knowledge may be shared in presentations and/or workshops, as well as in 
publications. 
I would like my name to be acknowledged at the beginning of the study as a person who has 
contributed to understanding of this area of research. I understand that although my name will 
be acknowledged, it will not be attached to my own story. 
I understand that results of this research will be shared in professional journals dealing with 
developmental disability, as well as with universities, and/or agencies who may use the 
information to develop resources and/ or policy to the benefit Aboriginal families with 
developmentally disabled children. I am in agreement that the same quotes may be used in 
such publications. 
If I have any questions about the research, the procedures, or my rights, I may contact the 
researcher Joyce Clouston Carlson at (phone number). I understand that this research is 
supervised by co-chairs of Joyce's academic committee Dr. Eli Teram (519) 884-1970 (ext: 
5262) and Dr. Carol Stalker (519) 884-1970 (ext:5217). They may be reached at Wilfrid 
Laurier University, Faculty of Social Work, 120 Duke St. West, Kitchener ON Canada N2H 
1A7. 
This project has been reviewed and approved by the University Research Ethics Board at 
Wilfrid Laurier University. If you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions 
in this form, or your rights as a participant in research have been violated during the course of 
this project, you may contact Dr. Bill Marr, Chair, University Research Ethics Board, Wilfrid 
Laurier University, (519) 884-0710, extension 2468. 
I acknowledge receiving a copy of this consent 
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Participant Researcher 
Date 
Joyce Clouston Carlson 
PhD Candidate: Phone: (Winnipeg) 
Faculty of Social Work, 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
APPENDIX 13 
Agreement by editor to ensure confidentiality of participants is maintained 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
Faculty of Social Work 
Researcher: Joyce Oouston Carlson 
I understand that I am asked to copy edit the thesis: A qualitative study of experiences 
of Aboriginal caregivers of children with developmental disabilities. 
I understand that the researcher is in the process of obtaining permission to use quotes 
included in the manuscripts. I agree to respect the confidentiality of all participants, 
through not revealing in any way the contents of the materials with which I am working. 
Signed: 
Date: 
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APPENDIX 14 
Outline of meetings 
A qualitiative study of experiences of Aboriginal caregivers of children with 
developmental disabilities 
Outline of meeting of participants: for Feb 22nd & 23rd 
I. Introductions of group and 'key informant'. 
Confidentiality 
Recording 
II. Background to the study 
Previous studies have found that families with children with developmental disabilities 
are the most stressed and least served in North American society 
Previous studies have also found that there are a disproportionate number of individuals 
with disabilities within Aboriginal communities. A survey by Elias and Demas (2001) 
stated: "we still do not know what services are required in the home, the workplace and 
the community" (p. VII). A discussion paper on children with disabilities and their 
families in Canada by Hanvey (2002) documented that "community supports for 
Aboriginal children with disabilities are of particular concern". 
This research is supported by Centre for Aboriginal Health Research & by Scottish Rite 
Charitable Foundation 
III. Purpose of the study: 
This study explores the "lived experiences" of caregivers of children with 
developmental disabilities. Having a clear understanding of the needs of families is 
the goal The intent is to contribute to knowledge about what might be experienced as 
helpful to families as they care for children. 
IV. Interviews: 22 interviews between Jan 2005 and November 2005 
V. Purpose of the meeting today: 
1) To talk about highlights or main themes/ issues raised by all participants (from 
two page summary, as well as any concerns) 
2) To add any comments, concerns, or issues which have come to mind since our 
first interview, or which may now come to mind in our discussions. 
3) Outline of completion of study. Documentation of concerns. 
4) Priorize what you consider to be the most urgent concerns. 
5) Opportunities to 'network, as well as to begin an 'issues list'. 
Joyce Clouston Carlson 
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APPENDIX 15 
Agendas for meetings with participants 
Agenda for meeting of participants in: 
A qualitative study of experiences of Aboriginal caregivers of children with 
developmental disabilities 
At 120 Maryland Street 
Association for Community Living: Boardroom 
5:30 pm to 8:30 pm. 
1. 5:30 to 6:00 Welcome and introduction: 
This will include an opportunity to meet each other. I will present a 15 to 
twenty minute presentation of the common themes you have shared. 
2. 6:00 to 7:00 Feast: Opportunity to meet informally with other 
participants. 
3. 7:00 to 8:30: Group discussion: 
This will include opportunities to 'comment on' and 'respond' to the themes 
which have arisen, as well as add any comments or concerns you may now 
have on reflecting on your experiences, as well as hearing the experiences of 
other participants. 
The Association for Community Living is located on Maryland Street at Purcell 
Avenue. The building is wheelchair accessible. The board room is on the main floor, 
immediately to the left of the front entrance. 
This location is easily accessible by bus. It is located two blocks South of Broadway, 
beside Westminster United Church, between Purcell and Westminster Streets. It is one 
block north of Misericordia Hospital. (See attached map) Please call me if you would 
like more information about the location at (phone number) or if you require assistance 
in getting to the meeting. There are a number of parking spots behind the building at 120 
Maryland. There is also parking on the street. 
Please let me know whether you are able to attend by calling (phone number). Please 
also inform me if you have special dietary needs 
Key informants Stan McKay and Leyah McFadyen will be joining us for the evening. 
I look forward to the opportunity to meet with you. 
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Agenda 
For meeting of Participants in: 
A qualitative study of experiences of Aboriginal caregivers of children with 
developmental disabilities 
Society for Manitobans with Disabilities (Room 111) 
825 Sherbrook Street 
12:00 pm to 2:30 pm. 
1. 12:00 to 12:20 Welcome and introduction: 
This will include an opportunity to meet each other. I will prepare a IS 
minute presentation of the common themes shared by all participants. 
2. 12:30 to 1:00 Lunch will be served, and there will be opportunity to talk 
and share informally with each other. 
3. 1:00 to 2:30: Group discussion: 
This will include opportunities to 'comment on' and 'respond' to the themes 
which have arisen, as well as add any comments or concerns you may now 
have now on reflecting on your experiences as well as the sharing of other 
participants. 
The Society for Manitobans with Disabilities is located at 825 Sherbrook Street near the 
Health Sciences Centre. The building is wheelchair accessible. Room 111 is located on 
the main floor. There is a reception desk just inside the front door. Please ask at the 
reception, and you will be directed to our meeting. Room 111 is a spacious room with a 
play area for those who will be bringing a child. I will ensure that we have some 'play 
supplies' on hand. 
This location is easily accessible by bus or taxi. It is located on Sherbrook Street 
between McDermot and Bannatyne Avenue. Please call me at (phone number) if you 
would like more information about the location or if you require assistance in getting to 
the meeting. 
There are few parking spots in this area. If you are arriving by car and require parking, 
please contact me and I will try to arrange parking in a parking lot close by. 
Please let me know whether you are able to attend by calling (phone number.) Please 
also inform me if you or your child have special dietary needs 
Key informant Leyah McFadyen will be joining us for the afternoon. 
I look forward to the opportunity to meet with you. 
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APPENDIX 16 
Information sent to participants in preparation for meetings of Feb 22nd and Feb 
23rd 
Summary of experiences shared by participants in: 
A qualitative study of experiences of Aboriginal caregivers 
of children with developmental disabilities 
This summary outlines some of the major themes shared by participants. I will 
provide a more detailed summary at the meeting. A full summary will be available 
at the end of the research. 
1. The child is a 'gift': 
• Many participants referred to the child as 'special' as a 'gift'. 
• The child's life has important purpose; the child deserves to be treated with 
'respect'. 
• Special bonds to the child are described. 
• The child 'teaches' the parent or caregiver a lot. 
2. Spirituality is central to the lives of many participants: 
• Care of the child is upheld by deep spiritual beliefs about the sacredness of 'life'. 
• Many persons are connected to Aboriginal spiritual traditions. 
• Many persons are connected to Christian spiritual traditions. 
• Some persons integrated both Christian and Aboriginal traditions. 
• 'Respect' for all is an important value. 
3. Dealing with a diagnosis: 
• Some participants tried very hard to get a diagnosis because this helped to get 
appropriate 'resources' such as 'teaching assistants' in schools. 
• Some participants expressed concern about 'labelling' which causes hardship for 
children. 
• Persons in rural communities often had difficulty obtaining a diagnosis. 
4. Challenges of dealing with medical systems: 
• Some caregivers had to challenge physicians by 'proving their ability' to have 
permission to bring their children home; one enlisted the support of an 
Aboriginal advocate. 
• Medical systems sometimes 'prescribe drugs' or 'counselling' for children with 
FAS or FAE. Caregivers would prefer more information on 'treatment', how to 
assist learning. 
• Similarly, when either children, or parents are 'grieving', medications (to numb 
the pain) are prescribed rather than counselling. 
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5. Negation of Aboriginal culture and identity; 
• Those who attended residential school worked hard to overcoming their negative 
feelings to schools to assist their children's education. 
• Many have been impacted by the intergenerational results of schools; they 
described 'healing journeys', 'knocking on many doors' to explore resources and 
learn parenting. 
• Many participants experienced extreme trauma in their childhoods. 
• Some participants experienced negation of culture and within their families. 
• Recovery of culture and traditions was a very important journey for many. 
• Some participants described ongoing racism in schools and in the community; 
they needed to challenge that in order to obtain assistance for their child or 
children. 
• Some participants sought advice of traditional healers and Elders both in 'caring 
for their child or children', as well as in finding strength to overcome challenges 
in their own lives. 
6. Caring for a child with special needs is stressful: 
• Some caregivers had partners 'leave' when a child was diagnosed and care 
increased. 
• Some family members or friends did not understand difficulties faced by the 
child; suggesting the child might 'grow out of the challenges, or demanding to 
much of the child. 
• Parenting can be isolating. Medical and/or behavioural challenges of the child 
mean family members, as well as friends either can not, or will not assist with 
the child's care. 
• 'Parenting' for some meant major life changes, such as choosing to be home 
with children rather than 'work' outside the home, or leaving a rural community 
to seek more resources. 
• Involvement and challenge to "schools" is necessary to ensure children receive 
supports. 
• Even with a 'diagnosis', it can be difficult to get 'teaching assistants' to support 
learning. 
• Poor housing in both rural and urban areas contributes to stress. 
• Caregivers suffered deeply with awareness of the impact of alcohol and drug 
use. 
• Acceptance of the depth of the disability of children was a 'journey' for 
caregivers. 
7. Lack of resources in rural areas was particularly stressful: 
• A significant number of caregivers were forced to leave home communities so 
that their child or children could receive medical and therapy services, as well as 
better education. 
• Lack of support services as well as untrained school staff were cited. Children 
were left unsupervised and/ or were bullied while in care of school staff. 
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• While maintaining a connection to a home community was important, some felt 
that children benefited from being away and having experience and education in 
urban areas. 
8. Sources of support: 
• Extended family members provide practical and spiritual support for many. 
• Children's Special Services and Society of Manitobans with Disabilities. 
• Day cares provided support, as well as advice and referral for diagnosis. 
• A First Nation advocate provided urban supports to one family. 
• Friends, 'adopted family members' and spiritual communities. 
9. Taking responsibility in caring for children: 
• Many participants dealt with lack of understanding from former partners and 
'systems'. 
• Many participants had experienced childhood trauma; they worked very hard to 
ensure their children had more positive experiences within their families. 
• Participants spoke of the need to ensure their children learn 'responsibility'. 
• Dealing with difficult life experiences gave some confidence to overcome 
obstacles. 
• Caring for children within the family and community is a strong value. 
10. Specific resources urgently needed: 
• An Aboriginal person or persons with sensitivity to 'culture' should be available 
in hospitals and service agencies to assist parents coping with challenges within 
medical systems as well as in social services. 
• Parenting groups where shared concerns could be discussed. 
• Speech language pathologists and provincial outreach therapy services in rural 
areas. 
• Increased respite hours and more flexible respite services are needed. 
• Assistance in getting dental/ medical care needs of children met. 
Jccfeb6/06 
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APPENDIX 17: EXAMPLES OF JOURNAL ENTRIES 
Journal Entry 1: Example of notes after an interview 
Notes on arriving home after interview 4: 
The other side of silence 
I see a little girl, about 7, under the water, fighting for her life, struggling to stay 
alive. Then, suddenly she breaks the surface. 'This is God's intervention, "she 
says, "there is a reason I am here ". She experienced extreme neglect as a child. 
Her mother had to "run "from her father who abused her severely. Lost one child 
on the trail, a baby, who died after contracting pneumonia when mother had to 
leave, taking the child with her... 
She wants something else for her life, something different than the abuse of her 
childhood but she finds that when she marries, she is in an abusive relationship 
(with a white man). Then, when she has children, two of her four children are 
disabled, and one has a serious illness. Days are so difficult. She wants 
something different, and sometimes she just cries from tiredness; she sometimes 
thinks of 'giving up ", but she doesn t ever want to drink, to make life difficult for 
her children in that way. 
I look at her; I want to say how beautiful she is, trying to keep her family 
together, trying to keep her health, trying. Trying. Trying. How much is 
'stacked"against her! She is the youngest of 15 children (and her mother 
adopted two nieces), so the family has been 17 siblings. I see that somehow this 
metaphor: the silence of the suffering children "may "hold" importance in 
connecting the stories. 
I see the dance of sunlight on the surface of the water, the child struggling to 
^surface "and all energy in attempting to 'break "the surface, to stay alive. I am 
now looking about to see if I can somehow 'see " "discern "what it is (what is it 
"exactly ") that is holding her down, pulling her down, pulling her away from 
Hfe itself". There are so many, many factors... What is it? 
The 'breakdown " the thanges ", the struggles of families to make sense of a 
world where everything they ve known no longer works? Is she held down? I 
don t think so, she has "survived"and continues to live with integrity...Her 
children are 'gifts", they make her laugh. There was tremendous "lightness"in 
this. And, in her person, she was "light" 
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Journal entry 2: Example of notes on meetings and follow-up conference call with 
key informants. I documented all meetings and conference calls and shared as the 
interviews and analysis proceeded. Notes such as these were central to all 
conference calls. 
Reflections/ Leyah & Stan 
Conference Call: Feb 25th/ 06 
Meeting Feb 22nd :Process: 
1. A participant entered very angry; she also brought two children. Difficult to plan 
child care when didn't know who was coming. The experience of having 
children to contend with in the midst of the meeting was a taste of 'in the 
context' and 'living inside their skins'. What we experienced was their reality. 
There was deep discussion in spite of, and in the midst of the many disruptions. 
(See transcript Feb 22nd) It was necessary to really let her know who we were; 
we introduced each other. Once she 'trusted', she was able to 'join' and 
contributed to the meeting. 
2. It was extremely helpful that Leyah and I have worked closely together. We 
were able to 'take turns' leading discussion, taking care of children, picking up 
conversation, catching threads, and noting particular points to 'write' on 
flipchart. 
3. All participants appeared to appreciate the meeting. 
Major points: 
1. Communication of these participants with and between their children was 
described as extraordinary. These participants described creative ways of 
'communicating'; they 'signed' with their children to reduce their frustration, 
and increase 'connections'. All had experiences of 'signing'. There is huge 
potential in this topic. There was a long, long conversation about this, a level of 
'resonance' with all three parents/ caregivers... 
2. People talked about 'overmedication'. Great concern. 
Meeting Feb 23rd :Process: 
1. One participant who had to leave (at 7:30) was reluctant to leave. 
2. It was important for everyone there to be there. One couple arrived early. 
Appeared important for us to get to know them a bit in that time. They said less 
than others in the actual formal discussion. 
3. This was an evening where everyone 'responded'. 
4. They definitely came wanting to be involved. 
5. They appreciated what was shared: the compilation of 'themes'. 
6. I would have preferred (after initial introductions of each other, to have some 
time for them to 'share' over supper). This was difficult because I knew one 
person had to leave early... and I felt a need to introduce the major 'information' 
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in the form of 'summary of themes' prior to her leaving and to ensure she had 
opportunity to respond to the themes to some degree. Difficult to 'think on one's 
feet' and feel able to make good decisions... still wonder if that was the right 
thing to do. 
7. Also they continued to want to move to helping each other. Some of the people 
are working in extremely difficult work situations. The level of trauma in 
children (particularly those in the child welfare systems, in hotels for periods of 
up to 1 V2 years is extremely difficult; that they experience extreme trauma in 
their communities is very painful). While nothing was formally structured to 
continue, the participants have exchanged information, telephone numbers and 
will be in touch with each other. Since they are all extremely busy, with heavy 
responsibilities, their exchange of contact information is probably the best 
approach to 'networking'. 
8. Partic # 9 was wonderful, with a positive sense of community, and human 
rights. She had opportunities to speak; others brought gifts of humour and 
healing. 
9. Didn't have distractions of children. 
10. Impressed by level of sharing, deep honesty to see and hear each other's stories. 
11. The image of the 'tree' provided a wonderful framework to work with; people 
addressed that. We might have developed that a bit more, providing opportunity 
for people to respond more, be more involved (It was difficult to 'stay focussed' 
on what people were saying; couldn't wrap my mind around the 'tree' image and 
working with it more while also facilitating meeting). 
12. In a short time, much was accomplished. 
13. It was a growth inducing experience. 
14. People saw research as authentic. 
15. As the evening unfolded, it was clear that participants wanted to move beyond 
their dealing with children, to other stressful and traumatic parts of their lives. 
16. History of Aboriginal peoples in Canada; there was a lot people did want to 
share. 
17. Stan anticipates that if materials were sent to the participants there, they would 
read it, and would be valued. (I had neglected to announce to participants that 
materials were available to take with them).1 
Some major points of 23rd : 
1. All the people saw the lives of their children as sacred. They are important human 
beings, and deserve the best. 
2. Diagnosis remains a difficult issue. What the parents are saying is that without a 
level of commitment on the part of systems, programs are less effective. 
3. They would like to have opportunities to contribute to 'matching' and 'selecting' 
TA's with their children. 
4. At the end of the evening, they were sharing how to have their own 'respite 
workers' hired from among relatives and family. Some participants were familiar 
1
 Notes on both meetings (Appendix 18) were sent to all participants, and shared with those unable to 
attend meetings with whom I later met. 
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with 'working the system' to break the pattern of families not having input into 
hiring of 'respite workers' who didn't match the needs of their children. 
5. One participant shared that she had specifically requested an "Aboriginal CSS 
worker". 
Comments on both meetings: 
1. S/L/J's discussion considered parental involvement in 'matching of TA's to needs 
of children in schools'. 
2. More sharing of ideas and storytelling between participants would be very, very 
helpful. 
3. There appears to be a real need for opportunities to ' share between participants'. 
4. I felt a deep inner protest with 'participant # 9' undervaluing her own wisdom and 
experience, and 'looking to the persons with education'. 
5. The combination of 'wisdom and humility' in people (rather than aggressive 
approaches) means that sometimes it takes a very long time for people to be 'heard'. 
Part # 9 really needs 'support' to ensure that her voice is heard! 
6. I would like to further discuss/ consider (as part of the 'results') our own thinking 
on 'stages of empowerment' and how to 'encourage the 'deep ideas' to grow and 
flourish as part of the recommendations (flowing out of the process and interactions 
of these meetings). 
Feb 25th/ 06 
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Journal entry 3: This entry helped me in analysis to understand the interaction of 
the individual stories with the larger story of being Native in Canada. 
Sept 29^/05: Imaging a way of approaching analysis2 
As I began the analysis, I was at a cottage overlooking Lake Winnipeg. Beautiful 
and treacherous, the lake is one of the largest inland lakes in North America. It has been 
important to Aboriginal communities, including my mother's ancestors, for centuries; it 
was called "the sea of shining waters" by early white explorers. The cottage is at the 
south end of the lake, just above the delta where the Red River joins the lake. As I 
pondered the complexity of attempting to describe the individual stories and give shape 
to the "larger" story, I found myself imaging something new rising above the waters. I 
could see whispers of an outer shape, and an inner translucent structure where "bones" 
might be. This "something new" was magnificent, and seemed to be feminine, 
belonging to both lake and sky reaching above the "waters" with outstretched wings, but 
her body stretched beneath as well, irridescent colours reflecting on the "sea of shining 
waters". She moved slightly, clear eyes watching the surroundings, the beach stretching 
beside me, the green of distant shorelines. She was hovering in a perfect balance, 
hovering still at nightfall as the sun set in a fiery blaze, flashing behind the kaleidoscope 
of colours across the surface ... She was ... ready to be made complete by the many 
aspects of stories that the participants had shared ... I held her image before me as I 
continued to write. 
2This image came to me very clearly just after I had completed the interviews, 
and as I was attempting to begin analysis. I found it helpful; in part, it suggested that a 
central story could form a framework around which other stories might be organized. 
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APPENDIX 18 
Meetine summaries 
Feb 22" /06 Summary of meeting with participants 
I want to thank each of you for your willingness to participate in this study. Your 
sharing at the meeting of Feb 22nd was very rich as you will see from the themes below. 
I transcribed the notes directly from the flip-charts, and have since organized the notes 
into themes. 
1. 'Gifts' come from being with children: 
All participants outlined that they enjoy being with their children, and sharing 
experiences with their children. Some of the comments include: 
a. The child is special 
b. The child is a gift 
c. The children are 'bonded' and they are very close (when there was more 
than one child in a family). 
d. Children 'support' and protect each other. 
e. Children 'rely' on each other. 
2. Children can 'grow out of challenges: 
a. Caregivers believe at times that children can 'grow out of their 
challenges. One participant noted that her mother had always said 'don't 
do what the doctor says' (relating to their suggestion of an 'operation' to 
assist 'ears'). 
b. This participant noted that she chose not to follow the Dr.'s advice, and 
what her mother said has proved to be true... 
3. Children are gifted in 'sign languages', have a special sensitivity: 
a. Children are gifted and compassionate with other children they see as 
having even more difficulties, for example, children in wheelchairs. 
b. They have a 'natural understanding' of others; they can be gentle, 
soothing, and calming. 
c. Children are protective of, and can be nurturing of mothers/ caregivers. 
4. Barriers and challenges: 
a. Respite seemed to be inconsistently allocated 
b. One participant had respite cut when she complained. 
c. Respite workers need more training and more specialized training. 
d. Families have inadequate funding for supplies (such as high chairs). One 
person described learning from a respite worker that she could get more 
funding through an Aboriginal Child and Family Services agency. She 
felt that it was unfair that she didn't learn this in another way. 
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e. Financial stresses are high 
f. There are stresses dealing with 'the system'. 
g. Cut-backs to Family Services are really difficult for service recipients, 
h. Participants experience racism, vulnerability and disrespect; one 
participant described being treated very badly by 'taxi' drivers; racial 
slurs. This is difficult because they have to rely on taxi drivers to help 
with transportation: 
i. Experiences with systems such as respite were 'varied'. Some had 
positive experiences, others had negative experiences, 
j . Some agencies were described as ' caring'; others were not. 
k. Participants are ' stressed and tired'. Single parenting is difficult. 
5. Diagnosis: 
a. Participants described unusual conditions. One participant had very 
unusual diagnoses of one child. There were no clear causes of the 
conditions. Two parents were dealing with diabetes. One noted her own 
ill health during the pregnancies of her younger children. She had not 
experienced such ill health in the pregnancy of her older child (now aged 
18 and in good health). 
b. There are also questions re: genetics. Wondering whether there were 
possible genetic causes. Two of three participants were being followed 
by'genetics'. 
c. One participant felt that the child had been diagnosed with autism and 
she questioned the diagnosis. She felt that the child may have FAS 
because she knew her daughter was drinking and doing drugs at the time 
she was pregnant. She felt that the diagnosis was inadequate, based on 
one 'half hour' visit with the Dr. "How can anyone make a diagnosis 
based on that little amount of time"? 
d. One participant felt that the diagnosis was changing as her children 
'grew'; they did appear to be 'growing out of their conditions (as her 
mother had said). It has been difficult for her. She wanted to do what was 
best for her children, and her mother said one thing, while Dr.'s 
suggested other things. Difficult to know what is best for boys, to 'sort 
out' what is best. 
6. Concerns about behaviours and responses of other people. 
a. 'Blaming' of parents/ caregivers happened. People 'in family' as well as 
in public places seemed to think that the child's problems were the 'fault' 
of the parent (for example, difficult behaviour of an autistic child). 
b. Some behaviours of child are embarrassing. One caregiver took along a 
special 'tag' that said 'child is autistic' so that people would understand. 
Her grandchild was 'wanting to touch' leg/black silk stockings of a 
woman because of the texture, the silky feel of the stocking. This is a 
challenge to 'handle'. 
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7. Medications: uneven experiences. 
c. One participant described schools as suggesting the child needed 
medication. She felt this was not right; she felt that the child did not need 
medication at home, and that this was probably because the school would 
find him easier to manage. Her doctor disagreed with the school, felt he 
didn't need medications. She has accepted a referral to psychiatry in the 
hope that the psychiatrist will suggest he does NOT need medication. 
d. Another participant stated that the school said the child DID NOT need 
medication, but the Dr. had suggested the child would benefit from 
medications. 
8 Residential School Experiences 
e. One participant described trauma with her children. She was in 
residential school, abused within her foster family, and then in abusive 
relationships. She has five children who she describes as 'dysfunctional'. 
It is difficult for her to deal with these children while attempting to raise 
her grandchild. 
f. This participant also described 'flashbacks' to some of the experiences; 
she finds it difficult to go to a hairdresser, because she remembers the 
experience of her hair being 'cut'. 
9. Education systems: 
g. Belief that teachers would benefit from opportunities for increased 
training, such as courses in 'autism'. 
h. One caregiver had great difficulty with schools and is now 'home-
schooling' her children. As a result she has to take her children with her 
everywhere. 
10. Service systems: 
i. The new Aboriginal agency was described as 'better' than the old CFS 
systems. In particular, one participant described increased financial 
supports. 
j . Caregivers learned a lot from 'workers', such as respite workers. 
k. There is real difficulty in continuity of services. 
11. Other comments by caregivers/ sharing strategies with each other: 
1. A product called 'pedia-sure' (sp?) (similar to adult 'ensure') might assist 
a caregiver to feel at ease about whether the child was receiving enough 
nutrition, 
m. Some changes are really needed in whole systems, 
n. Calming strategies were shared: tricks such as 'opening a cookie jar' and 
learning tricks from 'speech pathologists' and 'OT' were described. 
May 4/06 
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A qualitative study of experiences of Aboriginal caregivers of children with 
developmental disabilities 
Summary of meeting of participants 
Feb 23rd at Association for Community Living 
Introduction: 
The opportunity to meet with all of you was a great privilege, and was very helpful 
in considering the earlier interviews with each of you. I hope the attached summary 
reflects your concerns accurately. The experience of being together and hearing your 
discussions with each other helped my understanding of the gifts and challenges that 
caring for children with developmental disabilities brings. 
I am outlining the main themes of our discussion in the following pages. My next 
step will be weaving together the information from the meeting of the 23rd together 
with that of the 22" with the information shared by each of you in the individual 
interviews. I will send to you the final summary once that is complete. My intent is 
to have that completed and returned to you by the end of July. 
In the meantime, if you have further comments on the information enclosed here, 
please call me at my Winnipeg Research Number 943-9824, or at my work number: 
Child Guidance Clinic 786-7841 (voice mail 416). 
Thanks to each of you for your sharing, and willingness to be involved in this study, 
as well as the meeting. It was good to see all of you again. 
A. Gifts, purpose, spirituality and respect: 
1. The child has a special place in our lives; we grow and learn. 
a. The child is seen as 'gift'; the child brings 'gifts'; caregivers have a strong sense 
of the gifts they receive in caring for the children. Caregivers also feel 'chosen', 
reflecting a deep sense of'purpose' in the lives of their children One participant 
described the experience in this way: 
"We are fortunate that the Creator chose us to have these special kids, because I 
sure learned lots. I learned to slow down. I learned not to judge people ...We need 
them. I need them.... These guys changed my life. They changed my life. They 're 
teachers." 
The sense of purpose, combined with the sense of gift emerged at the beginning of 
the meeting. The discussion was guided by first considering the 'gifts' brought by 
the child... and this was followed by talking about the 'challenges'. 
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2. There is a need to honour presence of the child: there is an 'interaction' 
between 'growth' of the caregiver and care of the child or children. This 
also appears to be connected to 'purpose'. Emphasis on child as teacher 
a. There is a strong belief and commitment within Aboriginal culture which 
is difficult to express in English words and concepts. The central thought 
seems to be that Aboriginal children contribute to growth and 
development of caregivers. This concept was described in this way: 
We need them, children. I need them. We don't take care of them (Cree words were 
used to describe the concept). I didn 't believe that you know.... They 're smart. (Cree 
words were used again to describe this) These guys changed my life. They changed 
my life. They 're teachers. 
b. In dealing with the diagnosis of her child, one caregiver stated: 
/ was so angry, angry at the whole world, angry at alcohol, angry at myself. But, you 
grow. Life is a learning experience. I really believe that now. You 're here to learn. 
You 'd be surprised how strong you are. 
c. Implicit in honouring the life of the child, and the child's gifts, there is 
also rejection of other's opinions that the child is 'poor' because of the 
presence of disability. The child is loved, and cared for, and is therefore 
not'poor'. 
d. The other side of this concept is that the child is not allowed to use 
disability as a reason or excuse not to do things, or to be responsible. 
3. Care of the child is upheld by a deep spirituality; connections to the 'spirit 
world' are important; life is larger or there are relations (relationships) or 
interactions between what is 'seen' in this world, and the spirit world. 
Dreams are important. 'Respect' is integral to how one is to live. Respect is 
a part of spirituality. Life is seen as 'journey'. One caregiver described her 
belief in the spirit world and in an Aboriginal world view in this way: 
I know there are spirits around us and they help us, they guide us. I've dreamt of 
[adopted children 'sj grandmother. I believe in dreams. The Creator wants the 
best for us. I love my boys. I respect all children I respect all people because I 
got to know myself. How I feel is how you all feel. Life is a journey. We 're here 
on a journey, we 're here to learn, we 're here to meet one another. To enjoy our 
lives together as best we can. 
Other comments by caregivers were: 
a. Caregivers have a strong sense of the "spirit" of the child. One 
participant described her children's spirits in this way: 
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Their spirits are pure, that's what the Elders say. 
b. Different spiritual traditions and integrations of spiritual traditions 
were represented in the group. Some people were connected with 
Aboriginal traditions and spirituality, some with Christian 
traditions. Many people have integrated traditions. 
"There is a spirit world" 
"Native spirituality is powerful. Don't mess with it. Spirit They tried to take 
it away. They tried... Spirit is number one. Connect with your spirit... 
c. Spirituality was a part of the lives of most people; some spoke of 
having the spiritual traditions passed down from 'medicine people' 
within their own families. Some also spoke about learning from Elders 
who are currently living. Others made 'other' spiritual connections, 
finding a spiritual community apart from what their family traditions may 
have been. 
"I had a real [Christian] spiritual experience when I was 21." 
"My dad was a medicine man; I learned this...I know Jesus Christ is real. 
It's all part of apian." 
d. Spirituality helps in understanding and dealing with the child or 
children, as well as in dealing with the many daily challenges of 
supporting children in their schools and in the community, as well as in 
the workplace. 
"Sometimes I'm scared when my boys act out... I have to go and get them. 
That's fine, and everything's okay. I don't panic anymore. I don't worry. I 
leave it in God's hands... " 
"Sometimes before I go in [to work with troubled teens], I pray." 
4. Respect is a part of spirituality; it was difficult to know whether to describe 
this as separate, or as a part of spirituality, both were integral to each 
other... respect must be described as a very strong cultural value: 
a. It is important for parents to encourage a sense of value within the child. 
b. Respect informs care of children. With respect and encouragement, a child 
adapts in his/her own way to challenges. The child develops the inner 
strength to meet the difficulty of others' not seeing his/her value. 
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c. Caregivers have strong values about caring for their child or children and 
they also had strong values about not judging parents who may have abused 
alcohol or drugs while the child was in utero. 
d. Caregivers respect their own values and worldview. In attempting to deal 
with the many challenges of their children who suffered from Fetal Alcohol 
Syndrome, caregivers were deeply conscious of their own commitment, and 
recognized their own strengths and commitment. Within their value system, 
not caring for children was not an option. 
"Why did you adopt him? You can give him back! Give him back!" [people say to 
me]. I 've had him since he was two days old... give him back into that system ? I 'm 
not that kind of person, you know. I can't do it! I can't! I can't! I wouldn 't be able to 
sleep at night. I'd get sick. " 
B. Being Aboriginal in Canada: There is a particular experience and insight in the 
challenges facing Aboriginal people in Canada which informs all of life; this 
experience causes people to grieve, but also helps people to know they are "strong", 
and assists in caring for children: 
Forget about racism. Or hatred Or whatever. We 're strong. We are [Cree word, I 
think Anishnabe] or whatever you want to call us. We 're home; we 're God's people. 
We 've seen it all. They 've brought it right here. Right in front of our faces. 
Sometimes I do have to sit up at night and cry a lot. 
1. Dealing with racism: One caregiver related helping her child deal with a very 
visible disability through reflecting on, and transforming her own experience 
with racism into a positive sense of self. She encouraged her daughter to "believe 
in herself thus strengthening her child's ability to deal with a disability which 
caused others to be 'afraid' or 'to feel sorry for her': 
2. Caregivers have a deep understanding about the reality of the impact that 
being "Aboriginal in Canada" has had on many families. One participant 
wept in recalling the experience of watching the natural mother of her children 
saying goodbye for the last time: 
Their mother committed suicide. After CFS (Child and Family Services) took 4 of 
her kids away. My oldest was 2 and the youngest was 6 months old. She said 
goodbye to them... Oh, I'll never forget that. 
3. Racism in medical system: One caregiver explained that she and her husband 
were treated differently by the medical system than another family who were of 
a different ethnic identity. Their child had exactly the same diagnosis as that of 
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the other family; the other family were supported much more in enabling their 
child to be at home with medical assistance. 
4. Awareness of loss, longing for connectedness: A parent who had been 
apprehended as a child stated she would like to have more connections with 
others within Aboriginal community. She felt that this related directly to the 
experiences of loss of her mother as a child. She was looking for connections 
with other parents with similar experiences3. 
5. Residential school has impacted many families. (This was discussed more in 
the individual interviews and will form part of the larger summary). 
My husband was never that spiritual; he was damaged by residential school. But in 
the end [he believed]. 
6. A strong mind: One participant described this value in this way: 
The mind has to be strong. That's what my dad used to say. 
7. Anger within the community: 
There's a lot of angry children. That's the sad part. We carried that a long time. 
[My son] went to get his Masters. He understands now. I had to be an alcoholic to 
understand... what it is like to be an alcoholic... Now that I understand myself, I 
have found my spirit. We 're not 'super people', we 're very weak. I'm not trying to be 
'white' black, something else. 
8. Use of drugs and alcohol: It is hard to witness relatives continuing to use drugs 
and alcohol (but there is also compassion and a very non-judgemental attitude). 
C. Advocacy: Advocacy was seen to be important in people's lives in urban as well 
as in rural communities: 
1. Rural communities: Advocacy was important for persons who attempted to 
get services for their children in home communities. 
There was no advocacy whatsoever. You 're on your own. There's nothing. Zilch in 
services. If a crisis arises, first ones there would be the cops and CFS. 
My phone bill was high. When the computers came in, I started looking for 
information on the internet. I got some from that. That's the thing. You try to find as 
many resources as you can on your own. You have to do the 'walking'. Nobody's 
3
 This appears to be a longing for connecting with others who have similar values, who might understand 
the deep sense of 'connectedness' which is important to 'life' and growth and valuing of growth in 
community... as well as connecting with parents of children with disabilities. 
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going to do it for you. Their doors are open from 9:00 o 'clock to 3:30 (on the 
reserve) and that's it. The education system... on both sides of the community they 
had services like speech and language, but we couldn 't access that. People living 
only a mile away, and they had all the services (from a local school division). 
But, it has changed Now, it's so different now. The (local school division) ran it. 
There's much better leadership now. There's someone advocating for the people -
my sister. She's a band councillor. They 're getting a lot of people. 
2. Need for services in urban centres: 
a. One person outlined specifically asking for a Children's Special Services 
worker with Aboriginal heritage: 
/ asked for an Aboriginal worker. I have an Aboriginal Children's Special Services 
worker now. 
3. Schools: The experience of two families with school systems in urban centres 
was described as very positive. Two single parent caregivers described the 
experience of education as extremely difficult. Both these parents had been 
caring for children with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. (The particular issues relating 
to Fetal Alcohol will be dealt with in section E below). Two other parents 
described painful experiences with schools: 
a. Advocacy was described as urgently needed in schools: 
/ had to set up... advocate for the child. I had to 'set up'. I had to go and 'educate' 
the teachers. Along with the resource workers. C had a stiffness. Mhada bad heart. 
Repeating my story over and over again. There were the diagnosis papers. But they 
don't remember. Like they had to learn how to 'zip' up their jackets. And they 
"chew " the clothes. That's how he copes. Now, they get therapy at school. That's 
how he lets out his frustration. All the stories, you can tell where C is. That's how he 
let's out his frustration. He chews his pencil. 
b. Training of Teaching Assistants: 
One caregiver described having a Teaching Assistant for her child in 
Winnipeg. The child (a teenaged boy) did something that was described as 
'inappropriate'; the caregiver said that the child didn't understand what he 
was doing. He didn't have the capacity to understand because of his 
disability. In mat situation, he could have been 'charged with sexual 
harassment'. 
When a similar instance occurred on the reserve, it was treated differently. 
The person 'laughed it off'. "Laughing it off' seemed a much better way of 
dealing with the situation. The caregiver thus had real questions about the 
way TA's are trained. This may be related to 'cultural differences' between 
First Nation and regular teachers. It was painful for the parent because in an 
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urban centre, the school was about to 'charge' him. But, the didn't 
understand. Because of his disability, he didn't understand what they said.. 
c. Medical systems: A family had to advocate for allowing the child to be 
allowed to come home: 
Advocacy is important. I give permission to people not to 'like' me. A parent needs 
to be strong to advocate for the child. 
4. Caregivers describe their children as having many strengths. 
These strengths were outlined as 'they're smart', 'they remember things'. 
D. Sources of support/ help in dealing with challenges in dealing with children and 
with other stresses: 
1. Extended family were a strong source of support: 
We were in 'survival'. We had immediate family to help us. Those are the ones we 
followed We followed them and they followed us. I have a lot of my family here now. 
Many 'relocated' here. There's such a lot of us. [discussion of political ways in the 
reserve; if related to Chief and council, then you have a job]. 
2. Spiritual communities were a source of support. 
3. Humour and gentle encouragement were used throughout the meeting; this 
seemed a particular gift which many related also in dealing with life's 
challenges. 
a. Humour was used in difficult moments, in speaking about children (and 
their 'ways of letting out frustration), as well as relating to health issues. 
One participant was describing her serious health problems when she 
interjected that she was 'helped' by her friend who said to her: 
"You can't die! To hell with that! You 've got too much to do!" 
The Dr. told me I have heart disease. He said, you 're going to have to look after 
yourself... I... put myself in God's hands. Every time I laid down, my heart was just 
pounding. I talked to myself, said 'settle down now'. I talk to myself that way. I 
survive that way. God hears me. I survive that way. That's enough talking for me. 
When I feel like it, I start laughing. I say, 'hello'. God is listening to me. My 
daughter came over. My daughter said... Oh, mom, come back to the real world. I 
said, "The world I just came from — that's the real world!" 
b. "Spirituality" a strong source of support, and was used with some 
humour: 
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I'm [God's] child. Surely he's not going to leave me here, stranded! 
My boys can sing, they can drum, they can pray. And they remember everybody. My 
knees got sore. I have to sit down now [when we pray]. They remember so many 
names. They pray for so many people. 
c. The strengths of the child are outlined, and there is humour in describing 
the particular traits of a child: 
FAS children remember. They 've got this mind. When we go grocery shopping, I 
don't need to take a list. 
D. Education is valued. This was reflected in different ways: 
1. In the lives of children: 
a. One of the participants, an educator described herself as "very passionate" 
about enabling children with disabilities to come into the schools system, 
2. A respect for others with education. One participant described her struggle to 
"make others understand" challenges faced by her children with Fetal Alcohol 
Syndrome. She said she had to keep repeating her story over and over again: 
That's the tiring part. You have to keep repeating your story. Over and over 
again. And you just want to choke them! "You went to University! You 're the one 
who should know ". 
Note: There was considerable discussion of the difference between 'wisdom' which is 
based on life experience, and 'knowledge'. Life experience brings wisdom and 
sometimes one has to 'live' the experience to 'know' what the experience is. 
E. Particular challenges facing FAS children and their caregivers: Caregivers 
described the difficulties of trying to support their children with Fetal Alcohol 
Syndrome. 
The kids [with] fetal alcohol. They don't understand. They become repeat offenders. 
There are 'human rights' in Canada. [These kids] don't understand. They steal cars. 
That's what I 'm afraid of, but I 'm not there yet. 
When they get into adolescence, they have challenges. They don't understand the 
consequences. Don't think the professionals understand. They '11 "write them up' or 
'charge them'. They don't have the awareness. They don't understand. 
2. One caregiver had arranged for her child (for whom she was guardian) to live 
with extended family in a First Nation community because her health did not 
permit her to continue. She was under extreme stress as she was having difficulty 
with him at school in addition to being concerned about the places he was going, 
and the people he was with. 
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3. One caregiver described her grandchild as having some of the characteristics of 
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. 
My daughter didn 't say... when she was pregnant. She was five months along before 
we found out she was pregnant. She used drugs. She used alcohol. But, she didn't 
say. I didn't judge her. 
4. The physicians may have the 'words', but the caregivers have the 'experience'. 
Other caregivers agreed that they have the ongoing experience of 'what 
[children] are like'. The professionals don't know what they are like. 
We have to have more awareness. We have to have professionals go to workshops, 
have workshops to let them know what it is like to be 'disabled of the mind'... 
Children are different: have to understand. People have to be aware, about these 
children. There's more. There's all sorts of other problems [children affected by] 
crack, and cocaine. They have all sorts of rights. The rights need to be addressed. 
F. Particular concerns raised/ requests made by parents to be included in final 
report: 
1. Sharing of ideas/ concerns in dealing with issues affecting children was very 
important to participants. Some of the caregivers have been doing a lot of 
'pushing' and exchanging information. All of this has been 'informal'. 
A recommendation by caregivers: That a parent 2roup/ be set UP, or enabled to 
happen. The purpose for this group would be: 
For parents facing similar challenges to be able to meet (one participant 
suggested that this be sponsored by the government). Emphasis would be on 
have a 'sharing circle'. In the words of one parent, 'we carry a lot of pain for 
our children'. It was emphasised that the meeting should be 'open'. 
Following the meeting, one participant called back and said that the 
meeting had 'lifted her spirit'. 
2. One caregiver (who had been disconnected from community because of 
being apprehended and living in 'the city' away from her family and home 
community) stated she would like to be 'connected' to a group, or to a 
community where some of the concerns/ challenges with her child might be 
addressed. 
I'd like to explore with this participant. 
3. Human rights of the children need to be addressed. Parents are very 
worried about the vulnerability of their children as they grow up. This a 
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particular concern for caregivers of FAS children who have difficulty 
understanding 'consequences'. 
A recommendation by caregivers:This might be explored as part of the 'parent 
meeting'. 
G. Responses to the meeting (and possible future meetings): 
1. Sharing of information happened throughout the meeting 
• Sharing of phone numbers for ongoing contact. 
• Arranging for 'self-directed' respite, using someone trusted by parent to 
take child or children out. 
• How to arrange to receive a "Y" pass, as well as which "Y's" might be 
easiest to get to and find 'parking' close by. 
H. Outside agencies: Desire to explore advocacy, as well as understand better how 
to connect to get better support from agencies, to explore what might be most 
useful... 
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APPENDIX 17 
Meeting summaries 
Feb 22" /06 Summary of meeting with participants 
I want to thank each of you for your willingness to participate in this study. Your 
sharing at the meeting of Feb 22nd was very rich as you will see from the themes below. 
I transcribed the notes directly from the flip-charts, and have since organized the notes 
into themes. 
7. 'Gifts' come from being with children: 
All participants outlined that they enjoy being with their children, and sharing 
experiences with their children. Some of the comments include: 
a. The child is special 
b. The child is a gift 
c. The children are 'bonded' and they are very close (when there was more 
than one child in a family). 
d. Children 'support' and protect each other. 
e. Children 'rely' on each other. 
8. Children can 'grow out of challenges: 
a. Caregivers believe at times that children can 'grow out of their 
challenges. One participant noted that her mother had always said 'don't 
do what the doctor says' (relating to their suggestion of an 'operation' to 
assist 'ears'). 
b. This participant noted that she chose not to follow the Dr.'s advice, and 
what her mother said has proved to be true... 
9. Children are gifted in 'sign languages', have a special sensitivity: 
a. Children are gifted and compassionate with other children they see as 
having even more difficulties, for example, children in wheelchairs. 
b. They have a 'natural understanding' of others; they can be gentle, 
soothing, and calming. 
c. Children are protective of, and can be nurturing of mothers/ caregivers. 
10. Barriers and challenges: 
a. Respite seemed to be inconsistently allocated 
b. One participant had respite cut when she complained. 
c. Respite workers need more training and more specialized training. 
d. Families have inadequate funding for supplies (such as high chairs). One 
person described learning from a respite worker that she could get more 
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funding through an Aboriginal Child and Family Services agency. She 
felt that it was unfair that she didn't learn this in another way. 
e. Financial stresses are high 
f. There are stresses dealing with 'the system'. 
g. Cut-backs to Family Services are really difficult for service recipients, 
h. Participants experience racism, vulnerability and disrespect; one 
participant described being treated very badly by 'taxi' drivers; racial 
slurs. This is difficult because they have to rely on taxi drivers to help 
with transportation, 
i. Experiences with systems such as respite were 'varied'. Some had 
positive experiences, others had negative experiences, 
j . Some agencies were described as 'caring'; others were not. 
k. Participants are 'stressed and tired'. Single parenting is difficult. 
11. Diagnosis: 
a. Participants described unusual conditions. One participant had very 
unusual diagnoses of one child. There were no clear causes of the 
conditions. Two parents were dealing with diabetes. One noted her own 
ill health during the pregnancies of her younger children. She had not 
experienced such ill health in the pregnancy of her older child (now aged 
18 and in good health). 
b. There are also questions re: genetics. Wondering whether there were 
possible genetic causes. Two of three participants were being followed 
by 'genetics'. 
c. One participant felt that the child had been diagnosed with autism and 
she questioned the diagnosis. She felt that the child may have FAS 
because she knew her daughter was drinking and doing drugs at the time 
she was pregnant. She felt that the diagnosis was inadequate, based on 
one 'half hour' visit with the Dr. "How can anyone make a diagnosis 
based on that little amount of time"? 
d. One participant felt that the diagnosis was changing as her children 
'grew'; they did appear to be 'growing out of their conditions (as her 
mother had said). It has been difficult for her. She wanted to do what was 
best for her children, and her mother said one thing, while Dr.'s 
suggested other things. Difficult to know what is best for boys, to 'sort 
out' what is best. 
12. Concerns about behaviours and responses of other people. 
a. 'Blaming' of parents/ caregivers happened. People 'in family' as well as 
in public places seemed to think that the child's problems were the 'fault' 
of the parent (for example, difficult behaviour of an autistic child). 
b. Some behaviours of child are embarrassing. One caregiver took along a 
special 'tag' that said 'child is autistic' so that people would understand. 
Her grandchild was 'wanting to touch' leg/ black silk stockings of a 
woman because of the texture, the silky feel of the stocking. This is a 
challenge to 'handle'. 
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7. Medications: uneven experiences. 
c. One participant described schools as suggesting the child needed 
medication. She felt this was not right; she felt that the child did not need 
medication at home, and that this was probably because the school would 
find him easier to manage. Her doctor disagreed with the school, felt he 
didn't need medications. She has accepted a referral to psychiatry in the 
hope that the psychiatrist will suggest he does NOT need medication. 
d. Another participant stated that the school said the child DID NOT need 
medication, but the Dr. had suggested the child would benefit from 
medications. 
8 Residential School Experiences 
e. One participant described trauma with her children. She was in 
residential school, abused within her foster family, and then in abusive 
relationships. She has five children who she describes as 'dysfunctional'. 
It is difficult for her to deal with these children while attempting to raise 
her grandchild. 
f. This participant also described 'flashbacks' to some of the experiences; 
she finds it difficult to go to a hairdresser, because she remembers the 
experience of her hair being 'cut'. 
9. Education systems: 
g. Belief that teachers would benefit from opportunities for increased 
training, such as courses in 'autism'. 
h. One caregiver had great difficulty with schools and is now 'home-
schooling' her children. As a result she has to take her children with her 
everywhere. 
10. Service systems: 
i. The new Aboriginal agency was described as 'better' than the old CFS 
systems. In particular, one participant described increased financial 
supports. 
j . Caregivers learned a lot from 'workers', such as respite workers. 
k. There is real difficulty in continuity of services. 
11. Other comments by caregivers/ sharing strategies with each other: 
1. A product called 'pedia-sure' (similar to adult 'ensure') might assist a 
caregiver to feel at ease about whether the child was receiving enough 
nutrition, 
m. Some changes are really needed in whole systems, 
n. Calming strategies were shared: tricks such as 'opening a cookie jar' and 
learning tricks from 'speech pathologists' and 'OT' were described. 
May 4/06 
JCC 
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A qualitative study of experiences of Aboriginal caregivers of children with 
developmental disabilities 
Summary of meeting of participants 
Feb 23rd at Association for Community Living 
Introduction: 
The opportunity to meet with all of you was a great privilege, and was very helpful 
in considering the earlier interviews with each of you. I hope the attached summary 
reflects your concerns accurately. The experience of being together and hearing your 
discussions with each other helped my understanding of the gifts and challenges that 
caring for children with developmental disabilities brings. 
I am outlining the main themes of our discussion in the following pages. My next 
step will be weaving together the information from the meeting of the 23rd together 
with that of the 22" with the information shared by each of you in the individual 
interviews. I will send to you the final summary once that is complete. My intent is 
to have that completed and returned to you by the end of July. 
In the meantime, if you have further comments on the information enclosed here, 
please call me at my Winnipeg Research Number 943-9824, or at my work number: 
Child Guidance Clinic 786-7841 (voice mail 416). 
Thanks to each of you for your sharing, and willingness to be involved in this study, 
as well as the meeting. It was good to see all of you again. 
A. Gifts, purpose, spirituality and respect: 
1. The child has a special place in our lives; we grow and learn. 
b. The child is seen as 'gift'; the child brings 'gifts'; caregivers have a strong sense 
of the gifts they receive in caring for the children. Caregivers also feel 'chosen', 
reflecting a deep sense of 'purpose' in the lives of their children One participant 
described the experience in this way: 
"We are fortunate that the Creator chose us to have these special kids, because I 
sure learned lots. I learned to slow down. I learned not to judge people ...We need 
them. I need them.... These guys changed my life. They changed my life. They 're 
teachers." 
The sense of purpose, combined with the sense of gift emerged at the beginning of 
the meeting. The discussion was guided by first considering the 'gifts' brought by 
the child... and this was followed by talking about the 'challenges'. 
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5. There is a need to honour presence of the child: there is an 'interaction' 
between 'growth' of the caregiver and care of the child or children. This 
also appears to be connected to 'purpose'. Emphasis on child as teacher 
a. There is a strong belief and commitment within Aboriginal culture which 
is difficult to express in English words and concepts. The central thought 
seems to be that Aboriginal children contribute to growth and 
development of caregivers. This concept was described in this way: 
We need them, children. I need them. We don't take care of them (Cree words were 
used to describe the concept). Ididn 't believe that you know.... They're smart. (Cree 
words were used again to describe this) These guys changed my life. They changed 
my life. They 're teachers. 
b. In dealing with the diagnosis of her child, one caregiver stated: 
I was so angry, angry at the whole world, angry at alcohol, angry at myself. But, you 
grow. Life is a learning experience. I really believe that now. You 're here to learn. 
You 'd be surprised how strong you are. 
c. Implicit in honouring the life of the child, and the child's gifts, there is 
also rejection of other's opinions that the child is 'poor' because of the 
presence of disability. The child is loved, and cared for, and is therefore 
not 'poor'. 
d. The other side of this concept is that the child is not allowed to use 
disability as a reason or excuse not to do things, or to be responsible. 
6. Care of the child is upheld by a deep spirituality; connections to the 'spirit 
world' are important; life is larger or there are relations (relationships) or 
interactions between what is 'seen' in this world, and the spirit world. 
Dreams are important. 'Respect' is integral to how one is to live. Respect is 
a part of spirituality. Life is seen as 'journey'. One caregiver described her 
belief in the spirit world and in an Aboriginal world view in this way: 
I know there are spirits around us and they help us, they guide us. I've dreamt of 
[adopted children 'sj grandmother. I believe in dreams. The Creator wants the 
best for us. I love my boys. I respect all children. I respect all people because I 
got to know myself How I feel is how you all fee I. Life is a journey. We 're here 
on a journey, we 're here to learn, we 're here to meet one another. To enjoy our 
lives together as best we can. 
Other comments by caregivers were: 
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a. Caregivers have a strong sense of the "spirit" of the child. One 
participant described her children's spirits in this way: 
"Their spirits are pure, that's what the Elders say. " 
b. Different spiritual traditions and integrations of spiritual traditions 
were represented in the group. Some people were connected with 
Aboriginal traditions and spirituality, some with Christian 
traditions. Many people have integrated traditions. 
"There is a spirit world" 
"Native spirituality is powerful. Don't mess with it. Spirit They tried to take 
it away. They tried...Spirit is number one. Connect with your spirit... 
c. Spirituality was a part of the lives of most people; some spoke of 
having the spiritual traditions passed down from 'medicine people' 
within their own families. Some also spoke about learning from Elders 
who are currently living. Others made 'other' spiritual connections, 
finding a spiritual community apart from what their family traditions may 
have been. 
"I had a real [Christian] spiritual experience when I was 21. " 
"My dad was a medicine man; I learned this...Iknow Jesus Christ is real. 
It's all part of apian." 
d. Spirituality helps in understanding and dealing with the child or 
children, as well as in dealing with the many daily challenges of 
supporting children in their schools and in the community, as well as in 
the workplace. 
"Sometimes I 'm scared when my boys act out ...I have to go and get them. 
That's fine, and everything's okay. I don't panic anymore. I don't worry. I 
leave it in God's hands... " 
"Sometimes before I go in [to work with troubled teens], I pray." 
7. Respect is a part of spirituality; it was difficult to know whether to describe 
this as separate, or as a part of spirituality, both were integral to each 
other... respect must be described as a very strong cultural value: 
e. It is important for parents to encourage a sense of value within the child. 
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f. Respect informs care of children. With respect and encouragement, a child 
adapts in his/her own way to challenges. The child develops the inner 
strength to meet the difficulty of others' not seeing his/her value. 
g. Caregivers have strong values about caring for their child or children and 
they also had strong values about not judging parents who may have abused 
alcohol or drugs while the child was in utero. 
h. Caregivers respect their own values and worldview. In attempting to deal 
with the many challenges of their children who suffered from Fetal Alcohol 
Syndrome, caregivers were deeply conscious of their own commitment, and 
recognized their own strengths and commitment. Within their value system, 
not caring for children was not an option. 
"Why did you adopt him? You can give him back! Give him back!" [people say to 
me]. I 've had him since he was two days old... give him back into that system? I 'm 
not that kind of person, you know. I can't do it! I can't! I can't! I wouldn 't be able to 
sleep at night. I 'dget sick." 
B. Being Aboriginal in Canada: There is a particular experience and insight in the 
challenges facing Aboriginal people in Canada which informs all of life; this 
experience causes people to grieve, but also helps people to know they are "strong", 
and assists in caring for children: 
Forget about racism. Or hatred Or whatever. We 're strong. We are fCree word, I 
think Anishnabe] or whatever you want to callus. We 're home; we 're God's people. 
We 've seen it all. They 've brought it right here. Right in front of our faces. 
Sometimes I do have to sit up at night and cry a lot. 
9. Dealing with racism: One caregiver related helping her child deal with a very 
visible disability through reflecting on, and transforming her own experience 
with racism into a positive sense of self. She encouraged her daughter to "believe 
in herself thus strengthening her child's ability to deal with a disability which 
caused others to be 'afraid' or 'to feel sorry for her': 
10. Caregivers have a deep understanding about the reality of the impact that 
being "Aboriginal in Canada" has had on many families. One participant 
wept in recalling the experience of watching the natural mother of her children 
saying goodbye for the last time: 
Their mother committed suicide. After CFS (Child and Family Services) took 4 of 
her kids away. My oldest was 2 and the youngest was 6 months old She said 
goodbye to them... Oh, I'll never forget that. 
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11. Racism in medical system: One caregiver explained that she and her husband 
were treated differently by the medical system than another family who were of 
a different ethnic identity. Their child had exactly the same diagnosis as that of 
the other family; the other family were supported much more in enabling their 
child to be at home with medical assistance. 
12. Awareness of loss, longing for connectedness: A parent who had been 
apprehended as a child stated she would like to have more connections with 
others within Aboriginal community. She felt that this related directly to the 
experiences of loss of her mother as a child. She was looking for connections 
with other parents with similar experiences4. 
13. Residential school has impacted many families. (This was discussed more in 
the individual interviews and will form part of the larger summary). 
My husband was never that spiritual; he was damaged by residential school. But in 
the end [he believed]. 
14. A strong mind: One participant described this value in this way: 
The mind has to be strong. That's what my dad used to say. 
15. Anger within the community: 
There's a lot of angry children. That's the sad part. We carried that a long time. 
[My son] went to get his Masters. He understands now. I had to be an alcoholic to 
understand... what it is like to be an alcoholic... Now that I understand myself, I 
have found my spirit. We 're not 'super people', we 're very weak. I'm not trying to be 
'white' black, something else. 
16. Use of drugs and alcohol: It is hard to witness relatives continuing to use drugs 
and alcohol (but there is also compassion and a very non-judgemental attitude). 
C. Advocacy: Advocacy was seen to be important in people's lives in urban as well 
as in rural communities: 
5. Rural communities: Advocacy was important for persons who attempted to 
get services for their children in home communities. 
There was no advocacy whatsoever. You 're on your own. There's nothing. Zilch in 
services. If a crisis arises, first ones there would be the cops and CFS. 
4
 This appears to be a longing for connecting with others who have similar values, who might understand 
the deep sense of 'connectedness' which is important to 'life' and growth and valuing of growth in 
community... as well as connecting with parents of children with disabilities. 
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My phone bill was high. When the computers came in, I started looking for 
information on the internet. I got some from that. That's the thing. You try to find as 
many resources as you can on your own. You have to do the 'walking'. Nobody's 
going to do it for you. Their doors are open from 9:00 o 'clock to 3:30 (on the 
reserve) and that's it. The education system... on both sides of the community they 
had services like speech and language, but we couldn 't access that. People living 
only a mile away, and they had all the services (from a local school division). 
But, it has changed Now, it's so different now. The (local school division) ran it. 
There's much better leadership now. There's someone advocating for the people -
my sister. She's a band councillor. They 're getting a lot of people. 
6. Need for services in urban centres: 
a. One person outlined specifically asking for a Children's Special Services 
worker with Aboriginal heritage: 
/ asked for an Aboriginal worker. I have an Aboriginal Children's Special Services 
worker now. 
7. Schools: The experience of two families with school systems in urban centres 
was described as very positive. Two single parent caregivers described the 
experience of education as extremely difficult. Both these parents had been 
caring for children with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. (The particular issues relating 
to Fetal Alcohol will be dealt with in section E below). Two other parents 
described painful experiences with schools: 
a. Advocacy was described as urgently needed in schools: 
/ had to set up... advocate for the child. I had to 'set up'. I had to go and 'educate' 
the teachers. Along with the resource workers. C had a stiffness. Mhada bad heart. 
Repeating my story over and over again. There were the diagnosis papers. But they 
don't remember. Like they had to learn how to 'zip' up their jackets. And they 
"chew " the clothes. That's how he copes. Now, they get therapy at school. That's 
how he lets out his frustration. All the stories, you can tell where C is. That's how he 
let's out his frustration. He chews his pencil. 
b. Training of Teaching Assistants: 
One caregiver described having a Teaching Assistant for her child in 
Winnipeg. The child (a teenaged boy) did something that was described as 
'inappropriate'; the caregiver said that the child didn't understand what he 
was doing. He didn't have the capacity to understand because of his 
disability. In mat situation, he could have been 'charged with sexual 
harassment'. 
When a similar instance occurred on the reserve, it was treated differently. 
The person 'laughed it off'. "Laughing it off' seemed a much better way of 
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dealing with the situation. The caregiver thus had real questions about the 
way TA's are trained. This may be related to 'cultural differences' between 
First Nation and regular teachers. It was painful for the parent because in an 
urban centre, the school was about to 'charge' him. But, the didn't 
understand. Because of his disability, he didn't understand what they said. . 
c. Medical systems: A family had to advocate for allowing the child to be 
allowed to come home: 
Advocacy is important. I give permission to people not to 'like' me. A parent needs 
to be strong to advocate for the child 
8. Caregivers describe their children as having many strengths. 
These strengths were outlined as 'they're smart', 'they remember things'. 
D. Sources of support/ help in dealing with challenges in dealing with children and 
with other stresses: 
1. Extended family were a strong source of support: 
We were in 'survival'. We had immediate family to help us. Those are the ones we 
followed We followed them and they followed us. I have a lot of my family here now. 
Many 'relocated' here. There's such a lot of us. [discussion of political ways in the 
reserve; if related to Chief and council, then you have a job]. 
2. Spiritual communities were a source of support. 
3. Humour and gentle encouragement were used throughout the meeting; this 
seemed a particular gift which many related also in dealing with life's 
challenges. 
a. Humour was used in difficult moments, in speaking about children (and 
their 'ways of letting out frustration), as well as relating to health issues. 
One participant was describing her serious health problems when she 
interjected that she was 'helped' by her friend who said to her: 
"You can't die! To hell with that! You 've got too much to do!" 
The Dr. told me I have heart disease. He said, you 're going to have to look after 
yourself... I... put myself in God's hands. Every time I laid down, my heart was just 
pounding. I talked to myself said 'settle down now'. I talk to myself that way. I 
survive that way. God hears me. I survive that way. That's enough talking for me. 
When I feel like it, I start laughing. I say, 'hello'. God is listening to me. My 
daughter came over. My daughter said... Oh, mom, come back to the real world. I 
said, "The world I just came from — that's the real world!" 
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b. "Spirituality" a strong source of support, and was used with some 
humour: 
I'm [God's] child. Surely he's not going to leave me here, stranded! 
My boys can sing, they can drum, they can pray. And they remember everybody. My 
knees got sore. I have to sit down now [when we pray]. They remember so many 
names. They pray for so many people. 
c. The strengths of the child are outlined, and there is humour in describing 
the particular traits of a child: 
FAS children remember. They 've got this mind. When we go grocery shopping, I 
don't need to take a list. 
D. Education is valued. This was reflected in different ways: 
1. In the lives of children: 
a. One of the participants, an educator described herself as "very passionate" 
about enabling children with disabilities to come into the schools system, 
2. A respect for others with education. One participant described her struggle to 
"make others understand" challenges faced by her children with Fetal Alcohol 
Syndrome. She said she had to keep repeating her story over and over again: 
That's the tiring part. You have to keep repeating your story. Over and over 
again. And you just want to choke them! "You went to University! You 're the one 
who should know ". 
Note: There was considerable discussion of the difference between 'wisdom' which is 
based on life experience, and 'knowledge'. Life experience brings wisdom and 
sometimes one has to 'live' the experience to 'know' what the experience is. 
E. Particular challenges facing FAS children and their caregivers: Caregivers 
described the difficulties of trying to support their children with Fetal Alcohol 
Syndrome. 
The kids [with] fetal alcohol. They don't understand. They become repeat offenders. 
There are 'human rights' in Canada. [These kids] don't understand. They steal cars. 
That's what I 'm afraid of, but I 'm not there yet. 
When they get into adolescence, they have challenges. They don't understand the 
consequences. Don't think the professionals understand. They '11 "write them up' or 
'charge them'. They don't have the awareness. They don't understand. 
5. One caregiver had arranged for her child (for whom she was guardian) to live 
with extended family in a First Nation community because her health did not 
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permit her to continue. She was under extreme stress as she was having difficulty 
with him at school in addition to being concerned about the places he was going, 
and the people he was with. 
6. One caregiver described her grandchild as having some of the characteristics of 
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. 
My daughter didn 't say... when she was pregnant. She was Jive months along before 
we found out she was pregnant. She used drugs. She used alcohol. But, she didn't 
say. I didn't judge her. 
7. The physicians may have the 'words', but the caregivers have the 'experience'. 
Other caregivers agreed that they have the ongoing experience of 'what 
[children] are like'. The professionals don't know what they are like. 
We have to have more awareness. We have to have professionals go to workshops, 
have workshops to let them know what it is like to be 'disabled of the mind'... 
Children are different: have to understand. People have to be aware, about these 
children. There's more. There's all sorts of other problems [children affected by] 
crack, and cocaine. They have all sorts of rights. The rights need to be addressed. 
F. Particular concerns raised/ requests made by parents to be included in final 
report: 
3. Sharing of ideas/ concerns in dealing with issues affecting children was very 
important to participants. Some of the caregivers have been doing a lot of 
'pushing' and exchanging information. All of this has been 'informal'. 
A recommendation by caregivers: That a parent group/ be set up. or enabled to 
happen. The purpose for this group would be: 
For parents facing similar challenges to be able to meet (one participant 
suggested that this be sponsored by the government). Emphasis would be on 
have a 'sharing circle'. In the words of one parent, 'we carry a lot of pain for 
our children'. It was emphasised that the meeting should be 'open'. 
Following the meeting, one participant called back and said that the 
meeting had 'lifted her spirit'. 
4. One caregiver (who had been disconnected from community because of 
being apprehended and living in 'the city' away from her family and home 
community) stated she would like to be 'connected' to a group, or to a 
community where some of the concerns/ challenges with her child might be 
addressed. 
I'd like to explore with this participant. 
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4. Human rights of the children need to be addressed. Parents are very 
worried about the vulnerability of their children as they grow up. This a 
particular concern for caregivers of FAS children who have difficulty 
understanding 'consequences'. 
A recommendation by caregivers:This might be explored as part of the 'parent 
meeting'. 
G. Responses to the meeting (and possible future meetings): 
1. Sharing of information happened throughout the meeting 
• Sharing of phone numbers for ongoing contact. 
• Arranging for 'self-directed' respite, using someone trusted by parent to 
take child or children out. 
• How to arrange to receive a "Y" pass, as well as which "Y's" might be 
easiest to get to and find 'parking' close by. 
H. Outside agencies: Desire to explore advocacy, as well as understand better how 
to connect to get better support from agencies, to explore what might be most 
useful... 
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